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ABSTRACT
The term male dan in this dissertation refers to the male actors who specialize in dan
roles or female roles in jingju (Beijing/Peking “opera”). Female actors who act female roles are
called female dan in this study. Male dan were instrumental in the development of jingju,
beginning with the origin of this art form in the late eighteenth century. The socialist government
that established the People’s Republic of China in 1949 had a negative attitude toward crossgender performances, viewing them as the products of a feudal society; female dan artists who
inherited the male dan legacy therefore became predominant in dan role performance after 1949.
Public xiqu (Chinese “opera”/traditional Chinese theatre) training schools established in the
1950s did not accept male dan students. During the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976), male dan
who trained before 1949 almost disappeared from the stage. In the post-Cultural Revolution era
(1976 to the present), the official attitude toward male dan has not been explicitly conveyed or
implicitly suggested by the Party: this ambiguous attitude neither actively supports nor restricts
the development of male dan. Starting in the late 1970s, male dan who had been trained before
1949 gradually returned to the stage. However, xiqu training schools remained closed to male
dan. In addition to the lingering political sensitivity of male dan development, the social
prejudice toward gender and sexual minorities was also a critical obstacle hindering the
development of male dan, who were therefore stigmatized both morally and politically. After the
2000s, an increasingly open political and social environment allowed for the emergence of new
male dan who explored various training and performance opportunities. Through the combined
efforts of male dan and male dan advocates, a few of the new male dan were accepted by jingju
training schools and state-run jingju troupes. Successfully established new male dan pursued the
male dan identity by negotiating with various institutional and social obstacles and enhanced
iii

their male dan identity by cautiously adhering to the male dan tradition created by male dan
masters both onstage and offstage. One of the crucial factors in the success of these new male
dan is the belief shared among male dan and male dan advocates that male dan performance has
its unique values and characteristics which cannot be replicated by female dan. Unlike female
dan, who may have to make a fair amount of adjustment to adapt the stylized vocal and physical
performance skills and techniques created by male dan to their own circumstances, in the process
of imitative learning, male dan may imitate much more directly. In dan role performance, male
dan are believed to have more potential for approaching the ideal, refined and stylized beauty
established by the male dan tradition. Though the 2010s ushered in an era of a firmer recognition
of the unique value of male dan art, and a comparatively more relaxed political and social
environment for male dan, xiqu schools were still, in general, not open to accepting male dan
students.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Terminology and Purpose of the Research
Jingju (Beijing/Peking “opera”)1 is the most widespread form of xiqu (Chinese
“opera”/traditional Chinese theatre). Jingju is a highly conventionalized and synthesized
theatrical genre in which the actors’ performance is the most fundamental element from the
perspective of the spectatorship. Jingju actors are required to master the four performance skills
of singing, speaking, dance-acting, and combat.2 There are four basic role types in jingju: sheng
(male role), dan (female role), jing/hualian (painted-face role), and chou (comic role). Each
specific role type is a subcategory of the four role types, and each indicates a particular gender,
age, and level of dignity of the characters, requiring respective performance conventions and
stylized patterns. The formation of role types is due to the fact that convention is one of the core
aesthetic characteristics of jingju. Performing conventions have been created by generations of
jingju practitioners to bestow jingju performance with fixed formats and stylized patterns and to
make the actions of daily reality more beautiful within the aesthetic parameters of jingju.3
Dan is the generic term for female roles in xiqu. The dan role category is mainly divided
into qingyi (lit. “blue cloth”), huadan (lit. “flower dan”), daomadan (lit. “horse and saber dan”),

1

Important theatrical terms are listed in the glossary with Chinese romanization, Chinese characters, and English
translation provided. In the main text, both Chinese romanization and English translation of crucial theatrical terms
are provided. Also, in the main text, English translation and Chinese characters are provided for significant nontheatrical words and phrases, which are not listed in the glossary.
2
The translation of the four performance skills follows that of xiqu scholar Elizabeth Wichmann. In her book
Listening to Theatre, Wichmann further explains that dance-acting “includes pure dance, pantomime, and all the
visible, physical results of ‘acting’ in the Western sense” and the skill of combat “encompasses not only actual
fighting with fists, knives, swords, and spears, but also acrobatics as well” (2).
3
This description of the performing convention is mainly based on the discussion of convention written in Zhang
Geng’s Zhang Geng wenlu, p. 467, and is inspired by the discussion of jingju’s aesthetic aim and principles in
Elizabeth Wichmann’s Listening to Theatre, pp. 2–6.
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wudan (lit. “martial dan”), huashan (lit. “flower shirt”), and laodan (lit. “old dan”), etc. Qingyi is
the role category usually for demure, dignified, and indomitable young and middle-aged women
whose ages range from around eighteen to around fifty. Usually, the qingyi characters are under
forty years of age. Singing is the principal mode of expression for qingyi roles, along with the
skills of speaking and dance-acting. Huadan roles are in general young and middle-aged female
characters who are charming, vivacious and lovely. Huadan roles can also be shrewish and
flirtatious. The roles of qingyi are usually serious or tragic characters, while the roles of huadan
mostly carry a comic flavor, and feature speaking and dance-acting skills; singing is not
emphasized. Their ages range from approximately twenty to forty. Both daomadan and wudan
are martial female characters. On the battlefield, daomadan roles usually wear the stage armor
called kao, which indicates their high military positions. In addition to combat, singing and
speaking are also important in daomadan roles. Wudan roles in general don’t wear stage armor,
neither do these roles emphasize the skills of singing and speaking. Wudan excel in their swift
movements and the martial arts skills of tumbling and somersaulting. In addition to human
beings with extraordinary martial skills, wudan roles also include demons and spirits. Starting in
the late Qing dynasty (1644–1912), the rigid barriers among the role categories were gradually
broken by dan role practitioners, which led to the formation of the huashan role category. The
portrayal of huashan roles requires a combination of the specialized performance skills,
including the singing of qingyi, dance-acting of huadan, and combat of daomadan. Laodan
characters are usually dignified women above fifty years of age. Singing is the primary skill for
laodan roles. Unlike other dan roles that employ a small voice (xiao sangzi)/falsetto voice
(jiasheng) in speaking and singing, laodan roles employ a large voice (da sangzi)/natural voice
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(zhengsheng).4 In this dissertation, the dan roles discussed do not include laodan. Furthermore,
choudan (lit. “ugly dan”), the comic female roles that are categorized under the role type of
chou, are also excluded from this research. Choudan are generally played by male actors whose
expertise is the performance of chou roles. The purpose of male cross-gender performance of
choudan roles is to create comedy based on an exaggeration of feminine gender markers. Male
choudan actors, therefore, perform within the convention of clearly being men playing around
with female gender characteristics. However, in the performance of young dan roles, male dan
take a serious approach to presenting characters that are clearly female.
The term male dan, commonly known in Chinese as qiandan or nandan, in this
dissertation refers to the male actors who specialize in dan roles in xiqu. Female actors who act
dan roles are denoted as female dan (kundan or nüdan) in this study. Male dan played an
important role in the development of jingju. Starting in 1651 in the Qing dynasty, female
entertainers were repeatedly restricted and banned. Consecutive edicts issued by the central
government targeting female performers both inside and outside of Beijing in the Shunzhi
(1644–1661) and Kangxi (1662–1722) periods were frequently quoted by xiqu historians as
evidence of the official restrictions on female actors. Such bans were also repeatedly issued by
local governments in the mid and late Qing dynasty. These bans are considered the reasons
behind the formation of all-male theatre troupes in Beijing and in public theatrical performances
in other cities.5 Because of the political restrictions on female actors, male dan dominated the

4

The explication of dan role categories is primarily based on Zhongguo jingju baike quanshu, pp. 98-99, and Jing
Guxie’s Jingju hangdang, pp. 29–42. It is also supported by Ruru Li’s The Soul of Beijing Opera, p. 303, and
Elizabeth Wichmann’s Listening to Theatre, pp. 9–10.
5
For the details regarding the political restrictions on female entertainers in the Qing dynasty please see Yao
Shuyi’s Wanqing xiqu de bian’ge, pp.125–126, and Zhang Yuan’s Jindai Ping Jin Hu de chengshi jingju nü
yanyuan (1900–1932), pp.2–4.
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dan role performance for about one hundred years beginning with the origin of jingju in Beijing
in the late eighteenth century. According to scholar Jin Jiang, the strict adoption of the Confucian
ideology by the Qing state “discouraged women from entering public arenas;” women in general
were largely prohibited from attending public xiqu performances and were “entirely excluded
from performances in commercial venues” (27–28). As pointed out by xiqu scholar Yao Shuyi,
in the public teahouse theatre houses, actors and audience members were exclusively male, and
their aesthetic tastes were fully embodied in xiqu performances (131). Therefore, during the last
one hundred years in the Qing dynasty, the jingju dan role performance conventions and
aesthetic system were developed and formed within an exclusively male culture among a
homogeneous gender group consisting of male actors, male patrons and audience members, and
male xiqu critics.
In the Republican era (1912–1949), prominent male dan masters created the golden age
of jingju and became the founders of different liupai (schools/styles of performance). The
formation of various liupai is widely perceived by xiqu scholars as one of the main indications of
the maturation and flowering of the art of jingju. According to xiqu scholar Fu Jin, saying that a
xiqu actor has formed his or her liupai indicates the recognition of his or her distinctive personal
artistic style. For instance, in terms of singing, this actor has his or her unique musical approach
including methods of vocal projection and singing. His or her unique singing style is gradually
developed and reinforced in a number of xiqu productions especially in his or her signature
plays, and is appreciated and recognized by audiences (Fu Jin, “Xiqu liupai”). Xiqu scholar Dong
Weixian explicates five components for the formation of a particular liupai. First, a particular
liupai is developed based on the liupai creator’s inheritance of the artistry of previous actors.
Second, there are other actors desirous of learning and following this particular liupai. Third, the
4

particular liupai is praised by fellow actors. Fourth, the particular liupai is recognized by xiqu
experts. Fifth, the particular liupai is supported by audience members (Dong 1–7). Throughout
jingju dan role performance history, all the liupai creators have been male dan. Almost all dan
role liupai were formed before 1949. The only exception is the new dan role liupai created by
male dan Zhang Junqiu (1920–1997) in the 1950s. The liupai that both male and female dan
follow today were created men. At no time has a woman been recognized as creating a new
liupai.
Female jingju actors first started to emerge and perform in all-female troupes in public
theatres in the late nineteenth century in treaty port cities such as Shanghai, Tianjin, and Wuhan,
and, in 1912, in Beijing. In the early twentieth century, joint male-female performances began to
emerge in Tianjin and Shanghai. Beijing did not officially allow male and female actors to
perform together until 1930.6 Compared to male dan, female dan, especially in the beginning of
their development, had limited training and performance opportunities. The lower social and
economic status of women also restricted their performance careers.7 Although some outstanding
female dan emerged in the 1920s and 1930s, according to the research of xiqu scholar Zhang
Yuan, the mainstream perspectives in the Republican period were that the artistic achievements
of male dan were higher than those of female dan, and that male dan were the models for female
dan to follow (62).
According to xiqu scholar Xu Wei, it was not until the beginning of the Republic era that
women were allowed to watch jingju in public theatre houses (“Lun Qing mo Min chu” 88). As

6

For the emergence of female actors in the late Qing dynasty and the early Republican period, please refer to Zhang
Yuan’s Jindai Ping Jin Hu, p.4, and Xu Wei’s “Lun Qing mo Min chu,” p. 88.
7
For the obstacles female actors faced in the early decades of the 20th century, please refer to Zhang Yuan’s Jindai
Ping Jin Hu, pp. 13–41.
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discussed by scholar Jin Jiang, the growing number of female audience members contributed to a
shift in interest from the performance of male roles to the performance of female roles in jingju
(33). The flowering of dan role performance and the popularity of male dan, especially the liupai
creators in the Republican era, was closely related to the growth of female audience in the theatre
houses. However, the emergence of female actors and a female audience did not seem to subvert
the nature of jingju culture as a male-centered culture. In terms of dan role performance, the
artistic achievements of female dan were by no means considered equal to those of male dan, as
discussed above. According to Jin Jiang, the patronage of jingju featured rich and powerful men
in political, intellectual, and business circles (36). The success of each individual male dan star
in the Republican era was inseparable from the support of his close male friends and adherents,
who voluntarily formed a creative team providing financial, intellectual, and artistic resources to
nourish the artistic growth and popularity of their favorite actor. As mentioned by scholar Joshua
Goldstein, the voice of the female audience was essentially inaudible in the media coverage of
jingju, and on the rare occasions when female opinions did appear, the women were presented as
undiscerning novices in the jingju press (244). Scholar Fu Jin commented that although female
audience members were crucial to the box office success of jingju performances, it was unlikely
that this newly emerged jingju audience group had developed a unique aesthetic taste, and more
probable that they basically accepted the male-centered taste (Personal Interview). Therefore, it
can be argued that, in the Republican era, the maturation and flourishing of dan role performance
continued to be driven and nourished by a male-centered culture and aesthetic taste.
The socialist government that established the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1949
took xiqu very seriously and instituted extensive reforms of plays, personnel, and institutions.
The PRC government had a negative attitude toward cross-gender performances; female dan
6

artists therefore became predominant in dan role performance in jingju. During the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution also known as the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976), male dan
almost disappeared from the stage. After the Cultural Revolution, some male dan who had been
trained before 1949 gradually returned to the stage, and some young men who had been trained
for dan roles since 1949 were able to perform. In this study, male dan who trained before 1949
and continued to perform in the post-Cultural Revolution (post-CR) era (1976 to the present) are
referred to as male dan of the older generation. Post-CR male dan who were trained after 1949
are denoted as new male dan. In the 1980s and 1990s, the performances of male dan of the older
generation were highly praised by xiqu critics and scholars and were warmly received by
audiences. Starting in the 2000s, a few new male dan began to emerge. Because male dan have
been generally excluded from the official xiqu training system since 1949, very few of the new
male dan have been accepted at xiqu schools for systematic dan role training at the young age at
which professional female dan usually begin their training. With a wide range of training
backgrounds and career trajectories, a limited number8 of the new male dan have established
their status as professional dan role performers working in state-run theatre troupes and schools,
and some have established their fame by performing outside of the system of state-run
institutions. Those post-CR male dan who have managed to survive and develop in a jingju
world that has been closely scrutinized and controlled by the PRC government and dominated by
female dan are playing a significant role in carrying on the endangered male dan tradition. Their
success is inseparable from the support of male dan advocates including xiqu practitioners,

8

To the best of my knowledge, there are only five male dan currently working in the state-run system as dan role
actors. These male dan are: Hu Wen’ge, Yang Lei, Liu Zheng, Mu Yuandi, and Zhu Junhao. Their background
information is introduced in this Chapter in 1.3 Methodology and Chapter Outline.
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critics, scholars, and audiences who have long believed in the irreplaceable value of male dan
performance.
The purpose of my dissertation is to identify and explicate the gender politics of the
jingju male dan in the post-CR era in terms of the gendered obstacles in training and developing
male dan, the interactions between the identity of male dan and the ways individual male dan
pursue their careers, as well as the gendered perspectives of male dan, female dan, and other
parties on dan role training and performance. I will investigate four major questions in pursuit of
this goal. First, what are the political pressures, social prejudices, and other obstacles that
prevented the development of male dan before and after the Cultural Revolution? Second, how
did male dan and male dan advocates work through these obstacles to propel the development of
male dan after the Cultural Revolution? Third, how do individual post-CR male dan negotiate
their male dan identity onstage and offstage in their pursuit of acting careers despite various
obstacles? Fourth, to what extent and in what ways are the training and performance of dan roles
gendered from the perspectives of primarily post-CR male and female dan, as well as other
parties including xiqu critics, scholars, and audiences?

1.2 Justification and Previous Research
While the male dan pioneers and masters who emerged before 1949 have been perceived
as models for later jingju practitioners and have been important research subjects for scholars of
Chinese theatre and Chinese history, male dan in the post-CR era seem to have been
marginalized both on the jingju stage and in academic research. As the successors to the glorious
legacy of dan role art left by male dan jingju masters of the 20th century, these post-CR male
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dan are undeniably crucial to the survival of the art. My research is significant as it represents
one of the first academic studies concerning jingju male dan in the post-CR era.
The research on male dan has been conducted mainly through the lenses of historical
study and literary study, with a focus on historical periods before the Cultural Revolution. In his
book Speaking of Xiqu (Shuo xiqu)9 published in 1976, the author Zeng Yongyi includes his
article, “Male Performing Female and Female Performing Male” (Nan ban nüzhuang yu nü ban
nanzhuang), which lists and investigates major historical records concerning both male and
female cross-gender pre-xiqu performances from the Han (202 BCE–CE 220) through the Tang
(618–907) dynasties, and in the major xiqu genres developed respectively in the Song (960–
1279) through the Qing dynasties.
Following Zeng Yongyi, more scholars have conducted research on the historical
development of male dan and cross-gender performance in general. Xu Wei’s 2013 book, Male
Dan: The Study of a Special Phenomenon in China (Nandan: Zhongguo xiqu teshu xianxiang
yanjiu), is an important historical study systematically tracing the development of male dan in
different xiqu genres throughout the history of xiqu. Xu outlines the history of the art of male dan
performance, which can be traced back to the singing and dancing practices of shamanistic
rituals prior to the Qin dynasty (221–206 BCE); it then developed further in the theatrical
performances of the Tang and Song dynasties, established its system in the xiqu performance of
the Ming dynasty (1368–1644), flourished and dominated in dan role performances in xiqu in the
Qing dynasty, and reached its zenith in jingju performances in the first half of the twentieth
century (37, 47, 50, 64, 225). In English scholarship, the following works sketch the historical
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roots and development of cross-gender performance and performers: “Striking Their Own Poses:
The History of Cross-Dressing on the Chinese Stage” by Hui-ling Chou (1997); “Male Dan: The
Paradox of Sex, Acting, and Perception of Female Impersonations in Traditional Chinese
Theatre” by Min Tian (2000); Cross-Dressing in Chinese Opera by Siu Leung Li (2003); and
“Actors and Role Type, Sex and Gender, and Creative Interpretation in Jingju” by Elizabeth
Wichmann-Walczak (2011).
Male dan in the Ming and Qing dynasties have been studied both as an important group
of actors contributing to the development of xiqu, and as a critical group of boy lovers involved
in the male homoeroticism particularly prevalent during those dynasties. In 2006, Yao Shuyi
published her book Changes in Xiqu in the Late Qing Dynasty (Wanqing xiqu de biange), in
which Chapter Three, “The Rise and Fall of Male Dan in the Ming and Qing History of Theatre
Performance” (“Ming Qing yanju shi shang de nandan xingshuai”), traces the historical
development of male dan in the Ming and Qing dynasties. Yao argues that male dan obtained the
same status as female dan in the Ming dynasty, and achieved preeminence twice in the Qing
dynasty (114). The development of male dan in the Qing dynasty is closely associated with the
business of male prostitution. In Chapter Four, “Xiqu in the Late Qing Dynasty and the ‘Tangzi’
in the Southern City of Beijing” (“Wanqing xiqu yu Beijing nancheng de ‘tangzi’”), Yao Shuyi
investigates the functions of the tangzi hall, also called the private residence (siyu), in the Qing
dynasty. These tangzi halls served as the homes of famous xiqu male actors, as places for raising
and training young male xiqu actors, and as brothels where male actors, including male dan,
provided sensual pleasures for male customers. The interactions between male dan and male
audience members and customers were reflected in late Qing literary works known as “flower
guides” (huapu) written by the literati. In Chapter Seven, “Theatre Guides and Xiqu
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Advertisements in the Late Qing Dynasty” (Wanqing de guanju zhinan yu xiqu guanggao), Yao
Shuyi examines the flower guides in which xiqu actors, including male dan, were ranked,
evaluated, and publicized by the literati authors.
Regarding the historical development of male dan in the Ming and Qing dynasties, Cheng
Yu’ang’s 2012 book, Scholars and Male Dan in the Ming and Qing Dynasties (Ming Qing shiren
yu nandan), investigates the development of male dan by tracing the history of the interaction
and relationships between male dan and the literati, and further studies the impact of male danliterati interactions on the arts of male dan, xiqu, and dramatic literature (3). There are also
studies concerning the structure of xiqu troupes in the Ming dynasty, in which male troupes and
male actors, including male dan and their interaction with the literati, are investigated. One of the
most important of such works is Hu Ji and Liu Zhizhong’s 1989 study, The Historical
Development of Kunju (Kunju fazhan shi).
Wu Xinmiao’s 2017 book, The Study of Private Residences in the Xiqu World: Lives and
Performances of the Actors in the Qing Dynasty, and the Inheritance of Their Art (Liyuan siyu
kaolun: Qingdai lingren shenghuo, yanju ji yishu chuancheng), derives from a historical research
concerning the development of private residences in the Qing dynasty. He analyzes the structure
and operational system of private residences and the entertainment and xiqu culture that grew out
of them; investigates the influence of private residences on the development of kunqu (Kun
“opera”) and jingju performance and examines the flower guides as important private-residence
actor critiques. Male dan as important participants in homosexual activities revolving around the
private residences have been investigated in English works concerning male love in late imperial
China. One of the most important of such works is Cuncun Wu’s 2004 book, Homoerotic
Sensibilities in Late Imperial China. There are other works that consider male dan in the context
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of male homoeroticism through the reading of homoerotic literature, including flower guides and
novels in late imperial China. These works include: “Actors and Aficionados in Qing Dynasty
Texts of Theatrical Connoisseurship” by Andrea S. Goldman (2008); “Speaking of Flowers:
Theatre, Public Culture, and Homoerotic Writing in Nineteenth-Century Beijing” by Cuncun Wu
and Mark Stevenson (2010); and Giovanni Vitiello’s 2011 study, The Libertine’s Friend:
Homosexuality and Masculinity in Late Imperial China.
As indicated above, male dan in the Republican period created the golden age of jingju,
and each famous male dan established his personal style/school of performance, known as a
liupai. Among these famous male dan, the most influential actors were Mei Lanfang (1894–
1961), Cheng Yanqiu (1904–1958), Xun Huisheng (1900–1968), and Shang Xiaoyun (1900–
1976).10 They created the four major liupai of dan roles and were hailed as the “four great and
famous dan” (sida mingdan), often known in English simply as the “four great dan.” Numerous
scholarly works written in Chinese have studied individual male dan actors, exemplified by the
four great dan, who emerged in the late Qing dynasty and early Republican era, and continued
their artistic careers in the pre-Cultural Revolution PRC period. These works consider their
artistic contribution to the development of jingju, their individual performance styles and
characteristics, and their artistic careers and personal lives, and investigate male dan as a group
in interaction with a changing society.
In the English scholarship concerning male dan in the golden age of jingju, I am aware of
eleven major works. In the 2007 study Drama Kings: Players and Publics in the Re-creation of
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Peking Opera, 1870–1937, while discussing the ways in which male dan engaged with the
transformations and conceptualizations of jingju from the late Qing to the Republican period,
Joshua Goldstein places the discourse of male dan in a larger historical context by discussing
how the gender performance of male dan both on and off stage interacts with gender
construction and the establishment of national culture in the Republican period. Goldstein
introduces and analyzes to varying extents important aesthetic and sociological issues in the
discourse of male dan: the training and major artistic contributions of male dan; the performance
styles and characteristics of individual male dan as represented by the four great dan; the
construction of and the relationship between male dan gender identity and their performance on
and off stage; and the interaction between male dan and different social factions, including
female dan role players, male writer-advisors and patrons, male and female fans, mass media,
and the Republican government.
There are works concentrating on the interaction between the artistic dimension and
social dimension of male dan and the interplay of their identities in the two realms. In her 1997
article titled “The Chinese Opera Star: Roles and Identity,” Isabelle Duchesne discusses male
dan as actors and stars in the Republican era by focusing on the ways their complex identities,
particularly the “theatrical identity” and “personal identity,” were constructed by defining the
boundaries of their “professional, private, social and public realms of life,” and by analyzing the
ways the construction of the stars’ public images led “to a blurring of the boundaries between
their personas” (218). Guanda Wu in his 2017 dissertation, “Nandan, Gender Plasticity, and
Dichotomization of ‘Artistic’ Femininity versus ‘Natural’ Masculinity from China’s Republican
Era to the Early PRC, 1912-Early 1960s,” investigates the gender politics of male dan in the
period between 1912 and the early 1960s, and contends that “the dichotomization of ‘artistic’
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femininity onstage versus ‘natural’ masculinity offstage has been essential to the identity of
nandan players of xiqu in the post-1912 context” (iii).
The four great dan actors have been the focus of a great deal of scholarly research.
Several historical studies examine Mei Lanfang’s life, artistic accomplishments, and impact on
jingju and in theatrical world outside China: Mei Lan-Fang: The Life and Times of a Peking
Actor by A.C. Scott (1971); Peking Opera and Mei Lanfang by Zuguang Wu, et. (1981); China’s
Greatest Operatic Male Actor of Female Roles: Documenting the Life and Art of Mei Lanfang,
1894–1961 edited by Min Tian (2010); Mei Lanfang and the Twentieth-Century International
Stage: Chinese Theatre Placed and Displaced written by Min Tian (2012). This list is by no
means exhaustive. Other works focus on the aesthetic dimension of the performance of these
male dan masters. Elizabeth Wichmann-Walczak, in her 2011 article, “Actors and Role Types,
Sex and Gender, and Creative Interpretation in Jingju,” compares the performance styles of Mei
Lanfang and his female student Li Yuru in relation to their different interpretations of the title
character in the play The Favorite Concubine Becomes Intoxicated (Guifei zuijiu).11 In the
section “Individual Melodic-Passage Composition” of Chapter Four “The Musical System:
Musical Composition” in the 1991 book Listening to Theatre: The Aural Dimension of Beijing
Opera, Wichmann-Walczak identifies and compares interpretations by Mei Lanfang, Cheng
Yanqiu, and Xun Huisheng of the heroine in the play The Jade Hall Spring (Yu tang chun)
through their melodic-passage compositions. In the 2011 article “Mianli Cangzhen: Like a
Hidden Needle in Cotton Padding—Individual Performance Style Versus Convention in Jingju,”
Jo Riley investigates the performance style of Cheng Yanqiu by linking his personal inventions
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of performance characteristics with his personal stature and abilities. Li Ruru devotes a chapter,
“Cheng Yanqiu—Masculinity and Femininity,” of her 2010 book The Soul of Beijing Opera:
Theatrical Creativity and Continuity in the Changing World, to introducing and analyzing the
performance style of Cheng Yanqiu in terms of his performance characteristics, his artistic
innovations and aesthetics, and their relation to his personality.
There is very little academic research in either Chinese or English focusing on
contemporary male dan who emerged in the post-CR era. There are substantive Chinese
publications concerning the biographies and artistic contributions of male dan who started
training before 1949, and who continued to perform or teach the dan role performance after the
Cultural Revolution. Chinese sources focusing on new male dan who have trained since 1949 are
primarily descriptive and anecdotal introductions to their career developments or recent
theatrical productions circulated through social media. However, there are two important studies
in English about jingju male dan in the post-Cultural Revolution era. In Chapter Nine, “‘The
Last Female Impersonator’: Wen Ruhua and his Aesthetics of Male Transvestism,” of the 2003
book Cross-Dressing in Chinese Opera, Siu Leung Li introduces and analyzes the political,
social, and cultural contexts of cross-gender performance in the early decades of the PRC. Li
describes the different fortunes of male and female cross-gender performance in the post-CR
period: “the original government policy to eradicate both male and female cross-dressing
unfolded contrary to what Premier Zhou and the Party intended—today female cross-dressing is
thriving, and while the suppression of the male transvestite has been more clear-cut and almost
complete, the death knell has yet to be struck” (197). Then Li examines the case of Wen Ruhua
(b. 1947), a male jingju actor who grew up after the establishment of the PRC and was formally
trained in the xiaosheng (young male role) in school. In the post-CR period, when, with the
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retirement and deaths of members of the older generations of male dan, the male dan
performance tradition was dying, Wen Ruhua, as an actor, was first identified as a “sheng
doubling the dan” by playing a role in which his male character was forced to disguise himself as
a woman, and then as “the last male dan in China” (197–200). Li analyzes the identity politics of
Wen Ruhua as an actor, and the artistic tactic that he formulated and employed practically and
theoretically to legitimatize his practice of cross-gender performance, by locating them in the
ideological and cultural complexities of male dan in the post-CR period. Li argues that “the
defiant gesture of ‘the last female impersonator’ against patriarchal, homophobic institutional
power is, at the same time, a reinforcement of male dominance materialized through the
aesthetics of performing gender predicated upon the superiority of the male body” (213).
In his 2018 book Cross-Gender China, Huai Bao uses the lens of gender study and queer
study to interpret the recent revival in male dan performance as a post-CR transgressive
phenomenon. Following Siu Leung Li’s research, Bao further investigates the political
intervention employed by the PRC in limiting cross-gender performance, art, and literature in
general, from the founding of the PRC to the end of the Cultural Revolution. Bao argues that the
art of male dan “had transformed from a cultural obsession to a cultural taboo” under PRC
political pressure (8). Bao also provides more detail concerning Wen Ruhua’s voluntary
transgression of the theatrical norm of female domination of the dan role performance, starting
with his production of Fair-Faced Gentleman (Baimian langjun), first staged in the mid-1980s.
As illustrated in Bao’s study, this production helped Wen attain his officially approved transition
from the assigned xiaosheng (young male role) to his desired dan role as an actor in a state-run
theatre company (60). Wen’s performance in the Fair-Faced Gentleman marked the arguably
“formal” revival of the male dan tradition as discussed by Bao (50). More importantly, Bao
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investigates the male dan’s transgression of gender norms in the socio-cultural context of postCR China by focusing on the gendered aesthetic experience and its relationship with the
biological factors of individual male cross-gender performers, ranging from professional xiqu
actors to drag show performers embodying xiqu performance elements, and on the male dan
identities, regarding their gender and sexual identity, and their gender-transgressive expression
through their performance practice.
The research of Siu Leung Li and Huai Bao provides crucial resources for my own
research, especially in their analysis of the discourse of male dan from a socio-cultural
perspective, which includes their investigation of the political climate established by the PRC
government and their analysis of the interactions between male dan culture and LGBTQ culture
in contemporary China. My contribution to this growing body of research on jingju male dan in
the post-CR era derives from a focus on performance and aesthetics. First, I aim to provide a
performance history of jingju male dan in the post-CR era and, second, to produce a critical
study of the aesthetic values of jingju male dan as perceived in the post-CR era. In scholarly
investigation of male dan throughout the history of the practice, gender has been considered as
an important issue in both their onstage performance and offstage lives. I use the notion of
gender as a key to decipher the challenges that prevented the development of male dan and
affected the views of and about male dan in the post-CR era. Understanding the frustration
suffered and the effort made by male dan to assure the continuance of the dan art in
contemporary society is one major goal of this research; analyzing contemporary views of the
artistic characteristics and aesthetic values of the jingju dan art created by historical male dan
and continued by both male and female dan in contemporary society is another. Overall, I hope
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to exert a positive influence on the inheritance of the endangered art of male dan, and the art of
jingju in general.

1.3 Methodology and Chapter Outline
My personal experience and training have led me to adopt an ethnographic approach to
this research. I grew up in Mainland China and have accepted after-school training for and
performed as a female dan since I was seven years old, first in yuju (Yu “opera”), the regional
xiqu form of Henan province, then in jingju. Over the past ten years studying theatre in the
Department of Theatre and Dance at the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa, I have been exposed to
the history, theory, and practice of Asian theatre, Western theatre, and intercultural theatre and
performance studies. I have developed my scholarly expertise in Chinese theatre, and enhanced
my own training in jingju dan role acting.
As a theatre practitioner and scholar trained both in China and the US, I believe that to
conduct an in-depth and meaningful study of xiqu, a theatrical genre that features its
extraordinary performance heritage and a conversely insubstantial theoretical system, requires a
scholar of Asian theatre in the West: 1) to delve deeply into the xiqu culture so as to understand
the thoughts of xiqu actors and their artistry; 2) to analyze their creative process and results based
on their given concepts and ideas instead of drawing on outside-derived concepts; and 3) to
conceptualize and theorize their verbal articulations and artistic practice, which usually are not
placed within a theoretical framework. The third step should be fulfilled based on the scholars’
solid knowledge of xiqu performance and supported by concepts and notions from traditional
Chinese performing arts outside xiqu, Chinese philosophy, and theatrical practices foreign to
China but with advanced theoretical systems. This research has been conducted with an eye
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towards achieving all of the above tasks except for the last one, which is, in fact, my ultimate
goal as a xiqu scholar to achieve in the long run.
To understand the career and artistry of male dan and male dan culture in contemporary
society, it is essential to obtain first-hand knowledge and experience by communicating with
male dan, observing their onstage and offstage behaviors, and referring to the perspectives
and/or performances of other parties in the jingju world. I therefore used the participant
observation methodology of ethnographic fieldwork to help me delve into the male dan culture
and collect data for this research. To establish connections with male dan, I carried out three
preliminary research visits to China in May and July of 2013, in July of 2014, and in May of
2015. During the three visits lasting approximately two months cumulatively, I associated with
and/or conducted interviews with xiqu scholars and jingju artists including the assumed core
male dan participants of the proposed research in Beijing, Shanghai, Chongqing, and Wuhan. I
also attended the classes and public performances of male dan that were accessible. From
September 2016 to July 2017, I conducted the main eleven-month field research, primarily in
Beijing and Shanghai.
As both an insider (an amateur xiqu performer who grew up in China) and outsider (a
scholar trained in the US), it is not difficult for me to adopt an empathic position and, at the same
time, maintain an intellectual distance from all of my research participants. Nevertheless, I
experienced tremendous hardship and some traumatic feelings in the process of reaching out and
interviewing actors, especially some male dan. Inspired by the statement that “uncomfortable
fieldwork is often very good fieldwork,” I remained dedicated to the research by following the
suggestions of Lynne Hume and Jane Mulcock: by trying to overcome negative emotions of the
private self, and to strengthen the critical thinking of the researcher self (xxxiii). I came to
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understand that all the disrespect, ignorance, and misunderstanding that I have experienced are
nothing in comparison to the difficulties and traumatic experiences that happened to and/or are
happening to these male dan.
I used multiple methods of data collection in my field research, including interviews,
questionnaires, and performance observations. In the course of this field research, I officially
interviewed all seven living professional male dan that I know to have been trained before 1949,
namely: Yu Yuheng (b. 1925), Shu Changyu (b. 1927), Bi Guyun (b. 1930), Wu Yinqiu (b.
1931), Mei Baojiu (1934–2016), Song Changrong (b. 1935), and Shen Fucun (b. 1935). Yu
Yuheng is an important wangpai (the school/style of master Wang Yaoqing) successor and a
retired dan role teacher from the National Academy of Chinese Theatre Arts (NACTA,
Zhongguo Xiqu Xueyuan).12 NACTA is a national-level university in Beijing that provides xiqu
training for both undergraduate and graduate students in xiqu practice and theories, and is
currently the most prestigious xiqu training school in China at the post-secondary level. Shu
Changyu is a critical meipai (the school/style of master Mei Lanfang) successor. He once worked
as a dan role actor in the Jingju Troupe of Guizhou Province (Guizhousheng Jingjutuan). Bi
Guyun is a primary xupai (the school/style of master Xu Biyun) successor and a retired dan role
actor from the Jingju Troupe of Benxi (Benxishi Jingjutuan). Wu Yinqiu is an important
zhangpai (the school/style of Zhang Junqiu) successor and a retired dan role performer from the
Jingju Theatre Company of Beijing (JTCB, Beijing Jingjuyuan); Mei Baojiu, the son of Mei
Lanfang, is a primary meipai successor retired from JTCB. Song Changrong is an important
xunpai (the school/style of master Xun Huisheng) successor retired from the Changrong Jingju
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Theatre Company of Jiangsu Province (CJTCJP, Jiangsusheng Changrong Jingjuyuan). Shen
Fucun (b. 1935) is a dan role performer retired from the Jingju Troupe of Chongqing
(Chongqingshi Jingjutuan).
In addition to interviewing the seven living male dan trained before 1949, I also made
every effort to interview as many as possible of the male dan who were trained after 1949 and
meet one or more of the following criteria: 1) male dan who have been hired by the state-run
professional jingju troupes and schools as dan role actors; 2) those who are undergoing official
dan role training in or have graduated from public xiqu training academies; 3) male dan who
have received personal training from professional or amateur actors and have pursued jingju dan
role acting careers outside the state-run institutions by intensively collaborating with professional
jingju actors and troupes and, 4) those who have received personal training from professional or
amateur actors and are outstanding within the piaoyou (amateur xiqu actors) circle but may or
may not identify themselves as piaoyou. As is evident in these selection criteria, the interviewees
were chosen based on their professional attitude toward dan role performance and their artistic
achievements as shown in their training and performing experience. I officially interviewed
nineteen of these male dan who met these criteria, for a total of twenty-six interviewees.
To the best of my knowledge, there are six new male dan that meet the first criterion,
including: Wen Ruhua (b. 1947), Hu Wen’ge (b. 1967), Yang Lei (b. 1978), Liu Zheng (b.
1974), Mu Yuandi13 (b. 1983), and Zhu Junhao (1987). Wen Ruhua was trained in xiaosheng at
the National School of Chinese Theatre Arts (NSCTA, Zhongguo Xiqu Xuexiao), the
predecessor of NACTA. He worked first as a composer in the Comrades-in-Arms Jingju
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Company of the Beijing Military Region (Beijing Junqu Zhanyou Jingjutuan) then transferred to
the JTCB as a xiaosheng actor. As discussed in the literature review, he managed to change his
expertise to dan roles before he retired from JTCB. Hu Wen’ge first trained as xiaosheng in
qinqiang (Shaanxi “opera”), a regional xiqu form in Shaanxi province, at the Art School of Xi’an
(Xi’an Shi Yishu Xuexiao), then worked as a xiaosheng actor in the Qinqiang Troupe of Xi’an
(Xi’anshi Qinqiang Jutuan). Then Hu was trained personally by Mei Baojiu as his only
professional male dan disciple. Currently, Hu is the only male dan working at the JTCB. Yang
Lei was originally a piaoyou and is currently working for the National Peking Opera14 Company
(NPOC, Guojia Jingjuyuan) in Beijing. Also starting out as a piaoyou, Liu Zheng then became
the first male dan officially trained, since 1949, at the Professional Xiqu Academy of Beijing
(PXAB, Beijing Xiqu Yishu Zhiye Xueyuan, called “Beijing Opera Art’s College” on their
website: http://www.bjxx.com.cn/). Liu Zheng is currently working in the NPOC. Mu Yuandi
started his professional training in the jingju dan role in Jilin when he was nine years old first at
the Children’s Palace of Jilin City (Jilinshi Shaonian Gong) and then at the Jilin City Branch of
the Xiqu School of Jilin Province (Jilinsheng Xiqu Xuexiao Jilinshi Fenxiao). He worked as a
dan role actor first in the Children’s Jingju Troupe (Shao’er Jingjutuan) and then in the Jingju
Theatre Company of Harbin (Ha’erbin Jingjuyuan). Then he was trained in Beijing at PXAB as a
dan role actor and followed this with training at NACTA in directing. He is currently working as
an instructor teaching jingju dan role performance at the Xiqu School of the Shanghai Theatre
Academy (XSSTA, Shanghai Xiju Xueyuan Fushu Xiqu Xuexiao), the only secondary
professional jingju training school in Shanghai. Mu Yuandi is the only professional male dan
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student of Bi Guyun. At about thirteen years old, Zhu Junhao started his training in Huai’an in
Jiangsu Province at the Huai’an Culture and Art School (Huai’an Wenhua Yishu Xuexiao), first
in chou or comic male roles and then in the dan roles. Zhu Junhao is the only male dan disciple
of Song Changrong, and currently works at the CJTCJP in Huai’an. I officially interviewed all of
the new male dan mentioned above except for Yang Lei who denied my request for an official
interview, but kindly talked with me twice on the phone—once in 2014 and once in 2017—
regarding his training and performance.
As far as I know, there are six male dan meeting the second criterion. Three of them,
including Yang Ruiyu (b. 1991), Guo Yu’ang (b. 1997), and Wang Chao (b. 1997), were training
at xiqu academies in Beijing when I did my field research. Yang Ruiyu was originally trained in
the male comic role as well as the xiaosheng role at the National Taiwan College of Performing
Arts (Guoli Taiwan Xiqu Xueyuan), and then in 2013 started his training as a dan role actor at
NACTA focusing on wudan. Yang Ruiyu is the only male actor since 1949 who was officially
trained in the dan role at NACTA. Guo Yu’ang started his training in the jingju dan role when he
was twelve years old at the Art School of Shijiazhuang (Shijiazhuang Yishu Xuexiao), and then
was officially assigned to the xiaosheng role when he was accepted as a student at PXAB.
However, according to him, he has been given the freedom to learn both xiaosheng and dan role
performance at PXAB. Wang Chao started his jingju dan role training at age fifteen at the Xiqu
School of Liaoning Province (Liaoningsheng Xiqu Xuexiao) in Shenyang, and then was training
at PXAB when I met him in 2017.
Wang Chao told me that, before his admission, there had been five male dan who had
studied and graduated from PXAB, including Liu Zheng, Mu Yuandi, Yin Jun (b. 1988), Ye
Jincai, and Lü Honglou (Wang Chao, Personal Interview). Since Liu Zheng and Mu Yuandi are
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categorized among the group of male dan who satisfy the first criteria, only the other three male
dan are considered to satisfy the second criterion in addition to Yang, Guo, and Wang. Yin Jun is
currently working as an independent actor participating in both jingju performances and TV
shows. I did not have the opportunity to conduct an official interview with him. However, I had a
casual chat with him in 2014 regarding his jingju career and his perspectives on important issues
concerning the art of male dan and attended his jingju performance and rehearsal in 2016. I did
not receive solid information concerning the career development of Ye Jincai, and Lü Honglou.
To the best of my knowledge, three male dan satisfy the third criterion: Ma Yuqi (b.
1939), Wu Rujun (b.1963), and Liu Xinran (b. 1978). I interviewed all three of them. Wu Rujun
is an independent dan role actor based in Japan who has cooperated with professional jingju
actors and jingju companies in producing and acting in what he calls “Wu-style new jingju”
(wushi xin jingju) productions in Japan and China. Wu originally trained at NACTA as a player
of the jinghu, a two-string spiked fiddle and the principal melodic instrument for jingju. Ma Yuqi
was officially trained in the jingju xiaosheng role at NACTA and then was hired by the Jingju
Troupe of Anshan (Anshanshi Jingjutuan) as a xiaosheng role actor. Starting in the 1980s, Ma
began to perform both xiaosheng and dan roles first in his private jingju troupe based in Taiwan,
and then, after moving back to his hometown of Beijing in 1994, he continued to perform in
xiaosheng and dan roles in jingju productions that he produced himself. Liu Xinran, originally a
piaoyou, became, in 2009, a full-time dan role actor belonging to a private cultural company
based in the theatre house of the Zhengyi Temple Theatre (Zheng Yi Ci)15 in Beijing. He has
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collaborated with professional jingju actors in performing both traditional plays and newly
created plays since then.
The eighteen post-CR male dan listed above, including seven male dan interviewees
trained before 1949 and the eleven new male dan interviewees who satisfy the first three criteria,
are the primary research subjects of this study due to their relatively more highly recognized
professionalism in dan role performance. The interviews and discussions with them provided
critical information concerning the issues of the training and development of male dan, the
career developments of male dan, as well as the gendered ways dan role performance is
perceived. Compared to new male dan who satisfy the first three criteria, there is a much larger
number of male dan who satisfy the fourth criterion. Not a few of them are the disciples of
famous dan role actors. Some of them are relatives of male dan masters. Many of the new male
dan piaoyou have stood out in various piaoyou competitions. As regards male dan who satisfy
the fourth criterion, I have officially interviewed Zhao Xiyu (b. 1935), Ma Chongxi (b. 1936), Lu
Shan (b. 1937), Wen Tian (b. 1964), Li Jian (b. 1973), Dong Fei (b. 1985), Lu Wei (b. 1991) and
Xia Yifan (b. 1993). The communications with them only serve as reference for my
understanding of male dan culture.
In addition to the twenty-six male dan interviewees listed above, I also visited a rising
male dan child star, Ba Te’er (b. 2005), and his mother, who generously and passionately talked
with me for hours but refused to accept our communication as an official interview. Ba Te’er
started to receive after-school jingju dan role training when he was three years old. He became
associated with and has been instructed by Mei Baojiu and Hu Wen’ge since 2010. In 2019,
following the wish of Mei Baojiu, Hu Wen’ge officially accepted Ba Te’er as his disciple to
continue the male dan art of meipai. However, it is uncertain whether Ba Te’er will become a
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professional dan role actor in the future considering the restriction on the training and
development of male dan. When I interviewed Mei Baojiu, he showed great excitement in
talking about the talent of Ba Te’er, who he addressed fondly as “little Ba Te’er” (xiao Ba
Te’er). He also conveyed his wish that Ba Te’er would focus on his study in regular school while
continue his after-school training in jingju, giving him more career choices in the future if there
are still restrictions on male dan. In my meeting with him and his mother, Ba Te’er showed great
passion for continuing to study and perform meipai art and had high aspirations for his success in
the field. According to his WeChat16 moments, he has finished middle school and will start his
study in a regular high school in Fall 2020.
In addition to male dan, I interviewed seventeen female dan, fifteen jingju actors
specializing in other roles, and eleven jingju scholars/critics/theorists. The major research
subjects of this research are the seventeen female dan. The female dan interviewees were
selected from a pool of those who are especially well-known, who are high in rank, and/or have
been trained intensively by male dan, and/or have trained male dan intensively. These criteria
have helped to ensure a well-rounded and in-depth view of gendered issues of dan role
performance. The three female dan interviewees trained before 1949 are: Zhang Nanyun (b.
1935) a female dan retired from the Shanghai Jingju Theatre Company (Shanghai Jingjuyuan)
who is a disciple of master Mei Lanfang; Wang Zhiyi (b. 1936), a meipai actor retired from the
Jingju Theatre Company of Ningxia (Ningxia Jingjutuan); and Shen Xiaomei (b. 1937), a meipai
actor retired from the Jingju Theatre Company of Jiangsu Province (Jiangsusheng Jingjuyuan).
The fourteen female dan interviewees trained after 1949 include Li Yufu (b. 1938), a meipai
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actor retired from JTCB; Li Wenmin (b. 1938), a chengpai (school/style of master Cheng
Yanqiu) teacher retired from PXAB; Sun Yumin (b. 1940), a xunpai actor retired from PXAB;
Zhang Xunpeng (b. 1941), a dan role actor and teacher of kunqu and a teacher of jingju dan role
movements retired from XSSTA; Chen Qi (b. 1947), a chengpai teacher retired from NACTA;
Wei Haimin (b. 1957), a dan role actor in the GuoGuang Opera Company (Guoguang Jutuan) in
Taiwan; Cheng Rong (b. 1967), a huadan movement teacher from PXAB; Zhang Huifang (b.
1968), a dan role actor from JTCB; Zhang Jing (b. 1968), a meipai teacher from NACTA; Li
Yali (b. 1971), a wudan teacher from NACTA; Shi Yihong (b. 1972), a meipai actor from SJTC;
Feng Hairong (b. 1972), a daomadan teacher from NACTA; Jiang Yishan (1978-2019), a
zhangpai actor from JTCB; and Chang Qiuyue (b. 1978), a xunpai actor from JTCB.
Other jingju performer interviewees mainly include those who are female-to-male crossgender performers or have intensive experiences collaborating with male dan. The jingju
critics/theorists are primarily those who have worked with male dan or have published influential
articles regarding the issue of male dan. I will not provide their professional backgrounds;
though some of their perspectives are referred to in this study, they are not the major research
subjects of this research. For jingju practitioners, the interview questions were concerned with
their personal training and performing experiences as well as their perspectives and/or the
gendered issues surrounding the performance of dan roles. For jingju scholars/critics/theorists,
the questions primarily focused on their perspectives on the aesthetic values of male dan and the
training and development of male dan.
Questionnaires were used to collect data concerning the perspectives of the audience on
the issue of male dan, dan role performance, and cross-gender performance, as well as their
personal backgrounds and experiences of jingju spectatorship. The goal of conducting
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questionnaire survey was to reach out to as many audience members who attended male-danperformance-related events as possible. I have received 441 essentially completed questionnaires
from ten male-dan-performance-related events. Table 1 gives the information about these events
and the number of questionnaires received from each event.
Table 1
Questionnaires Received from the Male-Dan-Performance-Related Events
Name of the Events

Male Dan Featured

Place and Day

1. The Match of Mei and
Yu (Mei Yu pei), a
traditional jingju play.

This production
features an all-male
cast, starred by male
dan Ma Yuqi and Wen
Ruhua.
Male dan master Mei
Lanfang

Zhengyi Temple
Theatre, Beijing, 11
June 2016.

2. “The Singing Art of
Mei Lanfang 梅兰芳的演
唱艺术,”17 a public, free
lecture provided by xiqu
scholar Chi Jun.
3. Lady Macbeth (Ma Bo
Si shi), an experimental
jingju performance
combining the elements of
jingju, Western theatrederived spoken drama, and
jazz.
4. The Great Concubine of
the Tang Dynasty (Da
tang guifei), a newly
written historical jingju
production created based
on Mei Lanfang’s
traditional plays and
featuring the

Male dan Liu Xinran, a
full-time actor working
outside of the state-run
system.

This production is
considered as one of
Mei Baojiu’s signature
plays. This production
was staged in memory
of Mei Baojiu who had
passed away the same
year. Male dan Hu
Wen’ge as well as

17

Number of the
Questionnaires
25

The Cultural Center
of Shijingshan
District
(Shijingshanqu
Wenhuaguan),
Beijing, 22 Nov.
2016.
Star Theatre (Fan
Xing Xijucun),
Beijing, 25 Nov.
2016, 26 Nov.
2016, 27 Nov.
2016.

31

Beijing Tianqiao
Performing Arts
Center (Beijing
Tianqiao Yishu
Zhongxin), Beijing,
3 Dec. 2016, 4 Dec.
2016.

52

70

Names of performance events are not provided in the glossary. English translation and Chinese characters are
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accompaniment of a
symphony orchestra.
5. A WeChat Group
created for communication
among the potential
audience members for The
Great Concubine of the
Tang Dynasty, which then
developed into a group for
the communication about
meipai art.
6. “‘A Hundred Years of
Promise:’ A Concert of
jingju and kunqu arias in
celebration of the Mei
Lanfang school ‘百年之
约’梅派京昆艺术演唱
会,” the concert of arias in
the celebration of the
school of Mei Lanfang.

7. Hongni Pass (Hongni
guan), a traditional jingju
play.
8. Lady Hong Fu (Hong
Fu zhuan), a traditional
jingju play.

9. The traditional jingju
plays A Goddess Scatters

female dan Zhang
Xinyue performed the
female lead.
Mei Lanfang

Most of the IP
72
addresses of the
respondents are in
Beijing, though
there are 22
respondents with
the IP addresses
from other places in
China, 6 Dec. 2016.
The concert was held to Three Celebrations 18
celebrate the art of Mei Tea House (San
Lanfang. Among the
Qing Yuan),
twelve arias performed Beijing, 10 Dec.
by twelve actors, three 2016.
were sung by three
male dan namely Liu
Xinran, Dong Fei, and
Mei Wei. Lu Xinran
and Dong Fei are fulltime actors working
outside of the state-run
system. Mei Wei is the
great-grandson of Mei
Lanfang and a meipai
scholar and an amateur
dan role performer.
Mu Yuandi
Tianchan Yifu
54
Theatre (Tianchan
Yifu Wutai), 24
Dec. 2016.
The play was
The Cultural Center 41
of Shijingshan
performed by Yang
Zhiwei, an amateur
District
male dan performer,
(Shijingshanqu
and taught by Wen
Wenhuaguan),
Tian, the amateur male Beijing, 8 Apr.
dan disciple of Wang
2017.
Yinqiu, the primary
chengpai successor in
the second generation.
This performance was
The Performance
20
presented by male dan Theatre of PXAB
29

Flowers (Tian nü san hua)
and Mulan Joins the Army
(Mulan congjun)

10. Lady Lü Zhu Leaps
from the Tower (Lü Zhu
zhuilou)

Li Jian, an amateur
performer, to
memorialize his
teacher, Mei Baojiu
who has passed away a
year before.
Mu Yuandi

(Beijing Xiqu
Yishu Zhiye
Xueyuan
Paiyanchang), 15
Apr. 2017.
Tianchan Yifu
Theatre (Tianchan
Yifu Wutai), 11
June 2017.
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In addition to the ten performances listed above, for which I was able to conduct
questionnaire surveys, my request to conduct questionnaire surveys at another four performances
was denied. Instead, I interviewed nineteen audience members on the spot during the
approximately one-hour period before the opening of the four performances featuring both male
dan and female dan (see table 2). Additionally, I interviewed six jingju fans who I personally
know. The analysis of data from the questionnaire surveys is the primary focus of my audience
research, while information received during the course of interviews with audience members
serves only to supplement my understanding of the views of audience members.
Table 2
Audience Interviews Conducted before the Dan-Role-Related Performances
Name of the Performances
1. “Jingju Male Dan
Performance of the Focal
Scenes from the Four
Great Schools of ‘Mei

Leading Dan Role
Actors Featured
Male dan Hu Wenge,
Mu Yuandi, Yang Lei,
and Yin Jun.

Shang Cheng Xun’ 京剧‘

Place and Day
Mei Lanfang Grand
Theatre (Mei
Lanfang Da
Juyuan), Beijing,
22 Jan. 2017

Number of the
Interviewees
8

梅尚程荀’四大流派男旦
折子戏专场演出”
2. Benevolent Bodhisattva
(Aixin guanyin), a newly
written historical play.

Male dan Wu Rujun

30

Chang’an Grand
Theatre (Chang’an
Da Xiyuan),

11

3. The Xi’an Incident
(Xi’an shi bian), a modern
play.

Female dan Li Shengsu

4. The Phoenix Returns to
Its Nest (Feng huan chao),
a traditional play.

Female dan Zhang
Huifang

Beijing, 18 Feb.
2017
Mei Lanfang Grand
Theatre, Beijing, 28
Feb. 2017.

Chang’an Grand
Theatre, Beijing, 5
Mar. 2017.

4

7

Performance observation included observing as many of the classes, presentations,
rehearsals, and live performances involving contemporary male dan as possible. I attended the
performances, rehearsals, and/or training classes of 13 male dan including Mei Baojiu, Wen
Ruhua, Ma Yuqi, Wu Rujun, Hu Wen’ge, Liu Zheng, Yang Lei, Mu Yuandi, Yin Jun, Liu
Xinran, Dong Fei, Yang Zhiwei, and Xia Yifan. Additionally, I also attended as many of the
classes, rehearsals and live performances involving contemporary female dan as possible,
ranging from established national stars to the emerging new and young stars of the theatre
companies, and from the students to dan role teachers in xiqu schools. Performance observations
enriched the data concerning the training and performing experiences of male dan and female
dan from the perspective of my first-hand experience as a spectator and researcher.
In addition to field research, library research and internet research have also been critical
data collection methods for this study. Library research has been largely conducted to investigate
the historical records of the development of xiqu and male dan, and to access the video
recordings of performances and classes of male dan. I have primarily utilized the libraries of
NACTA and the University of Hawaii at Manoa to access both written and audiovisual sources
including archives. Internet research was mainly used to access the entries posted by male dan on
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social media and free links to the recorded performances, documentaries, and talk shows
featuring male dan.
To analyze the data, I have used case study, comparative study, narrative text
interpretation, and performance text interpretation. My dissertation consists of six chapters.
Chapter One is the Introduction and Chapter Six is the Conclusion. Chapters Two and Three
focus on the career development of male dan. Concerning a macro-level of the issue of the
development of male dan as a group, Chapter Two, “The Controversies Surrounding Male Dan
Training and Development” outlines the political, social, and theatrical environment surrounding
the controversies of male dan training and development that came into play after the
establishment of the PRC and investigates the way individuals, institutions, and organizations
take part and interact with each other in driving forward the dynamic stream of male dan
development. Major political and social obstacles are navigated. The primary forces that propel
the development of male dan are probed.
Moving from a macro-level to a micro-level concerning the career developments of
individual male dan, Chapter Three, “Gendering the Career of Male Dan: Negotiating male dan
identities in acting careers,” investigates the interaction between the artistic careers of individual
male dan and their male dan identity in the post-CR era. In-depth case studies are used to study
the career developments of three male dan including Wen Ruhua, Hu Wen’ge, and Mu Yuandi.
The primary questions investigated for each of the male dan are: 1) How does he pursue a male
dan identity while negotiating with various difficulties and challenges? 2) How does the male
dan identity interact with onstage performance and offstage life? 3) How does personal
experience inform the obstacles and driving forces of the overall development of male dan?
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Chapters Four and Five focus on the issue of dan role performance, especially the unique
characteristics of male dan performance. Centering on the perspectives of the eighteen male dan
interviewees and seventeen female dan interviewees, Chapter Four, “Gendering the Art of Dan
in the Post-Cultural Revolution Era: Training and performance,” investigates contemporary
perspectives on the role gender has played in dan role actors’ training and performance. Major
questions concerned are these: 1) To what extent and in what ways is dan role training gendered?
2) What are the valued characteristics of male dan art in the male dan’s overall artistic creation
and presentation? Delving deeper into the gendered characteristics of dan role performance,
Chapter Five “Gendering the Art of Dan in the Post-Cultural Revolution Era: Vocal and physical
performance,” examines the gendered views of the eighteen male dan and seventeen female dan
interviewees regarding the vocal and physical performance characteristics of dan roles. The
physiological advantages of male dan and their relationship to the performance style of male dan
is also investigated.
The perspectives of the eighteen male dan interviewees and seventeen female dan
interviewees are supplemented by the opinions of xiqu scholars and critics, as well as members
of contemporary audiences. The views and opinions from published sources and interviews,
which I will call narrative texts, are analyzed in intersection with relevant performance texts
drawn from publicly released video recordings of theatrical performances by both male and
female dan, archived video recordings stored in xiqu training schools featuring the training
classes offered by male dan of the older generation, as well as the countless live performances,
rehearsals and training classes I witnessed in the field. The interpretation and analysis of the
performance text and the narrative text are based on my understanding of dan role performance
practices and theories.
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Through uncovering and examining the gender politics in the career development of male
dan and in the views of the art of dan roles, this study excavates multiple layers of controversies
and complexities in the discourse on male dan in the post-CR era. I hope that this study will: 1)
contribute to the understanding of the difficulties and obstacles of male dan development in the
post-CR era and to the perception of the unique value of male dan art; 2) Focus more
international attention on the male dan in the post-CR and, in turn, stimulate the training and
development of male dan in the future. This study grapples with the core factors involved in
navigating the trajectory of male dan and jingju art in general. The continuation and preservation
of the art of male dan and jingju require a thorough understanding of these core issues. I hope
that stimulated by this research, more in-depth studies will be conducted concerning the aesthetic
characteristics of male dan, the artistic development of female dan, and that more extensive
surveys will be conducted regarding the aesthetic tastes and gender values of the contemporary
xiqu audience.
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CHAPTER 2
THE CONTROVERSIES SURROUNDING MALE DAN TRAINING AND
DEVELOPMENT
The purpose of this chapter is to sketch the political, social, and theatrical environment
surrounding the controversies regarding male dan training and development that came into play
after the establishment of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), and to investigate the way
individuals, institutions, and organizations take part and interact with each other in driving
forward the dynamic stream of male dan development. The individuals include Party officials,
jingju practitioners, jingju critics, and scholars; the institutions and organizations are primarily
those connected with the government, jingju training schools, jingju companies, the media, and
social media. The following questions will be principally investigated: 1) What are the political
pressures, social prejudice, and other obstacles that hinder the development of male dan? 2) How
do they change along with the change in political, social-cultural, and theatrical environments?
3) What are the forces that propel the development of male dan despite multiple obstacles?

2.1 The Official Restriction on Male Dan Training and Performance, 1950s–1970s
The official guidelines on art and literature of the PRC are primarily based on the
thoughts of Mao Zedong. Mao’s most fundamental thoughts were presented in 1942 in his
opening and closing talks published as the “Talks at the Yan’an Conference on Art and
Literature 在延安文艺座谈会上的讲话.”18 In the opening speech, Mao clearly stated that the
goal of the forum is to “ensure that literature and art become a component part of the whole

18

English translation and Chinese characters are provided in the main text for the titles of the talks and reports if
they are not listed in the bibliography.
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revolutionary machinery, so they can act as a powerful weapon in uniting and educating the
people while attacking and annihilating the enemy, and help the people achieve solidarity in their
struggle against the enemy” (McDougall 58). The conference was held during the period of the
Anti-Japanese War of Resistance (1937–1945); therefore one group of the enemies, as pointed
out by Mao, were the “Japanese Imperialists 日本帝国主义”19 (Mao Zedong 36). The other
group included “all the enemies of the people 一切人民的敌人” (36).
Mao’s closing talk suggested the nature of art and literature. First, he indicated that art is
inseparable from politics. According to him, all culture, literature, and art in the world belong to
“a particular class 一定的阶级” and adhere to “ a definite political line 一定的政治路线” (Mao
Zedong 54). He rejected the existence of the idea of art for art’s sake, something that transcends
classes and is independent of politics (54). Mao emphasized that the current “new culture of
China 中国新文化,” the culture of “the popular masses 人民大众,” was anti-imperialist and
anti-feudalist, and led by the proletariat (43). Second, Mao implied that art and literature have a
strong basis in realism. In Mao’s view, “the sole source 唯一源泉” for the creation of literature
and art is “the social lives of human beings 人类的社会生活” (49). Revolutionary art and
literature should be created based on the “real life 实际生活” of the masses, and with the goal to
help the masses propel the progress of history (48, 49).

19
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The literature and art created by foreigners and by Chinese in imperial China were not
perceived by Mao as the sources for the artistic and literary creation of the current time;
however, he did not wholly reject them. In his speech, he stated that all excellent elements in the
literary and artistic legacies, including those belonging to the feudal and bourgeois classes,
should be absorbed, inherited, and borrowed in a discriminating way (Mao Zedong 48). The old
artistic and literary forms need to be reformed and infused with new content (43). As Mao
Zedong pointed out in 1940, the new culture develops from old culture; the “national form 民族
的形式” and the “new democratic content 新民主主义的内容” would become the new culture
of China (Mao Zedong 30).
In his closing talk, Mao stressed the major issues crucial in employing art and literature
as a revolutionary weapon. These issues revolved around art and literature and their relationship
with the audience and politics. First, he pointed out that art and literature should be for the
“popular masses,” particularly the workers, peasants, and soldiers, which groups constitute the
“broadest popular masses 最广大的人民群众” (Mao Zedong 43). Second, according to Mao, to
serve the people, art and literature need to be “popularized 普及” and “elevated 提高” (47).
Artistic and literary works that are needed and liked by the masses of workers, peasants, and
soldiers should be used to achieve the goal of popularization. He believed that fulfilling the aim
of elevation starts with the masses and rises from following the progressive direction of the
masses and the proletariat (48). Third, Mao argued that, to build a united front of art and
literature, it is required that “art and literature are subordinate to politics 文艺服从于政治” (55).
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He saw politics as the struggle between classes; therefore, the artistic struggle must subordinate
to the political struggle (55). He advocated “realism [that reflects] socialist [life] 社会主义的现
实主义的.” (55). Fourth, he asserted that both “political standard 政治标准” and “artistic
standard 艺术标准” are critical to literary criticism. However, he also pointed out that, for a
particular class in a specific society, the political standard is always put in place before the
artistic standard (58).
Xiqu, as one of the most popular artistic entertainments for the masses, has been used as a
crucial artistic weapon and political tool since the Yan’an period (1935–1948). As an artistic
form that developed in the feudal society, xiqu has also inevitably undergone enormous
reformation. Between 1948 and 1956, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) enacted the Xiqu
Reform, a major campaign focused on integrating xiqu into the new democratic culture (Fan 28).
The Xiqu Reform campaign aimed to reform xiqu plays, xiqu practitioners, and xiqu institutions
and organizations.20 As pointed out by Colin Mackerras, the primary task was concerned with the
reform of the plays (167). Before the Cultural Revolution, political control over xiqu was
tightened during government crackdowns and was lax in the relaxation periods. The elasticity of
political controls over xiqu was often embodied directly in the elasticity of the restrictions on
traditional plays and newly written historical plays, and the support of modern plays.21
Traditional plays (chuantong xi) refer to the xiqu plays created in various historical periods

20

For the history of Xiqu Reform, please refer to Xing Fan’s Staging Revolution, pp. 28–37,
Siyuan Liu’s “Theatre Reform as Censorship,” and Fu Jin’s Ershi shiji zhongguo xiju shi, vol. 2, pp. 3–46.
21
For the details regarding the vacillations of the official guidelines on theatre responding to the changing political
climate, please refer to Xing Fan’s Staging Revolution, pp. 47–54, and Colin Mackerras’s The Chinese Theatre in
Modern Times, pp. 164–179.
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before 1949 (Xiqu bianji 46). Newly written historical plays (xinbian lishi ju) denote those xiqu
plays created after 1949 but set in the historical past before the May Fourth Movement in 1919
(Xiqu bianji 512). Modern plays (xiandai xi) refer to the plays set in the modern period since the
May Fourth Movement (Xiqu bianji 501).
For instance, as pointed out by scholar Fu Jin, from 1956 to 1957, in response to Mao
Zedong’s “Double-Hundred Policy 双百方针,” a number of official documents showed a
relaxation of the xiqu bans and restrictions, and a large number of traditional plays that were
banned earlier gradually returned to the stage (Ershi shiji 2: 164–168). In 1957, Mao Zedong
further elaborated on the Double-Hundred Policy:
The policy of letting a hundred flowers blossom and hundred schools of thought contend
is a policy promoting the development of art and the progress of science, and a policy
promoting the flourishing of the communist culture in our country. Different forms and
styles of art can be developed freely. Different schools of science can contend freely. We
consider it harmful to the development of art and science [if we] use political power to
promote one style and one school forcefully, and to ban another style and another school.
(Mao Zedong 101)
Besides relaxing political control over art and science, the Double-Hundred Policy also known as
the Hundred Flowers Movement was also about granting freedom of thought and speech.
However, criticism of the government ended the Hundred Flowers Movement and brought about
the Anti-Rightist Campaign that lasted from 1957 to 1959 and the Great Leap Forward, an
economic and social campaign that ran from 1958 to 1962 and aimed to leap over socialism to
communism. During these crackdown periods, the traditional plays and newly written historical
plays were still allowed to be staged; however, the development of modern plays was given
much greater emphasis. The modern plays that were advocated were limited to those centering
on the socialist revolution and nation building. Between 1959 and 1961, there was a widespread
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famine in China caused by both the economic disaster of the Great Leap Forward and natural
disasters. Political control was relaxed again around 1960. While confirming the policy of
developing modern plays, the importance of traditional plays and newly written historical plays
was also emphasized. Freedom in making their own choices was once again bestowed upon
artistic creators and organizations.
Starting in 1962, the government controls began to tighten again with Mao Zedong
emphasizing class struggle and leveling criticism on the phenomenon that socialist art was less
advocated by artistic creators than feudalist or capitalist art. In the xiqu circle, modern plays were
significantly promulgated. The “Jingju Modern Play Performance Demonstration Conference 京
剧现代戏观摩演出大会” 22 was held from June 5 to July 31 in 1964 in Beijing. The Party’s
guidelines on male dan were conveyed by Premier Zhou Enlai on 23 June 1964 in his “Speech
Given in the Jingju Modern Play Performance Demonstration Conference 在京剧现代戏观摩演
出大会座谈会上的讲话.” This is the only official record of the Party’s attitude about the issue
of male dan that has been publicized and/or discovered to date. In his “Speech,” Zhou Enlai
emphasized Mao Zedong’s policy “advocating performing modern and revolutionary theatre that
serves socialism,” and stressed that the conference was held to “spread the Chairman’s words
widely, and use action to prove that the words of Chairman Mao and the Party are advocated”
(Zhongguo xiqu zhi 2: 1520). Zhou discussed six major topics centered on the words and thought
of Mao Zedong on literature and art. The issue of male dan was touched upon at the end of his
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discussion of the second topic of the unity of opposites, in which he mainly focused on three
issues: 1) the “popularization 普及” and “elevation 提高” of revolutionary modern plays; 2) the
“ideological nature 思想性” and the “artistic nature 艺术性” of the productions; and 3) the
importance of “life practice 生活实践” and “artistic practice 艺术实践” for theatre practitioners.
At the end of this second section, Zhou concluded that “it is necessary to pay attention to achieve
elevation based on popularization; [it is required to] place more stress on the ideological nature,
and then improve the artistic nature; it is necessary to emphasize life practice, to improve the
artistic value” (Zhongguo xiqu zhi 2: 1525).
After this conclusion, Zhou conveyed that he would talk more about this concluding point
by referring to a supplementary example. However, Zhou did not clarify how the example was
linked to the topic discussed above. This example was concerned with the new male dan star
Zhang Junqiu (1920–1997), and cross-gender performance in general. First, Zhou provided the
guidelines on a male dan’s performance in traditional plays and modern plays:
For example, Comrade Zhang Junqiu is depressed now; his art was formed in the old
society; his singing could be taught to students; he could also perform some traditional
plays; but, could [he] perform in modern plays? He truly has such an ambition. Of course,
he could try it if for teaching the students, but this cannot be taken as a direction for
common practice; [this] can only be taken as a demonstration, letting people [observe by]
watching [him]; if [they] consider that his techniques are not bad, [they] could learn from
[him]; this way, young female actors [could] learn from him. (Zhongguo xiqu zhi 2:
1525)
Zhou Enlai indicated that although the male dan’s art had been formed in the old society, the
Party granted the current male dan, as represented by Zhang Junqiu, permission to continue to
perform some traditional plays. Male dan were also permitted to try performing modern plays
but only to demonstrate the artistry for the younger generations of female dan.
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Second, Zhou Enlai clarified the Party’s guidelines on cross-gender performances:
However, men performing as women will certainly end gradually, in the way that women
performing as men in yueju will certainly end. Demonstrating [their artistry] on the stage
for a small number of people to let them have a look at the movements and to see how
[the performance] is done is permitted, but this cannot be widely practiced. [Does this
ruling make] Zhang Junqiu despondent? I think Comrade Zhang Junqiu, [you] need to
cheer up; many of your children [have been able to] perform very well; [your son] Zhang
Xuejin is performing older male roles. It is not necessary to always [perform] on the stage
to educate and demonstrate for the younger generations; instead, [teaching] in the school
[can achieve the same goal]; it is okay to demonstrate for a small number of people and
[let them] learn from [the performance], but this is certainly not the direction that we
advocate. (Zhongguo xiqu zhi 2: 1525)
A xiqu genre developed in Shaoxing, Zhejiang province, yueju featured all-female troupes. Zhou
Enlai uses the “fact” of the gradual elimination of cross-gender performances to indicate the
Party’s guidelines on this issue emphasizing that the current cross-gender performers should
focus on teaching younger actors. In the form of education, cross-gender performers are allowed
to perform on the stage for a small number of audiences, but the Party does not advocate this.
Zhang Junqiu’s son, Zhang Xuejin (b. 1941) started his training in laosheng (older male roles) in
1949. Zhou Enlai uses the example of Zhang Xuejin to suggest that gender-straight training is
what is advocated and what should be practiced in the xiqu schools in new China.
Third, Zhou Enlai suggested the Party’s attitudes on the art created by male dan masters:
Things cannot always be completed, [we] always need to leave a little tail. For example,
for Mei Lanfang, and Cheng Yanqiu, though they are no longer with us, [they] left some
good things that we need to transmit and appreciate; many things can be learned from
their behavior. Mr. Ouyang is also like that…Since he joined the Communist Party, he is
even firmer than some of the old party members, which I have noticed and [I think] it is
worth raising [here]. All three artists, of Mei Lanfang, Cheng Yanqiu, and Mr. Ouyang
have such good [qualities]; though they are no longer with us, and we need to honor
them. (Zhongguo xiquzhi 2:1525)
“Tail 尾巴” is an idiomatic Chinese expression for unfinished business. In 1958 and 1961,
Cheng Yanqiu and Mei Lanfang, the two of the “four great dan,” passed away. Zhou Enlai’s
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words suggest that male dan masters who have shown their loyalty to the leadership of the Party
should be honored; their artistry should be inherited. The artistic legacy left by master male dan
and the allowance for limited performance by current male dan are the “little tail,” the little bit of
unfinished business that can be left unsolved for now, but will be finished in the future.
Although Zhou Enlai conveyed the Party’s guidelines on the restrictions on male dan and
cross-gender performance in general, he did not clarify the reasons for these limits. Regarding
the three issues discussed in the topic of the unity of opposites, the only problem that can be
directly connected to cross-gender performance is the third issue concerned with “life practice”
and “artistic practice.” Zhou Enlai stressed that “life practice” is more critical and is the basis for
“artistic practice.” Zhou’s argument is based on the Mao Zedong’s idea that art comes from real
life and his advocacy of realism that reflects socialist life. The performance style of the crossgender performance itself is a direct contradiction of the assumed realistic nature of art and it is
presumably not socialist.
The Party’s restrictions on male dan and cross-gender performance began earlier than
1964. It is widely acknowledged that the xiqu training schools had not trained male dan since
their establishment in the new China beginning in the early 1950s. For instance, Yu Yuheng (b.
1925), a male dan who began to teach in the National School of Chinese Theatre Arts (NSCTA,
Zhongguo Xiqu Xuexiao) at its establishment in 1950, confirmed to me that from the time of its
founding, no male dan students were ever accepted by the school (Personal Interview). Niu Biao
(b. 1933) told me that, when he was admitted to the Four Dimension Theatre School for Youth
(FDTSY, Si Wei Ertong Ju Xiao) in 1948, he was assigned to study laodan, the older female
roles. After 1950, when the NSCTA was established based on his school, female students were
admitted to learn laodan roles, and he was assigned to learn wenchou, comic, and civil male
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roles (Niu Biao, Personal Interview). Female actor Li Mingyan (b. 1934) told me that she started
her training in FDTSY as a laosheng actor. In the early 1950s, she was assigned to focus on
laodan because of the official attitude advocating for men to perform as men and women to
perform as women (Personal Interview). Niu Biao also mentioned that, after 1950, when there
were male students admitted to NSCTA, his classmate, Li Mingyan changed her focus to that of
the laodan role (Personal Interview). NSCTA was the first secondary xiqu school established in
the PRC. The reorganization of FDTSY and the establishment of NSCTA was the result of the
Xiqu Reform campaign. In 1978, NSCTA became a post-secondary institution and was renamed
the National Academy of Chinese Theatre Arts (NACTA, Zhongguo Xiqu Xueyuan) (Zhongguo
jingju baike 1060–1061).
The jingju practitioners and scholars that I interviewed always refer to the official
restrictions by saying that the government does not encourage the development of male dan, or
that the government supports men performing as men and women performing as women.
However, none of them have ever heard that there were official documents or directions on this
restriction except for the “Speech” of Zhou Enlai. Unofficial records suggest that Zhou Enlai
indicated the Party’s guidelines in his communications with xiqu practitioners in the 1950s.
According to scholar An Zhiqiang, Zhang Junqiu’s male dan teacher Wang Yaoqing told him
that: “you are the last male dan of China. This is what Premier Zhou told me” (Shui di shi chuan
85). Scholar Colin Mackerras, in his meeting with Zhang Junqiu in 1980, was told by Zhang that
“In 1951 Zhou had said: ‘up to Zhang the male dan, and that’s the end’” (The Performing Arts
183–4). On the basis of these two sources, it can be argued that Zhou Enlai probably told Wang
Yaoqing that Zhang Junqiu was the last male dan in 1951. Wang Yaoqing was appointed as the
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principal of the NSCTA in 1951. Zhou probably used the case of Zhang Junqiu to inform Wang
that the xiqu schools in new China were no longer supposed to train male dan.
Scholar Xu Chengbei provides another unofficial record in his book published in 2007, in
which he writes that, sometime around the mid-1950s, “a respected leader told the Beijing xiqu
circle using conversant tone: ‘From now on, maybe we should not develop any male dan, hmm?
[Let] women perform women in jingju. Regarding yueju, let men perform men. I will work on
this…’ Therefore, since then, when the xiqu schools recruit students, no boys are to be studying
dan roles” (Jingju shi hu shou). And, in 2009, a report published in the New People Weekly
(Xinmin zhoukan) identified that leader as Zhou Enlai (Wang Yueyang, “Shishi feifei”).
These unofficial records concerning Zhou Enlai’s conversations with Wang Yaoqing and
other people in the jingju world suggest that, in the 1950s, the Party’s guidelines on restricting
male dan were probably privately conveyed to critical figures in the Beijing xiqu circle. Xu
Chengbei has also pointed out that the official restrictions on the development of male dan did
not incite enormous controversy in the 1950s:
At that time, [people] did not sense any problems because many male dan were still alive.
Most of them could perform on the stage, including the elderly [male dan] like Mei
Lanfang, Shang Xiaoyun, Xun Huisheng, as well as male dan in their prime time such as
Zhang Junqiu … There were groups of female dan … No one was anxious or worried, or
concerned about the future of dan roles in jingju. (Jingju shi hu shou)
The reasons given by Xu suggest that, in the 1950s, when the xiqu schools started to follow the
guideline designed to eliminate the training of male dan, the performance activities of the current
male dan, especially those who had established their fame, were barely influenced by the
restriction against men playing men.
After the 1964 Conference, few traditional plays were performed until, by the start of the
Cultural Revolution, they had completely disappeared (Mei Yun jiu chuan 200). The performance
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of male dan was also enormously restricted after the Conference. For instance, in 1963 and 1964,
before the Conference, Mei Lanfang’s son Mei Baojiu was “keeping up with the trend of the
times” in rehearsing and practicing some newly written historical plays and revolutionary
modern plays. However, after the Conference, Mei Baojiu did not get a chance to perform them
(Mei yun jiu chuan 199–200). After the Conference, the national male dan star Zhang Junqiu
managed to perform only a few shows of the revolutionary modern plays Spark Amid the Reeds
(Ludang huozhong) and Surplus Year After Year (Niannian youyu) (An Zhiqiang, Zhang Junqiu
zhuan 276). Zhang Junqiu’s case is exceptional. As recounted by male dan Zhao Rongchen, one
of Cheng Yanqiu’s top successors: “I am not equal to Zhang Junqiu who [was able to] summon
the rest of his courage to perform A Qing Sao … I did not have the courage and opportunities
that Zhang Junqiu had. I held a position as the director of the Number Two Troupe art
committee, a post without actual duties …” (Zhao Rongchen 193). A Qing Sao is the female
protagonist in the play Spark Amid the Reeds. Due to a lack of capable female actors in their
local theatre troupes, regional male dan stars such as Song Changrong and Bi Guyun also
managed to star in revolutionary plays during the early and mid-1960s. According to Song
Changrong, he had once been “driven off the stage 赶下舞台” because, as a male dan, he was
not supposed to perform the roles of women in modern plays. However, he was encouraged by
people in the troupe to perform them in modern plays nonetheless because, without him, it was
hard to sell tickets (Xu Lingyun 52–53).
At the beginning of the Cultural Revolution, the reasons for the official restrictions on
male dan, especially on their performances in revolutionary modern plays, became clearer. On
22 December 1966, a person named Qun Hong from the Number One Troupe of the Jingju
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Theatre Troupe of Beijing (Beijingshi Jingjutuan), the predecessor of the Jingju Theatre
Company of Beijing (JTCB, Beijing Jingjuyuan), published an article in the People’s Daily
(Remin ribao). The article harshly accused the two leaders of the old Beijing Municipal
Committee of “sabotaging the jingju revolution 破坏京剧革命” by pursuing the “counterrevolutionary revisionist black line on art and literature 反革命修正主义文艺黑线 ” (Qun
Hong). Two of the accused deeds were 1) supporting “a male dan 某男旦” performing in the
revolutionary modern play Spark Amid the Reeds in 1964, and 2) plotting to transfer this male
dan from the Number One Troupe to the Number Two Troupe and encouraging him to perform
some traditional plays in 1965 (Qun Hong, “Jiu Beijing”). The male dan referred to in this article
is clearly Zhang Junqiu. This article states that, sometime between 1964 and 1965, Mao
Zedong’s wife Jiang Qing, who would become a major political figure during the Cultural
Revolution, declared that male dan were not allowed to perform in revolutionary modern plays.
The reasons either given by Jiang Qing or interpreted from Jiang Qing’s words were that male
dan, as the “products of a feudal society 封建社会的产物,” would inevitably play a destructive
role on the socialist stage. It was believed that the negative influence of male dan performing in
revolutionary modern plays would facilitate the restoration of capitalism and feudalism and the
restoration of traditional plays and newly written historical plays that centered on feudal figures
and themes (Qun Hong).
One of the major officials accused in this article is Li Qi, who had served as the minister
of the Publicity Department of the Beijing Municipal Committee since 1961. He was struggled to
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death23 during the Cultural Revolution for holding opinions on jingju reform that were different
from those of Jiang Qing (Li Li, “Yi Li Qi” 56; Li Li “Jingju gaige” 55). Li Qi’s wife, Li Li,
heard Li Qi say: “I also asked Zhang Junqiu to perform Spark Amid the Reeds. Why can’t male
dan perform dan roles? Our Communist Party does not regulate this. This is Jiang Qing’s unique,
arbitrary, and bad idea” (“Yi Li Qi” 59). Li Qi’s words indicate that, compared with the publicly
announced guidelines of the Party in 1964 which advocated against the performance of male
dan, the Party’s policy was pushed one step further on banning the performance of male dan
through the words of Jiang Qing.
Song Changrong narrated his own experience of the changing political climate at the
beginning of the Cultural Revolution:
On 1 August 1966, when I finished my performance in [the revolutionary modern play]
The Red Lantern (Hong deng ji) as [the female lead] Tiemei and had not had a chance to
remove my makeup and get off the stage, I suddenly heard that the big-character posters
had been posted outside the door of my home, saying things like “men performing
women and women performing men are the products of a feudal society,” “male dan
should quit the stage,” etc. I am a male dan, [performing] on the stage is [like] “breaking
the law.” Unexpectedly, [the saying that] “men are not allowed to perform women” had
become an unwritten law! (Xu Lingyun 57)
Song’s narration suggests that the ban on male dan had become an unwritten regulation or law
by the time of the Cultural Revolution. The reasons for the ban given here linked cross-gender
performances to the products of a feudal society. Not being allowed to perform dan roles, Song
Changrong was assigned, instead, to minor supporting roles called longtao (lit. “dragon set”),
and, later, was sent to work backstage (Xu Lingyun 57).

23

During the Cultural Revolution, people who were identified as class enemies of the Party had to suffer public
humiliation and torture in what were called struggle sessions; when these sessions resulted in death, the victims were
said to have been “struggled to death” (斗死).
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From the beginning of the Cultural Revolution, master performers in jingju, like experts
in various fields, become the targets of criticism and struggle. Representative male dan masters
like Xun Huisheng and Shang Xiaoyun were tortured to death in 1968 and 1976, respectively.24
Although younger male dan such as Zhao Rongchen, Mei Baojiu, Song Changrong, and Bi
Guyun did not suffer from the political struggle as harshly as the older male dan masters, they
were not allowed to perform on the stage or practice their acting skills offstage. Probably the
only exception was male dan Shen Fucun, who managed to perform the leading laosheng roles in
the revolutionary modern plays throughout the Cultural Revolution in Chongqing, a city built in
the mountains in southwest China far away from Beijing. Shen’s theatrical practice as a
revolutionary laosheng started with him being an understudy for Li Yuhe, the leading laosheng
role in the play The Red Lantern. According to Shen Fucun, because the young actor performing
the lead role could not reach the high note in one of the arias, the military representative, on the
recommendation of one of the musicians, agreed to let Shen play this role as an understudy (An
Zhiqiang, Shui di 89). The casting of Shen as Li Yuhe caused criticism such as “Isn’t letting
male dan perform heroes [a way] to humiliate the heroes?” (An Zhiqiang, Shui di 89). Shen
believed that it was the military representative’s decision to place artistic standards above
political standards that acted as an expedient in this unusual circumstance, which allowed him to
continue playing male leads in other revolutionary modern plays (89–99).
Shen’s case is exceptional considering that not every male dan was able to perform
laosheng roles, not every male dan belonged to a troupe lacking qualified actors for leading male
roles, and not every troupe was under the direction of an influential political leader who was

24
For the details regarding the sufferings of Xun Huisheng and Shang Xiaoyun during the Cultural Revolution,
please refer to Tan Zhixiang’s Xun Huisheng zhuan, pp. 383–391, and Xie Meisheng’s Yidai mingdan Shang
Xiaoyun, pp. 264–271.
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courageous enough to disobey the official guidelines. Apparently, even when successfully
performing a laosheng role, the knowledge that he was a trained male dan carried a remarkable
stigma, one that perhaps prevented other male dan from switching to different role categories
even if they were physically and vocally able to do so. The stigma lay in the close linkage
between the identity of male dan and the dross of feudalism.

2.2 The Official Guidelines for Xiqu after the Cultural Revolution
Deng Xiaoping’s “Felicitation on the Fourth Conference of the Representatives of
Chinese Literature and Art Workers 在中国文学艺术工作者第四次代表大会上的祝词” on 30
October 1979, is considered as a critical talk that broadcast the Party guidelines on literature and
art after the Cultural Revolution. First, Deng Xiaoping confirmed that “our art and literature
guidelines were basically correct during the seventeen years before the Cultural Revolution”
(Deng Xiaoping 4). Second, Deng criticized the political guidelines on art and literature that
were promoted during the Cultural Revolution under the leadership of the political faction
termed the “Gang of Four,” of which Jiang Qing was one of those four leading figures. Deng
also confirmed that the “Gang of Four” were enemies of the Party and the people (Deng
Xiaoping 3-4).
Like Mao Zedong, Deng Xiaoping emphasized the political function of art. Deng pointed
out that China had entered a new historical period, namely, the “socialist construction of
modernization 社会主义现代化建设,” and the overall goal of the literary and artistic workers
was to collaborate with people in other professions to contribute to “the construction of the
highly-developed socialist spiritual civilization 建设高度发展的社会主义精神文明” (Deng
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Xiaoping 4–5). Deng Xiaoping also stressed the irreplaceable role of art and literature in
satisfying “various spiritual needs in the people 人民精神生活多方面的需要,” in developing
“new socialist people 社会主义新人,” and in improving the “level of thought, culture, and
morality 思想、文化、道德水平” of the whole society. Therefore, in addition to emphasizing
the didactic function of art as Mao Zedong had done, he also mentioned other functions of art
and literature. As Deng has elaborated, as long as the literary and artistic works can bring
education, inspiration, entertainment, and aesthetic enjoyment, they should have their place in
our garden of art and literature (6).
Deng Xiaoping pointed out that culture and literature belong to the “people 人民” and
confirmed Mao Zedong’s assertion that literature and art are meant for the broadest masses in
which the workers, peasants, and soldiers are the priority (Deng Xiaoping 56). However, unlike
Mao Zedong who stressed the connotation of people as the proletariat, the people mentioned by
Deng Xiaoping were those who “are industrious, courageous, and persistent 勤劳勇敢，坚韧不
拔,” who “have wisdom and dream 有智慧, 有理想 ,” who “love the country and socialism 热爱
祖国，热爱社会主义,” and who “take the interests of the whole into account and follow the
disciplines 顾大局，守纪律” (Deng Xiaoping 5). In other words, anyone who supports the
leadership of the Party and follows the moral and legal standards of the new society belongs to
the people, to whom art and literature belong, and for whom art and literature should serve and
educate.
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Deng Xiaoping also highlighted realism that reflects socialist life. As pointed out by
Deng, socialist art and literature need to “truthfully reflect the rich social lives, reflect the nature
of people’s various social relationships, present the progressive requirements of the time and the
development of history, and strive to use socialist thought to educate the people” (6). Regarding
historical and foreign art and literature, Deng Xiaoping supported Mao Zedong’s policy of
“bringing the new through the old 推尘出新,” “making the foreign serve China, and making the
past serve the present 洋为中用，古为今用” (6–7). Like Mao Zedong, Deng Xiaoping
confirmed that progressive and excellent historical and foreign works should be studied and
borrowed (6). Although Mao Zedong supported using historical and foreign works as references,
he rejected the idea that these works could or should be the sources for current artistic and
literary creations. The only source, he argued, was the “people’s lives of the current time and
place 此时此地的人民生活” (Mao Zedong 48). Deng Xiaoping did not reject Mao’s
perspectives on the source of art and literature. However, he pointed out that the “lives of both
modern people and people from the past should be reflected in art and literature” (6).
Deng also reiterated Mao Zedong’s Double-Hundred Policy which advocated for artistic
freedom in the use of various forms and styles, and for the intellectual freedom in discussing
different perspectives (7). To ensure this creative and intellectual freedom, Deng Xiaoping
changed Mao Zedong’s guidelines that stated that art and literature were subordinate to politics
and provided restrictions on the Party’s political interference:
The Party’s leadership on literature and art is not to give orders, not to demand that
literature and art subordinate themselves to temporary, specific, direct political
duties…The executive orders on literary and artistic creations and artistic criticism must
be abolished ... [Concerning the question about] what to write and how to write, it should
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only be gradually solved by writers and artists in their explorations of artistic practices. In
this aspect, don’t interfere wantonly. (Deng Xiaoping 9–10)
Restrictions preventing executive orders from wantonly interfering with literary and artistic
creations were put in place to avoid what had been practiced by the “Gang of Four” during the
Cultural Revolution (Deng Xiaoping 9). This is not to say that the Party should stay out of
creative endeavors altogether, but rather that art and literature should still follow the leadership
of the Party, and that the leaders of the Party should help provide opportunities for artistic and
literary workers to improve their artistry and skills and contribute to the prosperity of the body of
literature and art. The party’s assistance should be provided based on the “characteristics and the
patterns of development of art and literature 文学艺术的特征和发展规律.” The party leaders
should “exchange opinions equally 平等地交换意见” with literary and artistic workers (Deng
Xiaoping 9).
Concerning literary and artistic workers, Deng Xiaoping requested that they be
accountable to the people, consistently improve their artistry, show serious concern for the social
effects of their works, and strive to provide “the best spiritual food 最好的精神食粮” for the
people (7). Deng Xiaoping did not comment on the political or artistic standards that Mao
Zedong provided for the evaluation of good works. In terms of political and ideological thought,
Deng required the literary and artistic workers “to study Marxism and the thought of Mao
Zedong, to improve their ability to understand and analyze life as well as their ability to capture
the essence of things through phenomena” (7). Regarding representation, Deng called upon
artistic and literary workers to “study, absorb, integrate, and develop all the good artistic skills
from the historical and modern times, and from China and foreign countries,” and expected them
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to “create the perfect artistic form that embodies both the national style and the characteristics of
the time” (8). At the end of the section of his speech concerning artistic and literary workers,
Deng Xiaoping particularly stressed the significance of discovering and developing young
talents: “[we] must attach great importance to the development of talented people in art and
literature” (9).
The Party’s consistent emphasis on realism that reflects socialist life and the political and
didactic functions of theatre ensured that modern plays continued to be promoted. However,
Deng Xiaoping’s reiteration of Mao Zedong’s Double-Hundred Policy and his advocacy for
presenting historical lives and studying the historical artistry suggest that modern plays were no
longer dominant and confirm a return to favor of traditional plays and newly written historical
plays. Traditional plays and newly written historical plays returned to the stage before the
“Felicitation” was presented. In February of 1978, the taboo against staging traditional plays and
newly written historical plays was broken under the direction of Deng Xiaoping, who, after
watching traditional plays in chuanju (Sichuan “opera”) in Sichuan, actively moved to promote
the production of traditional plays of this regional xiqu form from Sichuan province (Fu Jin,
Ershi shiji 2: 403). During the first six months of 1978, the Ministry of Culture (Wenhua Bu)
held a series of forums discussing the staging of traditional and newly written historical plays
and submitted a proposal to the CCP Central Publicity Department (Zhonggong Zhongyang
Xuanchuanbu) also known as the Propaganda Department in English. The Ministry of Culture is
below the Publicity Department in the hierarchy of the central government. In May of 1978, the
Central Publicity Department agreed to gradually restore the production of excellent traditional
and newly written historical plays (Fu Jin, Ershi shiji 2: 404).
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In 1978, male dan also gradually returned to the stage. But the breaking of the taboo
against male dan was not as formal as in the case of traditional and newly written historical
plays. There were no official documents or directives concerning the issue of male dan. For
instance, during the spring festival in 1978, a military troupe leader requested that Song
Changrong perform at an event supporting the army in Huaiyin (Xu Lingyun 60). Both Song
Changrong and the theatre troupe leader were hesitant over the on-the-spot request because there
were no “clear directives 明确的指示” from the “upper levels 上级”25 concerning the issue of
male dan (Xu Lingyun 60). Because the military leader guaranteed that he would take full
responsibility, Song Changrong and the troupe leader accepted the request (Xu Lingyun 61). A
special performance by Zhang Junqiu at the end of 1978 is widely perceived as being
emblematic of the official restoration of male dan. According to Zhang Junqiu’s biography,
Huang Zhen, the newly appointed Minister of Culture, privately communicated with Zhang
Junqiu when they were in the same audience watching a performance, and encouraged him to
perform his zhangpai (the school or style of Zhang Junqiu) plays. Zhang Junqiu was hesitant at
the beginning, but Huang Zhen successfully persuaded him by suggesting that he could provide
an “internal performance” (neibu yanchu) (An Zhiqiang, Zhang Junqiu 288). “Internal
performance” here refers to a performance presented for invited audience members only, usually
including people in the xiqu circle. Zhang Junqiu’s hesitation is understandable because no
official guidelines had been released: no one could guarantee that the words of the Minister of
Culture would not be criticized in the future when the political climate changed again. However,
presenting an “internal performance” at least conformed with Zhou Enlai’s 1964 “Speech,”

25

“Upper levels” in this context refer to the administrative institutions in charge of the theatre troupes.
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which granted him permission to demonstrate his artistry to a small audience. Therefore, at the
end of 1978, in the theatre house of NSCTA, Zhang Junqiu performed The Wangjiang Pavilion
(Wang jiang ting), one of his signature plays (An Zhiqiang, Zhang Junqiu 289). This traditional
play was carefully selected by Zhang because it had been examined and praised by Premier Zhou
Enlai in 1963 (288). This performance by Zhang Junqiu, with the support of the Ministry of
Culture, on the jingju stage in Beijing, opened the doors for the reappearance of other male dan
all over the country.
The official attitude of allowing already-established male dan to perform traditional and
newly written historical plays did not mean that the Party started to encourage the development
of male dan. Obviously, male dan such as Zhang Junqiu, a national star, and Song Changrong, a
regional star, were critical inheritors of jingju arts and significant figures in the transmission of
the artistry of dan roles to the next generation. The official attitude toward male dan was
probably just to tolerate them, as suggested by Zhou Enlai in his 1964 “Speech,” when he stated
that “things always need to leave a little tail” (Zhongguo xiquzhi 2:1525). Deng Xiaoping’s
“Felicitation” vaguely confirmed that the Party’s guidelines were “basically correct” before the
Cultural Revolution. At the end of the 1970s, it was not clear whether the unwritten rule for
terminating male dan training was to be continued. Neither was it clear whether the Party’s 1964
rule against cross-gender performance was to be continued.

2.3 Political and Social Obstacles of Male Dan Training and Development, 1980s–1990s
Without question, the Party did not actively initiate the training of male dan after the
Cultural Revolution. However, since the early 1980s, both xiqu scholars and critics have
advocated for the restoration of male dan training. The justifications provided for this are
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primarily the aesthetic value of male dan art and the revival and continuation of traditional jingju
art. The aesthetic value of male dan art has been repeatedly emphasized, especially as embodied
by the artistic contributions of the male dan masters represented by the “four great dan,” and
Zhang Junqiu. The importance of the aesthetic value of male dan art can also be seen in the
recognition given to the artistic achievements of significant male successors to liupai
(schools/styles of performance), especially after a successful performance, and in the accolades
they receive after they have passed away. These male dan are represented by Mei Baojiu, Zhao
Rongchen, Yang Ronghuan, and Chen Yongling. It has also been mentioned that when male dan
toured Beijing in the 1980s and 1990s, their performances caused a sensation. Such male dan are
represented by Song Changrong, Shen Fucun, and Bi Guyun. Starting in the 1980s, xiqu
experienced a crisis in popularity as evidenced by the falling attendance numbers and the decline
of xiqu artistry, which have been widely discussed.26 Among the efforts to reverse this decline
was the training of male dan which, it was believed, could alleviate the problem by training
talented male dan actors and attracting more audience members with an interest in xiqu. The
writings and reports of male dan advocates and opponents help pinpoint the political and social
obstacles of male dan training and development.
In 1981, an article entitled “Discussing the Issue of Male Dan” (“Tan jingju nandan de
wenti”), written by Wu Binghe, was published in the journal People’s Theatre (Renmin xiju).
Wu’s essay pointed out the ambivalent official attitudes toward male dan after the Cultural
Revolution. On the one hand, successful male dan trained before 1949 regained their fame and
were highly respected; on the other hand, the training of new male dan was not resumed. Wu
suggests that the training of male dan would benefit the development of talented actors as well as
26

For the crisis of xiqu in the 1980s, please refer to Fu Jin’s Ershi shiji zhongguo xiju shi, vol 2, pp. 446–453.
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the development of jingju and would ameliorate the crisis xiqu was experiencing. While Wu
wholeheartedly believed in his proposal, he carefully balanced it by also advocating for putting a
greater effort into the training of gender-straight performers (82).
That same year, xiqu scholar Guan Yong questioned Wu’s proposal in the article “The
Development of Male Dan is in Question” (“‘Fazhan nandan’ zhiyi”), which was also published
in People’s Theatre. Guan Yong’s article refutes Wu’s proposal based primarily on two
arguments. First, Guan argues that, rather than solve the xiqu crisis, the advocacy for developing
male dan would instead backfire by turning audiences off. Guan’s argument is based on the
assumption that the majority of the masses in contemporary society did not appreciate male dan
performances, an old tradition, because their aesthetic taste had been elevated by attending
gender-straight performances, a comparatively new tradition in jingju (Guan 34–35). Guan’s
article does not provide concrete evidence for his assumptions. However, he does reiterate the
theoretical/political argument that cross-gender performances were the products of a feudal
society and would end gradually, as pointed out by Zhou Enlai (Guan 34–35). Second, Guan
argues that male dan lack the artistic competency needed to perform modern plays, which were
flourishing and would continue to increase in popularity (34–35). Whether male dan were not as
capable as female dan in playing modern plays is difficult to say because male dan had not been
given equal opportunities to develop their artistry through performing in modern plays.
Regarding this issue, Wu Binghe points out that it was widely accepted that male dan should not
perform modern plays (32). No matter whether for artistic or political reasons, there has been a
consensus among male dan advocates and male dan actors that performing in modern plays is
not included in their agenda.
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Guan and Wu’s disagreements seem to lie in the importance of modern jingju plays both
at the time of their writing and in the future. Wu believed that male dan could contribute to the
revival of traditional plays and the newly written historical plays while Guan posited that male
dan were not needed because modern plays would continue to occupy an essential role—if not a
dominating role—in xiqu productions.
The 1981 debate between Wu and Guan suggests that political restrictions were still
perceived as the major obstacle in the development of male dan. People, no matter whether they
were male dan advocates or opponents, were not able to conquer the residual fear they felt from
the previous political upheaval. Guan’s fear reflected the lingering impact of the 1964 Party’s
statement on expecting the gradual disappearance of cross-gender performance and its strong
support of modern plays. Wu’s fear was embodied in his conservative advocacy of the training of
male dan while, at the same time, also arguing in favor of putting more effort into the training of
gender-straight performers. It was also evident in his reservations about male dan performing in
modern plays.
In the 1990s, the suggestion of selectively encouraging the development of talented male
dan, while, in the larger sphere, promoting female dan was articulated more clearly by male dan
advocates. Such a conservative proposal indicates the lingering impact of the previous political
restrictions. Articles published in the 1980s show that both male and female cross-gender
performers faced challenges at that time. Articles published in the 1990s suggest that the stigma
of female cross-gender performers had been lifted, while there were still controversies
concerning the development of male dan.
In the 1990s, a few female laosheng were trained in xiqu schools and were active in staterun jingju troupes and schools of the time. For instance, in 1992, Wang Peiyu (b. 1978) was
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accepted as a laosheng actor by the Xiqu School of Shanghai (Shanghaishi Xiqu Xuexiao).27
Wang Peiyu had become a rising star while she was still a student at the school in the 1990s. In
the 2000s, she rose to become a famous laosheng actor and a troupe leader in the Shanghai
Jingju Theatre Company.28 In 1993, Tan Xiaoyu (b. 1982), a laosheng actor in the JTCB, started
her training in laosheng roles at the Xiqu School of Beijing (Beijingshi Xiqu Xuexiao)29 and, in
1998, she was accepted by the NACTA as a college student specializing in laosheng roles (Tan
Xiaoyu, Personal Interview). According to Tan Xiaoyu, her college classmate Yang Miao, was
also a female laosheng who was initially trained in Liaoning (Personal Interview). Yang Miao is
currently a teacher at the Xiqu School of the Shanghai Theatre Academy (XSSTA). Interviews
with Wang Peiyu always refer to her as the first female laosheng trained after 1949. According
to Tan Xiaoyu, she herself was the first female laosheng accepted by the Jingju School of
Beijing (Personal Interview). It seems that after the Cultural Revolution, newly trained female
laosheng gained group visibility sometime in the 1990s. The training of female cross-gender
performers in jingju however started earlier than that. In 2017, I interviewed Liu Jiaxin (b. 1976),
a female actor specializing in jing or hualian, the painted-face, larger-than-life male roles, in the
Jingju Theatre Company of Tianjin (Tianjin Jingjuyuan). Liu told me that she started her training
of performing hualian roles in the Xiqu School of Tianjin (Tianjinshi Xiqu Xuexiao) in 1988
(Personal Interview).

27

The Xiqu School of Shanghai was established in 1955 and was under the direction of the Shanghai Municipal
Bureau of Culture. In 2002, the Xiqu School of Shanghai merged with the Shanghai Theatre Academy (Shanghai
Xiju Xueyuan) and was renamed to the Xiqu School of the Shanghai Theatre Academy (Shanghai Xiju Xueyuan
Fushu Xiqu Xuexiao) (Zhongguo jingju baike 607).
28
For Wang Peiyu’s career development, please refer to Hu Die’s Wang Peiyu he ta de xi, p. 111.
29
The predecessor of the Xiqu School of Beijing was the Private Yipei Xiqu School of Beijing (Beijing Sili Yipei
Xiqu Xuexiao), a private school established in 1951 and funded by people in the xiqu circle in Beijing. In 1953, the
Private Yipei Xiqu School of Beijing was taken over by the Beijing Municipal People’s Government and was
renamed to the Xiqu School of Beijing (Zhongguo jingju baike 27).
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The admission of female laosheng and hualian to jingju training schools undermined the
effectiveness of both the Party’s 1950s guideline on the termination of cross-gender performers'
training and the 1964 guideline on the natural extinction of cross-gender performance.
Theoretically, the political basis for the restriction of male dan training and development was
also weakened by the restoration of the training of female cross-gender performers in jingju
schools. At the same time as the political stigma attached to male dan decreased, the moral
stigma attached to male dan started to be pointed out by xiqu critics and scholars in the 1990s.
In his 1994 article “Talking about Male Dan” (“Nandan cihuang”), xiqu scholar Zhou
Chuanjia discussed social prejudices that restricted the development of male dan. According to
Zhou, the mainstream idea was that male dan were the products of a feudal society, the dross of
the history, and possessed a morbid beauty; therefore, it was not appropriate to continue
developing them (51). Zhou does not mention the relationship between such a mainstream idea
and the Party’s guidelines. Instead, he emphasizes that such a view is embedded in the old moral
values that advocate the superiority of men and the inferiority of women, the distinction between
men and women, as well as in the old moral belief that women acting as men and men acting as
women cause a loss of dignity and the destruction of morality (51). Zhou also points out that
gender inequality results in a comparatively more tolerant attitude toward female cross-gender
performance and women exhibiting masculine and heroic behaviors. However, it is intolerable
when men degrade themselves to act as women (52). It is apparent that the old moral values that
Zhou refers to are part of the Confucian value system. To illustrate the problem of gender
inequality, Zhou quotes the words of Confucius: “Only women and vile people are hard to deal
with” (52).
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After suggesting that the Confucian moral and gender values remained rooted in the
minds of contemporary Chinese people, Zhou delved deeper into the exact sources of the anxiety
caused by male dan:
One of the things that people worry about most is that men performing as women are
awkward in every place and extremely unnatural, making it very hard to gain aesthetic
pleasure, and achieve a harmonious state of truthfulness, kindness, and beauty. Also, it
easily stimulates abnormal psychology and unhealthy aesthetic tastes among the creators
and spectators … (52)
Zhou first illustrates his understanding of the two kinds of anxiety by confirming that there are
such cases. In the first circumstance, Zhou criticizes those male dan who cannot distinguish their
onstage performances from their offstage lives. Their feminized performances on stage are
superficial and affected, which, Zhou argues, is “disgusting 令人作呕” (51–52). Zhou suggests
that overly feminized performance styles of male dan are aesthetically unacceptable. Clearly, this
source of anxiety lies in the association of such an overly feminized presentations of male dan
with feminized men in daily life. In the second circumstance, Zhou provides the examples of the
Qing dynasty’s “actor/prostitute hall” (xianggu tangzi) or tangzi hall business, indicating that
there were cases of male homoerotic relationships between some male spectators and male dan
in the past (52). Zhou suggests that people involved in homoerotic relationships develop
“abnormal psychology and unhealthy aesthetic tastes” (52).
It is apparent that Zhou embraces a homophobic narrative in his analysis of the social
prejudice toward male dan. In order to defend the male dan tradition and to advocate for future
development of male dan, Zhou emphasizes that the majority of male dan are normal both
physiologically and psychologically, identify themselves as men offstage, and can distance their
onstage performance from their offstage lives. Furthermore, he goes on to distinguish this group
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from the minority of male dan who fail to fulfill both the aesthetic expectation onstage and the
social expectation offstage (52). I would argue that Zhou’s defense is not persuasive because he
failed to provide substantial evidence supporting his minority-and-majority argument. However,
his defense is successful in the sense that the minority-and-majority dichotomy seems to have
been widely embraced by people who have been genuinely concerned with the continuation of
the male dan tradition and therefore have chosen to agree with and promote this statement.
It is not clear whether the Party’s restriction on male dan from the 1950s to 1970s grew
out of homophobia. According to scholar Chou Wah-shan, since 1949, homosexuality “has been
associated with Western capitalist corruption” (112). However, as discussed before, male dan
have been openly accused of being feudal products, or the dross of China’s imperial past.
Furthermore, both male dan and female cross-gender performers were restricted by the Party. It
is interesting to note that even though the male dan’s stigmatized history of male homoerotism
was intensively embodied in the business of “actor/prostitute hall,” there is no such counterpart
in the history of female cross-gender performance; lesbianism has been ignored and tolerated in
the male-centered patriarchal system since dynastic times in China. As pointed out by scholar
Chou Wah-shan, women’s sexual relationships are not perceived as a threat to the maledominated social order (109). From this we can posit that the primary reason for the Party’s
guideline on the restriction of cross-gender performers might not derive from homophobia.
However, the Party’s embrace of a homophobic ideology in the early decades of the PRC may
have reinforced the social prejudice against male dan, a group of people suspected of being
homosexual simply because of their feminized image on the stage and a stigmatized history that
often included homoeroticism.
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As pointed out by scholar Chou Wah-shan, “same-sex eroticism and sexual conduct have
never been illegal in Chinese history, except for a loosely enforced law passed in 1740, the only
other exception being a Hong Kong law criminalizing same-sex sexual conduct, which was the
product of British colonialism” (108). Since 1949, although there was no direct mention of
homosexuality in the law, homosexuals, especially men, have been persecuted and harassed.
According to the research of scholar Li Yinhe, during the Cultural Revolution, people revealed
as homosexual suffered severe punishment, with some receiving the death penalty and others
being beaten to death extralegally (390). In 1979, the PRC’s first Criminal Law was enacted.
Under the section titled “Offense of Obstructing Public Order,” “Criminal Law 160” states that:
“All liumang [hooliganism] behaviors should be subjected to arrest and sentence” (Chou Wahshan 108). The vague link between homosexuality and what is usually referred to as “the crime
of hooliganism” is due to the judicial interpretation released in 1984 by the Supreme People’s
Court and the Supreme People’s Procuratorate. This judicial interpretation states that people can
be prosecuted for the “crime of hooliganism 流氓罪” if they: 1) commit sodomy on children; or
2) commit sodomy on teenagers; or 3) commit sodomy on other people multiple times by using
force or violence, thereby producing severe consequences (Guo Xiaofei 54). Although this
judicial interpretation implies that adult male consensual sexual intercourse is not illegal, male
homosexuals have been frequently assaulted and prosecuted based on the ambiguous Criminal
Law 160. As pointed out by Chou Wah-shan, whether homosexuals were counted as engaging in
hooligan behaviors is dependent on the interpretation of the law by individual members of the
police and the courts (108) Li Yinhe states that compared with legal persecutions and the police
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arrests, administrative punishments were applied to homosexuals more extensively in China
(397). The “crime of hooliganism” was not removed from the criminal law books until 1997.
While homosexuality has not been directly designated as illegal in post-1949 China, it
has been perceived by medical and psychological scholars as a mental illness, and has been
described in various medical and scholarly texts as a “mental disorder,” a “psychological
illness,” “sexual perversity,” “distortion of sexual orientation,” etc. (Chou Wah-shan 110–112).
According to Chou Wah-shan, the pathologization and medicalization of homosexuality in China
started in the early twentieth century due to influence from the West when the Chinese
modernization happened during the Republican period (110–111). However, in the 1960s and
1970s, when the West was undergoing critical changes through gay liberation movements and
the depathologizing of homosexuality, China was in a closed-door period (110). Homosexuality
remained pathologized in China until 2001 when the third edition of the Classification and
Diagnostic Criteria of Mental Disorders in China (中国精神障碍分类与诊断标准)30 removed
homosexuality from its classification as a mental disorder (“Jingshenbing xin biaozhun”).
The removal of the “crime of hooliganism” from the Criminal Law in 1997 and the
official depathologization of homosexuality in 2001 meant that the breaking of gender orders
was no longer a legal or medical issue in China. After the 2000s, the social environment for
sexual and gender minorities became increasingly less oppressive and more tolerant, which has
also helped alleviate the moral stigma imposed on male dan.

2.4 The Issue of Male Dan Training and Development, 2000s–2010s

30

English translation and Chinese characters of the names of Chinese sources referred to in the main text are
provided if they are not listed in the bibliography.
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In 1996, Chairman Jiang Zemin gave a talk at “The Sixth National Congress of the China
Federation of Literary and Art Circles 中国文联第六次全国代表大会” and “The Fifth National
Congress of the China Writers Association 中国作协第五次全国代表大会.” In his talk, Jiang
Zemin advocated for the development of democracy in art and academic scholarship by stressing
the Double-Hundred Policy. Jiang also emphasized the limits of executive orders: “[We] should
not depend on executive orders to decide what is good or bad in art or what is right or wrong in
scholarship” (Jiang Zemin). Since the 2000s, the continuing encouragement of artistic freedom
and free speech has stimulated the exploration of new male dan in their artistic practices and has
spurred more intensive assertions in advocating for the training of male dan. In his 1996 talk,
Jiang Zemin also emphasized that socialist art and literature and people in this field were being
promoted by and would benefit from the national policies of the deepening of economic reform,
the increasing openness of the country, and the establishment of a socialist market economic
system (Jiang Zemin). Besides continuing to emphasize that the goal of art and literature was to
serve the people and socialism, Jiang Zemin also mentioned that “our literature and art…should
make greater contributions in enriching human civilization” (Jiang Zemin). The establishment
and the development of the socialist market economic system in the 1980s paved the way for a
fast-growing economy in China. Since the 2000s, the booming economy has provided ample
opportunities for the growth and expansion of new male dan. The opening-up of China has
stimulated trade liberation and cultural communication between China and the world. The
development of male dan therefore, has benefited from international supporters. In addition to
continuing to address the significance of the contribution of talented male dan to the
development of jingju, male dan adherents have also advocated for male dan from a global
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perspective and have helped to raise awareness of the value of male dan art, as a unique heritage
of traditional Chinese performing arts and as an important element of world civilization.
The more relaxed political environment and the aging and passing away of male dan who
were trained before 1949 has propelled scholars and critics to make more bold and incisive
arguments that challenge the perceived official attitude in restricting the development of male
dan and that promote training new male dan. For instance, in 2001, xiqu scholar Gong Hede
wrote an article advocating for the training of male dan. Unlike the previous male dan adherents
who simply described the current circumstances of male dan and indicated the Party’s attitude
implicitly, Gong Hede directly and succinctly pointed out and summarized the Party’s attitudes:
“Our Party’s attitude towards male dan is as follows: don’t ban or advocate; let it die out
naturally (decreeing that xiqu schools no longer train [male dan]), but fully respecting the
outstanding figures among [male dan]” (Gong 32). Additionally, Gong directly challenged the
Party’s instruction to let male dan die out naturally:
Indeed, there is no doubt that male dan have their own limitations. The rise of female dan
is the embodiment of historical necessity. But it is not appropriate to consider that the
latter’s complete replacement of the former is counted as the progress of history. To
make real historical progress, it is necessary to implement a dual system of female dan
and male dan, letting them fully display their talents. (32)
Unlike the previous male dan adherents who suggested developing male dan more moderately
alongside the development of female dan, Gong seems to be proposing that the development of
male dan is equally as important as the development of female dan. When I met Gong Hede in
2017, he explained to me that he genuinely believes in the advantages of male dan in performing
traditional plays and female dan’s strengths in performing modern plays; therefore, he advocates
for a dual training system (Personal Interview).
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Beginning in the 2000s, although male dan trained before 1949 had rarely performed on
the stage, the emergence of new male dan has ensured their visibility, helped refresh people’s
memories of male dan, created a nostalgia for the glorious past as embodied by male dan
masters, and contributed to a rising awareness of the significance of the training of new male
dan. Probably one of the earliest group appearances of new male dan occurred unintentionally at
“The First National Jingju Fans and Piaoyou TV Competition 第一界全国京剧戏迷票友电视大
赛” in 2001. The term piaoyou refers to amateur xiqu performers. Impressed by the many
talented male dan piaoyou competitors in the TV competition, Lu Dejun published an article in
the journal China’s Jingju (Zhongguo jingju) in 2002, arguing that it was time for the xiqu
colleges and schools to once again train male dan (19). Lu’s article argues that, compared to the
professional stage where female dan are dominant, in amateur circles male dan are incredibly
active and competitive, which has brought attention to the advantages of male dan in performing
dan roles. Additionally, Lu’s article points out that the Party’s restriction on male dan training
and performance in the first three decades after the establishment of the PRC was probably due
to the influence of the “ultra-left line 极左路线” (19). In other words, Lu suggests that since the
ultra-left line was corrected after the Cultural Revolution, there should have been no political
obstacle to interfere with training male dan. In 2003 and 2004, several articles concerning the
development of male dan written by xiqu critics and audience members were collected and
published in the journal China’s Jingju. Most of the articles advocated for the training and
development of male dan; fewer voices were raised in opposition. The reasons given in objection
were the recurring issues of the Party’s early guidelines and the recurring perception of male dan
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as the dross of feudal society, as fallen men who degrade themselves as women and are having
mental problems. Based on a 2004 article, it can be argued that the intensive debate over male
dan was probably inspired by “the many group appearances of male dan arranged by the [TV
show] of Craving Xiqu (Guo ba yin) broadcast by CCTV 11” (Di and Zhou 35). CCTV 11 refers
to the xiqu program on China Central Television. The group appearances of male dan refers to
the newly emerged male dan piaoyou.
The line between amateur and professional performers has always been blurred in the
jingju world. That is even more the case with regard to the pool of contemporary male dan due to
the institutional obstacle that prevents the training of male dan in professional xiqu training
schools. New male dan currently working in the state-run jingju companies and schools are
technically considered professional actors. However, none of them, except for male dan Mu
Yuandi, have undergone systematic jingju dan role training in their early childhood and
adolescence, which is what marks them as piaoyou at least in the early period of their dan role
performance career—although they might not admit such an identity themselves. Liu Zheng ’s
transition from piaoyou to professional male dan in 2003 helped create the first hole in the wall
that has excluded male dan from the official training system.
Liu Zheng’s success as a piaoyou caught the attention of Sun Yumin. Sun Yunmin is the
disciple of Xun Huisheng and a primary successor, second generation, of xunpai (the
school/style of Xun Huisheng). Sun was a leading female dan actor in the JTCB from 1979 to
1990. In 1991, Sun was appointed principal of the Professional Xiqu Academy of Beijing
(PXAB, Beijing Xiqu Yishu Zhiye Xueyuan). In 2004, Sun Yumin retired and became the
honorary principal (Zhongguo jingju baike 756). Liu’s transition from an amateur male dan to a
professional male dan started with an invitation from Sun Yumin to apply to the PXAB. In 2003,
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Liu Zheng started his official dan role training at PXAB and became what scholar Sun Hongxia
has called the first male dan trained by the state-run xiqu college after the establishment of PRC
(Sun Hongxia 26).
In the 2004 TV show Craving Xiqu, Sun delivered her reasons for admitting Liu Zheng.
The first reason was the international attention drawn to the lack of male dan. As stated by Sun,
her awareness of the importance of training male dan was raised by the Japanese Kabuki star
Bandō Tamasaburō V:
They address him as the Mei Lanfang of Japan. He asked me in person … “Are there
male dan in your country?” [I felt that that] was like a political question. [While] I was
thinking of how I should reply to him, he continued, saying that he would like to [help]
train them if there were. I thought I should try to answer him correctly. I responded that:
“So far, no people with such talents have been discovered; if there are [in the future], I
will not reject [them from] training.” “Very good, very good,” [said Bando]. When he
[Liu Zheng] appeared, I got the inspiration. Here comes a male dan! (“Yi lu qingyuan”)
Bandō Tamasaburō V is a male actor who performs the female roles of onnagata in kabuki. In
China, onnagata players are often casually addressed as Japanese male dan. According to
Bando’s Chinese friend Jin Fei, Bandō admires the art of male dan master Mei Lanfang and is
deeply worried about the continuation of male dan art; he has expressed his concern that the
extinction of male dan in jingju would make him feel lonely as an onnagata in kabuki (Jin Fei,
Personal Interview). Bandō may have initiated the conversation with Sun Yumin out of his
artistic concern about male dan. But it seems clear that Sun Yumin perceived it as a political
issue and took her interaction with Bando as a cultural communication between China and Japan.
The lack of young male dan and the prevailing ignorance of the value of male dan somehow
made Sun, a Chinese artist, feel ashamed in front of a Japanese artist who had expressed his
sincere concern for and support of male dan so enthusiastically and generously. To save face—
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hers and that of the cultural circle in China—Sun came up with an excuse for the lack of newly
trained male dan and promised to train male dan in the future.
The second reason was that Sun believed that Liu Zheng satisfied the basic requirements
of dan role performers in terms of his physical and vocal qualities and showed great potential as
a good dan role actor. To justify the admission of Liu Zheng as a male dan, Sun Yumin delivered
the statement that “it doesn’t matter whether a dan is male or female. As long as he/she is a good
dan, we will train him or her” (“Yi lu qingyuan”). Sun’s “good dan statement” won a big round
of applause from the audience sitting in the talk show’s auditorium and has been repeatedly
quoted by male dan and their advocates since. Sun’s “good dan statement” echoes with Deng
Xiaoping’s famous “cat statement,” that is, “it doesn’t matter whether a cat is black or white, as
long as it catches mice,” which suggested a pragmatic method of solving the problems.31 Starting
in 1978, Deng Xiaoping’s “cat statement” became extremely popular both in and outside of
China along with his economic reform that featured a combination of a planned economy,
previously only associated with socialism, and a market economy, once only linked with
capitalism. The market economy, like one of the tools for catching mice, can be used as long as it
helps in the development of productive forces, and the development of productive forces was
considered by Deng as the substantial content of socialism (Qu 45).
By quoting Deng Xiaoping’s “cat statement,” it seems that Sun Yumin tactfully found a
political justification for her own initiative to train male dan. By appropriating the “cat
statement” and creating her own variation, a “good dan statement,” Sun suggested a pragmatic
approach to this issue of training male dan instead of allowing it to get caught up in all the
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For the origin and the application of Deng Xiaoping’s “cat statement” in different periods, please refer to Barry
Naughton’s “Deng Xiaoping: The Economist.”
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political ideologies that had been imposed on male dan. It is evident that the purpose of dan role
training is to foster professional dan role actors. As long as the candidate has the potential of
being a good dan role actor, he or she should be qualified to be a student in a professional
training school. Male dan should not be viewed as being exclusively associated with feudalism
or homosexuality. Male dan can be embraced by socialism and heteronormativity as long as they
are good dan role performers.
The third reason given by Sun was that Liu Zheng was born into a xiqu family.
Furthermore, his aunt Liu Changyu is a national star who performed the leading dan role in the
play of The Red Lantern and is an outstanding successor of xunpai in the second generation. Sun
believed that his family background would help Liu Zheng receive more attention from the
audience and pursue a successful acting career (“Yi lu qingyuan”).
It is essential to be aware that after PXAB admitted Liu Zheng in 2003, Mei Baojiu’s
male dan disciple Hu Wen’ge was accepted by JTCB in 2004. Both JTCB and PXAB are
administered by the Beijing Municipal Bureau of Culture (BMBC, Beijing Wenhuaju). This
means that before Liu Zheng’s admission there was no precedent for admitting new male dan
into the xiqu training and performing institutions administered by BMBC. Sun Yumin, as a xiqu
educator and performer, was indeed courageous in initiating and putting into practice the training
of male dan within the system. Actually, Sun Yumin’s bold action as the principal in testing and
challenging the previous official restriction on cross-gender performance began in 1993 when
she admitted Tan Xiaoyu, the first female laosheng for training at PXAB. In 2017, when I asked
Sun Yumin whether the college had the total authority over the admission of the students, she
responded that “they [political leaders] don’t care whether you accept male dan or female
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sheng,” suggesting that she has not experienced objections from the BMBC or the central
government (Sun Yumin, Personal Interview).
Ironically, based on her appearance on talk shows discussing Liu Zheng, it seems that Liu
Changyu was the first strong voice objecting to Liu Zheng’s pursuit of jingju as a professional
male dan. Liu Changyu provided two significant reasons for her opposition. First, she said she
believed it was too hard to be an excellent jingju performer without having been trained from
childhood. The performance skills, techniques, and conventions have to be passed on to the
actors from a very early age. It takes a long time for the actors to find creative freedom within
the restrictions of the conventions. In other words, as Liu Changyu put it, it is too difficult to
“become a monk half-way through the journey 半路出家,” which is a Chinese idiom used to
describe people who switch and pursue a different career later in their life (“Nandan Liu
Zheng”). This phrase is widely used to refer to new male dan. The second reason Liu Changyu
gave for her objection was that many people in the xiqu circle that she was acquainted with could
not accept male dan due to the social prejudice predicated on the so-called link between the
onstage performance and offstage life. Liu Changyu was worried that social discrimination
would create a significant obstacle for Liu Zheng in his quest to be accepted by a jingju troupe
because people’s minds would not change fast enough (“Yi lu qingyuan;” “Nandan Liu Zheng”).
When Liu Zheng graduated in 2005, he did not receive any offers from jingju troupes, as
predicted by Liu Changyu. It was not possible for Liu Zheng to develop outstanding artistry
within such a short period of professional training. The issue of male dan was still controversial.
However, in 2006, Liu Zheng received the opportunity to become a professional dan role actor in
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the China National Peking Opera Company (CNPOC, Zhongguo Guojia Jingjuyuan). This
national jingju company is directly overseen by the Ministry of Culture of the PRC.
As explained by Liu Zheng, the primary reason for the success was the connection he had
with a leader in the central government office. Liu Changcheng, Liu Zheng’s father, had a friend
Liu Zheng referred to as Auntie Jiang. Auntie Jiang had a relative who had a connection with a
leader in the central government office. Auntie Jiang’s relative brought the leader documents
introducing Liu Zheng, with the signatures of Sun Yumin and Liu Changyu. This leader gave
Wu Jiang, the then-president of CNPOC, a “directive 指示.” Because the issue of male dan was
comparatively sensitive, Wu Jiang held a party committee meeting to discuss it. In the meeting,
some people objected to the acceptance of Liu Zheng because there was no need to change the
standing ban on male dan. There were also troupe leaders who said that, although Liu Zheng was
good, their troupes did not need him. Upon the “suggestion 建议” of Wu Jiang, however, Liu
Zheng was finally accepted into the Number Two Troupe led by Deng Min. Deng Min accepted
the “suggestion” as a favor repaid to Liu Changyu, who had provided Deng with support when
she served as the executive vice-president of CNPOC.32
To sum up, the main factors that contributed to Liu Zheng’s admission to the Number
Two Troupe of the NPOC were the recommendation of the top jingju actors Sun Yumin and Liu
Changyu and the “quasi-political” influences of a leader in a high position and the president of
the company. I use the term “quasi-political” impact to refer to the fact that the “directives”
handed down by the leader and the “suggestion” given by the president were not official
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The narration of the process of Liu Zheng’s acceptance by the NPOC is based on Liu Zheng’s 2014 article “Xiqu
jianshou meng: wo de xinwu zhi lü” and my interview with him in 2017.
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administrative orders. They were influential because of the higher administrative position of the
people who made them. Among these influences, the “directive” of the leader is the critical
factor. Based on my communication with people in the jingju world, the acceptance of Hu
Wen’ge to the Mei Lanfang Jingju Troupe of the JTCB was believed to have been brought about
primarily by the support of a leader at the central government level. Liu Zheng’s successful
transitions from piaoyou to professional male dan illustrate that, in the 2000s, the development
of male dan was not as sensitive a political issue as it had been. However, male dan were still
considered a special group that had to access education and employment opportunities through a
special channel that required the support of people in high positions.
Along with the group appearance of amateur male dan, professional male dan who were
trained “half-way” through their performing careers also made their group debut in the early
2000s, which, in turn, contributed to the awareness of the issue of developing and training male
dan. Based on a report published in China’s Jingju, male dan Hu Wen’ge, Yang Lei, and Liu
Zheng presented their performances in November 2003 at the Tianchan Yifu Theatre in
Shanghai, which “signal[ed] the official appearance of the 21st century jingju male dan on the
jingju stage” (Xiang Xiang 17). The China’s Jingju reporter especially emphasized that this
performance event that aimed at promoting the three male dan was not produced by state
departments in charge of culture and art, nor was it initiated by a theatre troupe. Instead, it was
organized and financially supported by Hong Kong entrepreneur Zhang Yu, who is also an
amateur laosheng performer (Xiang Xiang 16–17). The reporter praised Zhang Yu for his great
endeavor in organizing and producing a performance that had to conquer all kinds of difficulties
and face reproach because “currently, some people still cannot see the profound meaning of the
development of male dan art” (Xiang Xiang 17).
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In 2005, xiqu scholar He Baotang published a report in the journal China’s Jingju
focusing on the “Singing Concert of Jingju Male Dan Art 京剧男旦艺术演唱会” that was held
in the concert hall of the Continental Grand Hotel (北京五洲大酒店) in Beijing in April of the
same year. According to He, “how to inherit, study, and develop male dan has become a hot
issue in the jingju world,” and “currently male dan have an especially profound influence on
jingju fans and amateur performers” (“Nandan huanju” 34). Therefore, the “Beijing Xiqu Art
Development Foundation (BXADF, Beijingshi Xiqu Yishu Fazhan Jijinhui) initiated and hosted
this concert, which had profound practical meaning and scholarly value” (34). The BXADF is a
local non-governmental fundraising foundation in Beijing whose focus is on “flourishing and
developing the xiqu work of Beijing, promoting the great [part] of the national culture, and
inciting the enthusiasm of all the individuals and organizations all over the world so as to raise
fund for the development of xiqu” (“Beijingshi xiqu yishu”). Like the previous performance
event, this concert was also financially supported by non-governmental resources.
This concert enhanced the visibility of male dan and male dan adherents. He Baotang
quotes male dan Mei Baojiu’s remark: “I am so happy to be here. Today we jingju male dan are
able to have a great fanshen” (“Nandan huanju” 34). The term fanshen, literally turning over,
was originally “a common word in the Chinese countryside” meaning “a deep and thorough
overturing of the soil” (Hinton, “Shenfan”). This word symbolizes all the drastic changes in
Chinese society since 1949 and “a rigorous search for a bright road to the future” (Hinton,
“Shenfan”). Mei Baojiu made such an exclamation because this was probably the first time a
performance event at the professional level had been held in the name of male dan since male
dan had been suppressed and stigmatized. Male dan who performed at the concert ranged from
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those trained before 1949 to new male dan who were trained after 1949, including Mei Baojiu,
Shen Fucun, Wu Yinqiu, Zhang Junqiu’s son Zhang Xuehao, Wen Ruhua, Hu Wen’ge, Liu
Zheng, and Yang Lei (He Baotang, “Nandan huanju” 34). He Baotang reported that the
performances of the new male dan Hu Wen’ge, Liu Zheng, and Yang Lei were “the most eyecatching highlights of the concert” (“Nandan huanju” 34).
The appearance of male dan onstage and the support of jingju practitioners, educators,
scholars, and fans offstage contributed to a strong voice for the development of male dan. For
instance, Sun Yumin made a speech at the concert calling for “viewing male dan from the
perspective of art” and reiterated that she would “insist on putting great effort into the training of
good dan no matter whether they are male dan or female dan” (He Baotang, “Nandan huanju”
34–35). Famous dan role actor Liu Changyu also remarked at the concert that “male dan art has
its uniqueness, which is not comparable to female dan” (He Baotang, “Nandan huanju” 35).
Therefore, the strongest contribution this concert made was to bring home the point that male
dan art has its unique value, is appreciated by contemporary audiences, and should be continued.
At the end of the report, He Baotang states that “after appreciating the performance of
male dan, many old leading comrades and entrepreneurs in Beijing were so excited that they
volunteered to be on the stage singing” (“Nandan huanju” 35). It is clear from this that the old
leaders and entrepreneurs mentioned here were jingju fans and male dan adherents. Some of
them were most likely the central figures who, by working with the foundation, had contributed
to the realization of this performance event. One of the leaders mentioned is Zhang Baifa, the
retired executive vice mayor of Beijing.
Starting in 2010, Hu Wen’ge, Mu Yuandi, Yang Lei, and Yin Jun, (i.e. the four new male
dan) have often cooperated in presenting “Male Dan Performances from the Four Schools of
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‘Mei, Shang, Cheng, Xun’ 梅尚程荀’四大流派男旦专场,” a special performance consisting of
four focal scenes, one each from the schools of Mei Lanfang, Shang Xiaoyun, Cheng Yanqiu,
and Xun Huisheng respectively. Their major collaborations included two performances at the
Chang’an Grand Theatre in March of 2010, one at the Tianchan Yifu Theatre in May of 2011,
one performance at the Chang’an Grand Theatre in October of 2011, two at the Mei Lanfang
Grand Theatre in January of 2016, and one at the Mei Lanfang Grand Theatre in January of
2017.33
Their performance at the Chang’an Grand Theatre on 26 March 2010 drew the most
media attention. The reports on social media show that this male dan performance was
financially supported by non-governmental resources, sold exceptionally well compared to other
xiqu performances presented in the same season, and was very well received by the audience.
Based on the report on the Xiqu News Collection (Xiqu caifeng) program on CCTV 11, one of
the reasons for this performance’s exceptionally good sales was probably nostalgia for male dan.
According to an online media report presented by Sina Entertainment (Xinlang yule), this male
dan performance attracted a larger portion of young audience members, which was probably
connected to the popularity of cross-gender performances in popular culture as represented by
the movies featuring jingju male dan and the prevalence of the male cross-gender pop singers
(“Xin wutai”).
This performance also reflected a greater tolerance in the official attitude toward male
dan. For instance, Zhao Hongtao, the manager of the Chang’an Grand Theatre, confirmed that
the government did not interfere with this performance and provided some help (“Xin wutai”).
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I attended the 2017 performance. The rest of the performances listed are primarily based on Mu Yuandi’s Weibo
entries and supported by the information from the online reports and ticket selling websites.
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The Xiqu News Collection program reported that this male dan performance was videotaped by
CCTV 11’s Theatre in the Sky (Kongzhong juyuan) program and would be broadcast on 23 June
2010 (“Jingju si da liupai”). Theatre in the Sky is a TV program showing xiqu audiences
videotaped or live performances “collaboratively presented by jingju artists and outstanding
young Chinese jingju actors and graduate students” (“Kongzong juyuan”). The CCTV 11’s
report and the broadcast of the 2010 performance of male dan who were particularly referred to
by the Xiqu News Collection as “professional male dan 专业男旦” has greatly enhanced the
visibility of new male dan and indicated the xiqu media’s official recognition of their
professionalism and great potential as outstanding actors. Since CCTV is a state television
station, the recognition of new male dan on CCTV 11 also clearly suggested the central
government’s toleration of the emergence of the talented professional new male dan.
The acceptance of new male dan by the xiqu market throughout the 2010s did not seem to
bring new changes for the inclusion of male dan in the xiqu school training system. In 2014, in
an interview conducted by the Beijing Youth Daily (Beijing qingnian bao), Xu Xiang, the
principal of the Central Academy of Drama (CAD, Zhongyang Xiju Xueyuan) conveyed that
“the CAD will never accept students specializing in regional xiqu genres and male dan”
(“Zhongyang xiju xueyuan”). CAD is famous for its training of actors in spoken drama, for
television shows, and for movies. In 2013, CAD established the Department of Jingju (Cao Ning
28). The interview was conducted on the occasion when CAD held “The First World Theatre
Education Conference and the Third Theatre Festival of Theatre College Students in Asia 第一
届世界戏剧教育大会暨第三届亚洲戏剧院校大学生戏剧节.” As pointed out by Xu Xiang,
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hosting this conference suggested that CAD had taken a central place in the international world
of theatrical education (“Zhongyang xiju xueyuan”). The principal’s 2014 announcement of
CAD’s refusal to accept male dan or regional xiqu actors, made during an international theatre
festival, seemed to indicate that, among all the indigenous Chinese theatre genres, only jingju
was considered worthy of the attention of the world theatre circle; however, male dan, perceived
as tainting jingju, should be gotten rid of.
In December 2013, chairman Xi Jinping emphasized the need to “build the country into a
socialist cultural superpower, striving to increase the country’s cultural soft power” (“Jianshe
shehui”). In boasting of its central place in world theatre, CAD projected the cultural superpower
of China. The establishment of the Department of Jingju at CAD was a response to Xi’s directive
about “improving the country’s soft power of culture, and striving to display the unique charm of
Chinese culture, … and transmitting the contemporary Chinese cultural creations that are the
legacy of the great [part of] traditional culture …” (“Jianshe shehui”). The denial of the worth of
male dan at a time when CAD is actively promoting jingju and the unique charm of Chinese
culture to the world, indicated that the tradition of male dan was antithetical to that great part of
the traditional culture.
The principal’s words incurred predominantly negative reactions on the internet,
especially for his rejection of male dan. One of the articles that was widely circulated among my
WeChat friends in the xiqu circle is titled “Who on Earth Does Male Dan Offend?” (“Nandan
jiujing dezui le shui?”) created by the Jingju Way-Place (Jingju daochang), a WeChat account
that presents videos and articles about jingju. The article first points out the unfavorable broader
environment in which all the colleges, troupes, and media that have “China 中国,” or “central 中
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央” in its title dare not explicitly express their support of male dan, or criticize the fact that these
institutions have blocked—openly or secretly—the continuation of male dan art (“Nandan
jiujing”). While people probably are used to such an attitude of non-support, the tremendous
anger over this incident was incited by the explicit refusal to support male dan at this nationallevel institution. As has been harshly articulated:
We don’t have to provide any examples to prove how ignorant it is to say “never accept
male dan.” This statement is provided by the leader of an art college at the national-level,
which lets us see that the art colleges in China are no better than other colleges in terms
of the ongoing loss of academic and artistic [nature] … Why does [he] spare no effort in
snuffing out the tradition of jingju with great fanfare? ... It is okay for CAD not to train
jingju [actors] and to stay far away from jingju. But please don’t speak nonsense!
(“Nandan jiujing”)
By rebuking the loss of academic and artistic nature or integrity, the article, in fact, criticizes the
politicization of colleges in China—in other words, the dominance of the executive power over
academic freedom. While scolding the principal’s non-professionalism, the article emphasizes
the importance of male dan in jingju tradition.
At the end of the article is a list of individual responses from people expressing their
fierce condemnation via Weibo. The predominant criticism of the rejection of male dan
expressed and circulated online came from a subculture that is represented by netizens who
challenged a mainstream culture that is represented by the voices of authority. It also challenged
the capitulation of the artistic nature of jingju education to political correctness. Considering
China’s internet censorship, permitting such open and fierce objection on the internet also
indicates that the issue of the development of male dan is situated in a grey area, in which the
attitude of the central government remains ambiguous, whether purposefully or not. The
principal of CAD did not respond to the objections of the netizens; neither did he provide further
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explanation or justification for his rejection of male dan. It seems that this incident created only a
small ripple in the pond of xiqu and then quickly faded away.
The next incident that created a ripple was Mei Baojiu’s death on 25 April 2016. Since
Mei Baojiu passed away, there have been countless reports and TV talk shows expressing
concern over the development of male dan. The strongest advocacy for the training of male dan
was voiced by scholar Fu Jin, a top authority in xiqu studies who holds multiple positions,
including the vice chair of the China Literature and Art Critics Association (Zhongguo
Pinglunjia Xiehui) and director of the academic committee of NACTA (“Yinggai Zhongshi”).
On 9 May 2019, Fu’s article “It is Necessary to Pay Attention to the Continuation of Male Dan
Art” (“Yinggai zhongshi jingju nandan yishu de chuancheng”) was published in the Guangming
Daily (Guangming ribao), an official newspaper of the central government of the CCP. In this
article, Fu Jin asserts that male dan are not a “stain with negative images on traditional culture 传
统文化中具负面形象的污点,” and this helped clear away the political and moral stigma
imposed on male dan (“Yinggai zhongshi”). Fu Jin went on to say that, since the 1950s and
dominated by the idea that letting women perform women is a symbol of social progress, the
training of male dan has almost been eradicated. However, male dan cannot be replaced by
female dan because of their unsurpassable artistic achievements and their unique aesthetic value
(“Yinggai zhongshi”). These statements made by Fu Jin implicitly challenged the theory of
natural extinction and eventual replacement of male dan. Fu Jin further confirms the
international value of male dan by asserting that the art of male dan is one of the “great
contributions 杰出贡献” that the “Chinese civilization 中华文明” has made to the world
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performing arts (“Yinggai zhongshi). At the end of the article, Fu Jin concludes that “as a
traditional advantage and a great creation made by our nation” in the field of performing arts,
male dan art “should not be broken off 不能中断” (“Yinggai zhongshi”). Fu seems to justify the
training of male dan by responding to the nationalist sentiment that has been intensively
cultivated by Chairman Xi Jinping.
The words of Fu Jin published in the PRC’s official newspaper have carried significant
weight. For the first time, the reputation of male dan has been officially cleared, and the value of
male dan has been officially confirmed. Male dan art is considered not only as a great part of
Chinese culture, but also as part of the valuable contribution that Chinese culture has made to the
world. Concerning the current circumstance of the training of male dan, Fu Jin argues that
although there are still obstacles in the social environment that stand in the way of the
development of male dan, the primary block is the lack of male dan who have been trained in
their childhood (“Yinggai zhongshi”). In his talk at the forum on “Mei Baojiu’s Contributions to
Jingju 梅葆玖的京剧贡献” held in Beijing on 25 April 2017, Fu Jin clarified his perspectives on
what those main obstacles in developing male dan were by referring to the issue of male dan
training at NACTA. Fu’s major arguments were quoted in a report and published on NACTA’s
official website. According to him, there are no “theoretical obstacles 理论上的障碍” that would
prevent NACTA from training male dan; currently, the most significant problem is the “issue of
the candidates 生源的问题” (Li Xiaohong). What Fu Jin means is that the lack of qualified male
dan candidates who have been trained since their childhood in primary or at least secondary
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jingju schools are the major problem preventing NACTA from initiating their own training of
male dan.
Concerning the assertion of the clearing away of “theoretical obstacles,” Fu Jin provided
a further explanation to me in my interview with him in 2017. He started to work at NACTA in
2004. Beginning in that year, at least, Fu and his coworkers began discussing whether they
should accept male dan students. Back then, the consensus of the academic affairs office was
that they should not do so because male dan were still considered scum left by feudal society. Fu
Jin explained that this perspective indicated the double obstacles: social morality and political
ideology (Fu Jin, Personal Interview). Fu explained that throughout the three to five years
preceding 2017, he perceived that the moral and ideological obstacles had been overcome along
with a change in the broader environment in society, in which different sexual orientations are
perceived with an increasingly open attitude. Additionally, Fu Jin rarely heard views perceiving
male dan as “venomous snakes and fierce beasts 毒蛇猛兽,” at least not from the leaders of
NACTA at that time. Fu considered that the tolerant attitude shown by the leaders was related to
the close, long-term collaboration between NACTA and Mei Baojiu (Personal Interview).
Therefore, the statement Fu Jin made on the disappearance of the “theoretical obstacles” in the
way of admitting male dan to NACTA is his own speculation instead of a decision made by
NACTA. It is uncertain how much weight Fu Jin’s words will have in NACTA’s admission of
male dan in the future, but the public articulation of these words could serve as a stimulus for
future male dan candidates to explore the possibilities of applying to xiqu training schools. The
publication of his words in the Guangming Daily and on the official website of NACTA suggests
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that both the current government and the leadership group of NACTA have a more open attitude
now than in the past.

2.5 Challenges and Uncertainties in the Future: The Case of NACTA
Fu Jin’s words suggest an excellent vision for the future of male dan training and
development. However, this beautiful vision became clouded when I conducted a further
investigation through interviews with current male dan students in Beijing and the jingju actoradministrators who are or were responsible for the admission of actor-students to NACTA in
2017. Guo Yu’ang (b. 1997) and Wang Chao (b. 1997) were the only two male dan enrolled in
PXAB in 2017. Wang Chao started his training at the Xiqu School of Liaoning Province
(Liaoningsheng Xiqu Xuexiao), a secondary xiqu training school, in 2012 when he was fifteen.
Wang emphasized that although he performed a dan role for his entrance exam, after he was
admitted, the school requested that he change his focus to the role of xiaosheng (young male
roles) because the school did not support male dan. With the permission and recommendation of
his xiaosheng teacher, who discovered that the dan role was more suitable for Wang, Wang later
officially changed his focus to the dan role. Wang commented that his successful transfer to the
dan role was also related to the opportunity afforded him by the fact that the school was
changing its leadership (Wang Chao, Personal Interview).
Guo Yu’ang started his after-school training in dan roles when he was four or five years
old and started professional training in the dan role at the Art School of Shijiazhuang
(Shijiazhuang Yishu Xuexiao), a secondary xiqu training school, in 2010 when he was thirteen
years old. Guo conveyed that one of the primary reasons for his application to and acceptance at
this xiqu school was that his dan role teacher Ma Shuxian, had a personal connection with the
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school. Ma persuaded this school to accept Guo as a dan role actor. Guo mentioned that he is the
only male dan that this art school has accepted. Both Wang Chao and Guo Yu’ang were trained
for dan roles in a secondary xiqu training schools, as exceptional cases. Both of them graduated
in 2015 and continued their study of dan roles at PXAB. However, both have aspired to study at
NACTA, the most prestigious xiqu training school, and they have not been successful because of
their male dan identity.
According to Guo Yu’ang, in 2014, a leader from NACTA, who he knows personally,
told him that, as a male dan, he would not be accepted unless he was willing to change his
expertise to the xiaosheng role (Personal Interview). According to Wang, he did not apply for
jingju acting at NACTA because he was very sure that male dan would not be accepted, based on
the information that he received from his teachers and friends in the xiqu circle. Instead, Wang
applied to NACTA as a xiqu directing major, which involves both directing and acting courses,
with the former as the main focus. Wang told me that students still need to specialize in one role
category in their acting coursework. After taking the first, second, and third entrance
examinations for NACTA, the examiner talked to Wang and suggested that he change from the
dan role to the sheng role because the college did not accept male dan (Wang Chao, Personal
Interview). Guo Yu’ang and Wang Chao’s experiences illustrate that, when it comes to xiqu
training at the secondary professional xiqu schools, male dan is not accepted in general, but there
is leeway afforded through personal connections and the management of the leaders of the
schools. For xiqu training at the post-secondary level, both Wang and Guo realize that PXAB is
the only college that has trained male dan and publicly announced its openness to training male
dan (Personal Interviews).
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In 2017, I also interviewed the third male dan college student in Beijing, Yang Ruiyu,
who was born in Taiwan in 1991 and was accepted at NACTA in 2013 as a dan role student
focusing on wudan, martial female roles. Before he became a student at NACTA, he had studied
jingju for eight years at the National Taiwan College of Performing Arts (NTCPA, Guoli Taiwan
Xiqu Xueyuan), beginning when he was eleven years old and specializing in xiaosheng roles.
Because he gradually discovered his interest in wudan roles, he spent his spare time studying and
learning about wudan while he was a student at NTCPA. Yang conveyed that his acceptance at
NACTA was primarily supported by Shu Tong, a painted-face role actor and NACTA’s Jingju
Department director. Also, at a faculty meeting held to discuss Yang’s admission, a consensus
was reached that, because Yang was from Taiwan, it was therefore acceptable to make an
exception and accept him as a dan role actor.34
In my interview with Shu Tong in 2017, Shu conveyed that although Yang Ruiyu
specialized in xiaosheng roles, he had the qualifications necessary for wudan roles because of his
physical flexibility and strength, the competence of his leg movements, etc. However, Yang
Ruiyu’s male dan identity aroused controversy among the members of the admission committee
(Personal Interview). But Shu persuaded everyone in the committee meeting, saying: “He is from
Taiwan. Mainland China has banned male dan, but Taiwan has not. Why not accept him?” (Shu
Tong, Personal Interview).35 Shu told me that he fought for Yang Ruiyu because he thinks
students should be given the right to receive education in school (Personal Interview). It is
evident that Shu’s words worked in the case of Yang Ruiyu. Yang Ruiyu became the first male
dan that NACTA has ever accepted.
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The description of Yang Ruiyu’s personal experience is based on my interview with him on 1 June 2017.
For a variety of political and social reasons, it has long been common practice for students from outside mainland
China to receive special privileges not granted to mainland Chinese students.
35
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Regarding the obstacles NACTA faces in the training of male dan in the larger picture,
Shu Tong shared with me his own perspective. Like Fu Jin, Shu also considers the source of
qualified male dan candidates to be critical. There have been male dan candidates, but they have
most often been “half-way” male dan who lacked systematic training in dan roles during their
early years. To solve this problem, Shu Tong argues that secondary xiqu schools should start to
train male dan (Personal Interview). Furthermore, he suggested that the expectations for male
dan candidates are higher than simply the completion of secondary xiqu school education.
According to Shu, in order to be accepted by NACTA, the qualifications of cross-gender
performers—no matter whether they are male dan, female sheng, or female hualian—need to
exceed those of their peers who are female dan, male sheng, and male hualian. Since NACTA
has accepted female sheng and hualian, Shu Tong further clarified that when a male and a
female student candidate are equally competent in performing sheng or hualian roles, NACTA
usually chooses to accept male students. The jingju troupes generally apply the same principle
(Personal interview). Shu indicated that the restriction on cross-gender performers in jingju
companies and their future employment success is an essential factor used by NACTA in their
practice of only accepting the top cross-gender performers. The acceptance of Yang Ruiyu was
also influenced by the fact that the competition standards set for mainland student candidates did
not apply to Yang Ruiyu at the time of his admission, meaning that Yang did not have to
compete with female wudan candidates from Mainland China. Also, it was assumed that Yang
Ruiyu would look for a job in Taiwan after he graduated, which meant that the teachers’ general
concern regarding the employment restrictions on male dan in Mainland China would not apply
to Yang Ruiyu.
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Shu’s theory that only top male dan candidates are accepted is also shared by other jingju
educators who support the training of male dan that I have communicated with. The primary
reason is that, unless he is capable of succeeding as a lead actor, it is very hard for a male dan to
survive on the contemporary jingju stage which has come to be dominated by female dan. If he is
not excellent enough to be the lead actor, being cast in performances in supporting dan roles
such as one of the maidservants in the group of four or eight longtao is difficult. He would stand
out because all the other servant roles would be played by female dan. Furthermore, it is still the
common practice not to have male dan perform in modern plays. This means that, in a choice
between a male dan and female dan with equal talents, the female dan, who can be assigned to
perform in more genres, is perceived as being more useful to the theatre company.36
Second, Shu Tong raised the issue that the teachers at NACTA no longer have the
experience of training male dan; NACTA simply doesn’t have a systematic and scientific
training system for male dan (Personal Interview). Shu’s assertion is based on the fact that there
is no male dan teacher at NACTA, and female dan teachers do not have enough experience to
train male dan. By stating this obstacle, Shu clearly indicates that the training system of male
dan is different from that of female dan. This perspective is also shared by Fu Jin (Personal
Interview). This issue will be further discussed in a later chapter.
Third, Shu Tong addressed the problem of social prejudice against male dan among the
faculty. For instance, in the course of Yang Ruiyu’s study at NACTA, there were teachers who
expressed their dislike of Yang’s male dan identity, using terms such as “a man not like a man
and a woman not like a woman 男不男女不女,” “abnormal 不正常,” “pathological 有病,”
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The above analysis is primarily based on my interviews with Chen Qi, the former vice director of Jingju
Department at the NACTA, and Zhao Jingbo, the former vice president of the NACTA.
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“transgender 变性” to completely deny the value of Yang Ruiyu’s performance. Shu told me that
the teachers with such biased perspectives are mostly of the generation who began their jingju
training with modern plays in the 1970s and were probably greatly influenced by the leftist
ideology, including discrimination against male dan. The teachers mentioned by Shu include
both regular teachers and those holding managing positions. Shu predicted that it might take
twenty to thirty years to change such discriminatory public opinions, because it will take that
long for people in that generation to no longer hold important positions and for their voices to
become less influential (Personal Interview). Unlike Fu Jin, who considers that the leaders of
NACTA are ready to accept male dan, Shu Tong believes that people who have discriminatory
perspectives on male dan are still in leading positions.
When I asked hypothetically if the admission committee would make an independent
decision in the case of an outstanding male dan candidate in the near future, Shu Tong answered
that they might have to report the case to the principal of NACTA, and the principal, in turn,
might have to report it to leaders in higher positions (Personal Interview). Shu Tong’s response
indicated that the admission of male dan is currently perceived by the admission committee as
not only an artistic issue but also a political issue.
In conclusion, from the 1950s to the 1970s, the Party’s attitude in restricting the
development of male dan was shown through the ending of male dan training at xiqu schools, by
the natural disappearance of male dan as stated in Zhou Enlai’s 1964 “Speech,” and by the
complete ban of male dan from the stage during the Cultural Revolution. The official restriction
of male dan in this period is not different from the restriction of female cross-gender performers
and performances. The specific reasons for restriction have not been explicitly elaborated by the
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Party except for the vague label “products of a feudal society.” One of the possible reasons is
that the style of cross-gender performances is antithetical to the realism reflecting socialist life
that is advocated in the official guidelines on art and literature.
After the Cultural Revolution, the political control of art became comparatively relaxed.
The official attitude about male dan has not been explicitly conveyed or implicitly suggested by
the Party. Male dan advocates and practitioners began to promote the development of male dan
while sensing and massaging the Party's ambiguous attitude and tackling the general social
prejudice toward male dan. During the 1980s and the 1990s, with the restoration of female crossgender performer training and performances, the earlier official restriction has theoretically lost
its effectiveness. Xiqu scholars and critics began to cautiously propose selective and moderate
training of talented male dan alongside the more energetic development of female dan. With the
decrease in political sensitivity surrounding the issue, the moral stigma attached to male dan
began to emerge in the debate on male dan training and development. The official embrace of a
homophobic agenda by the PRC accelerated the social prejudice toward male dan. Even the male
dan advocates had to adopt a homophobic agenda in order to distinguish male dan from gender
and sexual minorities.
Starting in the early 2000s, the official attitude toward gender and sexual minorities
became less oppressive and more tolerant. Together with a relatively tolerant social environment
regarding gender and sexuality, the comparatively consistent, stable, and relaxed political climate
during the last two decades has provided opportunities for the development of new male dan.
Critics and scholars have shown more courage in challenging the earlier official guideline on the
restriction of male dan and presented a more radical agenda in advocating for the training and
development of male dan. A few xiqu educators even started to make bolder moves in accepting
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male dan into the training system of xiqu schools. A few new male dan have successfully made
themselves accepted by the state-run theatre companies as dan role players. The group
appearance of both amateur and professional male dan on the jingju stage did not seem to arouse
any objection from the central government.
However, the future of the training and development of male dan is still in question.
There is still political sensitivity on the issue of male dan. From my perspective, it will be hard to
liberate male dan from the political sensitivity unless the Party makes a clear statement
advocating for the development of male dan or takes an active role in restoring the training of
male dan. The social prejudice against violators of the traditional heteronormativity also still
exists. Male dan, therefore, are still vulnerable to moral stigma. The current agenda of male dan
adherents to the training of top male dan student candidates and the development of talented
male actors is also problematic. Without training a large number or at least a fair amount of even
average male dan actors, there is little chance that talented male dan actors or top male dan
student candidates will emerge.
CHAPTER 3
GENDERING THE CAREER OF MALE DAN: NEGOTIATING MALE DAN
IDENTITIES IN ACTING CAREERS
This chapter aims to investigate the interaction between the career development of male
dan and their male dan identity in the post-Cultural Revolution era by tracing the training
process and career trajectory of male dan as represented by Wen Ruhua, Hu Wenge, and Mu
Yuandi, identifying specific difficulties that they have encountered and examining their reactions
to these difficulties. As the pioneer of the new male dan, Wen Ruhua successfully transformed
his assigned identity of xiaosheng, young male roles, to the identity of male dan, and therefore
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became the first new male dan working in a state-run institution. As a male dan, having inherited
the art of master Mei Lanfang from Mei’s son Mei Baojiu, Hu Wen’ge is undoubtedly the
leading male dan in contemporary society. Mu Yuandi is one of the few new male dan to have
received systematic dan role training in xiqu schools since his childhood and who has been
immune from the controversies revolving around the professionalism of new male dan. The
primary questions investigated for each of the male dan are: 1) How does he pursue a male dan
identity while negotiating the social, political, and institutional challenges he faces? 2) How does
the male dan identity interact with onstage performance and offstage life? 3) How does personal
experience inform the obstacles and driving forces of the overall development of male dan?

3.1 Wen Ruhua: The Pioneer of New Male Dan
I first visited Wen Ruhua in 2013 and 2014 and then conducted three official interviews
with him, on 18 June 2016, 30 October 2016, and 18 June 2017. When I met Wen, he had
already retired from his position as a dan role actor in the state-run Jingju Theatre Company of
Beijing (JTCB, Beijing Jingjuyuan) and had been ranked as a “national actor of the first rank 国
家一级演员.” In November of 2016, I observed Wen’s rehearsal and performance in The Match
of Mei and Yu (Mei Yu pei), a newly staged traditional jingju play featuring an all-male cast that
made its debut in 2014. In May of 2017, I attended Wen’s performances in the traditional play
Unexpected Reunion (Qi shuang hui) and in the scene “Collecting the Firewood” (“Jian chai”)
from male dan master Zhang Junqiu’s signature play The Match of Chun and Qiu (Chun Qiu
pei). The following accounts and analysis of Wen Ruhua’s career development are primarily
based on my interviews with him, with supplementary material taken from Wen’s interview on
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the 2016 nationally broadcast BTV (Beijing Television) show The Delightful Xiqu World (Huan
tian xi di) which was highly recommended by Wen, and from reports he shared via WeChat, as
well as from Wen’s personal archival collection and the writing of scholars and theatre critics.
Wen Ruhua was born in Beijing in 1947. He was trained in jingju acting at the National
School of Chinese Theatre Arts (NSCTA, Zhongguo Xiqu Xuexiao), the predecessor of the
National Academy of Chinese Theatre Arts (NACTA, Zhongguo Xiqu Xueyuan) for eight years,
starting in 1958 when he was 11 years old (Wen Ruhua, Personal Interview). He was assigned to
learn xiaosheng roles, although, according to what he publicly stated on The Delightful Xiqu
World, he had been eager to learn dan roles ever since he was little (“Zhuanfang”). Xiaosheng
roles, as a subcategory of the principal category of sheng roles, specifically focus on young male
characters. It is not a coincidence that Wen Ruhua and some other male dan were assigned to
study xiaosheng roles in school considering that the xiaosheng is a male role that comes closest
to the gender qualities of young female dan roles.
In terms of performance techniques among the roles within the three major role
categories of sheng, dan, and jing, all the male roles, except for xiaosheng, use the large voice
(da sangzi), also called natural voice (zhensheng). Except for laodan, the elderly female roles, all
the female or dan roles use the small voice (xiao sangzi), also called the falsetto voice (jiasheng).
Like the young dan roles, xiaosheng sing in the small voice, although the vocal quality is more
masculine. When speaking, xiaosheng roles use both the large voice and the small voice to
represent young men at puberty. In terms of facial appearance, the makeup of xiaosheng is also
the closest of all the male roles to that of young dan roles. For example, both use a light pink
color as foundation, a dark pink color for eye and cheek shadow, and red color for lipstick. For
the laosheng, the older male role and the other primary subcategory of sheng, the makeup
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involves a light-yellow foundation, a reddish-orange eye and cheek shadow, and no lipstick at all
because laosheng wear full beards. And for the jing/hualian, the larger-than-life painted-face
male roles, the makeup features bright colors and exceptional patterns that convey a remarkable
range of meaning. The makeup of young dan and xiaosheng highlight the prettiness represented
by the facial features of young men and women. Young boys assigned to xiaosheng roles can
qualify for dan roles based on their ability to use a small voice and on whether or not they have a
pretty face, both of which are required of dan role candidates.
It seems to me that personal interest in a role category should be an important element to
consider when making role category assignments, because a student’s inner motivation is one of
the critical factors of a successful learning process. However, rather than take this into
consideration, the assignment of role categories is instead largely based on a student’s vocal and
physical qualities, and in many cases their temperament and personality, as well. Wen Ruhua’s
later success in performing dan roles strongly suggests that he was most likely a strong candidate
for such roles in terms of all the selection criteria from the very beginning.
During his years as a xiaosheng student-actor in school, Wen Ruhua’s passion for dan
roles continued through unofficial training and self-study. His favorite dan role actor at that time
was male dan Zhang Junqiu, the founder of zhangpai (the school/style of Zhang Junqiu), the
only dan role liupai (school/style of performance) that has emerged since 1949. Wen Ruhua’s
method of studying dan roles, especially zhangpai, included: first, frequently observing Zhang’s
live performances; second, teaching himself Zhang’s arias; and third, singing privately to Zhang
to obtain Zhang’s suggestions and directions (Wen Ruhua, Personal Interview). Wen mentioned
that, in the early 1960s, he watched almost every performance that Zhang Junqiu gave in Beijing,
about forty to fifty performances in total. Because Wen Ruhua was a classmate of Zhang
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Junqiu’s son, Zhang Xuehao, he was able to get to know Zhang Junqiu personally. Wen’s ability
to transcribe music further deepened his relationship with Zhang Junqiu, who needed Wen’s help
in creating sheet music for his arias. All these factors gave Wen Ruhua confidence in his ability
to understand the art of Zhang Junqiu extremely well (“Zhuanfang”).
His third approach to learning is what Wen Ruhua calls “zhidian,” literally
“pointing/point” (Wen Ruhua, Personal Interview). In jingju training, a student seeks “pointing”
from the teacher only after that student has already mastered the vocal and physical performance
of the play, so that the teacher need only give feedback (“points”) to help the student make
further improvements. Specific ways a teacher may give feedback can range from making one or
two polite comments, to offering detailed directions, to adjusting specific movements and vocal
projection, to giving vocal and physical demonstrations, and maybe even unveiling the personal
secrets of the performing arts or of his or her own success. The type of “pointing” given mainly
depends on how much personal information the teacher is willing to disclose. The teacher’s
passion for teaching is often affected by the closeness of the teacher-student relationship in
addition to the student’s talents and attitude toward learning. Teaching through “pointing” is
especially common for teachers who are famous jingju actors and masters. Zhang Junqiu, as the
creator of zhangpai, is one of the jingju masters. Wen Ruhua believes that his training through
the “pointing” method with Zhang Junqiu was much more serious and comprehensive than what
Zhang offered to many of his official female disciples. When I asked Wen whether he had asked
to be Zhang’s disciple, Wen replied that the environment did not permit such requests (Wen
Ruhua, Personal Interview). The mention of “environment” refers to the political situation that
discouraged the training of male dan.
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By the time Wen Ruhua graduated from NSCTA in 1966, the Cultural Revolution had
begun. During that time, xiaosheng and male dan essentially disappeared from the jingju stage,
which was dominated by the newly created revolutionary modern jingju model plays (geming
xiandai jingju yangbanxi), also known as jingju model plays (jingju yangbanxi) or model plays
(yangbanxi). Since Wen, as a xiaosheng actor, was not able to perform on stage, he began to
learn musical composition. In 1972, he joined the state-run Comrades-in-Arms Jingju Company
of the Beijing Military Region (Beijing Junqu Zhanyou Jingjutuan) as a composer. However,
during the Cultural Revolution, Wen continued his association with Zhang Junqiu, who was not
allowed to perform on stage; Wen composed music during that period, and took his musical
compositions to Zhang for feedback (Wen Ruhua, Personal Interview).
After the Cultural Revolution, traditional jingju plays returned to the stage. In 1981, Wen
Ruhua was transferred to JTCB as a xiaosheng actor. Wen describes his frustration at not being
able to be a male dan as follows:
Traditional plays revived. Famous male dan such as Mei Baojiu, Zhao Rongchen, and
Wang Yinqiu returned to the stage, but my dream of [performing as a] male dan was
[still] unfulfilled. It was not possible to go back to xiqu training school to specialize in
male dan. First, it had been so many years since I had graduated. Second, there was no
such specialty [as training for] male dan. Therefore, President Shi Ruoxu [of NACTA]
recommended that I become a disciple of Mr. Zhang Junqiu. Although in private Mr.
Zhang expressed his belief that the art of male dan has its advantages and is irreplaceable,
and affirmed my love and pursuit of [the art of] male dan, due to the [political]
environment, he remained fearful and was not willing to nod his head [to accept me as his
disciple]. In the words of Zhang’s wife: “the concern was that NACTA, as a national art
academy, did not accept male dan students, and, if Mr. Zhang did so, he could not bear
being [punished as] a criminal in the future if something were to happen” (Wen and Liu,
“Nandan qingyuan”).
This narrative by Wen Ruhua indicates that, initially, he tried to realize his identity as a male dan
through official training either at the xiqu training academy or by becoming the official disciple
of male dan Zhang Junqiu. Concerning his comment about the xiqu training academy, Wen
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probably means that he was too old to be trained with other students at the school. And even if
his age had not been a problem, xiqu schools had not yet started to accept male dan students at
that time. Regarding his second choice, i.e., being an official disciple of Zhang Junqiu, the
quoted text illustrates the fear and uncertainty that Zhang Junqiu had toward the ambiguous
political climate concerning the training of new male dan. Although NACTA president Shi
Ruoxu, who recommended Wen to Zhang, personally supported the continuation of male dan
training, he clearly refused to take the risk of testing the political climate by accepting male dan
students at NACTA.
Wen’s later career path indicates that he took advantage of his assigned artistic identity of
xiaosheng to realize his desired artistic identity of dan. In the mid-1980s, the renowned
playwright Weng Ouhong created a play for Wen Ruhua, which legitimized Wen’s performance
in a dan role. The play, titled Fair-Faced Gentleman (Baimian langjun), features a young male
protagonist who, for most of his time on stage, disguises himself as a woman to save his wife
from being held captive in the villain’s mansion.37 In this part, Wen switches from a xiaosheng
role to a dan role when the male protagonist disguises himself as a woman. According to Huai
Bao’s research, Wen confessed that the staging of Fair-Faced Gentleman was a strategy he
employed to showcase “his long reserved dan performance capacities and increasingly mature
personal style, which had evolved from the Zhang school [zhangpai]” (57). This strategy allowed
Wen to evade the political pressure on male dan because, officially, Wen Ruhua was still a
xiaosheng, although he was disguised as a dan in the performance. Ironically, from a private
perspective, Wen Ruhua, as a jingju actor, is a dan who has to disguise himself as a xiaosheng to
realize his true identity. Interestingly, the mass media, as represented by this 1984 report in the
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Beijing Evening News (Beijing wanbao), neutralized the official and private narratives by
identifying Wen Ruhua as a “sheng doubling as a dan 生兼旦,” which confirmed to the public
that Wen’s primary identity was that of xiaosheng and his secondary identity that of dan. 38
This production was a huge success, as Wen stated: throughout 1984, it ran for more than
forty performances in major theatre houses and other performance venues, which was an
exceptional record (Wen Ruhua, Personal Interview). The success of this play created a strong
foundation that finally allowed Wen Ruhua to transform from sheng to dan. The Fair-Faced
Gentleman was, in fact, not Wen’s stage debut in a dan role. According to him, his primary duty
in the Number Three Troupe of JTCB during that time was to play xiaosheng roles paired with
the famous dan role player Sun Yumin. With the increasing openness of society and the
relaxation of political controls, he gradually started performing dan roles in a practice called
“combination selling 搭着卖,” which meant performing as a xiaosheng in one scene and as a dan
in a different scene, in performance events comprised of selected scenes from various plays. His
reluctant performance of xiaosheng stopped after the success of Fair-Faced Gentleman. In 1987,
he was transferred from the Number Three Troupe to the newly established Art Center (艺术中
心) at JTCB where he became one of the primary actors, which provided him with more
opportunities to perform dan roles (Wen and Liu, “Nandan qingyuan”). Huai Bao states that,
“according to Wen himself, he was the first jingju performer who received the official approval
of his transfer from his assigned xiaosheng role category to his desired dan, and White Faced
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Gentleman [Fair-Faced Gentleman] played a crucial role in this transition” (50). By “official
approval,” Wen probably meant that he was officially allowed to perform only dan roles in later
productions of JTCB.
Siu Leung Li’s research shows that articles published in newspapers and magazines
toward the end of the 1980s referred to Wen as a “famous male dan 著名男旦角” (203). His
designation as “male dan” not only confirmed Wen’s successful transformation from sheng to
dan but also emphasized “male dan” as the identity of the actor named Wen Ruhua. The term
“male dan” combines the biological male gender identity of Wen Ruhua and the artistic female
gender identity of the role category in which he specializes. The identification of Wen as a male
dan is clearly one of the strategies employed by the mass media to attract the attention of readers
because male dan in the post-Cultural revolution era were and still are a definite minority. From
the 1990s to the early 2000s, the mass media placed more emphasis on the scarcity of male dan
by identifying Wen as “the last male dan,” although the emergence of male dan in later, younger
generations contradicts this assertion.39
But in addition to its current commercial value, the identification of male dan also carries
a deeper artistic meaning. Wen Ruhua himself fully embraces and highly advocates for the
identity of male dan. He has formed his theories promoting the unique aesthetic characteristics
and superior aesthetic value of male dan, which I will discuss in detail in Chapter Four and Five
focusing on the artistry of male dan. In terms of the training and career development of male
dan, Wen has made a radical and bold statement, proposing that male dan should learn only from
male dan; that is, if male dan were to be trained by female teachers, the flavor would change and
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the feeling would be different (Wen Ruhua, Personal Interview). Wen follows his own beliefs.
Like most jingju actors, Wen has sought out learning opportunities from different teachers, but
he chooses only those who are male. This path is confirmed in his short biography posted on the
official website of JTCB, in which Wen Ruhua is introduced as a dan role actor specializing in
zhangpai, and doubling in meipai (the school/style of Mei Lanfang), who has learned from “Nan
Tiesheng, Cheng Yujing, Zhao Rongchen, Li Defu and other male dan in the older
generations … He has been associated with Zhang Junqiu since 1965” (“Yishujia jieshao: Wen
Ruhua”). The male teachers listed are all well-respected dan actors: Nan Tiesheng is the student
of master Wang Yaoqing and a famous actor in meipai. Cheng Yujing is the disciple of Wang
Yaoqing. Zhao Rongchen is the disciple of master Cheng Yanqiu and the primary successor to
chengpai, the school/style of Cheng Yanqiu. Sun Ronghui is the disciple of master Shang
Xiaoyun and the primary successor to shangpai, the school/style of Shang Xiaoyun in the second
generation.40
In the jingju world, the tacit consensus is that the artistry of the liupai founder is the best;
the closer the actor is to the founder, the more likely he or she is to inherit the essence of the
liupai. The liupai founders are often referred to by jingju practitioners as the “true Buddha 真
佛.” Even though some actors from older generations may not have achieved a high level of
artistic achievement, younger jingju actors are still eager to learn from them, because at least
these elderly actors have seen the “true Buddha.” Without question, the male dan liupai
founders, and therefore the first generations of liupai, were the “true Buddha.” Most male dan
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teachers listed above are undoubtedly critical liupai successors and/or famous actors. However,
the liupai successors in the second generation include both male and female dan. Because the
political environment after 1949 supported the development of female dan, not a few female dan
developed into top liupai successors. Wen Ruhua’s insistence that male dan should be trained
only by male dan is based on his belief that the artistic secrets of jingju dan art are embedded in
the secrets of male dan art, which can be learned only from male dan (Wen Ruhua, Personal
Interview). While admitting that there were famous female dan who have had successful
performing careers, Wen contends that the success of these female dan as represented by Yan
Huizhu, a top meipai actor in the second generation, is based on their close and sincere imitation,
in his words “sixue 死学” (lit. “dead/fixed study”), of the art of their teachers, who were male
dan masters (Wen Ruhua, Personal Interview). According to Wen, the star female dan who tried
to form their own personal style, or liupai, something that seemed to be advocated and supported
by the PRC government, did not succeed (Personal Interview). Wen’s words indicate that female
dan as a group failed to establish their own liupai, thus remaining the imitators and followers of
male dan art. Therefore, the group identity of male dan ensures the pride and confidence
contained in the male dan identity of Wen Ruhua as an individual jingju artist. The reasons that
account for the lack of successful liupai created by female dan are complex and will be discussed
in Chapter Four.
In sum, Wen realized his male dan identity by negotiating and collaborating with the
institutions and individuals that caused him difficulties and provided him support from the late
1950s throughout the 1980s, a period during which political interference in the situation of male
dan changed from not encouraging, to outright banning, to, finally, an ambiguous attitude. On
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his path to pursue a male dan identity, Wen Ruhua encountered two major obstacles due to the
remaining influence of the political restriction on male dan: first, the rejection by NACTA, a
state-run xiqu training institution, and second, the rejection by male dan master Zhang Junqiu, an
individual artist. Although political pressure prevented NACTA and Zhang Junqiu from
providing Wen Ruhua with official training in dan roles, he nonetheless managed to learn the
skills of dan roles unofficially through self-study, beginning when he was a student at NACTA
and continuing through his seeking of “pointing” from Zhang Junqiu. The private support of
Zhang Junqiu as discussed above was due to Zhang’s belief in the value of male dan art. After
Wen Ruhua was hired by JTCB, a state-run theatre institution, he successfully transitioned from
a xiaosheng to male dan. Wen’s ultimate success was primarily due to his unofficial practice in
dan roles accomplished in the disguise of the official xiaosheng performances that were tolerated
by JTCB. Finally, JTCB tacitly gave Wen official approval of this transition by providing him
with more opportunities to perform dan roles. JTCB’s support of Wen’s transition, which took
place from the mid 1980s to the late 1980s, was probably due to the commercial success of
Wen’s performance as a male dan, which can be seen from the media reports. The commercial
value of Wen Ruhua’s performance was especially critical in the 1980s and 1990s, when xiqu
was experiencing a serious crisis of decreasing audiences. The commercial value of Wen Ruhua
also suggested xiqu audiences’ nostalgia for male dan of the older generation, and craving for the
novelty of male dan of the younger generation.

3.2 Hu Wen’ge: Meipai Male Dan
In the 2000s, a few male dan who had been trained after 1949 emerged. Among these
male dan, Hu Wen’ge is undoubtedly the most famous, both inside and outside the jingju world.
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I attended Hu Wen’ge’s performances of Lady Mu Takes the Command (Mu Guiying guashuai),
The Favorite Concubine Becomes Intoxicated (Guifei zuijiu), and The Phoenix Returns to Its
Nest (Feng huan chao) in May of 2013 at the Chang’an Grand Theatre, one of the two major
theatre houses for jingju performances in Beijing. The three performances were presented as part
of a series of performances termed “A Special Performance Showcase of Hu Wen’ge 胡文阁专
场展演.” I reached out to him in 2014 and we gradually became acquainted during the onemonth period when I observed his training classes, his rehearsals for, and his performances in the
“large-scale symphonic jingju 大型交响京剧” production of The Great Concubine of Tang (Da
Tang guifei) from November 8 to December 4, 2016. I then attended his performance excerpt
from the play The Favorite Concubine Becomes Intoxicated in January 2017 at the Mei Lanfang
Grand Theatre, the other major theatre house in Beijing for jingju performance. In January and
April of 2017, I attended Hu’s The Happy Auguries of the Dragon and the Phoenix (Long feng
cheng xiang) and The Phoenix Returns to Its Nest, presented at the Chang’an Grand Theatre. I
officially interviewed Hu Wen’ge on 18 April 2017. The following description and analysis
regarding Hu Wen’ge’s career development are primarily based on the interview, the
performance observations conducted in my field research, other interviews featuring Hu Wen’ge
that have been broadcast on Chinese TV shows, and Yuan Sheng’s biography of Hu Wen’ge
entitled The Last Male Dan (Zuihou de nandan), with supporting material from other reports and
articles.
Hu Wen’ge was born in 1967 in Xi’an. Although his passion throughout his childhood
was dance, in 1979, at the age of 12, he was accepted by the Art School of Xi’an (Xi’an Shi
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Yishu Xuexiao) to study xiaosheng roles in qinqiang, a regional xiqu form from Shaanxi
province (Ma Wen 42; Yuan, the cover of the book). Unlike Wen Ruhua, who was crystal clear
about his desired dan role identity right from the start of his jingju training, Hu Wen’ge’s male
dan identity only awakened later. With very little knowledge of xiqu before his training, he was
initially not disappointed by the assigned xiaosheng role category. In 1982, after three years of
training in the school, Hu joined the state-run Qinqiang Troupe of Xi’an (Xi’anshi Qinqiang
Jutuan), where he met his first male dan jingju teacher, Li Defu. Famous for his techniques for
manipulating water sleeves (shuixiu), the extended silk sleeves of many xiqu costumes, Li was
hired by the Qinqiang Troupe as an expert on performance techniques. In the 1980s, many top
xiqu actors from all over the nation came to Xi’an seeking training through “pointing” from Li
Defu, which caught the attention of Hu Wen’ge. With admiration for Li’s artistry, Hu Wen’ge
started to learn the movements of dan by observing Li Defu teach female actors the dan
movements featuring the water sleeves techniques (“Zuihou de nandan”; Hu Wen’ge, Personal
Interview). Hu’s initial interest in dan roles and the awakening of his male dan identity
encountered both institutional obstacles and pressure from his family. First, Hu’s troupe did not
allow him to watch Li Defu’s training sessions, on the grounds that it was vital for him to train in
xiaosheng roles. Second, his mother opposed his interest in dan roles. However, Hu was so
mesmerized by Li Defu’s performance that he began to spy on it. Because of Hu’s insistence on
learning dan roles, he had almost no opportunity to perform qinqiang on the stage for an
extended period (“Zuihou de nandan”). Compared with the tolerant attitude of the JTCB toward
Wen Ruhua’s practice of performing the dan role in the early 1980s, the Qinqiang Troupe of
Xi’an showed a clear rejection of Hu Wen’ge’s interest.
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Hu’s suppressed talents coupled with his passion for enacting women finally led him on a
different career trajectory. In 1986, he resigned from the Qinqiang Troupe of Xi’an and became a
pop singer specializing in male-to-female cross-dressing performances that involved different
performance elements, both traditional and modern, Chinese and Western. Beginning in 1988,
Hu Wen’ge became increasingly popular (“Zuihou de nandan”). As a cross-dressing pop star
from the late 1980s to the late 1990s, Hu achieved great success in the sense that his performance
was welcomed by audiences and recognized by his peers in the performing arts circle, winning
great attention from the mass media. However, Hu also suffered a lot from “a kind of
unspeakable bitterness, a feeling that is not so magnificent and confident; instead, a feeling of
guilt” (“Zuihou de nandan”). According to the CCTV show Half the Sky: The Extraordinary
Men (Ban bian tian: Feichang nanren), which featured Hu Wen’ge in 2006, this bitterness was
based on two sources of frustration. The first was the social bias against male-to-female crossdressers. He provided this example: before a particular cross-dressing show, already in his stage
hairstyle and costume, he suffered verbal abuse from a man on the elevator after he talked to his
cosmetician in his natural male voice (“Zuihou de nandan”). As argued by Judith Butler, “gender
performances in non-theatrical contexts are governed by more clearly punitive and regulatory
social conventions” (527). In a theatrical context, the audiences believe that there is a strict line
between the performance and real life, therefore they can accept and appreciate Hu Wen’ge’s
cross-dressing performance on stage. However, a cross-dresser on the elevator challenges the
distinction between performance and daily life, and challenges people’s thinking of the
consistence between gender and sex. To defend the hierarchical, binary gender system, this man
insulted Hu Wen’ge, the violator of the gender rules.
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The second source of frustration was that his cross-dressing performance was not
officially recognized or accepted. As mentioned on the TV show, his performance was often
banned from crucial performance events. For example, between 1993 and 1995 he was twice just
one step away from “the most famous large-scale gala evening for Chinese people” (“Zuihou de
nandan”). These performance events must have been the CCTV Spring Festival Gala Evenings, a
lunar new year special produced annually by China Central Television. According to Hu, he was
even more upset by the second source of frustration. In the face of individual people’s insults, he
had the courage and determination to continue his career as a cross-dressing singer without
paying much attention to other people’s biased opinions (“Zuihou de nandan”). Although he did
not articulate it directly, one can sense his helplessness and anxiety as an aspiring artist who
desired to be officially recognized but was rejected again and again. Being able to perform in
crucial events, which means events highly supported and advocated by the PRC government, not
only implies an increase of the actor’s fame but also an official recognition of his artistry. On the
2015 CCTV show Artistic Life (Yishu rensheng) Hu confessed that, for a man who performs as a
woman, what he wants most is respect (“Hu Wen’ge: Yu Mei Baojiu”). For male-to-female
cross-gender performers like Hu, official recognition could help them win the respect that they
deserve as artists and regain the dignity that is being withheld from them as human beings.
To win that respect, in the 1990s Hu Wen’ge started to look into transferring from being
a cross-dressing singer to a meipai male dan. When asked about the difference he sees between
the performance of a cross-dressing singer and a meipai male dan, he responded that a crossdressing performance is, in general, viewed as being lightweight. He also suggested that “if you
want the audience to view your [cross-gender performance] as true art, then only jingju, only the
male dan, and only the art of Mei Lanfang, can help you realize your ultimate goal” (“Hu
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Wen’ge: Yu Mei Baojiu”). From the perspective of Hu Wen’ge, to win the respect of people, his
cross-gender performance needs to be viewed as true art. Since its first appearance in the 1920s,
it has been widely agreed in China and elsewhere that the male dan art created by jingju master
Mei Lanfang has a profound artistic value that is, without question, considered true art.
As discussed in Chapter Two, jingju male dan have also been morally stigmatized for
their identity as cross-gender performers. However, in the hierarchical system of cross-dressing
performances in China, the art of jingju male dan ranks at the very top because of jingju’s status
as a high-brow, national theatre form, and because of the success of the male dan masters of the
first half of the twentieth century, who are highly revered nationally and internationally. A
successful jingju male dan may still be suspicious because of his fluid gender identity; however,
he may not be offended and assaulted avowedly except for the period of the Cultural Revolution.
To pursue his meipai art, Hu Wen’ge took what he calls “a shortcut 捷径” by seeking the
instruction of Mei Baojiu (Hu Wen’ge, Personal Interview). In 1993, through an introduction
made by the famous actor Yang Shaohua, Hu Wen’ge was able to meet Mei Baojiu (“Hu
Wen’ge: Yu Mei Baojiu”). Subsequently, Hu indicated to Mei his appreciation of meipai art and
his wish to study it, directly through his own words as well as indirectly through other people in
the theatre circle. Still, Mei Baojiu did not respond (“Zuihou de nandan”). According to Jin Fei,
the president of the Association of Xiqu Criticism in Beijing (Beijing Xiqu Pinglun Xuehui) and
a friend of Mei Baojiu, “concerning the difficulties of being a male dan, no one understands
better than Mei Baojiu. So, for a long period, he did not accept male dan disciples” (“Meipai
nandan”). According to Hu Wen’ge, the disadvantages of his background as a former qinqiang
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xiaosheng actor and a pop star singer probably also contributed to Mei Baojiu’s hesitation
(“Zuihou de nandan”).
Unlike Wen Ruhua, who was not able to officially become Zhang Junqiu’s disciple
although he had studied with him for almost thirty years, Hu Wen’ge was fortunate in his pursuit
of instruction from Mei Baojiu. Although he initially hesitated to accept Hu Wen’ge as his
disciple, Mei Baojiu was ready to accept male dan disciples at that time. In an interview
conducted in 1994 and published in 1995 in the journal Xiqu Art (Xiqu yishu), Mei Baojiu
reveals that although men playing men and women playing women is the general practice, if an
actor is qualified to inherit male dan art, he would be willing to train him (Tang 13). His public
statement regarding his openness to training male dan students also suggests a presumably
relaxed political environment regarding the training of male dan during this period.
Based on the sources available, it can be seen that Mei Baojiu’s awareness of the need to
pass down the male dan art and his determination to do so were stimulated by Nakamura
Utaemon VI and Bandō Tamasaburō V, two Japanese male kabuki actors who perform the
female role, onnagata. Mei Baojiu’s nephew, Fan Meiqiang, records that, on a cultural
communication mission that his uncle pursued in Japan before he met Hu Wen’ge, Nakamura
strongly suggested that Mei Baojiu train male successors because of his belief in the superiority
of male-to-female cross-gender performers.41 In 1997, with the further recommendation and
encouragement from Bandō and his friend Jin Fei, Mei Baojiu agreed to arrange for Hu Wen’ge
to study meipai with teachers whom he assigned (“Zuihou de nandan;” “Meipai nandan”).
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For the details regarding Fan’s records, please refer to “Ta meiyou gufu ‘Mei Lanfang de erzi’ zhefen rongyao yu
zeren—Fan Meiqiang huiyi Mei Baojiu xiansheng,” pp. 292–293.
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That Mei Baojiu agreed to give Hu Wen’ge a chance to learn meipai was probably
mainly the result of a sense of responsibility for passing down not only the art of meipai, but also
the art of meipai male dan. Hu Wen’ge, as a pop star in his thirties, was certainly not a perfect
candidate to learn meipai as a beginner. Still, he was considered qualified by Mei Baojiu because
of his good voice, stage appearance, temperament, and his sincere attitude and motivation
(“Zuihou de nandan”). Furthermore, Hu’s stage performance as a cross-dressing singer left Mei
Baojiu with a good impression. “Very healthy 很健康” is the phrase that is often quoted by Hu
Wen’ge in his interviews in reference to Mei Baojiu’s appraisal of his cross-dressing
performances, which Mei had seen on video and evaluated for Hu with that phrase in their first
meeting. Hu’s understanding of the phrase is that Mei Baojiu did not like male-to-female crossgender performances that were “unnatural and affected 矫揉造作,” such as “making eyes at
others 抛媚眼,” or being “overtly feminine 过于媚” (“Hu Wen’ge: Yu Mei Baojiu”).
Hu Wen’ge quit his career as a cross-dressing singer and began his intensive and tailormade training in jingju meipai performance in 1998 (“Hu Wen’ge: Chuancheng”). In 2001, after
being trained for more than three years by the teachers assigned by Mei Baojiu, and being strictly
observed by Mei himself, Hu Wen’ge passed Mei’s test on his learning results, learning attitude,
moral quality, and gender behaviors offstage, and was accepted as Mei’s male dan disciple.
According to Fan Meiqiang, Mei Baojiu was satisfied with Hu’s learning results and industrious
attitude toward studying the assigned signature plays of meipai. Regarding Hu’s moral quality,
Mei Baoiu gave an evaluation of “reliable and honest 踏实.” Hu also passed the test on his
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gender behavior of by not acting feminine offstage, and not making people feel “disgusted 恶
心.”42
Hu’s training focused on learning specific meipai plays, along with some other traditional
jingju plays. He first learned the performance of a play from Wang Zhiyi, a disciple of Mei
Lanfang, and the arias of that play from Jiang Fengshan, the jinghu player for both Mei Lanfang
and Mei Baojiu. Then Mei Baojiu helped Hu make further improvements. Upon Mei Baojiu’s
approval of Hu’s performance of that one play, Hu started training for the next one. The face-toface instruction provided by the teachers was also supplemented by Hu’s self-study through
watching and listening to the video and audio recordings of Mei Baojiu and Mei Lanfang (Hu
Wen’ge, Personal Interview). The training under Mei Baojiu occurred even outside the scheduled
face-to-face training. Hu states that he developed the habit of reporting to Mei in person after
every performance in Beijing or through phone calls after performances presented outside
Beijing (Hu Wen’ge 208). Additionally, when Mei and Hu stayed together, Mei’s offhand
comments and demonstrations provided valuable artistic feedback for Hu.
In the biography of Hu Wen’ge on the official JTCB website, the plays he has performed
are listed as follows: Mu Guiying Takes the Command, The Favorite Concubine Becomes
Intoxicated, The Anecdotal History of Tai Zhen (Taizhen waizhuan), The Great Concubine of
Tang, Hegemon King Says Farewell to His Queen (Bawang bieji), The Heavenly Maiden
Scatters Flowers (Tian nü san hua), Lady Xi Shi (Xi Shi), Regrets of Life and Death (Sheng si
hen), The Cosmic Blade (Yuzhou feng), and The Pavilion of Royal Monuments (Yu bei ting), etc.
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For details regarding Fan’s record, please refer to “Ta meiyou gufu ‘Mei Lanfang de erzi’ zhefen rongyao yu
zeren—Fan Meiqiang huiyi Mei Baojiu xiansheng,” p. 293.
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(“Yishujia jieshao: Hu Wen’ge”). Among the ten plays listed, eight of them are signature plays
of Mei Lanfang. The Great Concubine of Tang is Mei Baojiu’s signature play created in the early
2000s and primarily based on Mei Lanfang’s play The Anecdotal History of Tai Zhen. According
to Weng Sizai, the playwright of The Great Concubine of Tang, preserving as many of the
classical arias of The Anecdotal History of Tai Zhen as possible is one of Mei Baojiu’s most
critical concerns (171). The Pavilion of Royal Monuments is a traditional jingju play that does
not belong to any liupai and was often performed by Mei Lanfang. The online biography
confirms that Hu Wen’ge was primarily trained in and has performed plays that are traditional
for meipai.
The transformation into a meipai male dan does not rest entirely on the cultivation of
meipai performance skills. Offstage behavior is also regulated based on the tradition of meipai
male dan.43 Mei Lanfang and Mei Baojiu are not only the models for onstage behavior but also
the models for offstage behavior. Both Mei Lanfang and Mei Baojiu were praised as being
beautiful women on-stage and kind, modest gentlemen offstage. According to Hu, Mei Baojiu
was a strict teacher who always patiently pointed out the problems that Hu had on and off stage,
and never lost his temper. As an example, Hu described how Mei Baojiu once asked Mei’s wife
to remind Hu Wen’ge that Hu needed to learn to control his temper, because a hot-tempered
person such as he could not successfully portray the noble and elegant female characters featured
in the signature plays of meipai (“Hu Wen’ge: Chuancheng”). The liupai founders formed their
distinctive performance styles based on the strengths of their performance skills and their
personalities. For the successors of a specific liupai, the close imitation of the ideal artistry and
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While offstage behavior may also be a consideration for other liupai to varying extents, it is especially important
for meipai, and in unique ways.
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personality of the liupai founders are equally as important in the successful mastery of liupai art.
The interrelations between the onstage performance and offstage behaviors are always carefully
manipulated by ambitious and cautious male dan artists. When a hot-tempered man is compared
to a gentle and modest man, it is clear that the latter is closer to the gendered qualities of an
elegant, noble lady.
To fulfill the expectations of a society with a hierarchical, binary gender system, male
dan need to be even more careful to keep their distance from the feminine images created
onstage by maintaining a masculine public image offstage. Hu Wen’ge has undoubtedly
followed in the steps of Mei Lanfang and Mei Baojiu by constructing such an image. In 2006,
Hu Wen’ge cut his long hair short in the course of the interviews conducted by the TV show Half
of the Sky: The Extraordinary Men. According to Hu, he intended to show people a new
appearance since he had changed his artistic pursuit from being a cross-dressing pop singer to a
meipai male dan (“Zuihou de nandan”). The hosts of the TV show further pointed out that to
correct the biased opinions regarding male-to-female cross-gender performers, Hu Wen’ge made
the sacrifice of cutting his hair short, proving to the audience that he was a “normal and healthy
正常的，健康的” man (“Zuihou de nandan”).
When I met Mei Baojiu in 2014, sharing with him the main ideas of my proposed
research project on male dan, he showed great support of my choice of male dan as a research
subject. Unexpectedly, his first comment was that male dan “perform art, [they] are not gay 演的
是艺术，不是 gay” (Mei Baojiu, Personal Interview). I was surprised because I did not plan to
ask Mei Baojiu any sensitive questions regarding the gender-related difficulties male dan suffer
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offstage the first time we met in person. Still, Mei Baojiu brought out this sensitive issue
straightforwardly and conveyed his opinion directly and clearly through such a succinct
sentence. Mei’s assertion did not mean that he is personally homophobic. Still, he was expected
to embrace a homophobic discourse in public to advocate a “healthy” image for male dan who
have been stigmatized in the past as abnormal and effeminate, even sexually perverted in a
heteronormative society. Further, to prove his “normality” as a man, Mei Baojiu specifically
asked me to examine his appearance at our meeting. He wore a standard Hawaiian aloha shirt44
featuring blue and white patterns, along with black suit pants and black leather shoes, and sat
with his legs wide apart. During the one month in 2016 when I followed Hu Wen’ge for his
rehearsals and training classes, he was always wearing clothes that strictly followed a
stereotypically male-gendered dress code.
Hu Wen’ge’s public advocacy of heteronormative discourse is further represented
through a joke that he shared with his movement teacher Zhang Xunpeng, a renowned kunqu
artist who was invited by JTCB to provide training classes for Hu’s performance in the
production of The Great Concubine of Tang. In this production, Hu Wen’ge plays the Great
Concubine. Zhu Qiang, a male laosheng actor performs as the emperor. In an individual class
with Zhang on 17 November 2016, Hu told Zhang that, during a rehearsal of the final scene,
when the director requested that he show more affection to the emperor, he responded playfully
to the director that: “He looks at me and wants to laugh, I look at him and want to laugh.
Between two men, in just this way [a dramatic moment highlighting romantic love], it is hard for
two men to stay in character” (“Field Research Notes”). I was a little surprised when I heard this
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Mei Baojiu was a frequent visitor to Hawaii, and during warm weather liked to wear aloha shirts in casual
meetings (Mei Baojiu, Personal Interview).
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joke, because the way Hu Wen’ge, a male dan who has performed and cooperated with different
male sheng actors for almost twenty years, reacted to the request of the director like an actor who
has just started his male dan career. By making this joke in rehearsal in front of the director and
other actors, and by retelling the joke to Zhang Xunpeng in the training class with me as an
observer, Hu Wen’ge consciously or unconsciously repeated the claim that he was as “normal”
as any other man.
Regarding the behavior of male dan offstage, Wen Ruhua made clear statements in public
in his interviews in the 1990s that he thought a good actor should separate his performance
onstage and his daily life offstage. In my interviews with him, he confirmed this perspective and
further commented that he disliked male dan who acted like women in daily life. Wen believed
that, although it may be unavoidable, one should try to avoid being feminine in everyday life
(Personal Interview). Wen is also the only professional male dan who directly talked to me about
the issue of homosexuality when I touched upon the restrictions against male dan studying at
xiqu schools. He calmly pointed out that this concerns the issue of homosexuality: when men
perform as women, they are perceived as becoming homosexual; however, being a homosexual
is not actually related to what role you play (Wen Ruhua, Personal Interview). It seems that for
Wen Ruhua, the imposed connection between being a male dan and being homosexual is not as
strong and sensitive an issue as it is for Mei Baojiu and Hu Wen’ge. At least, he did not send out
any signals indicating that he was homophobic. However, Like Mei and Hu, he also advocated
for a clear distinction between the gender behaviors of men and women, and he apparently
practices what he preaches. During our meetings, I could not tell that he was a male dan except
when he presented physical and vocal demonstrations of dan roles.
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Hu Wen’ge successfully won the favor of Mei Baojiu. Their close master-disciple
relationship is widely known inside and outside the xiqu world. As gratefully stated by Hu
Wen’ge after Mei Baojiu passed away:
After I became the disciple of my teacher in 2001, we were together for an average of
300 days a year. We ate together, chatted together, performed together, and spent every
holiday together. I am Xi’anese, but throughout those fifteen years I have never spent the
spring festival holidays in my hometown. Instead, I spent them with my teacher. I lost my
parents a long time ago. Since I met my teacher, he treated me like his child. His concern
and care included the daily life concerns ranging from small things like food and clothes
to important things like manners and how one treats people. They also involved ways of
dealing with things and artistic matters such as the precise instructions he gave me for
every play …” (Hu Wenge 208)
Mei Baojiu has been highly praised for his patience and support of his disciples, for providing
instructions offstage and for his physical presence backstage to show his support for their
essential performance events. However, none of his female disciples had the opportunity that Hu
Wen’ge had of spending most of their waking time together with Mei Baojiu throughout a period
of fifteen years and, therefore, were never as intensively immersed in the art of meipai both
onstage and offstage. Mei Baojiu also frequently described his endeavor in training and
advocating for Hu Wen’ge, both publicly and privately. In my interview with him, Mei Baojiu
also emphasized that he had only accepted one male dan disciple and needed to “push him
forward and up 把他往上推” (Mei Baojiu, Personal Interview). Mei’s devotion to training and
promoting Hu Wen’ge has been recognized and praised in the xiqu world. It is specifically
commented on in Mei Baojiu’s biography, published in a 2016 memorial anthology:
To ensure a meipai male dan successor, Mr. Mei Baojiu has held a highly responsible
attitude in taking good care of and in painstakingly training Hu Wen’ge, his only male
dan disciple, up to the day [of Mei’s death]. [He] created all kinds of opportunities and
platforms [for Hu] to practice and perform, enabling his artistry to become increasingly
mature day by day. (Beijing Jingjuyuan 4).
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There is no question that Mei Baojiu strove to promote male dan art through training of and
advocating for his disciple Hu Wen’ge. The reason for this is, as pointed out by xiqu scholar and
critic Fu Jin, that Mei Baojiu, in his deepest thoughts, based on his profound and in-depth
experience and observations, must have truly believed in the unique aesthetic value of male dan
art (“Yinggai zhongshi”). Mei Baojiu is probably the first professional dan role actor who
officially accepted male dan disciples trained after 1949. The establishment of the masterdisciple relationship between Mei Baojiu and Hu Wen’ge reopened this traditional training path
for male dan. After 2001, more male dan were accepted as personal disciples of male and female
dan masters.
Hu Wen’ge’s transformation into a meipai male dan was successful. In 2004, Hu was
accepted by the JTCB as a dan role actor. In 2013, Mei Baojiu officially confirmed that Hu
Wen’ge was the “successor of the male dan art of the Mei Lanfang school in the third generation
梅兰芳男旦艺术第三代传人” (“Hu Wen’ge: Chuancheng”). In the same year, the JTCB
bestowed on Hu Wenge the title of “the top male dan 男旦头牌” (“Hu Wen’ge: Chuancheng”).
This title parallels the terminology of the “top nine actors 九大头牌,” referring to the nine staractors in the JTCB. Hu Wen’ge’s titles as the successor of the male dan art of Mei Lanfang and
the top male dan at the JTCB highlight the male dan identity, which is controversial within the
jingju world. The designation of “the male dan art of Mei Lanfang” seems to limit the art of Mei
Lanfang to the art of male dan. The appellation of “the top male dan” is ironic since Hu Wen’ge
was the only male dan in the JTCB in 2013, because both Mei Baojiu and Wen Ruhua had
retired from the company by that time. Also, his newly created title seems to indicate that Hu
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Wen’ge was not good enough as an actor, or not normal enough as a dan role performer in the
midst of numerous female dan, to be included as one of the “top nine actors” or “top ten actors”
in the JTCB. Although incorporating controversial meanings, these titles nonetheless indicate a
professional recognition of the artistic achievements of Hu Wen’ge as a meipai male dan. By
hiring Hu as a male dan and by giving Hu the title of “the top male dan,” JTCB also officially
announced its approval of new male dan. These actions of the JTCB at least proved that the
acceptance of male dan trained after 1949 by a state-run theatre institution was tolerated within
the political environment in the 2000s. After Hu Wen’ge, male dan Yang Lei, Liu Zheng, and
Zhu Junhao were also accepted by state-run theatre institutions, and a state-run xiqu school hired
Mu Yuandi in the 2000s.
Like Wen Ruhua, Hu Wen’ge fully embraces his male dan identity and has publicly
articulated his theories of the unique aesthetic characteristics of male dan. Wen Ruhua’s sense of
pride and the superiority of the male dan identity is probably based on the artistic achievement of
the group of male dan pioneers and masters of jingju. Unlike Wen, Hu Wen’ge’s confidence
primarily arises from a single male dan, namely Mei Lanfang, and his official identity as the
male dan successor of the art of Mei Lanfang. On many occasions, Hu has emphasized his duty
and responsibility as the only successor of meipai male dan to continue the art of Mei Lanfang in
the third generation, which became even more crucial after his teacher Mei Baojiu passed away.
Furthermore, Hu emphasizes his identity as the sole successor of meipai male dan in the third
generation by repeatedly and bravely asserting that he is determined to be, and wants only to be,
a successor of the meipai art, without any extravagant hopes of further developments or
innovations. To be specific, Hu means to claim that he intends only to focus on learning and
performing the traditional plays created by Mei Lanfang and taught by Mei Baojiu, and on
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passing down what he has learned to the meipai male dan in the next generation. In 2016, Hu
participated in The Successors: The Image of China (Chuancheng zhe zhi zhongguo yixiang), a
BTV talent show centering on the demonstration of traditional Chinese culture and art. When
one of the judges of the show commented that making changes is significant in carrying on
traditional jingju performance, Hu conveyed his perspective on the controversial issues of
innovation and inheritance as a meipai male dan successor:
To be honest, I may be more conservative because there must be one person to do the
thing of continuation. Because I am the only male dan, I feel that my duty is to succeed
well at what the ancestors have left. What our generation knows [about the artistry] is so
little. Master Mei Lanfang knew hundreds of plays. My teacher said: “I only knew tens of
plays. For your generation, it is just ten-plus plays. It is tough to succeed to only these
ten-plus plays completely without losing their [original] shape and then pass them down
to the later generations.” Therefore, I hope that my female colleagues, the female dan, go
on doing these things [of changes and innovations]. I will just succeed to it honestly. It is
not that I don’t have ambition. I think since Mei Lanfang’s art is [recognized as] a kind of
representative Chinese art, it requires [that some] people hold the baton of continuation. I
am this baton, the third baton. (Chuanchengzhe zhi)
Hu Wen’ge’s pursuit of learning and passing down traditional meipai plays instead of
emphasizing the making of changes or the creation of something new is basically the same as the
contributions of Mei Baojiu. Considering that Hu Wen’ge started to learn meipai in his thirties,
such a career goal is probably more reasonable and practical to pursue. The decline in the
number of plays mastered by jingju actors of different generations is an embodiment of the
decline in the artistry of jingju artists. As meipai scholar Wu Ying has pointed out:
Jingju is “Tan Xinpei forever, Yang Xiaolou forever, and Mei Lanfang forever.” Mei
Baojiu is not as good as Mei Lanfang; Li Shengsu is not as good as Mei Baojiu; and so
on. We must try our best to teach, to perform, to lead, so as to minimize the gap. (Please
understand that when we say that “one generation is inferior to the previous one,” we
mean the concept of the all-around [artistry]. The case of outshining the previous
generation in singular [skills] has not been absent. (Cong Mei Lanfang 164)
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Wu Ying lists the names of master laosheng actor Tan Xinpei, master xiaosheng actor Yang
Xiaolou, and master dan role actor Mei Lanfang to indicate that the artistry of these masters is
unsurpassable. Li Shengsu is a female disciple of Mei Baojiu and one of the best meipai actors in
the third generation. Wu Ying uses the examples of Mei Lanfang, Mei Baojiu, and Li Shengsu,
the meipai actors in three generations, to show the decline of jingju artistry over time. The
decline is due to various factors including but not limited to the interruption of the succession of
traditional art and culture during the Cultural Revolution and the replacement of jingju as a
popular art by film, television, and international popular culture. In this circumstance, it is more
urgent than ever for younger generations to focus on inheriting the artistry through learning and
performing traditional plays from actors of older generations.
Although Hu Wen’ge has made a wise choice in focusing on inheriting and passing down
the traditional plays of meipai, he indicates that his male dan identity is an essential factor in
what he claims are the separate duties of male and female meipai successors. He seems to
suggest that as a male dan, he has more responsibilities in continuing Mei Lanfang’s art in its
original and complete form. In other words, he appears to indicate that only a male dan can carry
on Mei Lanfang’s art without losing the essential flavors that are inseparable from the male dan
identity.
In 2019, Hu Wen’ge was invited to perform at the CCTV Spring Festival Gala Evening in
a xiqu program composed of several short performance pieces rendered by different xiqu actors.
This performance represented the first appearance on the stage of the CCTV Spring Festival Gala
Evening of a jingju male dan trained after the establishment of the PRC. However, Hu Wen’ge
was the only jingju actor who did not perform in a specialized role category in this xiqu program.
Inexplicably, despite his position as a meipai male dan employed by a state-run jingju company,
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he was assigned to sing a laosheng aria at the end of the xiqu program along with eight children
from a kindergarten. In the jingju model play, titled Taking Tiger Mountain by Strategy (Zhiqu
Weihushan), this aria is sung by the proletarian male hero, Yang Zirong, to show his
determination to finish his task as a scout platoon leader of a troop of the Liberation Army.
It is not clear how much of this irrational arrangement was due to political intervention. If
that is what it was, the government seems to have expressed an ambiguous attitude toward male
dan by allowing a meipai male dan to perform on the stage but insisting that he be disguised as a
revolutionary laosheng. The political message seems to be that, to win official recognition, a new
male dan trained in the new society needs to put his identity as a male socialist artist before his
identity as a male dan derived from the old society.
Hu Wen’ge is undoubtedly not very proud of this experience. As his WeChat friend, I
have witnessed Hu share almost all of his essential performing experiences by posting his
pictures accompanied by a few descriptive words of the specific performance events in social
media. Participating in the CCTV Spring Festival Gala Evening is surely an important
performance event, but Hu did not mention it at all to his friends in the social media space of
WeChat. By singing an aria of a revolutionary laosheng role, it seems that Hu Wen’ge betrayed
his meipai male dan identity and contradicted his assertion to only focusing on learning and
passing down the traditional signature plays of meipai. But, at the same time, by showing his
determination to highlight his identity as a socialist male actor, Hu Wen’ge successfully made
himself, a meipai male dan, although temporarily suppressed, visible on the central stage in
contemporary China.
The career development of Hu Wen’ge is closely associated with his delicate negotiation
of the identity of a male dan from the 1980s to the 2000s. In the 1980s, with the awakening of
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his male dan identity, Hu Wen’ge challenged institutional obstacles by abandoning the identity
of xiaosheng that had been assigned to him by the state-run institution, and by leaving that
institution to explore his passion and talent for female impersonation. The commercial success of
Hu in the 1990s as a cross-dressing singer suggested the audiences’ great interest in male-tofemale cross-gender performance. However, Hu Wen’ge’s frustrated experience as a suspect
breaking the rules in the gender binary system indicated a hostile social environment in the
1990s. In the 2000s, to avoid social prejudice, Hu Wen’ge chose to pursue the meipai male dan
identity and re-enter the state-run institution. To advocate for the meipai male dan identity, Hu
Wen’ge also decided to adapt to both binary gender norms and the supposed political
interference. Compared with Wen Ruhua’s career development, Hu Wen’ge received more
support from individual artists represented by his teacher Mei Baojiu and JTCB, the state-run
theatre institution, which signals a more open and relaxed political environment in the 2000s.
Apparently, Mei Baojiu’s enormous support for Hu Wen’ge is due to his perception of the value
of male dan and his duty to pass down male dan art.
Currently, on the official JTCB website, Hu Wen’ge is introduced as a national actor of
the first rank, specializing in meipai, and the only male dan disciple of Mei Baojiu (“Yishujia
jieshao: Hu Wen’ge”). He is also listed as one of the seven “primary leading actors 领衔主演,”
referring to the most principle leading actors in the troupe who are active on the stage. He is the
only dan role actor listed among the seven who is from the Mei Lanfang Jingju Troupe. This
indicates his prominent status and that he has been officially recognized as a meipai dan role
performer. However, the official recognition doesn’t mean that there is no controversy regarding
Hu Wen’ge’s expertise. For instance, when I asked jingju dan actors of the older generations for
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their perception of Hu’s performance skills, most of them chose not to make any comments due
to their respect for Mei Baojiu. The source of the controversy is due to the fact that Hu Wen’ge is
a jingju dan role actor who did not receive systematic dan role training when he was young.

3.3 Mu Yuandi: A Dan Role Actor
As a xiqu teacher, Mu Yuandi has received much less media attention than Wen Ruhua
and Hu Wen’ge. But as a dan role actor, to the best of my knowledge, he is the only new male
dan who: 1) has been trained in jingju dan roles since his early childhood, and 2) is currently
working as a professional dan role actor and teacher. Among the xiqu scholars and practitioners
I’ve met with who know him, he is the new male dan who has received the most compliments
regarding his solid foundation in the mastery of the basic performance skills. In the opinion of a
prestigious xiqu actor and educator45 whom I interviewed, Mu Yuandi is the only one, among all
the new male dan, who has reached the professional level. This comment indicates that Mu
Yuandi’s training experience and his performance as a dan role actor have qualified him to be a
mature, professional jingju dan role actor without controversy.
I met with Mu Yuandi in July 2014, December 2016, January 2017, and June 2017,
conducting interviews, attending his classes, and observing his rehearsals and live performances
of the play Hongni Pass (Hongni guan) and Lady Lü Zhu Leaps from the Tower (Lü Zhu zhui
lou), as well as “Lady Zhaojun Leaves the Pass” (“Zhaojun chusai”), a focal scene of the play
Han Ming Concubine (Han Ming fei). The following discussion of Mu’s career development is
primarily based on my official interview with Mu Yuandi on 18 December 2016, as well as on
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I choose not to provide the name of this actor to protect his/her fame. It is not appropriate for jingju actors to
judge their peers in the public. His/her compliment of Mu Yuandi indirectly questions the professionalism of other
new male dan working in the state-run institutions.
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his entries and linked reports and videos posted on his weibo (microblogging) site, an online
broadcast medium recommended by Mu where he is accustomed to express his ideas and to
record his work activities as a reference for his job reports.
Mu Yuandi was born in 1983 in Jilin city of Jilin province. When he was nine years old,
the teachers from the Children’s Palace of Jilin City (CPJC, Jilinshi Shaonian Gong) attended
one of his elementary school classes to select jingju student candidates. Impressed by his falsetto
voice when he sang a famous dan role aria from the jingju model play The Red Lantern (Hong
deng ji) which was often played on the radio, the teachers selected him to study dan roles at
CPJC. After training for a year, Mu Yuandi was admitted to the Jilin City Branch of the Xiqu
School of Jilin Province (JCBXSJP, Jilinsheng Xiqu Xuexiao Jilinshi Fenxiao) in 1993 when he
was 10 years old. At that time, the JCBXSJP was a state-run professional xiqu school at the
secondary-school level. He trained at the xiqu school for three years and then worked in the
Children’s Jingju Troupe (Shao’er Jingjutuan) that belonged to CPJC for four years. In the xiqu
school, with a focus on huadan, he was also trained in all the other major young dan role
categories. From 2000 to 2004, he worked for the state-run Jingju Theatre Company of Harbin
(Harbin Jingjuyuan) (Mu Yuandi, Personal Interview). From 2004 to 2008, Mu Yuandi pursued
further study of jingju dan role performance at the Professional Xiqu Academy of Beijing
(PXAB, Beijing Xiqu Yishu Zhiye Xueyuan) and at NACTA in Beijing; at NACTA he was
actually a directing student, but was also able to study dan role performance on the side, as will
be discussed below. In 2009, Mu Yuandi, received an offer to be a dan role teacher at the Xiqu
School of the Shanghai Theatre Academy (XSSTA, Shanghai Xiju Xueyuan Fushu Xiqu
Xuexiao), a professional xiqu school in Shanghai at the secondary-school level.
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Mu Yuandi has shown great faith in the fact that he was born to be a male dan: “some
people are born to be male dan, and I am one of them” (Mu Yuandi, “Mou Yuandi”). However,
since his childhood, Mu’s male dan identity has come with challenges. In his interviews and
presentations, Mu has described frustrating incidents. He was called a “pervert 变态” and
excluded by his female classmates (“Women de mei”). He was insulted by one of his classmates’
mother when she said that if he were her son, she would beat him to death rather than let him
study male dan (Mu Yuandi, “Mou Yuandi”). He finds the root of discrimination in the belief
that “a boy singing dan roles is not likable,” and in the fact that people did not realize the value
of male dan art (Mu Yuandi, Personal Interview; “Women de mei;” Mu Yuandi, “Mou
Yuandi;”). These difficulties did not prevent Mu from continuing his training. Mu explains that
he is stubborn and believes in the value and beauty of the art that he is studying (Mu Yuandi,
Personal Interview; “Women de mei;” Mu Yuandi, “Mou Yuandi;”). Mu’s retrospections in his
public presentations and my interview do not show any condemnation of or challenge to the
discrimination imposed by the binary gender system through hostile words and/or behaviors.
Instead, he downplays the issue of the social discrimination and uses it to lead to the topic of the
artistic dimension of male dan. The focus on male dan art and the avoidance of social prejudice
was probably the only way out for Mu Yuandi to cope with discrimination as a child student in
the past, and as a mature actor now. Facing social discrimination, both Mu Yuandi and Hu
Wen’ge chose to avoid direct confrontation with the binary gender system. Instead, they decided
to rise artistically and socially to enhance their immune system against social prejudice: Hu
changed to perform jingju, a high-brow art form; Mu Yuandi focused on improving his dan role
performance artistry.
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In addition to being socially discriminated against, Mu Yuandi has also experienced
artistic difficulties caused by his male dan identity. When he was fifteen years old, his voice
changed, and therefore, he suddenly fell from being a principal actor in the class to being a
“useless person 没用的人” (Mu Yuandi, “Mou Yuandi”). Voice change is a huge challenge that
many male actors in their adolescence have to face. Not a few of them have to change from their
specialized role category with its focus on the skills of singing and speaking, or even leave their
career path as xiqu actors because they have lost satisfactory vocal qualities during and after the
voice changing period. Although female student actors also have to experience voice change, the
changing process often occurs in a much more subtle and gradual way, and therefore rarely
causes major problems that put their acting careers at stake.
During his five-year voice-changing period from 1998 to 2002, Mu Yuandi was assigned
to perform minor roles and provide backstage services such as doing makeup and hairpieces,
folding costumes, and moving props, etc. (“Women de mei;” Mu Yuandi, Personal Interview).
Mu did not receive support and guidance from people around him. He was persuaded to change
his career as an actor (Mu Yuandi, Personal Interview). However, Mu did not cease his daily
practice of dan roles. When he practiced singing in his room, his peers rudely knocked at the
heating radiator to get him to stop. Therefore, he chose to practice singing on the rooftop
everyday, even in the freezingly cold winter (“Women de mei”).
The disadvantage of a changing voice also stimulated Mu Yuandi to put more effort into
practicing his movement skills. Starting when he was fifteen, he began to learn the dan role
techniques of qiao (Mu Yuandi, Personal Interview). Qiao are wooden toe shoes that were
created by male actors in bangzixi (lit. “clapper theatre”), a xiqu form from Shanxi and Shaanxi
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provinces, to imitate the bound feet of women in imperial China (Huang 36). The 1779 and 1780
performances of bangzixi male dan Wei Changsheng in Beijing introduced the qiao techniques
to the xiqu actors in Beijing and had significant influence on the jingju dan role performances
(Huang 37).
The traditional training in jingju techniques is known for its strictness and cruelty, and
the practice of qiao techniques is exceptionally painful. The actors usually started to learn it
when they were nine years old. The whole training process lasted for two to three years,
beginning from standing on the qiao, progressing to walking and running on the qiao, and finally
to doing complicated acrobatics and martial art movements wearing the qiao (Huang 41–46). In
1952, as the symbol of women’s bound feet in feudal China, qiao were banned from the jingju
stage in the newly established PRC (Huang 9). Starting in the 1980s, the techniques of qiao
reappeared on the stage. In contemporary society, some actors chose to revive the techniques of
qiao at the expense of the painfulness of flesh and blood because they value the technical
function of qiao. In addition to the valuable artistic techniques of qiao, one of the critical
technical functions is that qiao can raise the height of an actor, which is very helpful for actors
who are considered to be too short (Huang 140).
While none of the female students in Mu’s class were willing to learn the qiao technique,
perhaps because it was too hard and too painful, Mu Yuandi chose to learn it (Mu Yuandi, “Mou
Yuandi”). Surrounded by the offensive and disdainful words of his classmates, Mu Yuandi
practiced wearing qiao and imitating the gait of women with bound feet (“Xiri jingju nandan”).
Mu Yuandi stated his reason for learning qiao very simply: “Other people don’t practice it. Then
you just practice it” (Mu Yuandi, Personal Interview). In further explaining his reason, Mu
Yuandi pointed out another aspect of qiao in the contemporary society—performing with qiao is
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an endangered performance technique that very few people are willing to learn and master
(Personal Interview). As a male dan student losing his voice, learning qiao probably gave Mu
more hope of regaining a central position on the stage in the future. Both male dan and qiao
returned to the jingju stage in the 1980s. The invalidation of the ban on male dan and qiao did
not lead to a change in people’s prejudice that was intensively formed and/or influenced by a
political orientation that lasted for about three decades. Therefore, it is not surprising that, in the
1990s, both Mu Yuandi’s male dan identity and his practice of qiao became the targets of
derision by people around him. Interestingly, despite these social prejudices, Mu Yuandi
unhesitatingly pursued and practiced male dan art. Mu’s male dan identity caused his voice
changing to be a disadvantage, but stimulated his endeavor to learn the technique of qiao. The
technique of qiao, as one of the most distinctive creations of the male dan, in turn, reinforced Mu
Yuandi’s male dan identity.
Ultimately, Mu Yuandi’s endeavor indeed paid off. In his later career development, Mu
Yuandi’s male dan identity did not put great obstacles in his path, according to his narrative. In
2004, Mu Yuandi was accepted as a dan role student actor by PXAB. Mu Yuandi happily
described the reaction of people around him as being one of astonishment (Mu Yuandi, “Mou
Yuandi”). Indeed, his admission into PXAB, an acclaimed jingju training school in Beijing,
proved Mu Yuandi’s talents as a competitive jingju dan role actor compared to his peers, and
therefore suggested a brighter future for him as a male dan. This result was unexpected by those
who seemed to have despised him.
The play that Mu Yuandi performed for the PXAB entrance examination was “The Lost
Son” (“Shi zi jing feng”), the focal scene from the play The Mirror of Longevity (Qiankun fushou
jing), a signature play of shangpai, the school of male dan master Shang Xiaoyun. During his
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three years’ training at PXAB, Mu Yuandi specialized in the performance of shangpai (Mu
Yuandi, Personal Interview). The principal advantage of the training at PXAB, from Mu
Yuandi’s perspective, was that he could learn more valuable and difficult plays, accept stricter
training, and receive better performance opportunities. For instance, he learned the focal scene
from “Lady Zhaojun Leaves the Pass” from teacher Li Xihong, one of the few teachers who
know how to teach it (Mu Yuandi, Personal Interview). Li Xihong (1930–2007) is a male dan
who had taught in PXAB for more than 40 years. As the successor of shangpai, Li is acclaimed
for teaching the “Lady Zhaojun Leaves the Pass” (“Renwu: Li Xihong;” Program for “Beijing
Xiqu;” Liu Shanli 18). Through an introduction from Sun Yumin, the honorary principal of
PXAB at that time, Mu Yuandi became the disciple of Sun Mingzhu, the female disciple of
Shang Xiaoyun and the primary successor of shangpai in the second generation (Mu Yuandi,
Personal Interview; Zhongguo jingju baike 752). The primary play that Sun “pointed” for Mu
Yuandi was “The Battle in Golden Mountain” (“Zhan Jin Shan”), a focal scene of Lady Liang
Hongyu (Liang Hongyu), the signature play of shangpai (Mu Yuandi, Personal Interview).
In 2007, Mu Yuandi was accepted by the continuing education program of NACTA as a
student majoring in xiqu directing. It is a two-year full-time program upgrading a students’
degree from the post-secondary professional college to a bachelor’s degree. Mu Yuandi
explained that in the directing program, great acting classes were also offered (Mu Yuandi,
Personal Interview). The five years’ study in the two top-ranked jingju training schools in
Beijing enriched Mu Yuandi with the mastery of more plays and helped him develop an
expertise in shangpai.
In 2009, when Mu Yuandi was employed as a dan role teacher by XSSTA, it once again
came as a surprise to many. Gaining a position in a state-run institution in first-tier cities like
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Beijing and Shanghai is difficult for regular college graduates. It is even harder for those who are
born and raised in other places and therefore have limited social connections and resources
within those big cities. Mu Yuandi told me an anecdote: his PXAB classmates asked him how
much money he spent for this position. He responded that he did not have money (Mu Yuandi,
Personal Interview). Mu’s fellows asked him the question regarding money because it is a
common practice for people to spend money to make connections with those who can help them
obtain a position in a state-run institution. Mu Yuandi proudly told me this anecdote, clearly
suggesting that it was his acting skills and techniques that qualified him as the best candidate for
this job. As for his identity as a male dan, Mu does not think it has brought him any difficulty
based on his experience of job hunting. Neither does Mu think XSSTA has shown any reluctance
to admit male dan students, although no new male dan students have yet been trained by
XSSTA. From Mu’s perspective, the reason for the lack of new male dan, including both
teachers and students in XSSTA, is the disqualifications of male dan candidates (Mu Yuandi,
Personal Interview). The employment of Mu Yuandi in XSSTA led him to be labeled as “the
only young male dan actor in Shanghai 上海唯一的青年男旦演员” as he is billed on the
playbills for performances produced by XSSTA and in other publications concerning his work.
As for Wen Ruhua and Hu Wen’ge, Mu Yuandi’s male dan identity is also highlighted in
his training and career development. Starting in 2010, Mu Yuandi began to receive personal
instruction from male dan Bi Guyun, focusing especially on Bi’s specialized xupai, the school of
master Xu Biyun (1903-1967). Although not as widely known as the teacher-disciple
relationship of Mei Baojiu and Hu Wen’ge, given their greater fame, people who are familiar
with Bi Guyun or Mu Yuandi generally know of their close teacher-student relationship. By
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bonding with the male dan teacher Bi Guyun and xupai art, Mu Yuandi consciously or
unconsciously reinforced his male dan identity and has drawn a certain amount of media
attention.
Xu Biyun was first assigned to learn wusheng, the martial male roles, and then changed
to specialize in wudan. He was a versatile actor not only good at martial skills, but also excelling
in singing, speaking, and dance-acting. Therefore, in addition to wudan plays, he also performed
huadan and qingyi plays. Primarily trained as a wudan, Xu’s newly created plays often embody
the performance characteristics of wudan role in terms of movements, singing, and acting, and
highlight the techniques and skills that were Xu’s strengths. For instance, in his signature play,
Lady Lü Zhu Leaps from the Tower, in the final suicidal jump of the heroine, Lü Zhu displays the
highly demanding technique of tumbling from three jingju tables stacked together (Zhang Hong
45–49). Xu Biyun and his play Lady Lü Zhu won the “competition of the new plays of the top
five famous actors 五大名伶新剧夺魁选举” held by Shuntian Time Newspaper (Shuntian
shibao) in 1927. Since then, Xu Biyun has been renowned as one of the “five great famous
actors” (wuda mingling) together with Mei Lanfang, Shang Xiaoyun, Cheng Yanqiu, and Xun
Huisheng (Zhongguo jingju baike 901). According to Bi Guyun, during that tumultuous period,
Xu Biyun offended the warlord and was therefore forced to leave Beijing in his 20s, which is the
reason why xupai was not as well-known as the art of the “four great dan” of Mei, Shang,
Cheng, and Xun (Zhang Hong 5–6). In 1949, Bi Guyun became the disciple of Xu Biyun and
inherited the signature plays of xupai, which were always well-received by the audience when Bi
performed them. The play Lady Lü Zhu was especially well-received whenever Bi Guyun
performed it (Zhang Hong 6).
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Mu Yuandi has undoubtedly obtained the favor and appreciation of Bi Guyun. In the list
of Bi Guyun’s students provided in Bi’s biography, Bi Guyun: Art and Life (Bi Guyun: Yishu yu
rensheng), Mu Yuandi’s name and the school where he is employed, is placed first. After Mu
Yuandi, five people from the Jingju Troupe of Benxi are named. Then are rendered the names of
people from jingju troupes and schools in other places in China. Lastly, the names of people and
their places of residence all over the world are given (Zhang Hong 198). The organizations of
people in the last category are not provided, which suggests that they are amateur performers.
Students’ names are not listed in the order in which Bi taught them because Bi taught his
students in Benxi before he retired in Shanghai. The order of the names is most likely based on
the importance of the students in the student-teacher relationships as perceived by Bi Guyun as
well as the professionalism of the students. When I asked Bi Guyun about his students, he
mentioned that most of them were female actors, especially when he was in Benxi; Mu Yuandi
was his only male student (Bi Guyun, Personal Interview).
However, a report collected in Bi’s biography book refers to the fact that Bi Guyun
taught a male dan when he was in Benxi, quitting halfway through his tutelage having conclude
that the future of male dan was hopeless (Zhang Hong 192). When I asked Bi Guyun about this
reported experience, he first replied that he did not recall this incident, then remarked: “I prefer
not to teach male students. We don’t offer to teach [male students] on our own initiatives,
because the efforts would be in vain if the leaders don’t agree with that” (Bi Guyun, Personal
Interview). Although Bi Guyun was reluctant to elaborate on the presumably unpleasant teaching
experience with a reported male dan student in the past, he clearly indicated that the support of
the leaders, in other words, a favorable political climate, is the crucial factor in the training of
male dan.
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Fortunately, the teacher-student relationship between Bi Guyun and Mu Yuandi was
established and developed with the support of the leader at XSSTA, as can be seen in the preface
of Bi Guyun’s biography, written by Guo Yu, the principal of XSSTA and the Xiqu College of
the Shanghai Theatre Academy (Shanghai Xijuxueyuan Xiqu Xueyuan). In the preface, Guo first
acknowledges the male dan identity by addressing Bi Guyun as the “famous male dan 男旦名
家,” and Mu Yuandi as “the only young male dan in our school and in Shanghai 学校唯一，也
是上海唯一的青年男旦” (Zhang Hong 2–3). Guo also recognizes the value of male dan art as
represented by his remark that Bi Guyun’s “male dan art 男旦艺术” is supposed to be learned by
qualified young teachers (Zhang Hong 2). Although Guo acknowledges the male dan identity of
Bi and Mu and the value of male dan art, and expresses his support of their teacher-student
relationship, he does not point out the significance of their relationship in continuing the male
dan art. Instead, Guo asserts, in a politically correct statement, that such a support is to “develop
talented people and pass down liupai art 人才培养与流派传承” in order to prepare the school to
become the center of Chinese xiqu education (Zhang Hong 3).
Although Guo Yu does not explicitly express his support for the continuation of male dan
art, Bi Guyun and Mu Yuandi’s teacher-student relationship successfully won the support of both
Guo and the school. Both Mu Yuandi and Bi Guyun cooperated either actively or passively with
mass media to show a more explicit stance in support of the continuation of male dan, and to
promote the significance of the male dan lineage in the continuation of liupai. Mu Yuandi’s
identity as “the successor of xupai male dan 徐派乾旦传承人” is acknowledged and
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promulgated in his performance programs and in various reports. Among the xupai plays that Bi
Guyun has passed down to Mu Yuandi, Lady Lü Zhu has drawn the most media attention.
Various reports have emphasized the importance of the continuation of male dan as represented
by the passing down of this play and xupai.
The title character of this play, Lü Zhu, is a female entertainer who is sold to the family
of an official named Shi Chong during the Western Jin dynasty. After discovering that Shi
Chong is the murderer of her parents, Lü Zhu plans to kill Shi Chong by turning Sun Xiu against
Shi. Sun is the other evil official who is obsessed with Lü Zhu’s beauty. After Shi is captured by
Sun, Lü Zhu tries unsuccessfully to escape from Shi’s house. Surrounded by Sun and his
soldiers, Lü Zhu commits suicide by jumping from the tower in the Shi family garden.46 In this
play, the most challenging stunt is the final jump of Lü Zhu. According to Bi Guyun, his teacher
Xu Biyun applied either the tumble technique of qiangbei (lit. “scramble for the back”) (see fig.
1) or the somersault technique of diaomao (lit. “hang the hair”) (see fig. 2) when jumping from a
platform consisting of three stacked jingju tables. Bi explains that the tumbling techniques of
qiangbei and diaomao are usually performed by wusheng. However, even wusheng actors rarely
jump from a platform as high as the one designed by Xu Biyun for this play. Following the same
approach to the performance, Bi Guyun primarily uses diaomao (see fig. 3) because it is the
more demanding way to perform this technique as compared to qiangbei. Also, it is more
appropriate to use diaomao to portray an indignant and helpless lady jumping off the tower (Bi
Guyun, Personal Interview).

46

The synopsis of the play is based on the 1984 video recording of Bi Guyun’s performance. To watch the
performance, please refer to Lan hui bi yu xiu Guyun: Jingju mingjia Bi Guyun yishu jijin.
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Fig. 1. The technique of qiangbei. Wang Peifu and Lu Jianrong’s Xiqu biaoyan tanzigong jiaocai, p. 168.

Fig. 2. The technique of diaomao. Wang Peifu and Lu Jianrong’s Xiqu biaoyan tanzigong jiaocai, p. 149.

Fig. 3. Bi Guyun’s 1982 performance in Lady Lü Zhu in Beijing. Zhang Hong’s Bi Guyun: yishu yu rensheng, p. 74.

As seen in Figure 4, the height of one jingju table is 77cm. The height of three stacked
jingju tables is, therefore, 231cm or about 7.6 feet. In the 1980s, Bi Guyun’s performances in
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Lady Lü Zhu attracted a lot of media attention. Performing diaomao by jumping from a platform
as high as this was described by a report published in People’s Daily (Renmin ribao) in 1982 as
“too hard for female dan to take” (Zhang Hong 72). According to a 1982 report published in
Workers’ Daily (Gongren ribao), such highly demanding techniques were considered to be the
critical reason why xupai has so few successors and especially why “no female actors have ever
tried” (Zhang Hong 75).

Fig. 4: A jingju table. Wang Peifu and Lu Jianrong’s Xiqu biaoyan tanzigong jiaocai, p. 225.

The male dan identity became the focus of the media again when Mu Yuandi performed
this play in the 2010s. For instance, in a report published in the journal of The Shanghai Theatre
(Shanghai xiju) in 2013, theatre critic An Shu points out that the last time Bi Guyun performed
this play was in 1983 in Tianjin. After that, the play disappeared from the jingju stage for nearly
thirty years until Mu’s 2012 performance at the Tianchan Yifu Theatre in Shanghai (17). After
mentioning how rarely this play was produced, An Shu argues that Mu Yuandi is the best
inheritor of the play of Lady Lü Zhu because he has three advantages: first, both Mu Yuandi and
Bi Guyun are male dan and therefore have similar creative processes, especially in their
investigation of the psychology of female characters; second, Mu Yuandi, as a teacher and
performer, has a good foundation in the basic performance skills; and third, Mu Yuandi, as a
man, has the advantage over women in physical strength, stamina, and explosive force, and is
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capable of performing this play (An Shu 17). It is not the purpose of this chapter to investigate
the perceived differences between male dan and female dan; rather, my intent is to illustrate that
Mu Yuandi’s male dan identity, as well as his assumed male physical and psychological
superiority, have been publicly stated as essential factors in his legitimacy as the successor to the
play Lady Lü Zhu. This report does not negate Mu Yuandi’s hard work; however, his male
identity, which is related to two out of the three reasons, is more emphasized.
During my interview with Bi Guyun, when I asked him whether he thinks some of Xu
Biyun’s plays would be too difficult for female actors to learn, he did not answer my question
directly. Instead, he elaborated on two points: first, the play Lady Lü Zhu almost vanished from
the stage because it is so difficult to learn; second, it is essential for xupai successors to master
this play (Bi Guyun, Personal Interview). According to the playbill from Mu Yuandi’s
performance in Lady Lü Zhu that was produced and presented by XSSTA in 2017, Bi Guyun had
many students, but none of them learned xupai; Mu Yuandi was meticulously instructed by Bi
for eight years, allowing the continuation of the plays and the art of xupai (Program for Lü Zhu).
The description in the playbill informs readers that, since Lady Lü Zhu disappeared from the
stage between Bi’s last performance in 1883 and Mu’s first performance in 2012, Bi Guyun
probably had not taught this play to any of his female students. In this same playbill, while
pointing out that the endangered situation of xupai is caused by the difficulty of the performance
techniques of the xupai plays, Bi indirectly admits that all of his female students lacked the
ability to be qualified xupai successors.
However, judging by the media coverage, Mu Yuandi’s performance in Lady Lü Zhu did
not cause a national sensation way that Bi Guyun’s had. From my perspective, the primary
reason is that Mu Yuandi’s handling of the final jump is comparatively less challenging in both
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technique performed and the table height. Mu Yuandi performs the “buttock seat” (pigu zuozi)
technique jumping with his legs crossed from a platform at the height of two and a half jingju
tables, which is 192.5 cm or about 6.3 feet (see fig. 5). Unlike Xu Biyun and Bi Guyun, Mu
Yuandi did not train as wusheng or wudan. I asked Bi Guyun if he did not teach Mu Yuandi the
more difficult technique because Mu was not trained in demanding martial skills when he was
young. Bi responded that Mu had the courage and ability to learn and perform the original
version, but he, Bi, did not want Mu to take risks (Bi Guyun, Personal Interview). Bi’s
explanation is understandable, considering that after more than 200 successful performances, he
hurt his lumbar and almost became paralyzed in his last jump in the last performance in 1983
(An Shu 17). More importantly, in the past, ambitious actors had to master dangerous stunts in
order to survive and excel in a highly competitive theatre world. In the contemporary period,
jingju actors working in the state-run institutions have stable incomes. Therefore, it is not
necessary to stake one’s life and future artistic career on one’s ability to execute a highly
dangerous act. Although not as eye-catching as the jump of Bi Guyun, Mu Yuandi’s jump has
successfully amazed contemporary audiences and been highly challenging for other dan role
actors to accomplish.

Fig. 5. Mu Yuandi’s 2017 performance in Lady Lü Zhu in Shanghai. “Xupai dumen ju Lü Zhu zhuilou zaici xianyan
Yifu Wutai.”
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In bonding with Bi Guyun and xupai, Mu Yuandi has enhanced his male dan identity.
However, compared with Wen Ruhua and Hu Wen’ge, Mu Yuandi has a more complex attitude
toward how he would like male dan identity to be perceived. Unlike Hu, who usually emphasizes
his identity as the only male dan disciple of meipai, Mu has chosen not to highlight his close
connection to Bi Guyun and xupai. Unlike Wen, who has advocated for and adhered to male dan
training by male dan actors, Mu has chosen to give his female dan teachers equal credit.
Mu Yuandi’s attitudes toward his teachers and his training can be seen in his short
biographies in playbills and other publications in recent years, which appear with very few
variations. For instance, in the playbill from “A Special Performance Presented by Outstanding
Young Teachers from the Shanghai Xiqu School 上海戏校优秀青年教师展演专场,” presented
on 24 December 2016, eleven of Mu’s teachers are highlighted: Kang Huilan, Wang Jizhu, Li
Xihong, Lin Yan, Lin Ping, Li Shuping, Zhang Yijuan, Wang Shiying, Bi Guyun, Xie Ruiqing,
and Li Yufu. Among them, there are only two male dan: Li Xihong and Bi Guyun (Program for
“Shanghai Xixiao”). Although male dan teachers are the minority, male dan teachers taught a
majority of the plays listed. Eight plays are listed in the program: Han Ming Concubine, The
Mirror of Longevity, Lady Liang Hongyu, The Sequel of Jade Hall Spring (Houbu yu tang chun),
Lady Lü Zhu Leaps from the Tower, Cui Ping Mountain (Cui ping shan), The Battle of the Wan
City (Zhan wan cheng), and Hongni Pass (Program for “Shanghai Xixiao”). These eight plays
are those Mu Yuandi has performed most often: in other words, they are the signature plays of
Mu Yuandi. Among these eight plays, the first play was taught by Li Xihong and the last five
were taught and/or primarily “pointed” by Bi Guyun. Although Bi Guyun has played such a
significant role, his relationship with Mu Yuandi is not emphasized in Mu’s biography. Based on
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this short biography, readers without additional knowledge would not realize that Mu had a
closer relationship with Bi Guyun than with his other teachers. By downplaying Bi Guyun’s
contribution, Mu Yuandi indicates his reluctance to put the spotlight on the training given by his
male dan teacher, as well as his desire to acknowledge equally the efforts of all his teachers, both
male and female.
Like Hu Wen’ge and Wen Ruhua, Mu Yuandi has also publicly advocated for the
continuation of the male dan tradition, as can be seen in his public presentations centering on the
topics of male dan in general and his personal experience as a male dan. Additionally, he has
also expressed his pride at being one of the very few professional male dan who are determined
to and who have been capable of carrying on this tradition. However, while embracing his male
dan identity, he also shows a skeptical attitude toward the influence of media and public opinion
in overemphasizing the identity of male dan. He especially objects to the tendencies of either
minimizing male dan actors through the use of the label of male dan while overlooking their
individual endeavors, or of simply assuming that male dan actors are better actors because of
their male dan identity.
Unlike Wen Ruhua and Hu Wen’ge, who as discussed above overtly stress the physical
and/or psychological advantages of male dan, Mu Yuandi has a distinctive perspective. While
agreeing on the general physical advantages of male dan as compared to female dan, he also
points out some physical weaknesses of male dan. More importantly, instead of showing interest
in comparing the inborn talents of male as opposed to female dan, Mu Yuandi is more
enthusiastic about diverting the attention of the public to the artistry of the actors rather than their
sex. On his weibo on 8 August 2013, Mu Yuandi pointed out that:
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Male dan is not a role category in xiqu. It is just an appellation for male actors who
specialize in the role category of dan in xiqu. Principal Sun Yumin told me that: ‘As a
male dan, without extraordinary skills, don’t expect that [you] can be ahead of others.”
Her words mean that if the performance of a male dan cannot excel, the justification for
the existence of male dan disappears. Gender…is not an excuse for [your] artistry to be
inferior to that of female actors. What is needed now is the emergence of excellent male
dan with capabilities, this is the crucial factor deciding the ups and downs of the [future
development] of male dan. (“Mu Yuandi’s Weibo”)
By emphasizing that male dan is not a role category, Mu Yuandi criticizes the excessive public
attention placed on the gender of male dan and calls for more focus on the mastery of dan role
skills and techniques. Mu’s reactions indicate two tendencies in public opinions concerning
contemporary male dan.
First, it may be taken for granted that male dan have excellent performance skills due to
the glorious past of jingju as represented by male dan masters. “Our beauty is achieved through
practice” is a phrase that Mu Yuandi repeatedly stated in his interview with me and also publicly
articulated in his 2016 public presentation (Mu Yuandi, Personal Interview; “Women de mei”).
By quoting Principal Sun’s words, Mu Yuandi intends to alert himself and other male dan to the
crucial fact that male dan identity should not be taken as a shortcut to achieving success even
though it may temporarily draw more attention from the media. In the interview with me, Mu
Yuandi criticized some male dan whose artistry is far away from attaining the professional level,
but who are skillful at using their male dan identity to promote themselves (Mu Yuandi, Personal
Interview).
Second, contemporary male dan may also be viewed from a sympathetic perspective.
Informed xiqu fans and reporters tend to show great sympathy toward contemporary male dan,
because they understand the unfavorable social and political environment in which they live and
work. In my field research, when I talked with some jingju fans about their personal opinions of
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the performance skills of individual male dan, they often used the phrase, “it is not easy for
him.” This comment shows that they understand the difficulty that a male dan must overcome to
achieve his present artistic level. However, whether such a standard is actually satisfactory is in
question. Based on my experience, people commonly either praised the actors directly with
phrases such as “not bad,” “pretty good,” and “very good,” or simply avoided providing their
evaluations. Very few people gave negative evaluative responses. While these jingju fans
confirmed the efforts made by individual male dan, they also avoided conveying a personal
evaluation of their performance skills, which was probably not praise even if it was not an
outright negative response. Mu Yuandi tries to encourage male dan to face the challenge
presented by female dan by focusing on improving and perfecting their artistry instead of making
or accepting excuses related to their male dan identity. Regarding the assumed relationship
between social prejudices and the career development of male dan, Mu Yuandi stated on his
weibo on 12 January 2013, that he has experienced decreasing difficulties with the increase of his
artistry (“Mu Yuandi’s Weibo”).
In the previously quoted text, Mu Yuandi pointed out that the development of male dan is
dependent on male dan with excellent artistry. The surface meaning is self-evident, while the
hidden meaning could be that the seemingly more substantial number of male dan whose artistry
is questionable and the hot media attention focused on male dan at present cannot contribute to a
bright future for male dan. On 13 May 2017, Mu Yuandi articulated his criticism of the overt
media attention to the identity of male dan:
Because Mei Baojiu just passed away, the existence and development of jingju male dan
once again has become the focus of mass media. We have accepted many interviews
from various media. All kinds of questions [were so ridiculous that] I didn’t know
whether to laugh or cry… We are just male actors whose work is to perform jingju dan
roles. What [we] are inheriting is an art, not a gender. When the general public begins to
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focus on the level of our artistry instead of hunting for the strange [elements related to]
whether we are men or women, maybe, the male dan art of jingju will attain new glory.
(“Mu Yuandi’s Weibo”)
After Mei Baojiu passed away on 25 April 2016, his male dan identity and his identity as the son
of Mei Lanfang aroused a nostalgia for the glorious past of jingju and its legendary male dan
masters. The continuation of the male dan tradition became the focus of mass media, and
therefore, attention centered on Mei Baojiu’s only male dan disciple, Hu Wen’ge, as well as
other outstanding new male dan, including Mu Yuandi. Mu Yuandi criticized the media’s
attention on gender rather than the art of male dan, because he believes that the orientation of
mass media is closely associated with the development of male dan. The focus on the art of male
dan will stimulate new male dan to improve their artistry and therefore prepare for the possibility
of a new age of glory for male dan art in the future. The ideal state for Mu Yuandi would be that
rather than focus on the identity of male dan, both the male dan and the audience/mass media,
would, instead, focus on the artistry of dan (Mu Yuandi, Personal Interview).
The focus on the gender of male dan also includes their offstage lives. During our
multiple meetings and conversations, Mu Yuandi expressed repeatedly that he did not like the
fact that people always focus on the offstage lives of male dan, including their relationships with
their male peers, as was the focus of the 1993 movie Farewell My Concubine. In the film, a male
dan named Cheng Dieyi is portrayed as an actor who cannot distinguish between his onstage
performances and his offstage life. Consequently, in Cheng’s offstage life, he also loves his
onstage lover, who is his male peer and with whom he grew up in the jingju troupe.
The firm separation between the onstage performance and offstage behavior of male dan
was publicly supported and practiced by representative male dan masters in the 20th century.
When I asked Mu Yuandi about this issue, Mu’s teacher Bi Guyun, who was sitting beside Mu,
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immediately inserted a comment: “Yes, this is the most important point. Mr. Mei [Lanfang] said,
be like a woman on-stage, but like a man offstage: don’t mix it up” (Bi Guyun, Personal
Interview). Bi Guyun is the disciple of both Xu Biyun and Mei Lanfang. By supporting the
common practice of famous male dan who have clearly distinguished their onstage femininity
from their offstage masculinity, Bi Guyun and other supporters of this idea are also admitting the
possibility that the practice of enacting women onstage may bleed through to their offstage lives.
Right after Bi Guyun finished speaking, Mu Yuandi expressed his differing perspective:
“Getting confused [between on-stage performance and offstage life] is simply not possible” (Mu
Yuandi, Personal Interview). Based on the opinions Mu expressed in his interview with me and
in published interviews and reports, Mu undermines this assumed possibility of contagion by
naturalizing the male dan identity: first, by normalizing the male dan training within the context
of the typical xiqu training regimen; second, by equalizing the profession of male dan with that
of other xiqu actors and ordinary workers; and third, by individualizing male dan as singular
persons.
First, Mu argues that the training of male dan is not different from the xiqu training for
other roles. For all of them, training in external techniques rather than internal techniques is
much more emphasized:
The performance of male dan is not centered on trying to understand what women think
and feel as people would assume … The training in the external [techniques and skills]
requires more than ten years or an even longer period of accumulation. These [external]
techniques and skills are the only instruments for us to present a performance on the
stage, which is attained through lots of sweat and time. The performance of xiqu first
emphasizes the outside. [Techniques] of singing, speaking, dance-acting, and combat
must be engraved on the actors’ bodies. [The actors should be able to] use them freely.
Then comes the understanding of the mind and thoughts of the characters, tracing back
the emotions, and filling the external movements with soul and emotions. [Work] from
outside in, then from inside out. (“Wanmei de jiaose” 96)
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Mu Yuandi indicates that the presentation of the truthfulness of xiqu characters is primarily
realized by the ability of the actors to externalize the emotions of the characters through
conventionalized vocal and physical performances that are supported by the basic skills and
techniques. The psychological technique of internalizing the emotions of the characters is
critical, but the training in this ability is not as essential as the training in the external technique
of the underlying performance skills and techniques, the conventionalized physical and vocal
patterns, as well as the appropriate ways to apply them to the externalization of the emotions of
the characters. Therefore, the focus of the training of a male dan is on his physical and vocal
training in the dan role performance techniques and skills, rather than on experiencing the
emotions or getting into the minds of female characters.
Mu Yuandi objects to an emphasis on the psychological technique in jingju performance:
“You only need to connect your emotion to her emotion … But some people deliberately
emphasize this—to think about at that time what did she think about it” (Mu Yuandi, Personal
Interview). Mu considers that xiqu actors can naturally gain this technique based on their instinct
in connecting their own emotion to the emotion of the characters. Mu’s statement tends to give
the impression that he minimizes the complexity and the difficulty of training in psychological
technique. But his perspective reflects a comparative deemphasis on the inner equipment and a
tremendous focus on the external physical apparatus of the actors that lies at the core of
traditional xiqu training.
In terms of the psychological and emotional state of male dan actors on the stage, Mu
Yuandi made the further argument that it is not possible to live the part every moment when
performing. For instance, actors need to communicate with the audience and signal the orchestra.
Actors have to be in and out of character (Mu Yuandi, Personal Interview). By arguing that a
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jingju actor cannot be fully immersed in a character on the stage, Mu Yuandi further challenges
the assumption that a male dan tends to confuse his onstage performance and his offstage life:
“While performing, I’m very sane, and I know that I am performing a woman, and I need to
perform her as a living being. When the performance is done, it is done. I have to live my life”
(“Women de mei”). Therefore, Mu Yuandi challenges the assumed on-stage and offstage
connection for male dan by normalizing the male dan as a jingju actor. With a deemphasis on the
internal techniques and an in-and-out emotional and psychological state on the stage, how can a
jingju actor confuse his offstage self with the role he plays on the stage?
Second, Mu Yuandi points out the two different modes: onstage and offstage. It takes
great energy to perform onstage. Offstage, actors are in “pastime” mode, the mode of living daily
life. To live all one’s waking hours at the level of onstage performance would be utterly
exhausting (Mu Yuandi, Personal Interview). Instead of advocating for or emphasizing the
separation between onstage performance and the offstage life for male dan, as do Wen Ruhua
and Hu Wen’ge—and which is what many other male dan would normally do publicly as well—
Mu Yuandi chooses to weaken the assumed link between the two by equalizing the profession of
male dan to that of other employees who need to relax when they are off work.
Third, Mu Yuandi has delivered his own unique perspective concerning how male dan
should behave offstage:
Why should someone live a life following someone else’s design? That is exhausting.
Especially at this time, one can do whatever one wants. In daily life, [you] don’t have to
pretend in front of others … male dan have always been asked such questions … This
circumstance has always existed for male dan … But we just don’t care what other
people say. (Mu Yuandi, Personal Interview)
Unlike Wen Ruhua and Hu Wenge, Mu Yuandi does not embrace a heteronormative agenda
when he articulates his ideas regarding male dan’s offstage behavior. He considers that a male
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dan should just be himself instead of performing offstage to fulfill the expectations of others. He
is certainly not happy that male dan’s offstage lives have always drawn so much attention. He
indicates that public notice and opinions do not affect his choice to be himself offstage. By using
the word “we,” Mu Yuandi indicates that there are other male dan who share with his opinions.
At least, Mu Yuandi’s male dan friend Yin Jun expressed the same views to me when I had a
casual chat with him in Beijing in July 2014. Although they share the same agenda, namely,
being oneself offstage, Mu Yuandi’s and Yin Jun’s offstage behaviors vary to a great extent. Of
all the male dan that I have met, Mu is among those showing the most masculine qualities, while
Yin is among those who show the most feminine qualities offstage. Mu Yuandi’s agenda of
“being oneself” offstage individualizes the identity of male dan by emphasizing the freedom to
be the person you are as an individual.
To sum up, Mu Yuandi’s career development is also inevitably associated with his belief
in the value of male dan art and with his persistence in pursuing dan role performance and,
therefore, in assuming his male dan identity. Mu Yuandi has endeavored to improve dan role
performance skills and techniques in fighting the challenges of social prejudices and the assumed
institutional obstacles. Like Hu Wen’ge, he experienced explicit discrimination in the 1990s
against his identity as a male cross-gender performer. After the 2000s, political and social
obstacles did not seem to affect Mu Yuadi’s career development. Mu Yuandi stated that he did
not experience institutional obstacles in 2009 when he sought employment at XSSTA.
And he stated that in the 2010s, social discrimination had decreased enormously. Unlike Wen
Ruhua and Hu Wen’ge, Mu Yuandi has shown an ambivalent attitude toward his male dan
identity, as seen in his downplaying of his training under Bi Guyun, and his appealing for a focus
on the identity of dan role actor instead of male dan. While normalizing and individualizing the
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training and performance of male dan, Mu Yuandi has also challenged the social prejudice
against male dan by normalizing, individualizing, and naturalizing male dan.
From Wen Ruhua to Hu Wen’ge to Mu Yuandi, the social pressure and institutional
obstacles against male dan have decreased. Wen Ruhua had to sneak his male dan identity in
through his xiaosheng identity. Hu Wen’ge was able to obtain his male dan identity by being
accepted as the disciple of male dan Mei Baojiu. Mu Yuandi is the most fortunate among them
because he obtained the opportunity to be a male dan from the time he began to learn jingju in
his childhood. Although the influence of male dan teachers on their training process may be
declining, their pride as male dan and their belief in the artistic value of male dan has not
changed. Such a strong faith and determination may be due to the male dan masters as the liupai
creators, and to the fact that female dan actors have so far not succeeded in creating new liupai.
In the contemporary jingju world dominated by female dan, all three of these male dan have
striven to improve their acting skills and have chosen to highlight their male dan identities in
most if not all situations. Through years of struggle, Wen Ruhua obtained a space for new male
dan in the jingju company. Hu Wen’ge acquired a leading position for male dan in a jingju
company. Mu Yuandi has won honor for new male dan as an excellent, hard-working dan role
actor who can be as good as female dan when given equal training opportunities, and may be
even more competitive in inheriting the male dan heritage as represented by his succeeding to
xupai.
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CHAPTER 4
GENDERING THE ART OF DAN IN THE POST-CULTURAL REVOLUTION ERA:
TRAINING AND PERFORMANCE
As described in the previous chapters, jingju dan art was created by male dan. Liupai
(schools/styles of performance) are one of the most important measures of the maturation and
full flowering of jingju, and their founders were exclusively male. The performances of male dan
masters have been admired and followed by both male and female dan. This chapter aims to
investigate and analyze contemporary perspectives on the role gender plays in jingju dan actors’
training and performance. The following two questions address the primary concentration: 1) To
what extent and in what ways is the training of dan role actors gendered? 2) What are the valued
characteristics in the artistic creative process and presentations of male dan? This investigation is
carried out through an examination of the views of eighteen male dan and seventeen female dan
interviewees who I interviewed in my field work. Their perspectives are supplemented by the
opinions of xiqu scholars and critics, as well as contemporary audience members.
Of the eighteen male dan, those trained before 1949 include Yu Yuheng (b. 1925), Shu
Changyu (b. 1927), Wu Yinqiu (b. 1929), Bi Guyun (b. 1930), Mei Baojiu (1934–2016), Song
Changrong (b. 1935), and Shen Fucun (b. 1935). Among them, Song Changrong and Shen Fucun
were trained by both male and female dan. The others were taught exclusively by male dan. Yu
Yuheng, Shu Changyu, Wu Yinqiu, Bi Guyun, Mei Baojiu, and Song Changrong are prominent
liupai successors of the second generation and the disciples of liupai creators. Shen Fucun is
associated with master Zhang Junqiu. Famous for his performance of zhangpai, the style/school
of Zhang Junqiu, Shen Fucun has been praised as “Zhang Junqiu in Chongqing,” the city where
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Shen lives. Shu Changyu taught only female dan students, and the rest of them have instructed
both male and female dan.
Male dan trained after 1949 consist of Ma Yuqi (b. 1939), Wen Ruhua (b. 1947), Wu
Rujun (b. 1963), Hu Wen’ge (b. 1967), Liu Zheng (b. 1974), Liu Xinran (b. 1978), Mu Yuandi
(b. 1983), Zhu Junhao (b. 1987), Wang Chao (b. 1997), Yang Ruiyu (b. 1991), and Guo Yu’ang
(b. 1997). Wen Ruhua and Ma Yuqi were trained exclusively by male dan. As discussed at
length in Chapter Three, Wen Ruhua is closely associated with Zhang Junqiu and received
critical feedback from other male dan of the first and second generations. Ma Yuqi was primarily
instructed through the method of “pointing” (zhidian) by Zhao Rongchen and Wang Yinqiu, the
second-generation successor of chengpai, the style/school of master Cheng Yanqiu. Yang Ruiyu
was trained exclusively by female dan. The rest of them were instructed by both male and female
dan. Liu Xinran, Mu Yuandi, and Zhu Junhao have a close student-teacher relationship with
male dan Ma Yuqi, Bi Guyun, and Song Changrong respectively. As discussed at length in
Chapter Three, Hu Wen’ge enjoyed a close relationship with Mei Baojiu until the latter’s death
in 2016. Guo Yu’ang is the disciple of female dan Zhang Nanyun from whom he frequently
seeks instruction. Yang Ruiyu has been primarily trained by female dan Li Yali.
Of the seventeen female dan interviewees, those trained before as well as after 1949
consist of Zhang Nanyun (b. 1935), Wang Zhiyi (b. 1936), and Shen Xiaomei (b. 1937). All of
them were trained by male dan, are disciples of Mei Lanfang, and have trained both male and
female dan students. Female dan trained after 1949 are Li Yufu (b. 1938), Li Wenmin (b. 1938),
Sun Yumin (b. 1940), Zhang Xunpeng (b. 1941), Chen Qi (b. 1947), Wei Haimin (b. 1957),
Cheng Rong (b. 1967), Zhang Huifang (b. 1968), Zhang Jing (b. 1968), Li Yali (b. 1971), Shi
Yihong (b. 1972), Feng Hairong (b. 1972), Jiang Yishan (1978–2019), and Chang Qiuyue (b.
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1978). Li Yufu, Li Wenmin, Sun Yumin, Zhang Xunpeng, and Chen Qi were trained primarily
by male dan. Li Yufu and Sun Yumin are critical meipai and xunpai (the school/style of Xun
Huisheng) successors respectively in the second generation. As the disciples of male dan Zhao
Rongchen, Li Wenmin and Chen Qi are successors of chengpai in the third generation. Zhang
Xunpeng is a kunqu actor primarily trained by kunqu male dan Zhu Chuanming. The five of
them have trained both male and female dan. The rest of the female dan have been taught by
both male and female dan. Wei Haimin and Zhang Jing are the disciples of male dan Mei Baojiu
and critical meipai successors in the third generation. Shi Yihong is widely known for having a
close teacher-student relationship with male teacher Lu Wenqin, an educator in jingju vocal
music. Feng Hairong has been intensively trained by male dan Li Jinhong. Cheng Rong and
Chang Qiuyue have been instructed in specific plays by male dan. Zhang Huifang and Jiang
Yishan have been “pointed” by male dan. Cheng Rong is one of the primary dan role teachers
for male dan Liu Xinran, Wang Chao, and Guo Yu’ang. Li Yali is widely considered the most
important dan role teacher for male dan Yang Ruiyu. Zhang Jing has experience teaching
amateur male dan.

4.1 Training
In the interviews I conducted, the questions I asked concerning the training of dan role
actors included these: Are there any differences between teaching or learning from male dan and
teaching or learning from female dan? Do you feel it is more effective to teach or learn from
male dan or female dan? Based on my observation, for both male and female dan, the
mainstream idea is that in the training process gender difference does not play as essential a role
as do the individual differences in terms of specific content, and method of teaching.
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It is widely agreed that the fundamental content and method of dan role training are
consistent despite the difference in the gender of the students and teachers. The training is
centered on the underlying skills and techniques, stylized patterns, and aesthetic principles of
dan role performance, which do not vary according to the gender of the actors. As pointed out by
female dan Li Yufu and Zhang Huifang, following this “standardization 规范” is critical for
teachers and students in the beginning of the training, while the gender of the teachers and the
students has no bearing on the standardized method (Personal Interviews). The notion of
“standardization” means that what the teachers instruct is within parameters of the basic jingju
performance conventions and principles that are widely recognized by professional jingju
practitioners. Students failing to perform according to standardization are believed to be
vulnerable to developing undesirable performance habits and artistic tastes.
Traditional training methodology employs teacher demonstration followed by student
imitation, and then corrections from the teacher. In November of 2016, I observed female dan
Zhang Xunpeng teach male dan Hu Wen’ge and female dan Zhang Xinyue in their training
classes for the movements of the same character in The Great Concubine of Tang (Da Tang
guifei). Zhang Xunpeng usually demonstrated the movements alone first and then had Hu
Wen’ge and/or Zhang Xinyue follow her as she moved (see fig. 6), before finally letting them
perform the movements by themselves while she made adjustments and gave verbal feedback.
Sometimes, Zhang Xunpeng explained the reason for her adjustments by relating the movements
to the given circumstances of the story and the emotions of the characters. But generally, the
feedback and corrections derived from Zhang Xunpeng’s aesthetic intuitions, and she provided
no specific reasons. I did not notice that Zhang’s methods or process varied, in either individual
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or joint classes, no matter which gender she was teaching. Her requirements for the way the
movements were accomplished were based solely on the differences in their capabilities for
learning and presenting the movements within the class sessions. In my interview with Zhang
Xunpeng, Zhang confirmed the accuracy of my impression. Like Zhang, none of the other dan
role teachers, be they male or female, ever said that he or she uses different methods in teaching
male dan and female dan students.

Hu Wen’ge (on the left) imitating
Zhang Xunpeng’s (on the right) movement
from scene 7 of “The Reunion in the
Heaven” (“Xian xiang xuyuan”).

Zhang Xinyue (on the right) imitating
Zhang Xunpeng’s (on the left) movement from
scene 2 titled “Bestowed Bathing in the Hua
Qing Bath” (“Hua Qing ci yu”).

Fig. 6. Zhang Xunpeng teaching Hu Wen’ge and Zhang Xinyue. Photos were taken in
November of 2016 at the Jingju Theatre Company of Beijing (JTCB, Beijing Jingjuyuan).

Female dan Cheng Rong pointed out the issue of individual differences, which is
considered the critical factor influencing the teacher’s adjustments to the students’ presentations.
She provided as an example her teaching of Wang Chao and Guo Yu’ang (see fig. 7), two male
dan students who are physically different from each other and from her, to illustrate how she
helped each student improve their movements based on imitating her movements. In my
interview, Cheng Rong provided a verbal and physical demonstration. She first performed a
standardized pointing posture, in which her arms and hands were placed at about the same level
as her chest, pointing diagonally and forward toward the right. Her left foot was placed at the
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back of her right foot, her left heel up. Her torso faced diagonally left. She explained that
because she is a little short, she moves her arms and hands a little bit downward to make her look
taller. Wang Chao’s shoulders and body are wide, so Cheng asked him to tilt his body a little bit
more to the left than in the standardized posture and, accordingly, to move his arms and hands a
little bit more to the front. Guo Yu’ang is very tall and slim, so Cheng asked him to place his
hands a little bit higher than in the standardized posture (Personal Interview).

Fig. 7. Cheng Rong (on the right) teaching Wang Chao (on the left) and Guo Yu’ang (in the middle). The photo was
taken on 4 May 2017, at the Professional Xiqu Academy of Beijing (PXAB, Beijing Xiqu Yishu Zhiye Xueyuan).

Cheng Rong then provided an example of the way she taught three female students the
character of Yan Xijiao, an adulterous concubine who is killed by her husband in the play Black
Dragon Residence (Wu long yuan). She led them to present three different huadan (lit. “flower
dan”) characterizations based on their respective personal temperaments. In this way, they
portrayed three distinctive Yan Xijiao in their performances: one was shrewish, one was
coquettish, and the third was cute but cunning (Cheng Rong, Personal Interview). These two
examples given by Cheng Rong show that the physical attributes and the personalities of the
individual students guide her use of different approaches in the teaching process. As Cheng
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asserts, everyone is different, and she would not differentiate them based solely on their gender
(Personal Interview).
The effectiveness of the training process varies case by case, and gender is not widely
believed to play the most critical role. Students are considered to benefit more from better
teachers with “higher gold content 含金量高” in their artistry than from teachers of a particular
gender (Chang Qiuyue, Personal Interview; Mu Yuandi, Personal Interview). An individual
student’s physical condition, their perceptive ability, and their attitude towards study and
learning, rather than their gender, are considered the essential factors affecting the learning
results (Shen Fucun, Personal Interview; Bi Guyun, Personal Interview).
I asked thirteen male dan and thirteen female dan about the issue of gender in the training
process and received responses from all of them. The majority of them, including seven male
dan and twelve female dan, elaborated on their gendered experience and/or gendered
perspectives. They touched upon three significant issues: 1) the gendered sense of directness and
indirectness in the process of learning and teaching, 2) the value of male teachers, 3) the
necessity for male dan to learn from male dan.
Three male dan and eight female dan had strong opinions on the first issue, namely, the
gendered sense of directness and indirectness in the process of learning and teaching. They
believe that there is a sense of directness and convenience that comes from imitating teachers of
their own sex. The shared physical attributes among male dan teachers and students leads to a
more effective learning process, especially in imitating the teachers’ vocal and physical
presentations (Guo Yu’ang, Personal Interview; Liu Xinran, Personal Interview; Zhang Jing,
Personal Interview). As pointed out by male dan Liu Xinran, when he learns an aria, the first
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thing he does is to project a voice that sounds similar to his teacher’s. It is therefore more direct
and reasonable to imitate the vocal quality of a male dan teacher (Personal Interview). The sense
of gender inconvenience is embedded in the experiences and perspectives of male dan Song
Chang Rong and female dan Wei Haimin, who believe that male teachers usually teach female
students in a more “courteous 客气” way, which means that male dan teachers regularly do not
train female students as rigorously as they do male students (Personal Interviews).
Some interviewees felt that the content of training was also affected by the gender-related
social inconvenience. Female dan Chang Qiuyue related her different gendered experiences
when male dan Chen Yongling and later female dan Huang Shaohua advised her on how to
inform the huadan role with sexual attractiveness:
When teacher Huang told me to “be a little erotic 荤着点儿,” I realized this was
something teacher Chen had not told me. Maybe he felt too embarrassed to tell a young
woman such a thing. He only showed me how to suck back my yanshen,47 pull back my
chin, and how to exert strength in managing my neck movement … But with teacher
Huang, she hit the mark with a simple comment. Oh! Be a little erotic to grab the
attention of the audience. (Personal Interview)
“Be a little erotic” might have nothing to do with characterization and the plot. It is, rather,
meant to be embodied in the overall performance style so as to attract the audience. For instance,
Chang Qiuyue went on to discover that when Chen Yongling plays the young virtuous huadan
character Xiao Suzhen from the play A Visit to the Family Grave (Xiao shang fen), his execution
of specific movements such as the conventionalized movements of rolling the eyes and circling
the fingers carries a certain “sexual meaning 淫意.” Chang learned that whenever he acted out
such points, the audience would applaud. If his performance did not have these “shining points

47

Yanshen, lit. “eye spirt,” refers to the use of eyes as the center of characterization and self-presentation.
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亮点,” the audience might choose to watch someone else instead (Personal Interview). It seems
that these “shining points” containing “sexual meaning” may have initially been created to spark
the interest of the audience and then, later, became part of a performance style that needed to be
passed down to the students. It appears that when Chen Yongling taught Chang Qiuyue, he
showed her the form for “shining points” but left out the meaning. Chang did not understand that
these movements were supposed to present a certain sexual seductiveness to the audience until
she was informed and inspired by Huang Shaohua. If the abstract sexual reference was left out
by Chen Yongling when he trained female dan, it can be argued that he might also omit the
specific sexual meanings embedded in scenes directly representing the issue of sexuality. Chang
Qiuyue’s example directly illustrates that there can be inconvenient and ineffective elements
when male dan teachers pass down their artistry to female dan.
Among the eight female dan who were concerned with the first issue, six of them
elaborated on their experiences involving indirectness when they were learning from or teaching
male dan. However, they believed that indirectness caused by the different physical attributes of
men and women does not affect the pursuit of the desired training results. Some female dan have
discovered male dan gender markers embedded in the stylized performance patterns. Some of
them have decided to completely follow the presentations of their male dan teachers, including
presenting these male dan gender markers. For instance, Wei Haimin discovered that, in terms of
physical movements, the way a male dan moves and poses his feet, waist, and hands, as well as
his whole body, looks completely different from how a female dan poses. The neck of a male
dan is comparatively stiff, rarely moving back and forth, and his waist does not move like a
“willow branch swinging in the wind 风摆柳” (Personal Interview). Additionally, the hip and
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waist of a male dan usually do not move separately from one another. When he executes a stage
walk, the parts of his body that move are his feet instead of his waist. However, in general, a
female actor also sways her waist (Personal Interview). When Wei found these gender
differences in the nuances of the performance of male dan as opposed to female dan, based
primarily on her observation of her teacher Mei Baojiu, she chose to try her best to follow his
presentations (Wei Haimin, Personal Interview).
Male dan Mu Yuandi and female dan Wang Zhiyi have observed that the physical bodies
of men, on average, are not as flexible or soft as those of women (Personal Interviews), and this
is clearly related to Wei’s observation of the male dan’s relative stiffness in the neck and
stillness of the waist. Wei’s remark doesn’t mean that she will never again move her neck back
and forth or sway her waist while walking on the stage. Indeed, every specific dan role category
has its own set of conventionalized movements, and the actor has artistic freedom to adapt these
pre-set conventions to fit the portrayal of individual characters in a specific dramatic moment.
Rather, Wei’s adherence to what she perceived as gender markers for the performance of male
dan may affect the specific artistic choices she makes in creating her physical and vocal
performance within the artistic realm of the required role categories and in consonance with the
characterizations.
Wei Haimin’s example represents the mainstream perspective of seeking the “physical
likeness 形似” in the process of imitation. Shi Yihong pointed out the other critical goal of
learning when she studies the arias of Mei Lanfang:
Everyone is different in terms of vocal conditions … the teacher helps establish a singing
foundation, and the ability to perceive and understand … It is not possible for me to
[sing] the same as Master Mei Lanfang. We are female dan, right? Our physical features
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are different. You can only learn from him, learn the way he sings, learn his artistic spirit.
(Shi Yihong, Personal Interview)
Shi Yihong addressed a well-received perspective in studying liupai: the “spiritual likeness 神
似” is more critical than the physical likeness. By acknowledging her awareness of the physical
difference derived primarily from the gender difference between her and Mei Lanfang, Shi
Yihong indicates that gender difference is one of the unavoidable obstacles in the process of
imitation. However, gender difference is not a problem in pursuing the more significant goal of
obtaining the spiritual likeness of the performance of the male liupai founder.
Some female dan interviewees elaborated on the adjustments that they make in the
training process to bridge the gender difference. As pointed out by Cheng Rong and Zhang Jing,
the bone structure of men is, on average, larger than that of women. For instance, the shoulders
of male dan are generally broader. When Zhang teaches male dan, she requires their movements
to be a little restrained. In contrast, she advises her female dan students to make their movements
a bit larger and more open (Personal Interview). Cheng Rong conveyed that when she teaches
male dan students, her memory of the movements and postures executed by her male dan
teachers serve as critical resources for her to draw from so that her male dan students are able to
copy in a more direct way because of their similar physical attributes (Personal Interview).
The yao is “the area encircling the body between the bottom of the rib cage and the top of
the pelvis” (Ruru Li 60). In the conventionalized physical movements and postures of dan, there
is a highlight on, or an awareness of, the “side of the yao” (pangyao) which, according to both
Zhang Xunpeng and Li Yali, can be traced back to the fact that male dan created the conventions
and stylization of jingju (Personal Interviews). Zhang and Li mean that male dan purposefully
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use the “side of the yao” or move the yao to the left or right side to create the illusion of curves
typical for the bodies of women that are naturally shaped by their breasts and hips. Li Yali has
confirmed to me that when she learned the movement highlighting the “side of the yao” from her
male dan teacher, she was aware that as a woman she did not need to enact her yao to the same
extent that her male dan teacher demonstrated. When Li teaches her students, she does not
remind her female dan students to focus on the “side of the yao” either mentally or physically,
because they already have the curvy body shape with a convex chest and hip and a concave yao.
However, it was essential for her to remind her male dan student, Yang Ruiyu, to be sure to be
aware of it, because of his male body shape (Li Yali, Personal Interview). Li Yali also stressed
that Yang Ruiyu needed to be careful to follow conventions such as showing the audience an
angled body and face in order to conceal the disadvantage of his large male physical structure
(Personal Interview).
Directions for nuanced gendered adjustment in some of the cases I observed were not
actually related to the conventions of jingju. As an example, I noticed one instruction given by
Zhang Xunpeng to Hu Wen’ge in the rehearsal of Scene 7 of The Great Concubine of Tang on
17 November 2016, which I interpreted as a gender-related comment. When the Concubine
meets the Emperor, the Concubine sings the line “Cisheng zhiwei yiren qu 此生只为一人去”
(“For my whole life, I go with only one person”)48 from the aria “Ode to Pear Blossom” (“Lihua
song 梨花颂”). When the Concubine articulates the last character, “qu 去” (lit. “go” and in this
case “go with”), she performs a pose (see fig. 8) in which she moves her Taoist horsetail whisk

48

Lyrics and speeches from xiqu performances are provided with Chinese Romanization, Chinese characters, and
English translation.
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toward the Emperor on her left, while turning her head away from him to face the audience and
bending her knees slightly.

Fig. 8. Hu Wen’ge (on the left) in a pose while singing the syllable “qu” (go [with]). A screenshot from the video
recording of “Jingju Datang guifei.”

Zhang Xunpeng designed the movements of the Concubine for Hu Wen’ge in this scene.
After Hu Wen’ge turned his head in a rehearsal, Zhang Xunpeng gave him the instruction,
“While turning [your] head, don’t raise your head [chin]. [You should] highlight [your] strengths
and avoid [your] weaknesses” (“Field Research Notes”). Right after Zhang gave this direction, I
heard actors sitting in the audience, commenting that, “Male dan have Adam’s apples” (Notes of
Field Research). This pose ended with Hu Wen’ge turning his face to the audience and lowering
his chin a little and with his eyes looking diagonally toward the lower right (see fig. 8).
Compared with the pose that Hu had performed earlier, with his chin up a little and his eyes
looking out horizontally, this corrected posture not only helped obscure this assumed weakness
of male dan, but also presented a much more modest and demure image for the Concubine
expressing her profound love to her lover. In the training class, Hu Wen’ge had just imitated
what Zhang Xunpeng presented. In the rehearsal, Zhang Xunpeng made a timely adjustment to
Hu’s presentation, to conceal a striking gender difference.
The above examples concerning the gendered adjustments of movements illustrate
another essential goal in training: to help students create beauty by heightening strengths and
hiding weaknesses of the actors. This goal was intensively embodied in Zhang Xunpeng’s
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training under the instruction of male dan Zhu Chuanming, who suggested an adjustment
concerning her overall performance style. According to Zhang, at one time Zhu requested that
she and other female students not imitate him completely, because he was a male dan. To get a
sense of the elegant beauty of appropriately-situated real women moving in daily life, he asked
them to watch the ladies from well-to-do families walking in high heels on Huaihai Central Road
in Shanghai. Additionally, after female dan Yan Huizhu started to teach at the xiqu school, Zhu
asked Zhang and other female students to learn from Yan to “increase their femininity a little 加
强一点女性的” (Zhang Xunpeng, Personal Interview). Zhang further explained that her teacher
Zhu’s performance was “very towering 非常的立” in spirit, which can be vocalized in Chinese
with the onomatopoeia “ceng 噌,” which describes the sound of swift movements (Personal
Interview). Based on our conversation, I believe that the “towering” quality mentioned by Zhang
can be categorized under the umbrella term of masculinity. Zhu’s suggestions indicate that he
encouraged his female students to adjust the performance style inherited from male dan in order
to develop a style that was more appropriate for female dan. This adjusted style was supposed to
enhance their own feminine qualities and could be acquired through the observation of women
going about their daily lives as well as by training with outstanding female dan.
Two female dan and three male dan emphasized the second issue concerning the value of
male teachers. The female dan Shi Yihong and Jiang Yishan expressed their appreciation for the
instruction of male teachers and their choice of adopting a male perspective. Shi Yihong stated
that it was men who created jingju dan role performance, and she has chosen to employ a male
perspective in monitoring her own performance of dan roles. She developed the ability to do so
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during the ten years when she was trained by male teacher Lu Wenqin, whose aesthetic tastes
have influenced her (Personal Interview). In her interview with me, she presented both a verbal
and a physical example of constructing a physicality for the male perspective, and to counter the
male perspective. First she sat with her hips fully on the chair, her body straight up, and her legs
apart, and then contrast this with a pose in which her hips were only partially on the chair, her
upper body was curved, and her legs were close together. She felt that the former posture was
very close to a man’s sitting posture, and that men in general would therefore be more attracted
to the latter posture, which was more womanly. Shi Yihong further explained that sometimes,
women are not as perceptive as men in terms of discovering their own sexiness (Personal
Interview). Shi’s example does not mean that she needs to always portray sexually attractive
female characters to seduce the audience. She mentioned this to show that she applies an
approach to creating alluring dan role characters similar to what the successful male dan masters
are believed to have done.
Jiang Yishan also believes that men and women have different perspectives on the beauty
of women. She argues that, generally, women presenting a neutral gender style would be more
appealing to women, while men usually don’t appreciate that (Personal Interview). Jiang’s
perspective corresponds to the example given by Shi Yihong. Jiang Yishan then said that one of
her most impressive learning experiences was with male dan Shen Fucun. Shen reminded her
that she should not look her male stage partner straight in the eyes. He explained that women in
the imperial past were not supposed to walk outside of the house or to show their teeth while
speaking, and would, therefore, not dare to look at a strange man in the eyes. Shen also conveyed
to Jiang that since he is a man, the first thing he needed to be concerned about was the ways in
which a woman is beautiful. To characterize the beauty of a classical woman, he requested that
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Jiang trace her gaze upward, starting at the heels of his shoes, rising to his waist and shoulder,
and then stopping there: classical women could not look any higher. After sharing this example
with me, Jiang further explained that her female dan teachers had taught her the basic rules and
techniques of conventionalized dan role movement, but none of them had taught her about
beauty in the way that Shen had (Jiang Yishan, Personal Interview). The conventionalized dan
role movements were created by male dan to portray the desired female images from a male
perspective. Jiang Yishan suggests that Shen Fucun taught her something beyond the established
performance conventions, which has further enhanced the idealized female images that are, to a
great extent, discovered and appreciated by men.
Although both Shi Yihong and Jiang Yishan have shared examples of ways in which
male teachers have helped them in their performance, neither of them indicated that, compared to
female teachers, their male teachers were more capable in assisting them to achieve a higher
artistic level overall. Shi Yihong is grateful to all the male and female teachers who have
contributed to her achievement. Two of the teachers that influenced her most are male vocal
music educator Lu Wenqin and female dan Zhang Meijuan. Jiang Yishan has mostly trained with
female dan. One of her most influential teachers was female dan Xue Yaping.
Unlike Shi Yihong and Jiang Yishan, male dan Ma Yuqi, Wen Ruhua, and Hu Wen’ge
articulated their belief that instruction from male dan teachers is essential in helping students
achieve a higher aesthetic level. As articulated by Ma Yuqi, one of the most important reasons is
that male dan can teach students “a beauty that has been artistically enhanced/refined 艺术加工
的美.” The performance of female dan is believed to have a kind of “natural beauty 自然美” but
is assumed to be aesthetically inferior to the refined beauty created by male dan (Personal
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Interview). According to Ma Yuqi, the process of artistic refinement includes both the actors’
inheritance of performance conventions from their teachers, and the actors’ individual artistic
creations; the latter is executed based on the first (Personal Interview). Based on my
understanding, this seemingly misogynist evaluation has its justification in the historical fact that
jingju dan role performance is a highly stylized performance created and perfected by male dan.
Male dan are obliged to rely on their observation and imagination of the beauty of women and to
create a refined conventionalized performance to overcome the physical disadvantages of male
bodies in this art. The artistic/natural perspective does not mean that female dan don’t need
artistic creation in their portrayal of dan role characters, but rather, that in the process of artistic
creation and presentation female dan are more inclined to draw on their daily experiences as
women and to use their natural female bodies directly, which may diverge from the male dan
tradition that features stylization and conventions to bridge the gap between the reality of the
male body and the fiction of the female characters being presented.
In 1946, jingju theorist Qi Rushan discussed this issue of the female dan’s tendency to
employ the daily-life movements of women on the stage in the journal of New Thought (Xin
sichao). According to Qi, when women perform dan roles, it is necessary for them to completely
get rid of their natural movements and to “learn the movements enacted by male dan 学习男子
扮女子的动作” (“Jingju zhong”). Qi further elaborates on the reason why there were more good
female sheng than good female dan in his time:
For [female] dan role players, their stage movements are after all close to their daily-life
movements in many places. Once they are not mindful enough in their practice, they
blend in their real [life] movements and therefore undermine their stage movements,
which makes it hard to perform well onstage. On the contrary, the stage movements of
sheng have more distance from women’s daily life movements. It is therefore unlikely for
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them to blend in their daily-life movements when they [practice], which makes it easier
to master [this artistry]. (“Jingju zhong”)
Qi Rushan’s perception of the advantages of female sheng in practicing the stylized sheng role
movements can be related to the advantages of male dan in inheriting the stylized dan role
movements.
Regarding the issue of the necessity for male dan to learn from male dan, female dan
Feng Hairong stated that, since the charm of male dan has not been well studied, there is a belief
that only male dan teachers are able to teach male dan students, who can then inherit the art of
male dan “in its original sauce and flavor 原汁原味”(Personal Interview). Male dan Wen Ruhua,
Hu Wen’ge, and Wang Chao support this belief. As discussed at length in Chapter Three, Wen
Ruhua contends that male dan should only learn from male dan because the flavor of male dan
will be changed if they learn from female dan (Wen Ruhua, Personal Interview). Wang considers
that one of the reasons he lacks that flavor is because he has had too many female teachers and
too few male teachers (Personal Interview). Concerning the exact flavor of male dan, Wang
believes that it is hard to articulate verbally but is something old-fashioned and traditional
(Personal Interview). Regarding the secrets or things that are essential to male dan, Hu Wen’ge
revealed that one of the essential or secret skills for a male dan teacher to pass down to his male
dan students is the mastery of the fine line in their performance. According to Hu, one of the
easiest mistakes for male dan to make is to overdo a performance by thinking that he needs to act
like a woman. Before a male dan is able to master the fine line of presenting masculinity and
femininity, “it is better to be perceived as being not quite enough rather than a little too much 宁
愿欠一点，不能过一点,” as Mei Baojiu told Hu. If the opposite is applied, the performance
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will make the audience “uncomfortable 不舒服” (Hu Wen’ge, Personal Interview). The male
dan teacher is like a mirror helping male dan students adjust their performances from the micro
level, such as the execution of a specific eye spirit, to the macro level of the overall performance
style (Hu Wen’ge, Personal Interview).
In summary, gender is not emphasized in the training of the basic skills and techniques or
in the fundamental training methodologies. There is a sense of directness and indirectness
between teachers and students of different genders, especially in the process of imitation.
However, the sense of indirectness is not considered prohibitive to the achievement of the
fundamental goals of training, due to the adjustments made by experienced teachers and cautious
students. Therefore, the worry raised in Chapter Two regarding the assumed problem for
contemporary xiqu schools in training male dan students without male dan teachers was not
widely acknowledged by my interviewees.
The value of male dan teachers is underscored by some female dan and male dan, which
suggests the gender patterns within the culture of the dan role performance. The gender patterns
are characterized by the advocation of the male perspective, the gender order of refined beauty
and natural beauty, and the gendered sense of propriety in presenting masculinity and femininity.
The stress on the male lineage in the training of male dan is based on the prevailing perception
and recognition of the unique male dan flavor and its value in dan role performance. These
gendered aesthetic perspectives and practices will be further investigated in the following
discussion.

4.2 Performance
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The unique aesthetic flavor and value of male dan performance has been repeatedly
stressed by male dan adherents, as discussed in Chapter Two. Based on my questionnaire survey,
94% of 281 audience members (see fig. 9) also perceived that the art of male dan has a unique
flavor or charm. Among the 264 audience members who selected the confirmatory choice, 159
provided further explanation. As seen in Figure 10, 37% of them point out the
advantages/features of male dan in vocal performance; 7% of them stress the physical
advantages/features of male dan; 46% of them provide their perceptions on the superiority or
characteristics of male dan in the artistic creative process and/or in the overall presentation of
dan roles, and 10% of them emphasize the exceptional success of individual male dan, especially
those liupai founders and the importance of continuing the male dan tradition.
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Fig. 9. Questionnaire question concerning the unique flavor or charm of the art of male dan.
Question: Compared with female dan, do you think the art of the male dan has a unique flavor or charm?
a. Has (If you want, please explain: ______)
b. Does not have (If you want, please explain: ______)
c. Other (If you want, please explain: ______)
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Vocal advantages/features of male
dan

10%

Physical advantages/features of male
dan

37%

Advantages and features in the
creative process and/or overall
presentation of male dan

46%
7%

The success of male dan masters and
the importance of the continuation of
male dan

Fig. 10. Further explanation provided by audience members regarding the unique flavor or charm of the art of male
dan.

The following discussion will focus on the gendered perspectives of the male and female
dan interviewees regarding the creative process and overall dan role performance. Concerning
the creative process of dan role performance, six male dan and four female dan suggested that
because of the gender difference inherent when male actors play female roles, there is a greater
drive for male dan to observe and investigate women more purposefully and more industriously
than women do, in order to overcome the gender barrier and seek the ideal image of beauty. For
instance, according to female dan Chen Qi, male dan tend to be more observant because they
need to understand the way women live their lives in a more detailed way (Personal Interview).
Female dan Zhang Jing and Cheng Rong point out that male dan are prone to perceive and seek
the overall beauty of female characters. However, such an intention is usually either considered
unnecessary or ignored by female dan who, on average, are inclined to pay more attention to the
technical execution of the movement, posture, etc. (Personal Interviews).
Four male dan and five female dan believe that different gendered perspectives have also
affected the creative process. In addition to acknowledging that men and women have different
views in observing and perceiving the beauty of women, two male dan and three female dan
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conveyed their preference for the male perspective. Male dan Wen Ruhua and Liu Xinran
believe that a male observer as an outsider can develop more in-depth and comprehensive
perceptions of the beauty of the female gender (Personal Interviews). In addition to confirming
the male perception of the beauty of women, female dan Zhang Jing further pointed out that the
differently gendered perceptions of men and women lie in their respective preferences for
women’s “classical beauty 古典美” and “modern beauty 现代美” (Zhang Jing, Personal
Interview). As discussed before, female dan Jiang Yishan believes that women, on average, find
women who adopt a neutral gender style to be more attractive, this being a style that belongs
within the aesthetic parameters of women’s modern beauty. She also conveyed to me that male
dan Shen Fucun inspired her to discover and present the classical beauty of the female characters
(Personal Interview). As discussed before, in the artistic creative process, female dan Shi Yihong
has chosen to adopt a male perspective that appreciates and expects the kind of female sexiness
that is distinct from male behavior. In other words, it is perceived that neutral-gender women, in
general, are not attractive from the male perspective (Personal Interview).
Another critical gendered factor in the process of artistic creation is the sense of propriety
that was pointed out by two male dan and four female dan. According to male dan Bi Guyun, the
bodies of male dan and female dan are like blank papers and papers with drawings already on
them, respectively. It is rare for male dan to overdo their performances on their blank papers. If
women add too much to their papers, which already have drawings on them, they are considered
to have gone too far (Personal Interview). Female dan Wei Haimin stated a similar thought when
she explained that people who are not familiar with dan role art often assume that the
performance of male dan may tend to be “affected and contrived 矫揉造作.” Wei further
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explained that instead, this is a mistake that female dan are apt to make. The performances of
female dan are prone to be too feminine because they overdo it (Personal Interview). Bi Guyun
and Wei Haimin’s statements suggest that, when female dan try to copy the stylized patterns of
performance created by male dan, their performances appear to be unnatural, too feminine, or
too much. Their comments correspond to the previously discussed notions that students need to
adapt the conventionalized movements to their own physical conditions. Bi Guyun suggests that
when female dan learn the art of male dan, female dan only need to follow the special things,
and should leave out the things that they embody naturally (Personal Interview). Bi’s suggestion
is in accordance with the teaching philosophy of female dan Li Yali, who emphasizes that, while
her male student Yang Ruiyu needs to pay close attention to following certain theatrical
conventions that compensate for his flat body, her female students don’t need to maintain the
same level of awareness.
The perspective of Bi Guyun, Wei Haimin, and Li Yali corresponds to the idea that
theatre critic Zheng Guoyi articulated in his article, “Proposed Ideas for the Teaching of Female
Dan 为教授坤伶者进一言,” published in Theatre Monthly (Xiju yuekan) in 1928. Zhang
pointed out that “female dan are born with very feminine bodies; if they add the same extreme
feminine [elements to their physical performance] as male dan, it is too much; the natural talent
would completely disappear” (qtd. in Zhang Yuan 63). Zhang also praised the female dan Qin
Xuefang, saying that she was able to present the same feminine charm as male dan because she
pursued “the right propriety [of femininity] 适可而止,” which was different from the rest of the
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female dan, who “usually cross the fine line 动辄过当” (qtd. in Zhang Yuan 63). According to
xiqu scholar Zhang Yuan, a number of people in Zheng’s period advocated similar ideas (63).
As discussed above in this chapter, Hu Wen’ge raised the issue of male dan not mastering
the right sense of propriety and overdoing femininity, thus causing their performance to make the
audience “uncomfortable” (Personal interview). Female dan Li Yali and Li Yufu have conveyed
a similar idea; they use “annoying 让人讨厌” and “disgusting 恶心” to describe the assumed
reaction to male dan’s overdoing things (Personal Interviews). According to Li Yufu, no matter
how much a female dan overdoes her performance, she is still a woman. However, it is essential
for male dan to follow the rules of male dan, laid down by master Mei Lanfang: do not overdo
your performance (Personal Interview). “Overdoing” in the context of the performance of male
dan can be understood to mean overplaying and overemphasizing femininity in their minds and
their actions. If a female dan overdoes the femininity by completely following the approach of
male dan, they tend to look less charming and less natural than male dan, and therefore fail to
fulfill the high aesthetic expectation of the audience. However, if a male dan overdoes femininity
in his performance, he may cause annoyance and disgust in the spectators. In my view, words
such as “uncomfortable,” “annoying,” and “disgusting” indicate a homophobic sensibility,
because male dan’s overdoing femininity can remind people of the stereotypical images of gay
men who exaggerate feminine gender markers in their behavior.
Chang Qiuyue’s perspective concerning the portrayal of sexually active and morally
questionable women also sheds light on the double standards in the performances of male dan
and female dan. In terms of the right way of portraying erotic women, Chang Qiuyue considers
that male dan and female dan must live up to different standards, a belief which has influenced
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her artistic choices in the process of learning and performing. For instance, in the play The Battle
of the Wan City (Zhan wan cheng), a series of dance-like movements are employed to represent
huadan character Lady Zou’s “longing for Spring 思春” (meaning her sexual fantasy).
According to Chang Qiuyue, the male dan Chen Yongling used conventionalized movements to
portray Zou’s sexual desire, including a movement that represented massaging her breast, which
Chang said “I could not perform myself even if you [threatened to] beat me to death” (Personal
Interview). From Chang’s perspective, an audience may understand and welcome a male dan
performing in an exaggerated way something that is comparatively explicit sexually because they
know that he is a man performing as a woman, while it may be “disgusting” if a female dan does
so (Personal Interview). The lower degree of tolerance or appreciation of a female dan’s explicit
sexual performance may lie in that assumption on the part of some members of the audience that
there is an ambiguous line between onstage performance and offstage life—there is a stricter
behavioral standard for women. On the jingju stage, sexually active characters such as Lady Zou
are usually condemned for their lewdness and disloyalty to their husbands. Performing such a
character puts a female actor in a vulnerable position because the audience may relate this
morally questionable behavior to the offstage behavior of the female actor. The condemnation of
the female character may therefore be extended to blaming the female actor whose virtue,
therefore, is also questioned. Chang Qiuyue’s concern regarding the presentation of female
sexuality by female dan, and the concern of other actors regarding the presentation of femininity
by male dan, suggests that the conflation of the biological gender of the actor and the artistic
gender of the character may be unavoidable in the eyes of the spectators, who have assimilated
well-established gender expectations.
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Chang also believes that even if a female dan is willing to copy the approach of male dan
in the context of at least a certain degree of tolerance from the audience, she still might not be
able to obtain the desired effects:
Even if she overdid it by ten times, she would still not be as good as a male dan. When a
male dan uses just a little bit of such [an approach], everyone [in the audience] will smile
with mutual understanding … Female dan cannot cause the sparkle that a male dan can
cause, cannot reach the point of creating the sparkle that a male dan can create. (Personal
Interview)
Chang’s assumed failure is probably embedded in two positions. The first position is that, even
contemporary audiences who have shown great understanding may not be prepared to
wholeheartedly enjoy a female dan’s sexually oriented performance. A sexually oriented
performance by a dan in a traditional jingju play is not done to celebrate but to condemn female
sexuality. As a female spectator, I unavoidably have a sense of pity while viewing the
performances of female dan whose female bodies are consumed in sexual representations and
settings that don’t value them. While watching the performances of male dan, it is easier for me
to ignore the moral conflicts regarding female sexuality between the classical past and
contemporary society and, consequently, immerse myself in the aesthetic pleasure gained by the
artistic presentation of male dan.
On the other hand, employing a sexually explicit approach does not mean that the final
presentations of female dan are the same as those of male dan. For instance, Cheng Rong
touches upon this issue from her observation of the different styles represented by a male dan
and a female dan in general in their portrayal of female characters in the “erotic plays” (fenxi):
Their styles are different. Men would overdo it a little … Such plays require the actors to
be more expressive, to overdo it a bit, to exaggerate a little … However, sometimes it is
very hard for a female actor to act that out … It is not because she feels embarrassed.
[The obstacle is] probably [caused by] her understanding. [For a male dan], he himself is
a man. He can imagine the extent to which this female character is supposed to be
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lascivious … from his own perspective. For a woman, it is hard for her to imagine what
extent is right in the portrayal of this female character. Their perspectives are different.
(Personal Interview)
Cheng Rong suggests that male dan and female dan have different understandings and
imaginings concerning the aesthetically and sexually preferred presentations of female
characters. The assumed limitation of female dan probably lies in the fact that female sexuality,
especially as presented on the jingju stage, is believed to be mainly consumed and appreciated
through the male gaze no matter whether the contemporary spectators are male or female.
Therefore, male dan are believed to have an advantage in their sense of the degree of propriety
and the preferred content of the sexual presentation.
In terms of the presentation of ideal beauty, four male dan and seven female dan
emphasized the importance of masculine qualities that have been passed down from the male dan
tradition. This ideal beauty is interpreted as being “expressive 有表现力” and “engaging 感染
力,” having “a kind of energy 一股劲儿/劲头,” being “natural and poised 大方的,” being
“magnificent and grand 大气的,” being “neutral gendered 中性的,” “combining hardness and
softness 刚柔相济/刚柔并济,” and “filling the hardness in the softness 寓刚于柔 / 柔中带刚”
(Personal Interviews). Some of these notions are self-evident. For instance, as Mei Baojiu simply
pointed out, male dan on average have a stronger physical body and more strength in general,
which makes their stage performance more engaging (Personal Interview). According to Wen
Ruhua, a male dan’s performance tends to be more expressive and forceful, and therefore more
attractive (Personal Interview). The quality of forcefulness is also perceived as being closely
related to the physical strength of male dan.
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The rest of these descriptive words are often juxtaposed or used interchangeably by the
actors, which suggests their overlapping aesthetic meanings. For instance, the performances of
male dan are viewed as containing “a kind of energy” that is “magnificent and grand” (Li Yali,
Personal Interview; Ma Yuqi, Personal Interview). According to female dan Wang Zhiyi, male
dan’s performances are “natural and poised,” while performances of female dan tend to be the
opposite of “magnificent and grand” (Personal Interview). From female dan Zhang Xunpeng’s
perspective, male dan Zhu Chuanming’s performances feature “hardness that is contained inside
of the softness,” and this is “magnificent and grand” (Personal Interview). Both female dan Feng
Hairong and Shi Yihong emphasize that the “combination of hardness and softness” is embodied
significantly in the physical performance of their male dan teacher Li Jinhong (Personal
Interviews). Female dan Wei Haimin states that the reason for the “natural and poised”
performance of male dan is their “neutral gendered” presentation, like the presentation of Mei
Lanfang, which is not “completely yang 纯阳性,” not entirely masculine, nor “too feminine 太
娇” (Personal Interview). Wei Haimin’s views correspond to Hu Wen’ge’s account of their
teacher Mei Baojiu’s instructions: A male dan whose performance is magnificent and grand
requires “thirty percent masculinity 三分男性;” a “one hundred percent femininity 女性化十足”
in portrayal would make the performance lack “strength and intensity 力度” (Personal
Interview). All of these descriptive terms concerning the beauty of male dan performance
emphasize the beauty of masculinity. Of course, it is hard to define the exact portion of
masculinity necessary in an ideal performance that combines masculinity and femininity. What is
certain is that the performance that is perceived as too feminine deviates from the ideal standard
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of male dan. Such a standard is supported and embraced by both male and female dan actors in
contemporary society.
In terms of the “thirty percent masculinity” mentioned by Mei Baojiu, Hu Wen’ge
interprets that in this way:
It does not mean that I need to reveal the temperament of a man. I think it means that [the
performance] needs to have a softness that contains hardness and hardness that contains
softness. The singing of meipai is like this. The arias, sung by master Mei [Lanfang],
appear to be soft. Actually, when you listen to his singing, it has bones instead of only
having meat … Master Mei’s art features hardness that is contained in the softness …
When I performed the play A Sorrow that Transcends Life and Death (Sheng si hen) at
the Mei Lanfang Grand Theatre, he [Mei Baojiu] stood on the sidelines making gestures
that got higher and higher to remind me that I needed to exert more energy and strength
when speaking and singing the high notes toward the end of the play. He told me that
[one of his female students]49 did everything very well in performing this play except that
her call-on meter (jiaoban) and lead-in meter (daoban) were too weak. (Personal
Interview)
The “bones” and “muscles” refer to the quality of the hardness of the singing. While “meat”
refers to the soft quality of the singing. Mei Baojiu has identified three stages of Mei Lanfang’s
singing style in which Mei Lanfang makes adjustments in the presentation of the hardness and
softness. Mei’s singing highlights hardness in the early stage of his career (Mei Baojiu, “Jicheng
he fazhan” 348). According to scholar Wu Ying, this style is primarily inherited from that of
male dan Chen Delin. Such a masculine style features more straight melodic lines than curved
melodic lines, and sharp and high vocal qualities (Meiyun jiuchuan 255). During the middle
stage, based on maintaining the masculine qualities of the “large singing lines” (daqiang), Mei
had added some soft “small singing phrases” (xiaoqiang) to connect the sharp melodic lines,
which presented a contrast to the softness and hardness (Mei Baojiu, “Jicheng he fazhan” 348).
“Large singing lines” can be understood as the primary melody. “Small singing phrases” refers
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It is not culturally acceptable for an actor to openly criticize his/her peers. Therefore, I choose not to provide the
name of this female dan to protect the fame of Hu Wen’ge.
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to both grace notes and ornamentation. In the final stage, it appears that Mei Lanfang’s singing
became gentler and softer; however, as Mei Baojiu stressed, the hardness had been hidden inside
of the softness (Mei Baojiu, “Jicheng he fazhan” 348). The presentation of the hardness and the
softness is influenced by the individual efforts and the combined forces of a number of elements.
In addition to making the artistic choice to apply small singing phrases, other factors include but
are not limited to the use of breath and energy, the enunciation of the words, the presentation of
the changes in tempo, the dynamics, etc.
Hu Wen’ge means that actors usually intend to ignore the hardness of Mei Lanfang’s art
because Mei’s singing style appears to be have become increasingly soft. Hu’s teacher Mei
Baojiu reminded him to use more energy and strength in specific places when singing and
speaking in the performance of A Sorrow that Transcends Life and Death to highlight the
hardness or the masculine qualities of the vocal presentation. “Call-on meter” refers to a
speaking convention in which a short phrase or the final phrase of a spoken line is delivered in a
way that is prominently elongated and musicalized before the actor sings an aria. The practical
purpose is to signal to the musicians that the actor is going to sing the aria and provide hints
about the tempo and pitch that the actor prefers for the aria. “Lead-in meter” is one of the
metrical types of jingju vocal music. In this play, the heroine, Han Yuniang sings a core aria of
the play which starts with the lyric line, “Er bian xiang you ting de chu geng gu xiang 耳边厢又
听得初更鼓响” (“To the ears come the sounds of the first watch50”) in lead-in meter in
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The word “watch” is the translation for the Chinese word geng 更, a measure word for time.
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erhuang51 mode. The play is set at the end of the Han-Chinese ruled Northern Song dynasty
(960–1127), when it was being invaded by the Jurchens. During this turbulent period, Han
Yuniang, a Han subject, was captured and sold by the Jurchen people, separated from her
husband, and she finally passed away due to sickness just before she was about to be reunited
with her husband. Mei Lanfang created this production during the late 1920s and early 1930s to
stimulate Chinese people to resist foreign invaders, especially the Japanese. In this aria, Han
Yuniang recalls her miserable experiences and expresses the great sorrow of her sufferings, her
profound indignation at the Jurchen invaders, and her hope for the success of the Song army.
Before singing the aria, Han Yuniang delivers two lines in call-on meter: “Tian na, tian
天哪，天! Xiang wo Han Yuniang hao ming ku wa 想我韩玉娘好命苦哇!” (“Ah, god, god! I,
Han Yuniang, my fate, how cruel, ah!”). In his 1936 audio recording,52 Mei Lanfang delivers
“Tian na” (Ah, god) in a comparatively gentle and sorrowful tone with moderate speed. The
pitch53 ranges from around D6 flat at the beginning of the delivery of the syllable “tian” to
around E3 flat at the end of the delivery of the syllable “na.” The duration of the delivery of
these two syllables is about three seconds. Then, he starts to speak the second “tian” (god),
beginning with a higher pitch at around G6, which he sustains for about two seconds. During the
following two seconds, the pitches of “tian” change quickly from G6 to around B6 flat and then
gradually decrease to around E3 flat. The volume of the sound “tian” changes along with the
change in the pitches.
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Erhuang is one of the principal modes in the jingju musical system. For an explication of individual modes and
the modal system of jingju, please see Elizabeth Wichmann’s Listening to Theatre, pp. 71-110.
52
To listen to this spoken line and the following aria, please refer to “Jingju: Sheng si hen,” a production based on
Mei Lanfang’s 1936 audio recording.
53
The pitch is designated by relating the sound articulated by Mei Lanfang to the sounds of the piano keys from a
piano keyboard application called “Piano” (“Piano”).
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Then, Mei starts to speak the second line. He delivers the phrases “Xiang wo Han
Yuniang, hao ming” (I, Han Yuniang, have a fate that is so) in moderate speed and a
comparatively softer tone, indicating Han Yuniang’s hidden lamentation and grievance. The
duration lasts for about six seconds, including the one-second breath taken before the delivery of
the syllables “hao ming.” The pitches of “hao ming” range from around D5 in the beginning to
approximately B3 at the end. Then he delivers the last phrase, “ku wa” (how cruel, ah) in one
breath with great emphasis. The syllable “ku” is sustained at the pitch of G6 for two seconds.
Without stopping, the syllable “wa” is then delivered for about five seconds with a gradual
change in pitch from about E5 to roughly A6 and then about E3 flat. Along with the pitch
fluctuations in the progression of the delivery of “wa,” the dynamics are increasingly more
prominent and then fade out with the decrease in the pitch. The dramatic emphasis of the last
parts of the two lines clearly conveys Han Yuniang’s emotional outburst and expresses her
indignation at her miserable fate and the Jurchen invaders, as well as her obstinacy and fortitude
in living through the difficulties with hope.
Mei Baojiu criticized one of his student’s delivery of the lines in the call-on meter as
being too weak because her vocal image failed to present Han Yuniang’s desperation and
fortitude in the challenging circumstance. Such a comparatively softer portrayal might arouse
spectators’ compassion but might not stimulate their resentment and rebellious spirit. From my
perspective, the weakness probably was the result of one of two possible circumstances that
prevented this female dan from delivering the phrases with the needed stress. In the first
circumstance, the female actor may have had limited ability in terms of sufficient energy and
breath to push the sound to a higher pitch with a greater dynamic. In the second circumstance,
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the female actor may have presented these phrases in a manner that simply seemed too effortless,
because the highest pitches were in fact not difficult for her to reach.
The second important element constituting the ideal beauty of the male dan tradition is
the presentation of the “classical beauty 古典美,” as pointed out by Mei Baojiu (Personal
Interview). Wen Ruhua described the portrayal of traditional women from the perspective of the
body structure of male dan. First, he emphasized that the ideal male dan should have a slim body
structure. In most periods of imperial China, women with slender body structures were
appreciated. A slim male body enacting conventionalized jingju movements, usually in loose
fitting jingju costumes, is just right for portraying classical women who are reputed to have had
supple and graceful carriage. If a female dan’s body structure is slim and flat like a male dan, it
is considered to be approaching the ideal body for a dan. In other words, female dan with
prominent breasts and hips don’t fulfill the requirements of the ideal body structure (Wen Ruhua,
Personal Interview). According to Wen Ruhua, his understanding of the ideal body structure for
dan role actors was influenced by his teacher Zhang Junqiu (Personal interview). Wen’s
perspective corresponds to the ideas of female dan Li Wenmin and Chen Qi.
According to Li Wenmin, her male dan student Yang Lei has a good, flat body structure,
unlike most women who usually have prominent hips. His stage appearance is incredibly
stunning when he performs the character Wang Baochuan, who wears a black xuezi (robe) and a
waist sash (yao jinzi) in “The Wu Family Slope” (“Wu jia po”), a focal scene from the play The
Red-Maned Fiery Steed (Hong zong lie ma) (Li Wenmin, Personal Interview). Figure 11
illustrates Yang Lei performing as Wang Baochuan in this scene, in which the virtuous Wang
Baochuan reunites with her husband for whom she has waited eighteen years in great poverty,
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living in a cold kiln. There are cases in which the xuezi robe is worn without a waist sash. Yang
Lei’s advantage in his flat chest and slim hips is especially accentuated by wearing a waist sash
and a black xuezi robe, which clearly presents Wang Baochuan as a poor, ascetic woman who
has maintained her chastity and loyalty to her husband throughout a long, difficult period.
Female dan Chen Qi also mentions that a female dan’s body structure with prominent breasts is
not considered as good looking, especially wearing a xuezi robe and waist sash. When she was a
student at the National Academy of Chinese Theatre Arts (NACTA) from 1959 to 1967, Chen
and her classmates followed the female students in higher grades and wore camisoles that they
made themselves in order to make their breasts look smaller (Personal Interview). I have not
heard other female dan mention such practice.

Fig. 11: Yang Lei performing “The Wu Family Slope” in 2018. “Yang Lei: Wu jia po.”

The basic dan role posture also reinforces a flat body structure. As recorded in the
“Mnemonic of Jingju Movement Scores 京剧身段谱口诀,”54 the requirement for the martial
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“The Mnemonic of Jingju Movement Scores” contains critical principles and guidelines for jingju movements in
all role categories that were secretly and orally passed down in the 1870s from Zhu Hongfu, a teacher hired by the
famous Three Celebrations Troupe (Sanqing Ban), to Qian Jinfu (1862–1937), a hualian (painted-face role) student
in the troupe at the time. Then Qian Jinfu secretly and orally passed down “The Mnemonic” to his son Qian Baosen
(1893–1963). “The Mnemonic” was written down based on Qian Baosen’s oral narration and physical
demonstration and was published in 1959 in the book of Jingju biaoyan yishu zatan (Qian Baosen 1–11; “Qian
Baosen de shenduan lun” 49; Zhang Fuzhi 43–44).
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dan roles’ conventional movement sequence of qiba is characterized by the word “relax 松,” in
the phrase “relax the chest and drop the bone.” This is further elucidated as: “while standing on
the stage, the chest should not be open; instead, it needs to be drawn in a little, the coccyx needs
to be dropped down a little” (Qian Baosen 83). Very few of my interviewees expressed the idea
of drawing the chest in a little. Instead, the image of relaxing and naturally dropping the
shoulders was referred to more frequently. A woman from the imperial past who drew her chest
in a little was perceived as beautiful for her modesty. A contemporary woman with her chest
opened-up is more appreciated for her confidence and sexiness. With changes in the aesthetic
tastes over time, the portrayal of women in imperial China on the contemporary jingju stage has
been adjusted accordingly. Based on their personal aesthetic tastes, a contemporary dan role
actor may or may not choose to draw their chest in. However, opening the chest and pushing out
the buttocks are still considered something to be avoided in the basic standing postures of dan
roles portraying classical female characters. There are female dan who have chosen to closely
follow the male dan tradition, as discussed above. Scholar Fu Jin pointed out to me that Zhang
Huoding’s chest is drawn in when she performs, which is an obvious example of female dan
imitating a male dan performing a woman; this chest posture must have influenced her overall
presentation of physical movements, as well (Personal Interview). Zhang Huoding, a top
chengpai actor of the third generation, is unquestionably the most popular dan role actor on the
contemporary jingju stage. Zhang is widely acknowledged and praised for her similarity to a
male dan.
Male dan are considered as having the advantage in portraying the classical beauty of
women. As discussed before, in contrast, female dan are believed to appreciate more personally
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the beauty of modern women who appear to be more masculine on both the outside and inside.
Male dan’s presentation is often praised as “more womanly than women 比女人还女人.” The
word “womanly” comes from the binary aesthetic system of feminine/classical, and
masculine/modern. Male dan’s genuine belief in and appreciation of such an ideal feminine
beauty serves as a source and stimulus for their artistic creations. Some female dan, such as Shi
Yihong and Jiang Yishan, have made the choice of adopting a male perspective in observing the
beauty of women and applying a male dan approach to presenting such beauty on the jingju
stage. However, some female dan, such as Feng Hairong, admit to the unconquerable gender
barriers that prevent women from presenting ancient and classical beauty as stunningly as male
dan.
In her interview with me, Feng Hairong highly praised the facial expression of her male
dan teacher Li Jinhong (1923–2010), especially his use of the eye spirit as exemplified in his
performances as Lady Dongfang in a scene from the jingju play Hong Ni Pass (Hong ni guan).
In this play, in the middle of a fight, she suddenly falls in love with the handsome Wang Bodang,
the murderer of her husband and a general in a rebel army in the late the Sui dynasty (581–618).
After she defeats Wang, she proposes marriage to him, and then is killed by him on their
wedding night.55 As analyzed in Feng Hairong’s article, Lady Dongfang is ruthless at the
beginning of the battle. After she sings the line of “Zai zhenqian shanchu le Bodang xiaojiang 在
阵前闪出了伯党小将” (“the young general Bodang appears on the frontline”), she is so
profoundly attracted to him that she cannot tear her eyes away from him (Feng Hairong, “Wumei
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For the synopsis and performance history of this play, please see Zeng Bairong’s Jingju jumu cidian, p. 363.
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xingqing” 50–51). When Li Jinhong demonstrated this dramatic moment to Feng, Feng was
greatly impressed by Li’s eye spirit, which was “implicit 含蓄,” but contained so much content
(Feng Hairong, Personal Interview). The implicit eye spirit perceived by Feng echoes Li’s
instruction in his video-recorded class of this play, in which he explains that the eyes should
show the audience that this is a woman from the imperial past (“Li Jinhong ketang jiaoxue pian:
Hong ni guan”).
As seen in the photo of Li Jinhong (see fig. 12.1), his eyelids are open, and his eyeballs
are turned to the lower-left corner of his eye sockets. It seems that his gaze is directed at the nose
of Wang Bodang. Part of what contributes to the sense of implicitness is probably the way that
he chooses to look slightly downward instead of straightforward or upward, as well as his neutral
rather than smiling facial expression. Figure 12.2 captures the performance of Li Yufu in the
1983 production of Lady Dongfang (Dongfang furen), a newly written historical play based on
the traditional play of Hong Ni Pass (Shi Weijian 178). In the new play, Lady Dongfang is
characterized as classical female character with modern, revolutionary thoughts.56 In the picture,
the character Lady Dongfang performed by Li Yufu is singing while looking straight at Wang
Bodang. Compared to the facial expression of Li Jinhong in the other picture, Li Yufu shows a
fully explicit facial expression, with her eyes looking straight ahead, her mouth wide open, and
her cheek muscles tense.
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For details regarding the dramatic story, directing, and performance of the production of Lady Dongfang, please
refer to Shi Weijian’s Meipai chuanren Li Yufu, pp.178-182.
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Fig. 12.1: Li Jinhong and Ye Shenglan perform
the roles of Lady Dongfang and Wang Bodang,
respectively. “Dangdai jutan qunying pu: Li
Jinhong.”

Fig. 12.2: Li Yufu and Bao Zemin perform the roles of
Lady Dongfang and Wang Bodang, respectively. Shi
Weijian’s Meipai chuanren Li Yufu, p. 180.

Fig. 12. Li Jinhong and Li Yufu performing the role of Lady Dongfang.

In addition to the difference in facial expression, Li Jinhong has his head turned in
Wang’s direction to a much lesser degree, holds his chin down slightly, and uses more of the side
of his yao to enhance the curve of the right side of his torso, which also highlights the classical
temperament of Lady Dongfang, who seems restrained and delicate. The purpose of the
comparison is not to evaluate whose performance is aesthetically better, since the two actors are
portraying Lady Dongfang in different dramatic circumstances and therefore with different
characterizations, but to show how slight changes in posture and the movement of the head and
the facial features can indicate a difference in the temperament of the character.
The rich content of Li Jinhong’s eye spirit is created by his understanding of,
interpretation of, and artistic presentation of the character. As analyzed in Feng’s article, Li
chose to contextualize Lady Dongfang’s falling for Wang by absorbing one interpretation,
namely that the marriage between Lady Dongfang and her husband was not happy. Li justified
this by representing Dongfang as a woman who is relatively straightforward and a human being
who has a heart for beauty. Feng Hairong further explains that in the performance, Li avoided
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staring right at the face of Wang in a lecherous and exaggerated manner. Instead, his Lady
Dongfang only looked in the direction of Wang, while giving the audience the impression that
she was looking at Wang. Presenting the beauty and charm of Lady Dongfang was a consistent
goal in Li’s portrayal of this character (Feng Hairong, “Wumei xingqing” 51).
Feng Hairong has shown her understanding of her teacher’s character interpretation and
her willingness to follow the same approach employed by Li. Understanding the right emotional
state and the personality of the character helps Feng perform the right eye spirit. However, she
has admitted that it is challenging to present what her teacher has presented – the exact facial
expression that would make people “have goosebumps 起鸡皮疙瘩” (Personal Interview).
Feng Hairong mentioned three factors that prevent her from presenting what Li showed
her, even though she has tried her best to copy Li’s performance. Feng believes that she simply
does not have the profound skills of her teacher to present the stunning eye spirit (Personal
Interview). The skill refers to the technique of using the eyes to externalize the emotions of the
characters. The other two factors are related to gender. First, she believes that the perceptions of
men and women regarding the beauty of women are different (Personal Interview). In the case of
Feng Hairong imitating Li Jinhong’s eye spirit, one of the obstacles seems to be that part of the
aesthetic perceptions of Li Jinhong cannot be accessed by Feng Hairong. The ideas are beyond
what Feng Hairong has articulated in the article regarding the personality and emotion of the
character as well as the general approach employed by Li in his performance. These ideas
include the perceptions of the classical charm and beauty of Lady Dongfang. Such hidden and
intuitive ideas are personal to Li Jinhong and are also believed by Feng to be gender related.
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The second obstacle identified by Feng Hairong is that, as a female actor performing
female roles, she can never incite the kind of surprise perceived by the spectators that is caused
by the contrast between the male gender of Li Jinhong and the female gender of the character
(Personal Interview). Feng Hairong conveyed this thought while she articulated the second
example of Li Jihong’s facial expression in Li’s portrayal of a young nun who recalls her first
eye contact with a young monk:
[Teacher Li’s facial expression] is not complex. It is very simple. For instance, I have a
deep impression of how he looked in his performance of the young nun in the play
Longing for Worldly Pleasure (Si fan). The [young nun he performed] looked very shy
and exactly the age of sixteen. When he made the first eye contact with the young monk,
he was startled and a little nervous. He smiled slightly and cast his eyes down.
Sometimes, I think that maybe because he is a man, when he is able to portray women
like that, one feels that it is very touching ... If it were a female actor, one might feel it is
normal and natural. (Personal Interview)
Feng Hairong had watched multiple times when her teacher Li Jinhong, a man in his late sixties
or older, taught Longing for Worldly Pleasure, Hong Ni Pass, and other plays to her and other
students (Feng Hairon, Personal Interview). Her reactions and impressions are primarily based
on her teachers’ performance demonstrations in the training classes when he was not in full
costume, makeup, and headdress (see fig. 13). In the play Longing for the Worldly Pleasure, the
16-year-old Buddhist nun is expressing her yearning for male companionship as a shy adolescent
who is experiencing a sexual awakening and sexual frustration. A mature man successfully
enacting a shy, young girl in love offstage would indeed amaze the spectators.
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Fig. 13. Li Jinhong teaching a performance class. This photo is a screenshot from Feng Hairong’s “Gangrou xiangji
Hu Sanniang,” a 2011 article analyzing Li Jinhong’s performance of the wudan role in the play Lady Hu Sanniang
(Hu Sanniang).

On the campus of NACTA in 2017, when I was watching the videos of Li Jinhong’s
classes produced between the late 1980s and early 1990s, I was very impressed by the great
breadth of the gender spectrum that he presents, from the most masculine, mature male teacher
when he is not demonstrating any dan role’s physical or vocal performance, to the most feminine
female character in the most feminine posture and facial expression, such as the dramatic
moment featuring the young nun referred to by his student Feng Hairong. Figure 8 captures one
of Li Jinhong’s gender presentations in between the two extreme poles. In the figure, he is
focusing on demonstrating a movement of a wudan (martial female role), a comparatively
masculine female role category, and his facial expression reveals that he is not fully in character.
A pleasant facial expression is more possible based on the gesture of “amazing” shown by his
right hand.
From my perspective, as a spectator, compared to the female students in his class, the
breadth of the gender spectrum presented by Li Jinhong is much larger and more complex. The
fact that he is older and much more experienced aside, he is a man performing a woman. When
Li Jinhong enacts the feminine facial expression of a woman from the imperial past, I do feel
extraordinarily moved and touched, because such a feminine expression is enhanced by his
presentations of other gender expressions on the broad gender spectrum when he is in and out of
character. This experience of spectatorship can be related to the experience of watching the
onstage performance of male dan when they are in full makeup and costume and are in full
performance mode. I strongly suspect that their male dan identity contributes to a much broader
spectrum of the gendered presentations onstage compared to that of female dan. Compared with
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the performances of female dan, the performances of male dan with their male bodies hidden
beneath the classical female costumes are at a real risk of causing the anxiety in the spectators.
At the same time, it seems that, to a greater extent, a male dan’s performance can trigger
tremendous excitement in the spectators.
The ideal beauty in the male dan tradition is believed to be closely linked with the beauty
of being artistically enhanced or refined, while the performance of a female dan is perceived to
highlight the natural beauty of women. Additionally, a male dan’s artistic beauty is
predominantly considered superior to a female dan’s natural beauty among people who advocate
for the artistic/natural dichotomy. Among my interviewees, six male dan expressed their support
of this perspective while only one female dan touched upon this issue. According to female dan
Zhang Nanyun, the performance of male dan is more exquisite because the beauty of women has
been filtered through the body of a male dan (Personal Interview). Zhang’s words suggest that
the dan roles portrayed by male dan are based on women from daily life but have been
heightened artistically. Her words also indicate that the performances of female dan have their
limitations in presenting a refined beauty as exquisitely as can male dan. As discussed before,
the conventions and stylized patterns that were created by male dan can be successfully learned
by both male and female dan. However, each actor needs to make nuanced adjustments based on
their physical condition and their strengths and weaknesses in the mastery of performance skills.
Some of the nuanced adjustments are related to the gendered difference between male and
female bodies. For instance, female dan may have to de-emphasize the use of the side of the yao
in their presentations of specific movements because they have naturally curvaceous bodies.
Compared to the exact movements of male dan who emphasize the use of the side of the yao and
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therefore enhance the artificiality of their artistic presentation, the performances of female dan
indeed heighten the sense of natural beauty.
Chi Jun espoused a more radical perspective: the female dan’s method of applying
women’s daily life to the stage is a degradation of jingju art (Personal Interview). He provides an
example of a certain female dan’s performance style that is considered more feminine than the
style of male dan:
Teacher Mei Baojiu told me that: “a male dan pursues the beauty of neutral gender. We
don’t imitate women. We don’t want to be too feminine. The neutral gender style has
been feminine enough because people know that we are men performing [as women].
When we reach the point of neutral gender, they perceive that we are very feminine. We
don’t have to lean on the side of being feminine when we reach the point of being
neutral.” [Female dan] in my opinion have deviated from the aesthetic standards of male
dan … [They] can perform in a very feminine style, which strictly speaking is the
vulgarization of [dan role performance] by [approaching daily] life. (Personal Interview)
As discussed before, the neutral gender style of male dan is what keeps male dan from being
“disgusting,” and is the basis for those flashes of brilliant, “goosebump-driving” femininity.
Probably this is the reason it satisfies the aesthetic needs of the audience. Apparently, female dan
don’t have to strictly follow the neutral gender style of male dan because their female bodies
ensure that their presentation of femininity won’t be abhorrent. Chi Jun means that in the early
stage, female dan whole-heartedly imitated the style of male dan. Later, female dan or some
female dan began to explore their own distinctive style, which was mostly based on their
physical condition and life experiences as women. Their performance style is considered more
feminine than the neutral gender style of male dan. Such a style is not valued because of its
closeness to the image of women in daily life, or in other words, because of the dilution of the
sense of artificiality inherent in dan role artistry.
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Chi Jun’s words shine a spotlight on the dilemma of female dan who wish to succeed in
the art of dan and to explore and establish their own styles. Six of my male dan interviewees
directly suggest the superiority of the performance style of male dan. Shen Fucun maintains that,
in the face of real male dan, women are not competitive (Personal Interview). Bi Guyun
contends that if the style of male dan is confirmed, women should imitate it (Personal Interview).
Wu Yinqiu and Ma Yuqi have praised the performance of individual female dan who are like
male dan (Personal Interviews). Mei Baojiu and Wen Ruhua have stressed that no female dan
has established her own liupai (Personal Interviews). This is widely considered by male dan
advocates to be one of the most important and apparent pieces of evidence of the
unsuccessfulness of the style of female dan.
Of course, the failure to establish liupai is more complicated than the issue of the gender
of the actors. As pointed out by female dan Shen Xiaomei, one of the crucial obstacles is the
dismantling of the actor-centered system (Personal Interview). In the Republican period, star
actors had the opportunities of working consistently with their preferred playwrights and
musicians in creating songs and plays that were compatible with their physical conditions,
personalities, and the strength of their performance skills, and therefore were able to establish
their own unique performance style. Such a style naturally became a liupai after it was widely
recognized and followed by people in and outside of the jingju world. After the establishment of
the People’s Republic of China, such an actor-centered system was completely changed. As
discussed by Fu Jin, there are newly created productions in many xiqu companies every year.
However, actors’ creative freedom is limited because they have to perform by following the
plays written by the playwrights and the arias created by the composers. They don’t have
opportunities to develop their personal styles through the pre-1949 process of leading the
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creation of a number of their own signature plays (Fu Jin, “Xiqu liupai” 7). Furthermore, after
1949, to at least some extent, new liupai had to be recognized by the government. Individualism
was discouraged by the government especially before the opening up of China in the 1980s,
which directly or indirectly prevented the formation of new liupai. All of these unfavorable
creative environments did not provide opportunities for female dan to establish their own liupai.
But no matter what the reasons, the lack of liupai created by females either before or after 1949
puts in question the true availability of this creative path to female dan.
It seems that the artistic path of female dan features a close imitation and adherence to
male dan models and the nuanced adjustments in the presentation of theatrical conventions,
skills, and techniques created by male dan. These nuanced adjustments are unavoidably made
based on their female physical body. Their performance style is often characterized as being
natural. According to the data of the questionnaire, among the fourteen audience members who
deny the perception of a unique flavor and charm of male dan, eight of them provided specific
reasons. Four of the eight expressed their appreciation of the performance of female dan. One
simply pointed out that female dan are good-looking. The rest of the three showed their
appreciation of female dan’s natural performance that carries the “true color 本色” of women
and that fulfills a realistic aesthetic preference. These praises offered by a minority of the
audience reinforced female dan’s major creation of a natural style.
Such a natural style may be openly appreciated as a feature of the performance of female
dan. However, such a style is also always directly or indirectly used to highlight the superiority
of the artistically refined beauty of the performance of male dan. As pointed out by scholar Fu
Jin, being natural is not praise. It indicates a sense of convenience in the artistic creation.
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Because of the convenience, there is less transcending of the natural and less value placed on the
art (Fu Jin, Personal Interview). Based on the questionnaire received on 8 April 2017, an
audience member pointed out that the profound dan role techniques and skills were created by
male dan. Female dan need to create and explore those of their own (“Questionnaire”). The
assimilation of the performance techniques, skills, and performance conventions created by male
dan, and the convenience in borrowing elements from their own female body and daily
experience, have not helped female dan create an artistic style that can compete with that of male
dan. The controversies regarding the inferiorities of the artistic presentation of female dan
compared to the success of male dan always serve as the most powerful force reinforcing the
impression of the unique flavor and charm of the art of male dan.
Perhaps because they realize the insurmountable difficulty involved in trying to follow
the traditional path of succeeding in the creation of liupai, two of my female dan interviewees
have chosen not to pursue that goal, but rather to take a different approach to exploring dan role
art. Wei Haimin states that a male dan usually performs different women in the same style;
whereas she, as a woman, understands the differences between women and can portray them
with unique styles (Personal Interview). Shi Yihong conveys a similar idea: “What attracts me
most are the characters, not liupai” (Personal Interview). Both Wei Haimin and Shi Yihong are
identified as meipai actors, but are acclaimed for their innovative spirits in portraying traditional
female characters in a variety of liupai, and for performing in newly created plays featuring
female characters both Chinese and foreign, and set in both historical and modern times. This
range allows them more freedom to break not only the restrictions of liupai, but also the
boundaries of role types and even theatrical genres. However, while they are acclaimed for their
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successful experimental work, neither Wei nor Shi has yet been recognized as having achieved
the same status as liupai creators.
In conclusion, in terms of training, the prevailing beliefs of the actor interviewees suggest
that, while subtle gendered adjustments are sometimes made, the fundamental training content
and method of dan role acting are ungendered. This may serve as a counterexample for the
assumption that female dan teachers at contemporary xiqu schools may not have the ability to
train male dan. Male and female dan interviewees also acknowledged their gendered experience
in their training and performance. The binary of male and female perspectives is widely believed
and acknowledged by both male dan and female dan. In general, female dan have not shown a
strong intention of awakening the female awareness to undertake such challenges as purposefully
seeking to portray female characters from female perspectives. In their creative processes and
presentations, they have valued and shown an effort to assimilate or approach the male
perspectives, the artistic characteristics and strengths of male dan, as well as the overall aesthetic
value system established by male dan. On the contemporary jingju stage dominated by female
dan, the widely acknowledged unique male dan flavor or charm suggests the inevitable
variations that occurred in the transplanting of the male dan performance system onto the body
of female dan. While the style of male dan is canonized, the performance style of female dan is
controversial. There is and should be an urgent call for the training of new male dan, because
male dan do have advantages in inheriting the dan role performance system that was created by
male dan. Although on the questionnaires I did not ask any questions related to the issue of the
training of male dan, not a few passionate audience members wrote down that it was time to train
male dan because they hoped to see the emergence of another great male dan like Mei Lanfang.
Apparently, in their minds, the success of male dan in the past ensures the success of male dan in
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the future. From my perspective, we may never fully understand the gendered secrets of dan role
performance, but we should allow male dan to continue inheriting and exploring these secrets
and radiating the charm of the art of male dan.
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CHAPTER 5
GENDERING THE ART OF DAN IN THE POST-CULTURAL REVOLUTION ERA:
VOCAL AND PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate and analyze the gendered views of eighteen
male dan and seventeen female dan interviewees on the vocal and physical performance of dan
roles. Behind these gendered views, the main question being investigated are: 1) What are the
physiological advantages of male dan compared with female dan, and vice versa? 2) How do the
physiological features relate to the performance styles of male dan?
To elicit the perspectives on gender difference in dan role performance, I selectively
asked the thirty-five actors a number of gender-related questions on a spectrum ranging from the
most direct to the most indirect, and from the most general to the most specific. Sample
questions included: What are the advantages and/or disadvantages of male dan/female dan? Do
you think that the performance styles of male dan and female dan are different? What do you
think of the idea that male dan have superior vocal qualities? What do you think of the idea that
female dan are better at singing high notes? What are the ideal vocal qualities for the dan role?
How do you like a specific male dan’s performance? Based on my understanding of particular
interviewees before and during the interview, I sometimes chose not to ask any of the genderrelated questions unless they referred to a gender-related topic voluntarily. Male dan Shu
Changyu and female dan Zhang Xunpeng did not discuss the physical advantages and
disadvantages of male dan and female dan. Among the other thirty-three actors, only the four
male dan including Wu Yinqiu, Hu Wen’ge, Mu Yuandi, and Wang Chao, and the three female
dan Shi Yihong, Jiang Yishan, and Zhang Jing, pointed out physical advantages of female dan.
All thirty-three actors commented on the physical strength of male dan to various extents. All
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seventeen male dan agreed on the superior physical attributes of male dan in performing dan
roles. Among the sixteen female dan, eleven of them including Chen Qi, Li Wenmin, Wang
Zhiyi, Zhang Nanyun, Shi Yihong, Jiang Yishan, Wei Haimin, Zhang Huifang, Chang Qiuyue,
Li Yilai, and Feng Hairong, referred to specific physical advantages of male dan in general.
Some of them also illustrated the unsurpassable physical features of individual male dan masters.
Two female dan, Shen Xiaomei and Cheng Rong, pointed out the physical features of particular
male dan that, in their opinions, are superior to those of female dan. Two other female dan, Li
Yufu and Zhang Jing, showed their great admiration for the physical attributes of individual male
dan without making comparisons with female dan. Female dan Sun Yumin praised the
exceptional talents of male dan Zhang Junqiu. Overall, the viewpoints of the interviewees
suggest that male dan have significant physical advantages in the performance of dan roles.

5.1 Vocal Performance
It is widely acknowledged that the vocal performance of all the jingju dan roles except
for the laodan, the elderly female roles, uses the small voice (xiao sangzi), a jingju term that is
used interchangeably with the term falsetto voice (jiasheng). Another major voice used in jingju
is the large voice (da sangzi) or natural voice (zhensheng), a vocal timbre that is close to the
voice that people use when speaking in daily life. Role categories such as the laodan and the
laosheng, older male roles, use the large voice when they speak and sing. But the small voice of
jingju dan vary in quality between male and female dan due to the different physiological
features of men and women. The most widely addressed vocal strength of male dan is their vocal
timbre. The ideal vocal quality of dan roles, as identified by male dan Mei Baojiu is “broad 宽,”
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“thick/deep 厚,” “gentle 柔,” and “natural 自然,” rather than “sharp 尖” and “thin 细” (Personal
Interview). Female dan Shen Xiaomei stated similar ideas: “the voices that [sound] broad and
thick/deep are better than those [that sound] sharp and thin” (Shen Xiaomei, Personal Interview).
Shen further explains that actors whose voices are too thin are not suitable for performing dan
roles focusing on singing skills exemplified by the qingyi role category (lit. “blue cloth”) (Shen
Xiaomei, Personal Interview). Other desirable vocal qualities of dan roles are described by other
jingju actors, scholars and critics using words such as “clear/pure/clean 清/纯/干净,” “bright and
sonorous 亮,” “round/mellow/rich 圆润,” “sweet and beautiful 甜美” (Personal Interviews). But
the prized vocal timbres of male dan are usually described as being broad and deep/thick. In
contrast, the undervalued vocal tones of female dan are often depicted as being thin, narrow, and
sharp. As pointed out by the scholar of jingju vocal music Lu Wenqin, the voice of people with
longer and thicker vocal folds tends to be broader and lower. People with shorter and thinner
vocal folds are apt to have higher and thinner voices. Women’s vocal folds are, on average,
smaller than those of men (3).
The different features of the vocal folds of male dan and female dan also contribute to the
variety of their small-voice vocal ranges. Female dan are acclaimed for their ability to reach
higher notes with more ease than can male dan. In singing the same aria, male dan often use
lower keys than female dan. Female dan Zhang Huifang and male dan Hu Wen’ge, the two top
dan role singers in the Jingju Theatre Company of Beijing (JTCB, Beijing Jingjuyuan), have
discussed their personal experiences with the keys used for singing. According to Zhang
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Huifang, for the xipi music mode57 of jingju, the keys for professional dan role actors usually
rang from E to F. Zhang stated that she used the key of E initially, but later changed to the key of
F after discovering that this key made her feel more comfortable, especially in the management
of breath (Personal Interview).
Hu Wen’ge explained that female dan usually use the key of F in xipi mode, while he
uses the key of E. Since there is only a half step between the key of E and the key of F, if he has
to perform and sing in a large-scale play instead of just acting in a scene or singing an aria, he
might even need to use E-flat. A large-scale play usually lasts around three hours. If he is not in
perfect vocal condition, the key of E can leave him feeling a little overwhelmed by the end (Hu
Wen’ge, Personal Interview). Hu Wen’ge provided an example of this key choice in a story
about male dan master Zhang Junqiu that he heard from Zhang’s son Zhang Xuejin:
There was a time when Zhang Junqiu performed The Jade Hall of Spring (Yu tang chun)
at the Chang’an Grand Theatre. [Before the performance] he asked the jinghu players to
use the key of E just for the day, because he felt that his vocal condition was
exceptionally good … However, after the performance, many theatre fans … met Mr.
Zhang backstage and asked if his vocal condition was not so good. (Personal Interview)
Based on the reaction of the fans, Hu Wen’ge suggests that, toward the end of the performance,
especially when Zhang sang the high notes in the arias, he might have failed to sing effortlessly
(Hu Wen’ge, Personal Interview). Zhang Junqiu has been widely acclaimed for his exceptional
vocal talents. Hu uses this anecdote to reinforce his perspective that the talented female dan are
usually comfortable with the key of F, while the most gifted male dan singer may not be able to
easily perform a full-length play in xipi mode in the key of E.
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Xipi is one of the principal modes in the jingju musical system. For an explication of individual modes and the
modal system of jingju, please see Elizabeth Wichmann’s Listening to Theatre, pp. 71–110.
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For some artists, critics, and scholars, the apparent effortlessness with which many
female dan can sing very high notes is considered a strength. Others, however, find that the male
dan’s limitation in singing higher notes requires them to use more energy and breath to push out
the sounds at higher pitches, which has been viewed as a favored feature of male dan’s singing
style. According to male dan Wen Ruhua, the singing of female dan sounds too effortless, which
“fail[s] to stimulate great satisfaction 不过瘾” among the listeners (Personal Interview). Female
dan Wang Zhiyi also comments that while singing high notes, male dan are “working with all
their might 玩命,” which make their arias sound as if they contain more “bones and muscles 筋
骨” (Personal Interview). The concept of “bones and muscles” in the presentation of an aria is
related to the singer’s choices in the usage of the breath, the loudness of individual sounds, the
nuanced changes in rhythm within and among different melodic lines, as well as particular grace
notes and musical phrases notes within one melodic line that are sung or omitted by choice; it is
also linked with how well these choices of singing technique are integrated with the expression
of the emotions of the characters. Using more energy in pushing out sounds with higher pitches
is one of the factors contributing to the “bones and muscles” of the aria.
There is a fine line an actor needs to walk in terms of the amount of energy necessary to
satisfy the audience’s ears. Wang Zhiyi shared with me the comments that a friend of Mei Baojiu
made to Mei: “These two disciples of yours: Hu Wen’ge is too tense, Li Shengsu is too relaxed,
like playing around” (Personal Interview). Li Shengsu is widely acclaimed for her vocal quality
and talents and is probably the strongest candidate as the best successor of meipai in the third
generation. But Mei Baojiu’s friend certainly did not gain enough joy from Li’s aria because in
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his view she did not show sufficient effort. At the same time, Hu Wen’ge’s performance was also
unsatisfactory to this audience member because he showed too much effort.
Their longer and thicker vocal folds also endow male dan with the advantage of being
able to reach lower notes. One of the most typical examples referred to by both male and female
dan interviewees is Mei Lanfang’s signature play The Favorite Concubine Becomes Intoxicated,
in which Mei Lanfang employed the unique musical approach of “bowing high and singing low”
(gao la di chang). This approach means that the melodic stringed instrument, the jinghu, is
played/bowed at a high pitch while the singer sings an octave below it. There are some female
dan of the second generation of meipai who follow Mei Lanfang’s approach. However, such an
approach has been widely abandoned by the female dan of the third meipai generation.
Li Shengsu, the leading female dan of the third meipai generation, has publicly discussed
her personal experience with this approach:
[For] The Favorite Concubine Becomes Intoxicated, when Mr. Mei sings it, it is bowing
high and singing low because he has a male voice. It is probably more comfortable for a
male voice to sing at a low pitch with the [accompaniment of] a jinghu playing in a
higher key. Also, this approach accords with the emotion of the character of the Great
Concubine Yang (Yang Guifei). However, whenever I perform it, I feel very
uncomfortable in lowering [my voice]. It is hard to sing it out. Then, I asked my teacher
whether I can make a change and use the key that suits me best. My teacher said, Of
course! Your voice is excellent. If you cannot make the best use of your voice, [your
performance] in this play will be not be as what is expected. You can perform in your
own way based on your own condition. (Guo Jing)
First, Li Shengsu conveys her awareness of the gender marker involved in the “bowing high and
singing low” approach. Then she offers her conjecture that this approach is ideal for the vocal
condition of male dan. Wei Haimin also emphasizes that this approach is very effective for
displaying a male dan’s deep, broad, and beautiful vocal qualities (Personal Interview).
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Li further confirms the effectiveness of this approach in presenting the sorrowful
emotions of the character of the Great Concubine Yang, the favorite concubine of the Tang
dynasty emperor Li Longji, in this final section of the play. The play portrays Yang’s emotional
progression through three major stages. In the first stage, she walks through the garden,
pleasantly anticipating a meeting with the emperor at a private banquet. In the second, she
receives word that the emperor has gone to visit another concubine instead, and becomes
increasingly intoxicated to release her indignation, while pretending that she enjoys her own
company. In the final stage, she decides to leave the garden, and return to her rooms. She
conveys her discontentment with the situation, her anxiety over perhaps losing the emperor’s
favor forever, and her loneliness at returning to the palace by herself. “Singing low” is more
suitable for the controlled expression of these emotions in a palace lady. As pointed out by
Zhang Jing, “singing low” highlights the “noble temperament 贵气” of Great Concubine Yang
(Personal Interview). Additionally, Wei Haimin asserts that “bowing high” represents the
magnificent atmosphere of the palace garden (Personal Interview). Li Shengsu, Zhang Jing, and
Wei Haimin’s comments reveal that Mei Lanfang’s theatrical choices have been appreciated by
female dan of the third generation for their effectiveness in the character portrayal, in
representing the given circumstance, and as a means of displaying a male dan’s best vocal
qualities.
However, as indicated by Li, it is hard for her to use Mei Lanfang’s approach because the
pitches are too low, which prevents her from making the best use of her own voice. After gaining
the permission of her teacher, Li Shengsu decided not to follow the meipai (the school/style of
Mei Lanfang) tradition of “bowing high and singing low” in her performance of this play. Li’s
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consultation with her teacher about her decision indicates that as a meipai successor, she is very
cautious about making so critical a change, and that she made the change only because she had
no better choices.
Wei Haimin is probably the only female dan in the third generation of meipai who insists
on following a male dan’s approach. She believes that meipai actors should follow this approach
unless their vocal circumstances absolutely prevent them from reaching the low pitches (Personal
Interview). However, the reception of Wei Haimin’s theatrical choice has been controversial.
She has been praised for her insistence on the meipai tradition, but also criticized for how this
approach limits the display of her best vocal qualities. From my perspective, one of the principal
limitations of Wei Haimin’s presentation58 is the instability of her voice while singing the lowpitched notes, because these notes are probably at the limit of her vocal range. The other primary
limitation is the lack of vigor and vitality in the high-pitched notes, because they are not high
enough to allow her to exert the necessary amount of energy or allow her to display her brightest
voice color. These vocal limitations also lead to a deficiency in representing the emotional
changes and nuances of the character she plays.
As I have discussed above, the disadvantages female dan have in singing lower pitches
are intensively embodied in this example of a specific approach created by male dan to enhance
male dan’s vocal advantages in singing lower notes and to avoid male dan’s shortcomings in
singing higher notes. Even though female dan like Wei Haimin are able to sing at lower pitches
and follow Mei Lanfang’s approach so as to maintain the tradition of meipai and heighten the
noble temperament of the character, they may still fail to present their most beautiful vocal
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My evaluation of Wei Haimin’s performance is based on her 2020 video recording of “Jingju Guifei zuijiu.”
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qualities and thus undermine their vocal effectiveness and expressiveness in representing the
emotional nuances of the characters.
Some male dan and female dan also point out men’s greater lung capacity and therefore
more substantial breath support. Actors referred to this concept with terms such as “great breath
strength 气力大,” “sufficient central qi 中气足,” “great lung capacity 肺活量大,” etc. (Personal
Interviews). The singing skill of Cheng Yanqiu was ranked the highest among the four great dan.
According to female dan Chen Qi, it is challenging for female dan to sing chengpai (the
school/style of Cheng Yanqiu) due to a lack of sufficient breath strength. Chen highly
compliments the value of inner “hardness 刚” inherent in the singing of Cheng Yanqiu and her
male dan teacher Zhao Rongchen. Chen also admits that her singing and that of other chengpai
female dan tends to be too “soft 柔” because of insufficient breath strength (Personal Interview).
Female dan Zhang Nanyun also believes that the breath strength of male dan contributes to their
superiority at singing in a more “forceful 有力度的” manner (Personal Interview).
The voices of male dan are also widely considered to have greater volume when they
sing. Jingju actors often use the term “beating far 打远儿” to describe this preferred sound
quality. Male dan Wu Rujun articulates that, if men’s voices can be heard by audience members
sitting in the first fifteen or sixteen rows, women’s voices probably can be heard only by those in
first ten rows (WeChat Interview). As pointed out by some female dan, the use of microphones,
especially the lavalier microphones worn unobtrusively on the body, has compensated for the
volume disadvantages of female dan’s voice. However, the questionnaire surveys show that male
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dan’s superiority in producing higher vocal volume is still widely acknowledged by
contemporary jingju audiences. As one of the audience members has satirically noted in the
questionnaire received on 24 December 2016, relying on the lavalier microphones is not much
different from lip-syncing (“Questionnaire”).
The favorable terms “metal sound 金属音,” and “magnetic sound 磁音” are frequently
used by male dan actors to describe male dan’s superior vocal qualities. Wen Ruhua explained to
me that both terms refer to an ideal sung voice that is deep, vigorous, and resonant, like the
sound made by the collision of heavy metals (Personal Interview). Based on my experience
watching the live performances of both male and female dan, I agree with Wen Ruhua. I believe
that the “metal sound” and “magnetic sound” are the result of the deep and heavy vocal tone of
male dan, the loud volume, the great breath strength, and the skillful techniques that deliver
appropriate vocal resonance.
I have also perceived that the ideal tone of female dan that I have heard is closer to the
desired aesthetic standards of purity, clarity, and focus. Regarding this issue, female dan Jiang
Yishan commented that a male dan’s voice is very powerful and sonorous; however, if it is not
used well, it tends to be husky (Personal Interview). Chang Qiuyue’s first reaction was that the
tone of male dan tends not to be as clear as that of female dan. Chang then elaborated on how the
pure tone of the voice is related to age, artistic attainment, and daily preservation rather than
gender (Personal Interview). The shift of a gender-related narrative to an individual-related
narrative indicates Chang’s uncertainty as to whether the vocal quality of female dan is actually
superior to the vocal quality of male dan. This lack of confidence is probably due to her great
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admiration for the male dan masters whose live performances are not accessible to the actors of
her generation.
The most controversial aspect of vocal performance concerns the use of small
voice/falsetto voice and large voice /natural voice for male and female dan. According to Lu
Wenqin, Western physiologists have offered different perspectives regarding the identification of
the falsetto voice (60). Combining Western physiological theories and the practice of jingju
singing, Lu provides a useful summary of the characteristics and requirements of a falsetto voice
compared with a natural voice. First, the places of resonances for the falsetto voice are higher
and are primarily related to head resonance. It is relatively more challenging to sing low notes in
a falsetto voice because the actors need to avoid using too much resonance in lower places to
prevent the emergence of the natural voice. Second, while using a falsetto voice, the vocal folds
should not be pulled as tight as they are for a natural voice. When singing in falsetto voice, actors
should not use as much breath and energy as singing in a natural voice, for which chest
resonance is primarily used. Because the vocal folds in falsetto voice are relatively loose and not
closed tightly when the air blows through them, the aperture between the vocal folds is
comparatively bigger. Additionally, only the edges and parts of the vocal folds vibrate, creating a
harmonic vibration like that of a blown flute (61).
The typical voice training for jingju actors starts with the imitation of the voice projected
by their teachers or other mature actors. The explanation of the vocal projection method is
usually not part of the instruction, neither is an introduction of the relationship between vocal
tones and the physiology of the vocal mechanism. Most of my interviewees conveyed that they
had explored their own vocal projection method through the process of imitation and practice.
Some of the actors, especially those who were trained in performing revolutionary model plays,
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learned specific vocal projection theories from singing teachers who usually had backgrounds in
Western opera. The perspectives of male dan and female dan explicated below are primarily
based on their own concrete experiences, and their reflective observations of the mechanism of
their own and others’ vocal production. Such reflective observations are rooted primarily in
hearing their own projected tones and those of others, rather than through envisioning the
scientific physiological process of creating sounds. Their specific articulations of these
perspectives are more or less influenced by the limited theoretical knowledge of voice projection
they have learned or heard about in and outside of their jingju training.
Some male dan, including Bi Guyun, Wu Yinqiu, Wen Ruhua, and Hu Wen’ge, believe
that male dan use a pure or complete small voice to speak and sing. The reason provided is that if
they did not use a pure small voice, their natural male voice would be revealed. They always
used a very affirmative tone for the phrase “pure small voice 纯小嗓,” which seems to indicate
their pride in continuing this male dan tradition, a tradition that female dan may have attempted
to change. According to Bi Guyun, Wu Yinqiu, and Wen Ruhua, some famous female dan have
added large voice to their singing. Sometimes, a certain amount of large voice is blended into
their small voice. Sometimes, a complete large voice is used. In the latter circumstance, some
female dan have been able to make a smooth transition between the sounds produced through the
use of small voice and the sounds produced through the use of large voice, while some have
failed to do so59 (Personal Interviews). Bi Guyun and Wu Yinqiu believe that the limitations of
some female dan in singing low-pitched notes stimulates them to use the large voice (Personal
Interviews). From the perspective of Wen Ruhua, it may not be impossible for female dan to use
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Names and specific performance examples of very famous female dan have been omitted. I choose not to provide
their names because it is not culturally appropriate for jingju actors to openly criticize their peers.
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a small voice to sing low-pitched notes; instead, it may be that some female dan are eager to
explore a different singing method and style. However, Wen Ruhua argues that their
experiments, especially those notes sung in a complete large voice, are not successful because
audiences made laughingstocks of some of such cases (Personal Interview).
In 1963, the famous female dan Zhao Yanxia (b. 1928) published and shared her own
successful artistic exploration and reform in singing dan roles in the Theatre Newspaper (Xiju
bao). In the article, Zhao identifies one of her reforms as basing her vocal timbre in the small
voice, but blending in appropriate portions of the large voice. A combination of large voice and
small voice is employed in singing every word, but the proportion of large voice and small voice
are varied along with the change of words and emotions. Zhao emphasizes that this innovative
vocal blend is primarily for the purpose of helping the audience to clearly hear and therefore
understand the lyrics (“Zhao Yanxia”). Zhao’s innovative blend of falsetto and natural voice
illustrates a female dan’s artistic effort to overcome the disadvantage of lesser vocal volume.
Zhao’s exploration is successful in terms of its resolution of a practical issue in a period when
microphones were not widely available.
When I listen to the audio and video recordings of Zhao Yanxia and female dan
mentioned by my male dan interviewees, my overall impression is that they have blended in the
large or natural voice by using more chest resonance to produce a broader and louder vocal
quality. I believe that a vocal timbre featuring a small voice requires less chest resonance and
comparatively more nasal and head resonance, no matter whether it is in the back or the front of
the head, or at the top of the head, as experienced differently among dan role actors from various
liupai, and even from the same liupai.
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Lu Wenqin also advocates for the idea that dan role singing should use a pure falsetto
voice, a tradition created by male dan. He notes that there are cases in which female dan have
unconsciously used natural voice to overcome the shortcomings of their sharp, thin, and piercing
vocal qualities. However, such a vocal timber featuring the natural voice is not widely
appreciated (63–4). Lu uses the word “being wild 野了” to describe this unfavorable vocal
timbre, which suggests that the voice is considered not well polished within the aesthetic
parameters of jingju singing. However, Lu Wenqin does not reject the idea of “blending a certain
amount of natural voice” after female dan have been trained and managed the method of singing
in a pure falsetto voice (64–65).
Regarding whether female dan should add a large voice to their small voice, and, if so,
how much of a large voice they should add, Wei Haimin said that actors are not clear or
conscious about this issue, they just try and practice until they “get it 找到它” (Personal
Interview). Wei described a typical jingju actor’s experience exploring the right vocal projection
without theoretical direction. “Getting it” can be interpreted as finding the proper vocal
projection method that allows an actor to feel comfortable in consistently producing vocal
timbers that are artistically beautiful.
My discussion with other female dan confirms that they all agree—laodan aside, the
complete large voice should not be used in dan role performance except for modern plays. Chen
Qi also asserted that the reason specific female dan use a natural voice is that they cannot sing
the low-pitched notes in a small voice (Personal Interview). Shi Yihong believes that male dan
use a pure small voice because the male natural voice is not pleasant to hear in dan roles. Shi
also states that she uses a pure small voice in traditional plays, but uses a small voice blended
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with large voice in revolutionary model plays such as the The Azalea Mountain (Dujuan shan),
in which she has performed the female lead Ke Xiang, a party representative. She further
explains that if she uses a pure small voice, the voice timbre is not forceful and powerful enough
to represent this revolutionary female hero (Personal Interview).
On the other hand, some female and male dan have confirmed the vocal projection
method of blending the large voice and small voice. Female dan Zhang Huifang believes that it
is not possible for female dan to use a pure small voice, which “would not beat far” and cannot
be applied when using the “dantian breath 丹田气”; instead, the voice of female dan is projected
by “blending a natural voice and a falsetto voice 真假声结合” (Personal Interview). The dantian
breath is a breath generated from the dantian, a place located near the abdomen, often described
as located about two or three finger-widths below the belly button. The dantian breathing
method corresponds to the abdominal breathing technique that is familiar to Western singers (Lu
Wenqin 14–15). What Zhang Huifang means is that the tone qualities of a pure falsetto voice are
not loud and strong, so female dan must apply a deep breath in order to project an artistically
beautiful, solid sound, which is a blend of small voice and large voice, although such a sound is
referred to as small voice. When I asked Zhang whether the amount of large voice added
increases with the decrease in pitch, she gave a positive response. Zhang Huifeng also remarked
that she is not clear about male dan’s use of small voice, but she does not reject the possibility
that they use a pure small voice because of the physical differences between female dan and
male dan. Female dan Wang Zhiyi, Wei Haimin, and Zhang Jing agree with Zhang Huifang in
terms of the blend of natural voice and falsetto voices. According to Wang Zhiyi, when she was
a student, her male dan teacher pointed out that she naturally had a voice tone that blended the
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large voice and small voice (daxiao sang 大小嗓), which was not commonly seen (“Interview of
Wang Zhiyi”). Female dan Zhang Jing insists that all actors, no matter whether they are male
dan or female dan, use a singing method that combines both a natural voice and a falsetto voice.
Zhang Jing’s perspective is shared by male dan Liu Xinran, Guo Yu’ang, and Wang Chao.
There is tremendous controversy over whether the pure small voice can be used, whether
a blend of small and large voice should be employed, and whether an actor’s consciousness in
adding a large voice or using a pure small voice can influence their projected vocal timbre. What
is certain is that some female dan are believed to have used a complete large voice, and that has
caused negative responses. Some actors think that it is inevitable that both male dan and female
dan will use a blend of large voice and small voice. Furthermore, there is a strong belief in the
link of this kind of blended vocal projection to female dan, which suggests that the tone qualities
of female dan feature a larger portion of large voice compared to those of male dan.
As explained by Shi Yihong, a large voice is definitely needed when performing
revolutionary model plays. Scholar Xing Fan points out that in the model jingju, “most young
and middle-aged female characters use a combination of small-voice and big-voice … Creators
generally accepted this new vocal timbre for a vivid portrayal of the bold nature of modern
women and for its obvious difference from the traditional soft and sweet aural image of women”
(Fan 139). This does not mean that all the female characters in traditional plays are soft and
sweet. Some female generals and bandits have audacious and forthright personalities. A small
voice is employed by dan role actors to portray a wide range of women in the historical and
fantastical past. However, compared to the male roles, dan roles, in general at least appear to be
softer and sweeter, just as the different vocal tones of a natural voice and a falsetto voice. The
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dichotomy within the gender expressions of the voice timbre and the gender roles on the stage
correspond to the rigid gender system of the imperial past. If the vocal timber projected by
female dan’s blend of small voice and large voice is encouraged and widely acknowledged in
modern plays, it has not been extensively recognized and accepted for traditional plays. The
pride taken by some male dan in pointing out the pure small voice applied by male dan and the
added large voice of female dan, as well as the female dan’s resolute rejection of using a
complete large voice suggest that the practice of adding a large voice undermines the desired
aural image of traditional women as represented in traditional plays.
Indeed, there are individual differences in terms of singing skills and physical features
such as breath, vocal folds, and resonance cavities, which affect the production of ideal vocal
tones. However, the overall vocal difference between male dan and female dan is widely
acknowledged by both male and female actors. The vocal performance of male dan masters
defines the ideal aesthetic standards, which are aspired to by both male and female dan. For
instance, when I asked a top female actor whether there are any actors other than Mei Lanfang
whom she appreciates, she responds that:
Maybe Yan Huizhu? … But I think she is still not as good as Mei Lanfang. Her voice is
not good enough. It is too female dan 太女旦 … too narrow … I only listen to one kind
of voice—the voice of Mei Lanfang. I think that is the most beautiful voice. I also like
Zhang Junqiu’s voice … his voice is gorgeous. However, I really have not been touched
by any voices of female dan.” 60 (Personal Interview)
This female dan’s remark suggests that the vocal examples that she has always followed and
appreciated are those of Mei Lanfang and Zhang Junqiu, the legendary male dan masters. The

60
Since this remark involves a somewhat of negative evaluation of female dan Yan Huizhu, I have chosen not to
provide the name of my interviewee to protect her fame in the xiqu world where showing respect to actors from the
older generations is critical.
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term “too female dan” is used pejoratively to denote the unsatisfactory vocal timbre of female
dan Yan Huizhu, the best female meipai successor in her mind. This means that she is fully
aware of the female dan’s vocal quality limitation that prevents her from achieving the ideal
aesthetic standards established by the liupai masters.
Some female dan acknowledge the convenience male dan have in achieving the vocal
ideal. As described by female dan Zhang Nanyun, sometimes female dan have to learn to sing an
exact flavor deliberately, while male dan can sing carrying that flavor naturally (Personal
Interview). From the perspective of Shen Xiaomei, it is easier for men to inherit the vocal
performance of Zhang Junqiu, while many women cannot obtain the exact flavor through
learning (Personal Interview). Male dan masters created the representative arias in their schools
to embody their unique singing styles based on their own vocal qualities. Male dan whose vocal
qualities are closer to those liupai creators indeed are equipped with favorable conditions for
obtaining the flavor of the singing style.
The perspectives of female dan reveal a lack of confidence in the vocal advantages of
female dan. Vocal performance is undoubtedly the most frequently mentioned gender marker
characterizing the unique style and charm of the performance of male dan. Xiqu scholar Wang
Anqi explains the aesthetic value of the vocal performance of male dan in this way: Overall, the
charm of the “feminine and gentle sounds 娇柔之音” of male dan are supported by sufficient
“dynamics 力度” and “vigor 劲道,” without which the feminine sounds are thin and weak
(Wang Anqi 64). For instance, the broad and profound vocal quality of Mei Lanfang enriches
and empowers the vocal performance of the melodies of meipai, characterized by their
simplicity. The vocal performance is steady when he starts to sing, and the conventionalized
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sliding sounds at the end of the melodic lines are rooted. His low-pitched sounds are rich and
broad; his high-pitched sounds are not thin and sharp (Wang Anqi 64). Wang also points out that
female dan of meipai have been perceived as lacking a sense of depth and profundity. Female
dan of zhangpai (the school/style of Zhang Junqiu) also face great challenges because the arias
of zhangpai feature high-pitched notes that are sung by Zhang Junqiu using his extremely broad
and bright vocal qualities. Some female dan of chengpai imitate the vocal tone of Cheng Yanqiu
who invented a special vocal projection method after his voice broke at puberty. Chengpai
female dan of the second generation Li Shiji has chosen not to imitate the deep vocal timbre of
Cheng Yanqiu but to follow him in other approaches to singing. Although she has achieved a
high artistic achievement among chengpai successors, she has been criticized for lacking the
quality of deepness and darkness that characterizes chengpai (Wang Anqi 65). Most of the
outstanding chengpai female dan of the third generation have tried to follow the vocal timbre of
Cheng Yanqiu. Among them, Zhang Huoding has achieved great success. However, there are
still voices criticizing their methods of vocal projection that hold back their good, bright female
voices in order to imitate the dark, broken male voice of Cheng. There are also those who
criticize these vocal presentations for highlighting the weakness of Cheng Yanqiu because they
take Cheng’s weakness as the main characteristics of chengpai.
Of course, this is not to say that male dan successors would have the exact same vocal
qualities and conditions as the liupai creators. However, male dan, on average, share
characteristics of vocal timbre, vocal range, voice volume, and lung capacity. Therefore, they are
considered to have more potential to approach the ideal vocal presentation of the liupai creators.
I strongly agree with Fu Jin’s comment regarding the disadvantage of the overall vocal
presentations of female dan, namely that they lack the inner hardness that is hidden inside of the
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outer softness of the vocal performance of male dan (Personal Interview). The hardness is
developed on the basis of the masculine vocal qualities and conditions of men. It is the hardness
that bestows profoundness and significance on the feminine beauty of the aural performance of
male dan. Furthermore, I feel that specific female dan who fiercely attempt to imitate a male
dan’s broad and deep vocal qualities undermine the ideal classical image of female characters.
Unlike male dan who hide their masculinity behind the femininity, these female dan show the
opposite working mechanism. Their attempt to exhibit masculinity understandably weakens their
presentation of feminine beauty.
The only vocal advantage that female dan feel confident about is that they don’t have to
experience the drastic vocal change of puberty. Wei Haimin believes that the domination of
female dan over male dan in contemporary society is inevitable because of the risk of vocal
breakdown for male dan in that developmental stage—years of youthful training are wasted if
young man’s voice is no longer appropriate for the dan role after puberty (Personal interview).
Additionally, even if male dan are given the opportunities of training at the xiqu schools, they
may not be as competitive as their female peers because when their voices change they may have
to experience an interruption in their training of months or years, while their female peers
continue to enjoy intensive training and learn to perform many more plays; when so much
training time is lost, only exceptionally talented and dedicated male dan like Mu Yudandi can
overcome the negative impact.
In sum, male dan are considered to have vocal advantages in terms of their deep and
broad vocal timbers, the ability to reach lower musical notes, their lung capacity, and their higher
voice volumes. Female dan are believed to have fewer vocal strengths than male dan. But female
dan are widely acclaimed for their superiority in reaching higher musical notes and their lower
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risk of a vocal break down during puberty. Additionally, successful vocal performance is
attained not only as a result of the vocal conditions of the actors but also through their mastery
and artistic presentation of singing techniques and skills. However, singing techniques and skills
are developed based on the vocal conditions of the actors under the direction of the basic
principle of enhancing their advantages and compensating for their shortcomings. Besides
individual differences there is a dominant belief in a gender difference in vocal conditions.
Jingju practitioners, scholars and audiences extensively acknowledge male dan’s distinctive
singing style and their unsurpassed contributions to jingju singing.
The controversy centering on male dan’s application of the presumed pure falsetto voice
and the female dan’s usage of a complete or certain amount of natural voice suggests a belief
that there are certain differences in the singing method of male dan and female dan. Scholar Fu
Jin asserts that:
What is very worrying is that, starting in the 1950s, women performing dan roles in
jingju have been considered as a symbol of social “progress.” Therefore, under the
dominance of such a perspective, not only has the development of male dan basically
been terminated, but women have also been required to sing by taking full advantage of
the vocal qualities of female actors. Therefore, the singing method of male dan has
almost been lost … (“Yinggai zhongshi”)
From my perspective, the change in the dan role singing method by adding natural voice to the
performance of revolutionary modern plays is an obvious example supporting Fu Jin’s assertion
that female dan have been requested by artistic and political authorities to make the best use of
their female vocal qualities. The text above is quoted from a published article written by Fu Jin
that advocates for the training of male dan. In my interview with him, Fu Jin made the radical
argument that some female actors who have taken advantage of their female characteristics in
their performances have made their personal qualities more apparent than the liupai qualities
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(Personal Interview). This statement is by no means praise for female dan, given that it questions
the success of female dan as liupai successors.
There has been almost no academic research conducted regarding the development of the
performance style of female dan as the successors of male dan in jingju. In my interview with
scholar Chi Jun, he succinctly sketched the evolution of the performance of female dan based on
his observations. Chi Jun is a male xiqu scholar primarily focusing on the performance of meipai.
Chi himself is also a practitioner singing jingju dan roles and singing the male voice in Chinese
folk songs. According to Chi, female dan in the early period—such as Xue Yanqin (1906–1986),
Yan Huizhu (1919–1966), and Wu Suqiu (1922–2016)—whole heartedly followed the model of
male dan. For instance, the goal of the entire artistic life of Yan Huizhu was to be like Mei
Lanfang (Chi Jun, Personal Interview). The three female actors listed above were trained and
established their fame before 1949.61 Chi further argues that, gradually, the subjective
consciousness of women has been increasingly elevated by the change in the social ethos, and
aesthetic preferences, especially under the influence of political agendas such as the advocation
of gender straight performances and the elevation of the status of women in general. Female
actors, therefore, started to believe that it is legitimized for them to, or that they are supposed to,
explore a performance style which is different from that of their male teachers. Such a practice
probably started with unconscious exploration and developed into conscious action. Female
actors such as Du Jinfang (b. 1932) and Zhao Yanxia (b. 1928) represent female actors with
changing perspectives due to the awakening of female awareness (Chi Jun, Personal Interview).
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For biographies of Xue Yanqin, Yan Huizhu, and Wu Suqiu, please refer to Zhongguo jingju da baike quan shu,
pp. 915–916, pp. 926–927, and pp. 839–840.
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Du and Zhao were trained before 1949 and reached the peak of their careers after 1949.62 Chi
points out that, up until the generation of female dan represented by Li Weikang (b. 1947), the
awareness of female dan was basically established and consciously embodied in their
performances (Chi Jun, Personal Interview). Li Weikang was trained primarily in the 1960s and
became a rising star in the 1980s.63
Chi Jun further elaborated on the vocal embodiment of the female awareness of the group
of female dan represented by Li Weikang. Like Wen Ruhua, Chi Jun argues that the female dan
of this group intended to highlight the vocal strengths of female dan after they discovered their
physiological advantages. For instance, because their singing is more relaxed and fluent, they
added more grace notes and ornamentation in their approach to the arias. Using or adding a
natural voice was also initiated by female dan because the natural voice and falsetto voice of
women are not as remarkably different from each other as are those of men. The proportion of
use of the natural voice and falsetto voice vary by case. For instance, while Du Jinfang’s singing
and speaking have used a mixture of both voices, the natural voice is more apparent in the
speeches and songs of Li Weikang (Chi Jun, Personal Interview).
When Chi Jun discusses the overall performance aesthetics of male dan and female dan,
his position is expressed incisively: “I think this is an artistic degeneration. This [approach]
makes art approximate life. A female dan is a woman. So she just takes something from her own
body and uses it [on the stage] … This is degradation in the levels of technique and stylization.
This disobeys the rules” (Personal Interview). What Chi Jun criticizes is the tendency of female
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For biographies of Du Jinfang and Zhao Yanxia, please refer to Zhongguo jingju da baike quan shu, p. 113 and p.
1034.
63
For the biography of Li Weikang, please refer to Zhongguo jingju da baike quan shu, p. 492.
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dan to apply more elements that belong to women in daily life to their dan role performances,
which undermines the aesthetic system created by male dan. That system is constituted of highly
stylized performance patterns that feature a fine distance from daily life behavior. This is one
piece of evidence that accounts for the male dan’s artistic refined beauty and the female dan’s
natural beauty and their differently-gendered creative processes. Male dan are obliged to develop
the falsetto voice to portray dan role characters because their natural male voice is not pleasant to
hear in the portrayal of a female character. However, female dan are inclined to draw on their
natural voice because their female natural voice is not unpleasant for female characters.
By relating female dan’s employment of daily-life experience to the degeneration of
jingju artistry, Chi Jun makes an extreme argument. However, it is widely acknowledged among
xiqu scholars, critics, and artists that jingju performance is based in raising and refining the
behaviors of daily life to make them more beautiful, and presenting them in a stylized fashion.
While male dan’s artistically refined performance style has been fully established and long
appreciated, female dan are still exploring their artistically refined style. One of the explorations
by individual female dan is the use of natural voice in portraying classical characters; this has
met not only with rejection but also with encouragement. For instance, while jingju theorist Qi
Rushan criticized female dan’s tendency to employ their daily-life behaviors in their stage
movements, as discussed in Chapter Four, he supported female dan’s usage of their natural voice
in the same article, published in 1946. He pointed out that because on the average men’s voices
are very broad, they use the small voice to portray women. Because women’s natural voices are
in general thin and high, they are very suitable for singing female roles in jingju. Why should
they use their small voices, which are often too thin and unpleasant to the ear (Qi Rushan “Jingju
zhong”)?
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None of the male dan and female dan that I communicated with ever related jingju
singing to the concept of aesthetic value and the notion of the distance between jingju art and
daily life. However, they all showed a much more confident attitude when they described their
vocal practices, which are undoubtedly considered part of the tradition. The male dan’s proud
claims of using pure falsetto voice and the female dan’s explicit rejections of completely relying
on their natural voice are examples of this kind.

5.2 Physical Performance: Movement
My interviewees did not provide as many comments on differences between male dan
and female dan in terms of physical movement as they did on vocal differences. Twelve male
dan including Yu Yuheng, Shen Fucun, Mei Baojiu, Wu Yinqiu, Song Changrong, Bi Guyun,
Wen Ruhua, Mu Yuandi, Zhu Junhao, Guo Yu’ang, Wang Chao, and Yang Ruiyu pointed out
male dan’s superiority in physical movement. Ten of them emphasized male dan’s advantages in
physical endurance and strength, especially explosive power because men are generally
physically stronger and bigger than women. Female dan Zhang Nanyun, Feng Hairong, Li Yali,
and Shi Yihong also agree that male dan’s movements are more powerful and forceful (Personal
Interviews).
According to jingju acting educator Wang Shiying, contemporary xiqu physical
movement training at the National Academy of Chinese Theatre Arts (NACTA, Zhongguo Xiqu
Xueyuan) includes four types of skills: skills on the carpet (tanzi gong), skills of yao and legs
(yaotui gong), skills of weapons (bazi gong), and skills of movement sequences (shenduan gong)
(5). The various kinds of somersaults and their techniques are the focus of training of skills on
the carpet. Skills of yao and legs center on techniques for jumping, turning, squatting, kicking,
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etc. Training in skills of weapons develops techniques for handling various weapons and the
techniques of fighting with bare hands. Skills of movement sequences emphasize gestures, the
movements of arms and feet, postures and stances, and connected movement sequences (11).
Dan role actors are trained in all four types of movement skills. Skills of yao and legs and skills
of movement sequences are critical for all dan roles. Skills on the carpet and skills of weapons
are especially crucial for wudan (martial dan) and daomadan (sword and horse dan) role
categories that portray female characters excelling in martial arts.
Skills of movement sequences are critical for all the dan roles. Song Changrong, Zhu
Junhao, and Wang Chao specialize in huadan (“flower dan”) roles, which feature the skills of
speaking and dance-acting. To be specific, the most critical movement skills for the dance-acting
of huadan are skills of movement sequences and skills of yao and legs. From the perspective of
Song Changrong, when it comes to the application of basic skills in plays such as Hong Niang
(Hong Niang), the performance of women, in general, cannot surpass that of men because of
men’s superiority in explosive strength (Personal Interview). Hong Niang is a signature play of
xunpai (the school/style of Xun Huisheng) and one that won Song his national fame in the 1980s.
Song says that, after the Cultural Revolution, he had to recover his performance stills. What he
practiced most was the “round circle” (yuanchang) (Personal Interview). The “round circle” or
“running step” (paobu) is the basic fast-walking/running step of the dan role featuring small,
smooth, and quick steps with feet alternately rolling forward from the heels to the toes. While
practicing the running steps of dan roles, based on running steadily without bouncing up and
down, speed needs to be gradually increased. Through the coordination of every part of the body,
the aesthetic ideal is that “the body is like a swimming dragon, and the movement is like a cloud
floating in the wind 体如游龙，行如风云” (Wang Shiying 70). Zhu Junhao remarks that Song
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Changrong’s skill in running steps is nationally acknowledged as outstanding (Personal
Interview).
Male dan Wang Chao reports that one of his teachers performed the xiaosheng role,
Zhang Sheng, with Song Changrong in the play Hong Niang, and was amazed by Song’s skills in
the dan role “running step”:
After Hong Niang sings the line “Buran ni xingming jiu nan baoquan 不然你性命就难
保全!” (“Otherwise, your life is not secured!”), while pointing at Zhang Sheng [with her
fan], she should exit the stage with the [accompaniment of the percussion patterns] …
When Song Changrong was leaving the stage, my teacher held his fan doing one gesture
of hiding his face and one posture of looking at Song. [My teacher found out that
unexpectedly] Song had already disappeared. His speed must be extremely fast! (Personal
Interview)
Hong Niang is the maidservant of Cui Yingying, the daughter of a Tang prime minister.
Young scholar Zhang Sheng and Cui Yingying fall in love with each other when they meet in a
Buddhist temple. With the help of Hong Niang in conquering the objections and overcoming the
schemes of Yingying’s mother, Madam Cui, the couple finally gets married. The female
protagonist, Hong Niang, is portrayed as an outspoken, vivacious and enthusiastic young girl
who is loyal to her mistress and courageous enough to challenge the authority of Madam Cui.
Hong Niang sings the last line of the aria quoted above after Zhang Sheng introduces himself to
her and intimates that, as a single man, he is available to Yingying. Hong Niang sings an aria
criticizing Mr. Zhang, saying that as a stranger, his words are not appropriate, and warning him
that if Madam Cui heard his words, he might lose his life. According to Xun Huisheng, Hong
Niang pretends to blame Mr. Zhang for his violation of the boundary between men and women.
In fact, Hong Niang appreciates Mr. Zhang’s passionate love for Miss Cui and is teasing Mr.
Zhang about his obsession (He Baotang, Xun Huisheng 181). After Hong Niang sings this aria,
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she exits the stage quickly, indicating that she is trying to avoid further interaction with Zhang,
and hurries to meet Miss Cui, who has assigned her an errand. In Song’s performance, he uses
his fan to hide his face while exiting with the fast “running step,” which suggests that Hong
Niang is a little embarrassed by her previous interaction with Zhang Sheng, and probably cannot
wait to share this interesting incident with Yingying.64 The swift “running step” employed by
Song Changrong not only demonstrates his remarkable skills in this dan role step, but also
illustrates the character of Hong Niang as a lovely, ebullient young girl.
Compared with huadan plays, male dan’s physical endurance and strength are embodied
even more explicitly in the plays featuring a strong daomadan character. For instance, quite a
few jingju actors and critics have praised Mu Yuandi’s running of a special “round circle” style
created by master Shang Xiaoyun in the scene “Lady Zhaojun Leaves the Pass” (“Zhaojun
chusai”) in the play Concubine Ming of the Han (Han Ming fei). Shang Xiaoyun’s student Bao
Qiyu describes his teacher’s performance of this technique:
When “ma dao Fen Guan 马到分关” (“the horse arrives at the Fen pass”), Zhaojun has
an emotional outburst. My teacher has ingeniously created a diving-style of ‘round
circle.’ [He] appears like a hawk opening his wings on a cloud and diving down. [His]
chest almost touches the carpet of the stage floor. [His] speed is like a whirlwind
sweeping across the stage. He is like a violent horse that throws off the reins and runs fast
as if flying. (11)
Bao’s account illustrates that the special “round circle” style was created by Shang Xiaoyun to
represent Zhaojun riding a violent horse that is running extremely fast in order to show her
emotional outburst. Zhaojun is a concubine of Emperor Yuan of the Western Han dynasty (202
BC–AD 23). To ensure peace between the Han dynasty and the Xiongnu Empire, Zhaojun
follows the order of the emperor to marry the leader of the Xiongnu. This scene focuses on
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To watch one of Song’s performances of this scene, please refer to “Xiqu yishupian Hong Niang, 1-5.”
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Zhaojun’s journey from the Han palace to the border with the Xiongnu. Zhaojun sits in the
carriage at first and then mounts a horse when she reaches the rough mountain path. Shang
Xiaoyun’s artistic choice to portray Zhaojun riding a violent horse not only allows him to
demonstrate complicated horse-riding movements but also provides a vivid means of
representing Zhaojun’s indomitable and unyielding traits.
Initially trained as a wusheng, the martial male role, Shang Xiaoyun excelled in his
martial skills. He tended to perform his movements in a larger scale, fast-paced, vigorous manner
that featured the aesthetic characteristic of “hardness/masculinity 刚.”65 In this play, Zhaojun is a
huashan role, a role that synthesizes the performance skills of qingyi, huadan, and daomadan.
The female characters created by Shang Xiaoyun primarily combine the dignified temperament
of qingyi roles and the heroic characteristic of daomadan roles. Zhaojun’s movements in this
play feature kills of movement sequences and skills of yao and legs.
The diving-style “round circle” step is called “bending-body round circle” (tashen
yuanchang). Different from a typical “round circle” step, this step style requires more bending of
the knees, more leaning forward with the upper body, more twisting of the yao, and requires the
actors to open both arms wide.66 Bao Qiyu’s record further states that the ideal movement
necessitates that the upper body be bent, the lower the better, and that the speed be as fast as
possible. This step was used multiple times in Mu Yuandi’s live performances of “Lady Zhaojun
Leaves the Pass” in the “Featured Performance of Male Dan from the Schools of Mei, Shang,
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For details of the aesthetic characteristics of the performance style of Shang Xiaoyun, please refer to Dong
Weixian’s Jingju liupai, pp. 139–143.
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For more details about this step, please refer to Wang Shiying’s Xiqu danhang shenduan gong, p.70, and Zhang
Juan’s “Jingju ‘Zhaojun chusai’ biaoyan yishu tanxi,” p. 77.
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Cheng and Xun 京剧“梅尚程荀”四大流派（男旦）折子戏专场演出” held at Mei Lanfang
Theatre on 22 January 2017. One of the most impressive applications occurs after Zhaojun
arrives at Hanling, and sings the line “Hanling yun heng wu mi 汉岭云横雾迷” (“Hanling is
enveloped in cloud and mist”). When Mu Yuandi sings “wu 雾” (cloud), the second from the last
character, he starts to run the “bending-body round circle” clockwise, starting from upper stage
right (see fig. 14.1). While running, his upper body bends forward and slants in a down-right
direction. Both of his arms are open, forming an angled straight line. His right hand holds one
end of the horse crop while the other end touches the floor. His left hand grabs the left edge of
his cloak. While running, Mu’s cloak flies in the air, like the wing of a hawk (see fig. 14.2, 14.3).

Fig. 14.1

Fig. 14.2
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Fig. 14.3

Fig. 14.4
Fig. 14. Mu Yuandi (on the left) performing a “bending-body round circle.”
Screenshots from the video shot in January of 2017 during Mu Yuandi’s
rehearsal of “Lady Zhaojun Leaves the Pass.”

After he has run a full round circle, he runs straight forward from upstage (see fig. 14.4)
to downstage and ends with a high jump (see fig. 15.1), landing in the “crouching fish” (woyu)
position. When he jumps, his body spins 360 degrees counterclockwise (see fig. 15.2). When he
lands, his legs are crossed with his left leg on the top of his right leg. The basic movement of
jumping and landing in a sitting position cross-legged on the floor (see fig. 15.3) is referred to as
“buttock sit” (pigu zuozi). Together with the technique of spinning the body, this advanced
movement is called a 360-degree “buttock sit.” While sitting cross-legged on the floor, his upper
body twirls 180 degrees counterclockwise (see fig. 15.4); he stops this movement by placing his
back on the floor (see fig. 15.5) in the “crouching fish.” The last character, “mi 迷,” is sung out
while he is descending onto his back, and along with it comes a hail from the audience. The
movements of the 360-degree “buttock-sit” and the “crouching fish” primarily feature skills of
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yao and legs. From my perspective, Mu Yuandi’s accomplishment of this movement sequence,
as well as other demanding dance-acting and acrobatic skills featured in the shangpai
(school/style of Shang Xiaoyun) performance of this play, are outstanding among his peers in
contemporary society. In this movement sequence, his superiority is embodied in his stamina and
explosive force in running the “round circles” at a fast pace, in his jumping ability, and in his
completion of the whole movement sequence effortlessly and energetically.

Fig. 15.1

Fig. 15.2

Fig. 15.3

Fig. 15.4

Fig. 15.5
Fig. 15. Mu Yuandi (on the left) performing a 360-degree “buttock sit.”
Screenshots from the video shot in January of 2017 during Mu Yuandi’s
rehearsal of “Lady Zhaojun Leaves the Pass.”
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I have not seen the live performance of other actors. Based on the video recordings of
excellent female dan following Shang Xiaoyun’s movement approach to this melodic line, I can
say that not every actor is able to accomplish all the techniques required in this movement
sequence. Not every movement is presented as completely as Mu Yuandi. Zhou Meihui is the
young leading actor of shangpai from JTCB. Zhou’s performance was broadcast by the CCTV
11 program Theatre in the Sky (Kongzhong juyuan) in 2019. Comparing her performance with
that of Mu Yuandi, the most obvious difference is that the “round circle” that she runs is not as
big, as round, or as fast as that of Mu. As illustrated in Figures 16.1 and 16.2, her upper body is
also tilted to the lower right direction, but to a smaller degree than Mu Yuandi’s. Her arms are
not open as widely as Mu’s either. If Mu’s performance is closer to the aesthetic ideal of a flying
hawk, Zhou’s movement is probably more like a flying falconet.
Fig. 16.1. Zhou Meihui performing Wang Zhaojun in 2019.
Screenshots of the video “Jingju Han Ming fei.”

Fig. 16.2. Mu Yuandi performing Wang Zhaojun in 2016.
Source: Screenshots of the video “Mu Yuandi chuancheng
shangpai jumu zhuanchang.”

Fig. 16. Zhou Meihui and Mu Yuandi performing the character Wang Zhaojun.

Zhou Meihui’s presentation of the 360-degree “buttock sit” is also not as satisfactory as
that of Mu Yuandi. To initiate the movement of the 360-degree “buttock sit,” both Zhou Meihui
and Mu Yuandi start with a small preparation jump before enacting the primary, high jump. For
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the final position of the Zhou’s preparation jump, it is evident that she has turned her toes a little
more than 90 degrees counterclockwise, although her upper body still faces front (see fig. 17.1).
Mu Yuandi, on the other hand, moved his toes about 45 degrees (see fig. 17.2). The more
degrees the feet turn on the preparation jump, the easier it is to accomplish the 360-degree
“buttock seat.” I began to notice this trick watching Zhou’s performance because a more than 90degree turning of the feet leads to an apparent change in the position of her torso, and it takes a
longer time to finish the preparation jump. Mu Yuandi hides this trick better by making a much
more subtle preparation jump that requires less changing of the position of the torso.

Fig. 17.1. Zhou Meihui is landing her preparation
jump. Her right foot is in front. Screenshot of the
video “Jingju Han Ming fei.”

Fig. 17.2. Mu Yuandi is landing his preparation jump.
Screenshot of the video “Mu Yuandi chuancheng
shangpai jumu zhuanchang.”

Fig. 17. Zhou Meihui and Mu Yuandi landing their preparation jumps

In a 2018 CCTV 11 interview, Zhou Meihui openly admits that learning this signature
play of Shang Xiaoyun made her realize the inferiority of her physical strength as a woman and
the difficulty of accomplishing highly-demanding techniques (“Jingju Han Ming fei fangtan”).
Zhou’s self-reflection regarding the importance of physical strength to succeeding in this play
and her acknowledgement of the superiority of men in this area echo with the statements that
scholar Fu Jin made in his interview with me. Fu Jin said that he had not realized how strengthdependent this play is until he watched the performance of Mu Yuandi when Mu was a student at
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PXAB. Mu’s performance impressed him in terms of its physical strength and explosive force,
which enriched the overall artistic expression, a style of presentation that he found more
touching than the performances of female dan he had watched previously. Fu suggested that, in
addition to the mastery of performance skills and techniques, to which both industrious male dan
and female dan devote blood, sweat and tears, the foundation of the stronger physical bodies of
men accounts for the preferred style of artistic expression (Personal Interview). Mei Baojiu also
pointed out that because of their strong physical bodies and strength, the performance of male
dan is more “appealing and touching 有感染力” (Personal Interview). Both Fu Jin and Mei
Baojiu imply that the strong physical body of male dan ensures the depth and intensity of artistic
expression.
The performance of wudan characters is widely considered the most fitting showcase for
the male dan’s superiority in physical strength and explosive force. Among the four basic jingju
performance skills, the skills of combat and dance-acting are much more critical than the skills of
singing and speaking for wudan roles. All the four skills of physical movement are essential in
wudan training, while the skills on the carpet and skills of weapons are incredibly demanding.
Skills on the carpet focus on the practice of a variety of somersaults and other skills related to
tumbling. The requirements for executing somersaults are summarized in five words: “high 高,”
“light 轻,” “flying 飘,” “swift 溜,” and “accurate 准.” Being “high” refers to the height of the
somersault. Being “light” means that the landing of the somersault should be light and soundless.
“Flying” suggests that the somersault should be deft, stretched out, and graceful. Being “swift”
requires the somersault to be executed at a fast speed smoothly and beautifully. Being “accurate”
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means that the movements should be performed and ended correctly and accurately (Wang and
Lu 1).
Skills of weapons focus on combat skill with weapons that are widely used in the scenes
featuring fighting on the battlefield and in martial competitions. Combat needs to be performed
with emotional expression, rhythmic gradation, and precision. It is meant to fulfill the artistic
standards represented by the following four words: “tight 严,” “fluent 连,” “resolute 狠,” and
“accurate 准.” Being “tight” requires the pair or group of performers to fight in perfect
coordination. Being “fluent” means that the movements need to be executed fluently. When
fighting at a fast pace, the actions should not be performed in disorder. When engaged in slowpaced combat, the spirit and emotions should be fully connected. Being “resolute” means that the
emotion represented through the combat should be burning fiercely, presenting the intense
atmosphere of fighting in a real battle. Being “accurate” includes the accuracy of the movement
of feet and hands, as well as a precise judgment regarding the actions and timing. The hands
should be well controlled to achieve the unification of the sense of reality and artistic beauty
(Zhongguo Xiqu Xueyuan 5).
Li Yali has conveyed that she is very proud of the four-year training result of male wudan
Yang Ruiyu whose performance in Making a Pilgrimage to the Golden Top Mountain (Chao jin
ding) was a great hit at “The Eighth Chinese Jingju Festival 第八届中国京剧节” held in
Nanjing in May of 2017 (Li Yali, Personal Interview). According to Li Yali, this is a traditional
wudan play that had disappeared from the stage for many years. The play tells the story of a
Silver Fish Spirit (Yin Yu Jing) who prevents the Ming official Hai Rui from shipping food to
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the capital city to relieve the famine. Hai Rui makes an invocation to the god Xuantian Emperor
(Xuan Tian Da Di), who assigned the gods Zhou Cang and Erlang (Er Lang Shen) to capture the
Silver Fish Spirit. The Silver Fish Spirit is a wudan role and this play features excellent fighting
scenes and unusual techniques. Led by Li Yali, NACTA restaged this play in 2017 (Li Yali 23).
The success of this play at the theatre festival is probably a result of the audience’s
enthusiasm for seeing this famous wudan play, which had disappeared from the stage for an
extended period. The successful performance of all the NACTA student-actors, especially the
lead-actor Yang Ruiyu, who became a young star among the xiqu fans in Nanjing and attracted a
lot of attention from the media in the course of the festival, contributed to the warm reception of
the show. Yang’s male dan identity was significantly highlighted in the praises of fans, as
indicated by Li Yali, and in various media reports. For instance, in an on-the-spot report of the
Jingju Festival, famous actor Pei Yanling offered two reasons for why she appreciated this
production. First, this traditional play had not been performed for many years. Second, it was
performed by a male dan. Pei stressed that male dan with enough physical strength seem to have
advantages in performing wudan plays (“Di ba jie”). Pei Yanling has made a very successful
career as a female actor specializing in wusheng, martial male roles. Her comments on the
superior physical strength of male dan and their advantage in learning wudan are based on her
understanding of martial roles and her personal experience as a female actor. A report titled
“Male Wudan: Rarer than panda” (“Nan wudan, bi da xiongmao geng xihan”) published in
Xinhua Daily (Xinhua ribao) also underlines the wudan identity of the lead actor:
The plot of Making a Pilgrimage to the Golden Top Mountain is simple. The focus is on
performance techniques, especially for the Silver Fish Spirit … [These techniques] are
challenging and require very strong physical ability, which is not easy for women to
accomplish. This is the advantage of male wudan. [In the performance of] the male
wudan [Yang Ruiyu], [his] presentation just kept getting increasingly better. Zero error
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was made in the dazzling display of fighting. His every movement fully displays the
coquettishness, sweetness, and charm 娇媚 of women. He manages the fine line between
the display of the techniques and the portrayal of the character. (“Nan wudan”)
According to Li Yali, the performance of the Silver Fish Spirit in this production includes
almost all the distinguished traditional techniques of wudan, including some techniques that are
very difficult to teach and learn and have rarely been displayed in recent years (Li Yali 26). In
disagreement with the opinion of this report, Li Yali considers her outstanding female students to
be fully capable of mastering these demanding techniques. Li also points out that the advantage
of Yang Ruiyu, as an example of male dan, is embodied in his masterful representation of the
rhythm of the movement, especially in the places where the movements need to be executed at a
swift pace (Personal Interview).
On 14 December 2017, the CCTV 11 Theatre in the Sky program video recorded the live
performance of Making a Pilgrimage to the Golden Top Mountain with female dan student Li
Mixin in the leading role of the Silver Fish Spirit (“Wajue zhengli”). Based on the video
recording that was broadcast on the official website of CCTV 11 in 2018, it can be seen that Li
Mixin indeed executed all the critical techniques that were added by Li Yali to the production.67
No official video of Yang Ruiyu’s performance has been released. A theatre fan posted two short
clips of Yang’s 2017 live performance to the weibo (microblogging) site, which include the
demonstration of four of the most crucial movement techniques.68 The first clip is from scene
four “fighting in the water” (“shuizhong bodou”), which focuses on the fighting between the
Silver Fish Spirit and the god Zhou Cang. According to Li Yali, as the most representative scene

67

To watch the video of Making a Pilgrimage to the Golden Top Mountain starring Li Mixin, please refer to “Jingju
Chao jin ding.”
68
To watch the two clips, please refer to “Chao jin ding, Yang Ruiyu shi Yin Yu Da Xian, 1” and “Chao jin ding,
Yang Ruiyu shi Yin Yu Da Xian, 2.”
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of this play, it displays the techniques of “powerful water” (hanshui), “getting down the table”
(xiazhuo)/ “getting down the height” (xiagao), “taking the wrestling” (chaojiao), etc. (Li Yali
25).
Before the fight, the Silver Fish Spirit climbs to a tall raised rock represented by two
stacked jingju tables. Then the Silver Fish Spirit performs the technique of “powerful water,”
indicating that she is observing from the rock. “Powerful water” is an advanced technique
developed out of the basic technique “handstand” (nading). Figure 18 illustrates the steps from

Fig. 18. Movement steps from the “handstand” position in the leftmost to “powerful water” position in the
rightmost. Sun Xingzuo’s Xiqu wugong jiaocheng, p.138.

the leftmost “handstand” position to the rightmost “powerful water” position. As shown from
the farthest right position in Figure 18, the weight of the actor is carried on one arm. His head is
tilted up, while his torso, hips, and legs are suspended and held in a straight line above the table.
His legs are closed together. Ban Shichao (1921–2016) is a male wudan acclaimed for his ability
to present the technique of “powerful water” and his masterful application of this technique to
complex and demanding movement sequences. Figure 19.1 illustrates that Ban Shichao’s posture
of “powerful water” approximates the ideal posture except that his legs are slightly curved
upward. According to Ban Shichao, the strength needed to accomplish this technique lies in the
waist, the fingers, and the whole body, and stamina is also critical (Feng Jie 107). As illustrated
in Figures 19.2 and 19.3, in the performances of both Yang Ruiyu and Li Mixin, a chair is used
to assist them in achieving this move. The top rails of the chair backs support their right upper
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arms and shoulders, and probably a small part of their upper bodies. Their hands grab the middle
rails of the chair back. The support of the chair decreases the difficulty of this technique.
Nonetheless, their legs are wide apart and greatly curved upward as compared to the ideal
posture. These two problems are more apparent in Li Mixin’s posture.

Fig. 19.1. Ban Shichao’s posture
of “powerful water” in the play
Sizhou City (Sizhou cheng). Feng
Jie’s Jingju dajia jue yi lu, p.106.

Fig. 19.2.Yang Ruiyu’s posture of “powerful
water” in the play Making a Pilgrimage to
the Golden Top Mountain.A screenshot from
the video clip featuring Yang Ruiyu in “Di
ba jie Zhongguo Jingju yishu jie jishi (xia).”

Fig. 19.3. Li Mixin’s posture
of “powerful water” in the play
Making a Pilgrimage to the
Golden Top Mountain. The
report of “Wajue zhengli bin
shichuan jumu.”

Fig. 19. Ban Shichao, Yang Ruiyu, and Li Mixin performing the posture of “powerful water.”

After the presentation of the “powerful water” technique, the fish spirit performs “getting
down the height,” a technique involving the movement sequence of standing on the height,
jumping off the height, executing a kind of tumbling move and ending up standing on the floor.
The height is usually formed by one jingju table or multiple jingju tables stacked on top of each
other. As mentioned on page 130, a jingju table is 77 cm, or 30.315 inches tall (Wang and Lu
225). In this performance, both Yang Ruiyu and Li Mixin perform a technique called “folding
the waist and getting down the height” (zhe yao xiagao), a back flip from two stacked jingju
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tables (Li Yali 25). This technique represents the Silver Fish Spirit jumping from the rock into
the river. The difference between the two performances is that Yang lands on the floor in front of
the tables (see fig. 20), while Li Mixin lands on the floor to the side of the table. As illustrated in
Figure 21, the floor that Li is going to land on is hidden by pieces of blue cloth that represent
water; such screening usually indicates that gymnastics mat(s) are being used to cushion the
tumbler’s landing. In front of the tables, there is nothing to hide the landing movement. The
audience can view Yang Ruiyu’s complete movement sequence of “folding the waist and getting
down the height,” including the stability of his landing, which is more visually impressive. In the
performance of Ban Shichao, he is able to perform a style of front flip called “official
promotion” (jia guan) (see fig. 22) from a platform formed by three stacked tables (Liu Lianlun
48). The higher the platform the better and the height is based on the ability of the actor. Both
Yang Ruiyu and Li Mixin are able to jump from two stacked tables. But Yang Ruiyu is probably
the more capable since he definitely does not need any assistance when landing on the floor.

Fig. 20: Yang Ruiyu performing a “folding the waist and getting down the height.” A
screenshot from the video of “Chao jin ding, Yang Ruiyu shi Yin Yu Da Xian, 1.”
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Fig. 21. Li Mixin performing a “folding the waist and getting down the height.” A screenshot from the video of
“Jingju Chao jin ding.”

Fig. 22. “Official promotion” from a platform. Wang Peifu and Lu Jianrong’s Xiqu biaoyan tanzigong jiaocai, p. 78.

After the Silver Fish Spirit jumps into the water, she and the god Zhou Cang have a fight,
which highlights the techniques of “taking the wrestling,” also called “doing the wrestling”
(zoujiao), a general term for different specific techniques accomplished by the cooperation and
interaction of two actors. The term “base” (dizuo) refers to the person underneath, who needs to
be steady and robust enough to support the person above who is called “point” (jianzi), and who
is expected to be swift and deft and employ good coordination and to control force (Wang and
Lu 180). The Silver Fish Spirit is the “point,” while the god Zhou Cang is the “base.” In the
performances of Yang Ruiyu, he and his partner display three “taking the wrestling” techniques:
the “passing the bump” (guobao) (see fig. 23), the “turning the bump” (zhuanbao) (see fig. 24),
and the “hand flip” (shouti) (see fig. 25). Li Mixin did not perform the technique of “turning the
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bump.” In the presentation of the technique of “passing the bump” and “hand flip,” she has
shown inferiority in her jumping ability. For the first technique, the god Zhou Cang needs to
bend his head and chest forward to allow the Silver Fish Spirit, as performed by Li, to pass over
his head. Yang Ruiyu is able to jump higher, therefore, the god Zhou Cang’s upper body can be
straight and his head can rise up a little bit so that he can observe Yang pass above, as shown in
Figure 23. Compared to the demonstration of the “passing bump” technique, in which Li fails to
fulfill the desired aesthetic principle of effortlessness, Li’s display of the “hand flip” is much
more satisfactory. Because Yang Ruiyu is physically bigger than Li Mixin, the circle made by
Yang’s flip is more extensive, and the duration of the flip is more prolonged, while Li’s flip is
quicker and swifter. Both of their “hand flip” techniques are equally exciting and pleasant to
watch.

Fig. 23: “passing the bump.” Wang Peifu and Lu Jianrong’s Xiqu biaoyan tanzigong jiaocai, p. 181.

Fig. 24: “Turning the bump.” Wang Peifu and Lu Jianrong’s Xiqu biaoyan tanzigong jiaocai, p. 183.
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Fig. 25. “Hand flip.” Wang Peifu and Lu Jianrong’s Xiqu biaoyan tanzigong jiaocai, p. 189.

In scene 5, after the Silver Fish Spirit temporarily defeats the god Erlang, and before she
exits the stage, she presents a solo movement sequence consisting of various “great blade
flowers” (da dao hua), techniques of manipulating the great blade, a lance-like weapon with a
single-edged blade on the end of a pole. The whole movement sequence is referred to as “exit
flower” (xiachang hua), a performance convention demonstrating highly demanding martial
techniques to externalize the winner’s inner emotional excitement before the winner exits the
stage. Because the Silver Fish Spirit uses the great blade, the “exit flower” in this performance is
also called “great blade exit” (dadao xiachang) (Li Yali 26–31). According to Li Yali, the
movements of “exit flower” need to be light and lively in presentation, representing a strong
sense of rhythm. The overall aesthetic beauty lies in the combination of the hardness and
softness, in which “the dash and vigor contains feminine charm, and the feminine charm contains
crispness and sharpness 冲中带媚，媚中带脆” (31).
Comparing the performances of Yang Ruiyu and Li Mixin, my overall impression is that
Yang’s performance style highlights more of the hardness, and the dash. In contrast, Li’s style
emphasizes more the softness and the feminine charm. Yang’s performance portrays the
wildness and sheer power of a bewitching Silver Fish Spirit, while Li’s performance represents
the beauty and elegance of a more refined Silver Fish Spirit who is also a consummate martial
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artist. The curved body structure of Li and her relatively softer movements reinforce the
beguiling charm of the Fish Spirit. The powerful force and wildness of Yang’s Fish Spirit lie in
his stronger body structure and his movements, which are inclined to be crisper, sharper, quicker,
and more forceful at particular points. For instance, one of the crucial techniques is called “back
bending and waist bending flower” (xiayao beigong hua), in which the Silver Fish Spirit stands
in a “horse-riding position” (qima shi) with her feet positioned wide apart and knees bent. She
spins the pole of the great blade horizontally in a counterclockwise direction at waist level, then
twirls her upper body, also in a counterclockwise direction, beneath the great blade. The
movement starts in the back-bending position (see fig. 26.1). The torso makes a 360-degree turn
passing the waist- bending position (see fig. 26.2) and returning to the back-bending position.
While the torso is twirling, the spinning of the pole continues. In the performance of Yang
Ruiyu, he first makes two disconnected twirls, in which there is about a one-second pause in the
back-bending position before the beginning of the next twirl of the torso. Then, he makes three
and a half rounds of much faster-connected twirls, in which there is no pause between the
rounds. The movement passage ends with the waist-bending position. In the performance of Li
Mixin, she first conducts four disconnected twirls and then two and a half connected and faster
twirls. Yang’s makes fewer of the slow and disconnected twirls, and is able to perform fasterpaced connected twirls, which together enhances the intensity of the movement passage. In my
view, this contributes more excitement to the climax of the movement passage.
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Fig. 26.1. Yang Ruiyu. “Chao jin ding,
Fig. 26.2. Li Mixin. A screenshot from the video of “Jingju
Shou Guan Sheng.”
Chao jin ding.”
Fig. 26. Yang Ruiyu and Li Mixin performing the “back bending and waist bending flower” technique.

Toward the end of the “great blade exit” movement passage, Li Yali has designed an
impressive and original liangxiang (lit. “showing the appearance”), a series of movements
ending in a dynamic pose. This liangxiang is called the “liangxiang of holding up the moon
while jumping and turning” (ping tuo yue tiao zhuan liangxiang) and is performed to the
accompaniment of the percussion pattern called “four-beat head” (si ji tou) (Li Yali 31). The
“four-beat head” pattern is used to accompany the liangxiang executed by the actors during the
entrance, exit, and at points throughout the performance. The pattern is written as followed: || d t
| K – | K C t | K l C | K 0 || (Wu, He and Zhang 101). The letter “d” represents a beat hit by the
right drum stick. The letter “t” represents a beat of the small gong. The letter “K” represents one
simultaneous beat of the large gong, small gong, and cymbals. The letter “C” represents one
simultaneous beat of cymbals and small gong. The letter “l” means a light hit of the small gong
(Wu, He and Zhang 13).
During the beats in the first bar, the Silver Fish Spirit prepares to do the first movement.
During the beats in the second bar, the Silver Fish Spirit performs a “sparrow hawk turn” (yaozi
fanshen), a 360-degree clockwise rotation of the body on an oblique axis starting with the left
foot in the front and ending with the right foot in the front (see fig. 27). Along with the beat “K”
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in the second bar, the Silver Fish Spirit spins the pole with her back bent (see fig. 28.1). During
the rhythms of “C t” in the second bar, the fish spirit performs the technique of “jump turn”
(tiaozhuan), a 360-degree counterclockwise rotation of the body on the vertical axis (see fig.
28.2). With the accompaniment of the beats in the fourth and fifth bars, the Fish Spirit performs a
movement sequence called the “liangxiang with a big slow hand movement” (da huang shou
liangxiang) (see fig. 29). Along with the beats of “K l” in the fourth bar, the Fish Spirit starts
with a jump on the right leg with the right arm raised (see fig. 29.1) and continues with two steps
forward (see fig. 29.2). Accompanied by the beat of “C” in the fourth bar, the fish spirit stands in
a “stepping position” (tabu) with her left leg in front, moving her face to the right, and retracting
both of her arms (see fig. 29.3). With the final beat of “K” in the last bar, the fish spirit
completes the liangxiang by raising her right arm, moving her head to the front, moving her left
arm forward, and pressing both of her wrists down (see fig. 29.4).

Fig. 27: Li Mixin performing a “sparrow hawk turn.” Screenshots from the video of
“Jingju Chao jin ding.”
Percussion pattern: | K – |
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Fig. 28.1. Li Mixin
spinning the great
blade with her back
bent.

Fig. 28.2. Li Mixin performing a “jump turn.”

Fig. 28. Li Mixin performing the great blade spinning and a “jump turn.” Screenshots from the video of “Jingju
Chao jin ding.”
Percussion pattern: | K C t |

Fig. 29.1

Fig. 29.2

Fig. 29.3

Fig. 29.4

Fig. 29. Li Mixin performing a “liangxiang with a big slow hand movement.” Screenshots from the video of
“Jingju Chao jin ding.”
Percussion pattern: | K l C | K 0 ||

Both Yang Ruiyu and Li Mixin’s performances fulfilled Li Yali’s requirement of explicit
rhythmic changes in which the movements should be executed light and crisp, and as fast as
possible when needed (Li Yali 31). But based on my observation, there are three slight
differences between Yang Ruiyu and Li Mixin’s presentations. Li Yali illustrates that the speed
of the two “jump turns” needs to be extremely fast (Li Yali 31). Accompanied by “C t” in the
second bar, Yang Ruiyu makes two “jump turns” with the second even faster than the first, while
Li Mixin only performs one “jump turn.” This example explicitly demonstrates Yang Ruiyu’s
advantage in achieving a faster speed in the mastery of the rhythm of the movement. For the final
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liangxiang, Yang Ruiyu shows tremendous power and energy, which communicate themselves
through his arm to his hand and even cause his great blade to shake, the sign of a truly powerful
fighter. Figures 30.1 and 30.2 show that, although the physical movements seem to freeze, the
energy that they have applied to strike the pose is still active. Yang Ruiyu’s presence broadcasts
higher energy than that of Li Mixin. However, based on my observation, Li Mixin’s presentation
of the whole movement sequence is lighter, crisper, more precise, and therefore more graceful.
She shows a better control of the energy and strength in executing every movement. The
gracefulness of Yang Ruiyu’s movements is undermined by bits of inertia not well-contained in
movement transitions.

Fig. 30.1: Yang Ruiyu in the final pose. A screenshot
from the video of “Chao jin ding, Yang Ruiyu shi
Yin Yu Da Xian, 2.”
Fig. 30. Yang Ruiyu and Li Mixin in the final pose.

Fig. 30.2: Li Mixin in the final pose. A screenshot
from the video of “Jingju Chao jin ding.”

The difference between the performance styles of Yang Ruiyu and Li Mixin corresponds
to the two major issues connected with male and female wudan performances that were touched
upon by both male and female actors. First, male wudan are perceived to be more capable of
accomplishing or more suitable to inherit specific complicated techniques that have been created
by men. Wu Yinqiu and Wen Ruhua contend that the decline of male dan is closely related to the
deterioration of wudan techniques. The example they both provide is the disappearance of the
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technique of “powerful water” (Personal Interviews). As discussed before, both Yang Ruiyu and
Li Mixin are only able to present a less challenging version of “powerful water,” which suggests
that they probably have only been trained in performing this technique within a very limited time
period in the process of learning the play Making a Pilgrimage to the Golden Top Mountain.
Both Yang and Li’s presentation of “powerful water” fall short by a great distance of the ideal
posture and the posture of Ban Shichao. However, Yang’s display is slightly better than Li’s.
According to Li Yali, there indeed has been concern regarding the physical limitations of
female dan in terms of inheriting some of the complicated wudan techniques. Li Yali was trained
at NACTA for seven years, starting in 1984 when she was thirteen years old. Her male dan
teacher Yan Shishan, understood that the techniques such as “doing the wrestling” were
demanding for the average female students to learn. But Yan also believed that such highly
demanding techniques could be accomplished by female students in excellent physical condition
(Li Yali, Personal Interview). Li Yali admits that, based on her training experience, specific
techniques in “doing the wrestling” are indeed both physically challenging and socially
inconvenient for them to learn. For instance, Li remarked that she and her classmates did not like
practicing techniques such as “passing the bump” and “turning the bump,” because they are
dangerous to learn. They also felt embarrassed practicing these techniques with male partners
(Personal Interview). Li’s statement indicates that when she was a student, she and her female
classmates had practiced these techniques, but probably did not fully devote themselves to
pursuing highly desired training results. Li also refers to a very challenging “doing the wrestling”
technique called “rushing forward by traversing the heart” (chuanxin qianpu) (see fig. 31) that
she and her female classmates never practiced because of the limitations of their physical
strength.
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Fig. 31. The technique of
“rushing forward by traversing
the heart.” Wang Peifu and Lu
Jianrong’s Xiqu biaoyan
tanzigong jiaocai, pp. 192–193.

In a very different vein, the other main reason for the disappearance of some wudan
techniques is the disappearance of related wudan plays. This phenomenon is produced by a
variety of complex reasons such as the political bans on plays featuring demons and spirits, and a
lack of audience interest because of the redundant plots and repetitive use of techniques in many
individual plays (Li Yali, Personal Interview). Therefore, the discontinuation of female wudan
training is due to both the difficulties of the techniques and the lack of opportunity to use these
techniques in relevant plays. While Li Yali has shown great admiration for male wudan of the
past, who created and presented these challenging techniques, she also expressed her confidence
in the capability of her female wudan students to revive these techniques in the future. Li
suggests that with the improvement in living conditions, female students have developed
stronger physical abilities because nutritious foods and supplements are available (Personal
Interview).
In addition to the controversy surrounding the physical strength of female dan with
regard to successfully inheriting specific wudan techniques, female dan Shi Yihong points out
the inconvenience inherent in the physical body structure of women in terms of continuing the
convention of wearing kao armor flags (kaoqi) (Personal Interview). Kao refers to the stage
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armor worn by characters with high military rankings and good martial skills when they go into
battle. Such female characters usually fall into the role category of daomadan. As with wudan,
daomadan also emphasize the performance skill of combat, but the skills of singing and speaking
carry more weight in daomadan performance than in wudan performance. There are two kinds of
stage armor: the hard armor (yingkao) (see fig. 32.1) and the soft armor (ruankao). An actor in
hard armor wears a set of kao armor flags strapped to his or her back. A set of the kao armor
flags consists of an armor pad (kaozhen) with four flags inserted into the top of it. The armor pad
is fastened tightly with hemp ropes that wrap tightly around the chest of the actor in a web-like
configuration (see fig. 32.2). The convention of wearing armor flags on the jingju stage is
derived from the flag of command used by the military leaders on the battlefield. When the army
leader rests in the military camp, the soft armor without armor flags is worn.69

Fig. 32.1. Female general Mu Guiying in hard
stage armor from the play Muke Stronghold
(Muke zhai). Han Bo’s “Mei ru jinxiu,” p. 57.

Fig. 32.2. A boy is having the ropes of the armor flags
wrapped around his chest. Screenshots from the video
“Kuaile mian dui mian.”

Fig. 32. Actors wearing stage armors.

As indicated by Shi Yihong, the convention of wearing the kao armor flags is a great
inconvenience for female actors because the ropes wrap around the chest, which can be very
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For more details on the costume conventions of stage armor, please refer to Han Bo’s “Mei ru jinxiu” and the
video of “Kuaile mian dui mian.”
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painful for the breasts, and also affects the use of breath throughout the performance. As Shi
pointed out, she genuinely suffers while singing and performing with her breasts wrapped tightly
in the hemp ropes. Shi suggested that the performance convention of wearing the hard armor
needs to change because it damages women’s bodies (Personal Interview). Changing the way
that the kao is affixed to the body would certainly be of benefit for the women who play the
martial characters that muse wear this batter gear. The fact that such a change has still not been
undertaken indicates the deep-rooted traditional nature of this convention, created for the body
structure of male dan and therefore much more compatible with it.
The second major issue connected with male and female wudan performance is that male
wudan are perceived to have their distinctive style featuring strength, explosive force, and
intensity. In Zhang Nanyun’s words, “we [women] can’t produce that kind of jin’er,” because
men have more strength, and the movements of male wudan are more forceful (Personal
Interview). The term “jin’er/jin 劲儿/劲” can be translated as “energy.” Zhang Nanyun means
that the energy that male dan can exhibit in executing their physical performances contributes to
a more forceful presentation. Feng Hairong mentions that male dan performance has a desired
“rush energy 冲劲儿” (Personal Interview). The term “rush energy” is widely used in jingju
training, referring to the explosive force that is produced by very fast speed and remarkable
muscle strength (Sun Xingzuo 50). Shi Yihong interprets the preferred energy of male dan as the
strong explosive force. For example, the audience may be significantly surprised by a male dan’s
jump that is exceptionally high and energetic (Personal Interview). According to scholar Sun
Xingzuo, the desired high explosive force of jumping is the joined force of the strength of the
muscles of an actor’s legs, belly, back, waist, and arms, with the cooperation of the desired
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capabilities in speed, stamina, etc. (50–51). While Shi Yihong acknowledges male dan’s
energetic performance style supported by their advanced explosive force, she also stresses that
what female dan demonstrate tends to be more “soft and beautiful 柔美” (Personal Interview).
Shi Yihong’s evaluation echoes with the distinct styles embodied by the performance of Yang
Ruiyu and Li Mixin. Yang Ruiyu exceeds Li Mixin in his explosive force, and the beauty of
hardness contained in his muscular body and revealed through the conventionalized dan role
movements. Li surpasses Yang in her well-controlled and more graceful and fluent execution of
these movements. The feminine beauty of softness and delicacy is prominent in Li’s
presentation.

5.3 Physical Performance: Facial Expression
A few female dan have mentioned their appreciation for the facial expressions of
individual male dan or of male dan in general. Female dan Wang Zhiyi contends that male dan
with good-looking faces look more beautiful on the stage: “This is so strange! They are indeed
more beautiful than women. Sometimes when [they] smile, it is extremely sweet!” (Personal
Interview). Wang Zhiyi’s words “more beautiful” and “extremely sweet” corresponds to Feng
Hairong’s remarks about male dan being “very touching” and making people “have
goosebumps.” As a spectator, I share Wang Zhiyi’s and Feng Hairong’s perception regarding
male dan’s facial expressions in specific places being unexpectedly touching, especially those
expressing emotions of delight. In my opinion, one of the things that contributes to a male dan’s
success in these particular sparkling moments is related to certain loosely recognized
conventions that have been created by male dan in the older generations and are more strictly
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followed by male dan in the younger generations. By “loosely recognized conventions,” I am
referring to performance conventions that are shared among liupai, which teachers may or may
not emphasize in training, and individual performers may or may not choose to employ.
According to Qian Baosen, the essential requirement for male dan in the past was that
their performance should carry the “temperament of feminine charm and beauty 媚气” (40).
Qian elaborates on how to apply the appropriate “energy 劲” presenting this temperament in
“Mnemonic of Jingju Movement Scores.” First, pull down the eyelids a little. Second, inhale
through the nose. The mouth should not be open. Third, hold the breath, and with this final step,
the “temperament of feminine charm and beauty” emerges (Qian Baosen 40). Qian then stresses
that this kind of energy should be applied appropriately without overdoing or underdoing it (40).
Huadan masters Xun Huisheng and Yu Lianquan have both also articulated the basic
rules governing the movement of the mouth in order to best present the beauty of dan roles. First,
the shape of the mouth needs to be carefully manipulated throughout the whole performance, no
matter what kind of emotions the dan role character is expressing. According to Xun Huisheng,
while singing or speaking, the mouth should not be open too much. When not singing or
speaking, the mouth should be closed; it should appear to be quasi-closed or naturally closed
instead of fixedly closed. Dan characters with their mouths naturally closed look sedate and
gentle, which is appreciated by traditional Chinese society (He Baotang, Xun Huisheng wenji
29). Xun Huisheng also explains the appropriate presentation of a smile for dan role characters.
First, big smiles should be presented much less frequently than the small smiles. Second, no
matter what kind of smile, the mouth should not be open very much. Third, huadan roles usually
need to use a handkerchief to cover their mouths when smiling. Xun provides two reasons for
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these conventions: First, a small smile without showing the teeth is a custom that was set for and
followed by women in the imperial past; second, following these performance conventions leads
to an aesthetically preferred, implicit performance style (He Baotang, Xun Huisheng wenji 30).
Yu Lianquan describes such an implicit performance style by using the phrase
“containing [it] but not revealing [it] 含而不露” (He Baotang, Yu Lianquan 5). Similar to Xun
Huisheng’s comment, Yu Lianquan emphasizes the performance convention of refraining from
smiling with the mouth wide open and the teeth revealed. Along with that, he refers to a widely
supported and practiced principle in xiqu performance: hiding what is considered ugly. Using a
handkerchief to hide the smiling mouth is one of the manifestations of hiding the ugliness of an
inappropriate mouth shape, a shape that goes against the ideal beauty of a small mouth in
traditional Chinese society. Additionally, Yu Lianquan points out another performance
convention: “Not only do huadan [actors] not reveal their teeth while smiling, they also usually
angle their faces and only show the audience half of their smiling faces. Therefore, they appear
to be charming and attractive and also leave a lingering aftertaste for the audience” (He Baotang,
Yu Lianquan 11). This convention of showing an angled face while smiling serves a practical
function similar to the handkerchief, namely, to hide something: the enlarged mouth shape, a
smiling face, or the full presentation of an emotion. The charm and attractiveness lie in the sense
of shyness presented by the hiding action and in the desire to reveal the inner emotion only
through the half of the smiling face that is not hidden. The audience is attracted to a performance
style of “containing [it] but not revealing [it],” because their curiosity and imagination are
stimulated by the part that has been presented but their curiosity and imagination is not quite
satisfied because of the part that has been hidden or omitted on purpose by the actors.
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In contemporary Chinese society, the standards of beauty for women are much more
diverse. A broad spectrum of aesthetic and temperamental qualities is appreciated, ranging from
women who smile without showing their teeth to women who laugh with their mouths wide
open, from women who appear to be demure and introverted to women who seem audacious and
outgoing. Although portraying female characters from the past, the approaches and presentations
of actors growing up and/or performing in contemporary society have inevitably been influenced
by changing aesthetic and moral standards. Based on the limited samples of video recordings to
which I have access, I have discovered that the performance conventions and principles pointed
out by Xun Huisheng and Yu Lianquan are more strictly followed by male than by female dan.
In my research, my goal was to look for the video recordings of the same plays performed by
both a male dan and female dan, whose time periods, training backgrounds, and artistic
achievements are not too far apart. I have found and observed the video recordings of the
following cases: 1) male dan Chen Yongling (1929–2006) and female dan Li Yuru (1923–2008)
performing The Favorite Concubine Becomes Intoxicated, with reference to the performance of
Mei Lanfang in the same play; 2) the performances of the play Picking up the Jade Bracelet (Shi
yuzhuo) presented by male dan Yu Lianquan (1900–1967), male dan Chen Yongling and female
dan Li Yuru’s female disciple Chen Zhaohong; 3) The performances of The Phoenix Returns to
Its Nest (Fen huan chao) presented by male dan Mei Baojiu (1934–2016) and female dan Du
Jinfang (b. 1932), as well as by male dan Hu Wen’ge (b. 1967) and female dan Li Shengsu (b.
1966), and 4) the performances of Hong Niang presented by male dan Zhu Junhao (b. 1987) and
female dan Zhang Jiachun (b. 1983), with reference to the performance of their teacher male dan
Song Changrong in the same play. Because they are highly representative, and feature
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performers discussed at length elsewhere in this dissertation, I will focus on the second and third
cases.
The first example is the portrayal of the dramatic moment from the play Picking Up the
Jade Bracelet, in which the huadan character Sun Yujiao, a lovely girl from a commoner’s
family, presents a smile conveying her excitement and bashfulness after she has decided to
accept the bracelet left for her by Fu Peng, a young scholar who she has just encountered outside
of her doorsill. In his movement demonstration of Sun Yujiao’s smile, master Yu Lianquan
presents a smile without showing his teeth and performs covering his mouth with his right hand,
which is holding a handkerchief (see fig. 33). His face is slightly tilted to the right, looking
sideways at the bracelet he holds in his left hand. Yu Lianquan was trained in the 1910s, and
actively performed on the stage from the late 1910s to the 1940s. After the establishment of the
PRC, Yu Lianqun primarily focused on training xiqu students.70 This picture was first published
in 1962, in the book The Jingju Huadan Performing Art (京剧花旦表演艺术) edited and
recorded by Liu Yizhen based on Yu Lianquan’s oral narration.

70

For the details of Yu Lianquan’s career development, please see He Baotang’s Yu Lianquan huadan biaoyan
yishu, pp. 358–361.
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Fig. 33. Yu Lianquan performing the character Sun Yujiao. He Baotang’s Yu Lianquan huadan biaoyan yishu, p.
117.

Figures 34, 35, and 36 illustrate the same dramatic moment presented by male dan Chen
Yongling, probably in the 1980s. The character Sun Yujiao as performed by Chen first
repeatedly looks down at the bracelet then looks up (see fig. 34.1, 34.2), after which her eyeballs
move from side to side (see fig. 34.3, 34.4), with her mouth sometimes slightly pulled up (see
fig. 34.1), sometimes a little open (see fig. 34.2, 34.3), and sometimes she gently bites her lips
with her teeth (see fig. 34.4), all of which indicates her mixed emotions of excitement,
bewilderment, and bashfulness caused by such an unexpected incident. Figures 35 and 36
illustrate that Sun Yujiao is no longer confused and is overwhelmed with joy. She begins to have
a silent giggle as seen in Figure 35, with her left shoulder moving slightly back and forth (see fig.
35.1, 35.2), and her mouth sometimes open a bit (see fig. 35.2, 35.4) and sometimes closed (see
fig. 35.1, 35.3), indicating that she is trying very hard not to reveal her enormous joy. The silent
giggle evolves into the outburst of a quiet laugh as illustrated in Figure 36, in which Chen
demonstrates a continuous and minute change of facial expressions, from smiling without
showing his teeth (see fig. 36.1) to gradually grinning and increasingly showing more teeth (see
fig. 36.2, 36.3). The recurring movement patterns of hiding the mouth and turning away (see fig.
36.2–36.4) from the audience are also employed.

Fig. 34.1

Fig. 34.2

Fig. 34.3
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Fig. 34.4

Fig. 34. Chen Yongling performing the character Sun Yujiao from the play Picking Up the Jade Bracelet.
Screenshots from “Zoujin Chen Yongling de yishu shijie: Shi yuzhuo.”

Fig. 35.1

Fig. 35.2

Fig. 35.3

Fig. 35.4

Fig. 35: Chen Yongling performing the character Sun Yujiao from the play Picking Up the Jade Bracelet.
Screenshots from “Zoujin Chen Yongling de yishu shijie: Shi yuzhuo.”

Fig. 36.1
Fig. 36.2
Fig. 36.3
Fig. 36.4
Fig. 36. Chen Yongling performing the character Sun Yujiao from the play Picking Up the Jade Bracelet.
Screenshots from “Zoujin Chen Yongling de yishu shijie: Shi yuzhuo.”

Figures 24 and 25 illustrate the physical performance of female dan Chen Zhaohong in
the image-matched to-voice production video-recorded in 2004 to accompany the audio
recording of Li Yuru’s live performance in the 1980s. From 1997 to 2004, Li Yuru’s disciple,
Chen Zhaohong, performed in seven image-matched to-voice productions featuring Li Yuru’s
audio recordings. As Chen mentioned, Li Yuru began teaching these seven plays to Chen in
1978, and has gone over each play at least two more times with Cheng before each taping (Chen
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Zhaohong 10). The “Jingju Image-Matched to-Voice 京剧音配像” program was a statesponsored program aimed at rescuing the artistic legacies of former jingju masters and artists and
ensuring the preservation and continuation of their performance styles and particular
performance pieces. The disciples or successors of the respective artists and masters were chosen
to provide physical performances to match the audio recordings so as to recreate the classical
productions with their “original pattern and appearance 原模原样” and their “original juice and
flavor 原汁原味” (Li Ruihuan 12–13). Since Chen Zhaohong is the disciple of Li Yuru and was
repeatedly instructed by Li before shooting this production, the artistic choices made by Chen in
this performance can be assumed to be as accurate a copy of Li Yuru’s performance as possible.
The character Sun Yujiao as performed by Chen first looks down at the bracelet (see fig.
37.1) and then looks up with her eyeballs moving side to side (see fig. 37.3, 37.4), indicating that
she is still processing the sudden incident. Unlike the mouth movement of Yu Lianquan and
Chen Yongling, Chen Zhaohong’s mouth is wide open with her teeth revealed all the time in a
joyous smile. Such a smile reveals Sun’s obsession with pure excitement. Figure 38
demonstrates that she is bursting into a big laugh with her mouth and cheeks pulled up a little
more. Such a big laugh is accompanied by the performance convention of hiding and turning,
which adds a sense of bashfulness to the emotion of excitement. Overall, the Sun Yujiao
presented by Chen Zhaohong with a sustained grin, with a limited concealment of excitement
and limited revealing of bashfulness, appears to be calmer, more confident, and more modern in
comparison to the characteristics as portrayed by Yu Lianquan and Chen Yongling.
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Fig. 37.1
Fig. 37.2
Fig. 37.3
Fig. 37.4
Fig. 37. Chen Zhaohong performing the character Sun Yujiao from the play Picking Up the Jade Bracelet.
Screenshots from “Jingju Shi yuzhuo.”

Fig. 38.1
Fig. 38.2
Fig. 38.3
Fig. 38.4
Fig. 38. Chen Zhaohong performing the character Sun Yujiao from the play Picking Up the Jade Bracelet.
Screenshots from “Jingju Shi yuzhuo.”

The second case is the portrayal of the dramatic moments from The Phoenix Returns to
Its Nest (Feng huan chao) in which Cheng Xue’e, the younger daughter of a retired high official,
follows her father’s suggestion that she hide behind a folding screen and peek into the reception
room to see whether she likes Mr. Mu, a young scholar to whom her father would like to marry
her. The Phoenix Returns to Its Nest is one of Mei Lanfang’s signature plays. Mei designed three
rounds of peeking out from behind the screen to illustrate Cheng Xue’e’s emotions as a demure
and virtuous young lady who is increasingly attracted by the young scholar. The following
analysis revolves around the videoed performance of Mei Lanfang’s disciples male dan Mei
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Baojiu and female dan Du Jinfang, the two top successors of meipai in the second generation, as
well as the presentations of Mei Baojiu’s two distinguished disciples, male dan Hu Wen’ge and
female dan Li Shengsu. Mei Baojiu’s performance was recorded in 1996 as an image-matched
to-voice production to match the 1954 audio recording of Mei Lanfang. The video recordings of
Du Jinfang, Li Shengsu, and Hu Wen’ge were created in 1993, 2015, and 2017 respectively.
Miss Cheng Xue’e as performed by Mei Baojiu enters from upstage right and walks to
downstage right, disclosing to the audience that “Tangqian zun fu ming, ping hou kan cailang.
Shicai feng liao diedie zhi ming, qianlai touqu Mu Lang, dai wo xiangqian touqu touqu 堂前遵
父命，屏后看才郎。适才奉了爹爹之命，前来偷觑穆郎，待我向前偷觑偷觑” (“The order
of [my] father is obeyed, behind the folding screen [I] observe the talented man. I followed my
father’s order just now, coming here to take a look at Mr. Mu. Let me step forward and take a
look”). As illustrated in Figure 39, when Mei speaks the final word “touqu” (take a look), the
corners of his mouth are slightly pulled up, showing a mildly pleasant and calm face, an
expression of pleasure that Miss Cheng’s father has granted her this opportunity. Mei then looks
side to side (see fig. 40.1–40.3), showing that Miss Cheng is very cautious and a little worried
because she is fully aware that this action of secretly looking is not normally appropriate. After
confirming that there is no one around, Mei turns to the left, presenting the first secret look (see
fig. 40.4–40.6) and maintaining a mildly pleasant and cautious facial expression while looking.
After seeing Mr. Mu, Mei turns his body to the front while taking a deep breath and showing a
facial expression of surprise by slightly opening his mouth, intensifying his gaze, and showing a
moderately pleasant smile (see fig. 40.7). Mei also makes a gesture of clapping, indicating that
Miss Cheng is satisfied with Mr. Mu’s appearance. Then Mei says: “Aiya, ni kan nawei gongzi,
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shenqing gujun, qigai feifan 哎呀，你看那位公子，神清骨俊，气概非凡” (“Ah, look at that
gentleman who is elegant and handsome, with extraordinary spirit”).

Fig. 39. Mei Baojiu delivers the word “touqu” (take a look). Screenshots from “Jingju Feng huan chao, Mei
Baojiu.”

Fig. 40.1

Fig. 40.2

Fig. 40.3

Fig. 40.4
Fig. 40.5
Fig. 40.6
Fig. 40.7
Fig. 40. Mei Baojiu performing the first peek. Screenshots from “Jingju Feng huan chao, Mei Baojiu.”
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Having received a good impression of Mr. Mu, Mei moves his eyes to the right corner
(see fig. 41.1), then he nods his head and presses his lips together (see fig. 41.2, 41.3), indicating
that Miss Cheng has decisively made up her mind to take a look at Mr. Mu a second time. He
shows a moderately pleasant face while he is performing the second peek (see fig. 41.4–41.6),
which ends with another clapping gesture (see fig. 41.7). Mei then delivers the delighted line:
“Aiyaya, wo diedie yanli guoran bucha 哎呀呀，我爹爹眼力果然不差” (“Ah, my father is
really not bad at sizing people up”).

Fig. 41.1

Fig. 41.2

Fig. 41.3

Fig. 41.4
Fig. 41.5
Fig. 41.6
Fig. 41.7
Fig. 41. Mei Baojiu performing the second peek. Screenshots from “Jingju Feng huan chao, Mei Baojiu.”

After Mei performs the sequence indicating that Miss Cheng intends to take another peek,
he speaks the line: “Ou, wo buyao zaici tingliu, tang bei daniang jiejie kanjian, shuo wo qingbo,
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wo qie huifang qu ba 噢，我不要在此停留，倘被大娘姐姐看见，说我轻薄，我且回房去
吧” (“Oh, I should not stay here. If I were to be seen by my elder mother and elder sister, they
would say that I am frivolous. Let me just go back to my room”). Mei then turns around and
walks toward upstage right (see fig. 42.1). After only a few steps, though, he stops and turns to
the left, suggesting that Miss Cheng is so attracted by Mr. Mu that she is eager to take another
peek (see fig. 42.2). He then turns to the right, indicating that Miss Cheng is concerned about
being caught by other people (see fig. 42.3). Miss Cheng’s passion for Mr. Mu then wins out
over her anxiety, which is indicated by Mei Baojiu’s big movement of flipping his right water
sleeve in anticipation of the third secret look (see fig. 43.1–43.3). It is hard to see the details of
Mei’s facial expression in the process of taking the third look, except that the corners of his
mouth are pulled up a little as it was in the previous two peeks. While he is turning back to face
the audience, he performs an outburst of teeth-showing laughter with his gaze cast downward
and ends with the recurring convention of covering the mouth to show Miss Cheng’s
uncontrolled excitement and joy (see fig. 43.4, 43.5). Such an outburst is quickly restrained by a
moment of closing the mouth and directing the gaze up to the horizontal level (see fig. 43.6).
After that, Mei delivers the line: “Aiyaya, hao yige junxiu di shusheng 哎呀呀，好一个俊秀的
书生” (“Ah, what a handsome scholar”) with a moderately pleasant facial expression indicating
that Miss Cheng has successfully concealed her excitement and returned to the appearance of a
demure lady (see fig. 44). Right after that, Mei presents Miss Cheng’s final teeth-showing laugh
with the recurring conventions of covering the mouth, looking down, and turning the face away
from the audience (see fig. 45).
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Fig. 42.1
Fig. 42.2
Fig. 42.3
Fig. 42. Mei Baojiu preparing for the third peek. Screenshots from “Jingju Feng huan chao, Mei
Baojiu.”

Fig. 43.1

Fig. 43.2

Fig. 43.3

Fig. 43.4
Fig. 43.5
Fig. 43.6
Fig. 43. Mei Baojiu performing the third peek. Screenshots from “Jingju Feng huan chao,
Mei Baojiu.”
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Fig. 44.1. “Aiyaya” (Ah)
Fig. 44.2. “junxiu di” (handsome)
Fig. 44.3. “shusheng” (scholar)
Fig. 44. Mei Baojiu speaking the final line: “Aiyaya, hao yige junxiu di shusheng.” Screenshots from “Jingju
Feng huan chao, Mei Baojiu.”

Fig. 45.1
Fig. 45.2
Fig. 45.3
Fig. 45. Mei Baojiu presenting the final laugh. Screenshots from “Jingju Feng huan chao, Mei Baojiu.”

The artistic approach of Du Jinfang is similar to that of Mei Baojiu. Figures 47, 48, and
49 show the progression in Du’s emotions, from being mildly pleased to moderately pleased, and
then to being extremely excited. Du Jinfang presents a slightly more controlled outburst of
laughter after the third secret look because she manages not to show her teeth while she is
turning toward the audience (see fig. 49.4). When she delivers the final line, her facial expression
reveals more excitement than Mei Baojiu did. However, she lowers her head every time she
shows an uncontrollable bigger smile (see fig. 50.1, 50.2, 50.4), which indicates Miss Cheng’s
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demure nature. Du’s final laugh is more restrained, with her mouth consistently closed (see fig.
51).

Fig. 46. Du Jinfang speaking the word “touqu” (take a look). Screenshots from “Jingju Feng huan chao, Du
Jinfang.”

Fig. 47.1

Fig. 47.2

Fig. 47.3
Fig. 47.4
Fig. 47. Du Jinfang performing the first peek. Screenshots from “Jingju
Feng huan chao, Du Jinfang.”
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Fig. 48.1

Fig. 48.2

Fig. 48.3
Fig. 48.4
Fig. 48. Du Jinfang performing the second peek. Screenshots
from “Jingju Feng huan chao, Du Jinfang.”

Fig. 49.1

Fig. 49.2

Fig. 49.3
Fig. 49.4
Fig. 49. Du Jinfang performing the third peek. Screenshots from
“Jingju Feng huan chao, Du Jinfang.”
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Fig. 50.1. “Ai-” (Ah)

Fig. 50.2. “-yaya” (Ah)

Fig. 50.3 “meimao di” (good-looking)

Fig. 50.4. “shusheng” (scholar)

Fig. 50. Du Jinfang speaking the final line: “Aiyaya, hao yiwei meimao di shusheng.”
Screenshots from “Jingju Feng huan chao, Du Jinfang.”

Fig. 51. Du Jinfang presenting the final laugh. Screenshots from “Jingju Feng
huan chao, Du Jinfang.”

Hu Wen’ge’s approach to the three peeks shows a pattern similar to those of Mei Baojiu
and Du Jinfang. While also slightly pulling up the corners of his mouth, his first secret look
reveals more of Miss Cheng’s anxiety and cautiousness (see fig. 52.2, 52.3), probably because
his head is tilted lower than Mei’s (see fig. 40.3–40.5) and his arms are much less open than
those of Du (see fig. 47.1–47.3). Such an intense anxiety disappears from his moderately
pleasant smile (see fig. 53.2, 53.3) when performing his second peek, after he has presented his
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confirming clapping gesture (see fig. 53.1), indicating Miss Cheng’s determination. Before the
third peek, Hu presents a moment of tossing the water sleeves (see fig. 54.1), showing that Miss
Cheng has decided to discard her deep concerns about being caught since she has stayed behind
the screen for a while. Like Mei Baojiu, Hu executes a big movement of flipping the water
sleeves (see fig. 54.2) showing Miss Cheng’s anticipation of fulfilling her passion. Figures 54.2
and 54.3 illustrate that, while conducting the third secret look, Miss Cheng is trying very hard to
conceal her emerging excitement as can be seen in the tension in Hu’s cheeks, which are pulled
up, and the corners of his mouth, which are now pulled down. Like Du Jinfang, Hu reveals more
excitement when he delivers the final line and chooses to lower his head to hide his wide-open
mouth and mood (see fig. 55.1–55.4). In general, Hu’s chin is withdrawn a little bit more than
Du Jinfang’s. Hu’s final laugh progresses gradually from controlled, as indicated by a tightly
closed mouth (see fig. 56.1), to more ebullient, indicated by first showing the teeth, and then,
hiding his mouth and turning away from the audience (see fig. 56.2–56.4).

Fig. 52.1: “touqu”
Fi. 52.2
Fig. 52.3
Fig. 52.4
(have a look)
Fig. 52. Hu Wen’ge performing the first peek. Screenshots from “Jingju Feng huan chao, Hu
Wen’ge.”
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Fig. 53.1
Fig. 53.2
Fig. 53.3
Fig. 53.4
Fig. 53. Hu Wen’ge performing the second peek. Screenshots from “Jingju Feng huan chao, Hu Wen’ge.”

Fig. 54.1
Fig. 54.2
Fig. 54.3
Fig. 54.4
Fig. 54. Hu Wen’ge performing the third peek. Screenshots from “Jingju Feng huan chao, Hu Wen’ge.”

Fig. 55.1. “Ai-” (Ah)

Fig. 55.2. “-yaya” (Ah)

Fig. 55.3. “meimao di”
(good-looking)

Fig. 55.4. “shusheng”
(scholar)

Fig. 55. Hu Wen’ge speaking the final line: “Aiyaya, hao yiwei meimao di shusheng.” Screenshots from
“Jingju Feng huan chao, Hu Wen’ge.”
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Fig. 56.1
Fig. 56.2
Fig. 56.3
Fig. 56.4
Fig. 56. Hu Wen’ge presenting the final laugh. Screenshots from “Jingju Feng huan chao, Hu Wen’ge.”

Li Shengsu’s approach shows an apparent difference from those of Mei, Du, and Hu
because she presents a teeth-showing smile throughout all three rounds of peeks (see fig. 57–61),
and portrays Miss Cheng as a much calmer, more confident, and modern lady. Li initiates her
first secret look while she is delivering the word “touqu” (take a look) with a moderately pleasant
facial expression (see fig. 57.1), which she maintains after she finishes speaking the line (see fig.
57.2). Miss Cheng, as portrayed by Li, seems to show much more curiosity and less
scrupulousness. In Figure 58.1, Li’s gaze is directed to the left, and her smile disappears for a bit,
which indicates that Miss Cheng is considering taking a second look. Li’s eyeballs quickly move
to the right, and the teeth-showing smile appears on her face (see fig. 58.2). The facial
expressions demonstrated in Figures 58.1 and 58.2 portray Miss Cheng as a confident and selfassertive woman. The same teeth-showing smile is carried throughout the third round of looking
(see fig. 59.1–59.4), which ends in an outburst of laughter and the movement of covering the
mouth (see fig. 59.5) that Du Jinfang performs (see fig. 49.4). The same smile is given when Li
delivers the last line (see fig. 60). The difference in chin position and smile as executed by Li
indicates that her portrayal of Miss Cheng stands in stark contrast to Mei, Hu, and Du’s portrayal
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of that character as a shy and cautious young lady. After she speaks the last word “shusheng”
(scholar), she bursts into laughter (see fig. 61.1), opening her mouth a little more, raising her
chin a little more and looking out on the horizontal level, which enhances the representation of
Miss Cheng’s bright and confident personality. After a brief moment of control of the shape of
her mouth, Li allows a big laugh to burst out (see fig. 61.2). However, Li’s final laugh follows
the convention of covering the mouth and turning the face away from the audience (see fig. 61.3,
61.4).

Fig. 57.1: “touqu” (take a look)
Fig. 57.2
Fig. 57. Li Shengsu performing the first peek. Screenshots from “Jingju
Feng huan chao, Li Shengsu.”

Fig. 58.1
Fig. 58.2
Fig. 58.3
Fig. 58.4
Fig. 58. Li Shengsu performing the second peek. Screenshots from “Jingju Feng huan chao, Li Shengsu.”
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Fig. 59.1

Fig. 59.2

Fig. 59.3
Fig. 59.4
Fig. 59.5
Fig. 59. Li Shengsu performing the third peek. Screenshots from “Jingju Feng huan
chao, Li Shengsu.”

Fig. 60.1. “Aiyaya” (Ah)

Fig. 60.2. “junxiu di”
Fig. 60.3. “shusheng”
(handsome)
(scholar)
Fig. 60. Li Shengsu speaking the final line: “Aiyaya, haoge junxiu di shusheng.” Screenshots from
“Jingju Feng huan chao, Li Shengsu.”
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Fig. 61.1
Fig. 61.2
Fig. 61.3
Fig. 61.4
Fig. 61. Li Shengsu performing the final laugh. Screenshots from “Jingju Feng huan chao, Li Shengsu.”

The popularity of Li Shengsu among contemporary jingju audiences and her successful
performance career as a meipai dan role actor suggests that her modern touches to a demure
young lady from traditional Chinese society are probably accepted by contemporary society.
Perhaps Hu Wen’ge’s artistic choice to follow a more traditional approach was influenced both
by the subjective element of his artistic viewpoint and the objective condition of the need to
“conceal the ugly.” When I discussed with female dan teacher Cheng Rong my speculation that
male dan’s facial expressions seem to be more controlled and conservatively presented than
those of female dan, Cheng responded:
Because no matter what women do, they are still women. Men are different. If they
overdo it, it may reveal a fierce look, which is not good-looking. They have to find an
appropriate way. Their presentations may have to intentionally be more implicit instead
of exaggerated … [Otherwise], you may feel that it looks like a grimace, especially if
they have a hard stage appearance. (Personal Interview)
“A hard stage appearance” means that even after applying makeup and hairpieces, the
appearance of a male dan still reveals his masculine gender features, such as much more
prominent facial bones and a bigger mouth shape. This is probably one of the reasons that Hu
Wen’ge closely follows a conservative and traditional approach even in contemporary society,
where a woman smiling with her teeth showing and her cheeks raised is no longer considered to
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be ugly. Indeed, no matter what the reasons, Hu’s conservative and traditional approach
correspondingly creates a conservative and traditional image of a female character as compared
with the image portrayed by Li Shengsu.
In sum, the gendered physiological qualities of male dan show a close relationship with
the features of the gendered performance of male dan. The inner hardness of the vocal
performance of male dan is developed based on their broad, thick vocal qualities and sufficient
breath support. The physical movements built upon superior physical strength and explosive
power can incite great visual and emotional excitement. A conservative approach to facial
expression works remarkably well both in presenting the classical, traditional beauty of female
characters and in hiding the “ugliness” of the male dan. There are also specific cases in which
female dan have shown their limitations or met with inconvenience when continuing a male dan
tradition due to physiological differences, including “bowing high and singing low,” and wearing
kao battle gear.
In a changing society, the aesthetic values regarding the beauty of women are changing
drastically. The artistry and the ancient, classical beauty created by the male dan masters are
continued to be followed and highly appreciated by both professional dan role actors and
amateur performers, as well as xiqu critics and scholars in contemporary society. My official
interviews and communications with jingju audience members suggest that they adore
contemporary female dan actors. However, their appreciation of female dan can never replace
their cult following of the classical beauty of male dan. Hence the majority of audience members
who returned my questionnaires selected the choice that confirms the unique flavor or charm of
male dan. Among the 264 audience members who made this choice, 177 of them have also wrote
down the names of the “contemporary male dan 当代男旦” whose performances they liked. I
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did not provide a specific period regarding the definition of “contemporary.” As seen in Figure
62, 122 audience numbers took the trouble to write down the names of male dan who were
trained after 1949.
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55
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Male dan trained before
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Male dan trained after
1949

Total number

Fig. 62. Questionnaire question concerning the names of favorite contemporary male dan.
Question: Do you know any contemporary jingju male dan? (can select more than one answers)
a. Don’t know them
b. Have heard about them
c. Have seen their performances
d. Like his/their performances (Please write down his/their names_____________)

These results do not mean that these new male dan are more welcomed than male dan
trained before 1949 because, in many people’s understanding, “contemporary male dan” refers to
those who have been active in recent decades. Rather, this graph reveals that although male dan
who emerged after 1949 didn’t have training and performing opportunities equal to those who
emerged before 1949, the efforts of these new male dan have been recognized by contemporary
audience members. At least, when the 122 indicated that they believe in the unique flavor and
charm of male dan, they included these new male dan in their aesthetic evaluation. This very
well may be related to nostalgia, or to the desire on the part of these audience members to
reclaim the past. But it is certainly also a clear acknowledgement of what those new male dan’s
inheritance of what those male dan advocates in Chapter Two and I perceive as the irreplaceable
and invaluable male dan tradition.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION: NOW IS THE TIME TO TRAIN MALE DAN
Unlike the official attitudes on restricting male dan conveyed by the PRC government
before the Cultural Revolution, there has been a lack of clear political direction on the issue of
male dan training and development in the post-CR era. Against the background of the ambiguous
official attitude toward male dan in the post-CR era, jingju critics, scholars, and practitioners
have been forming their individual agendas, making their individual choices, and exploring their
individual paths.
The lack of clear political direction in the post-CR era suggests an official attitude that
neither actively supports nor actively restricts the development of male dan. The official attitude
of not actively limiting the development of male dan endowed male dan trained before 1949
with the freedom to continue to perform in the 1980s and 1990s and to pass down the male dan
tradition to the new male dan who emerged after the 2000s. The popularity of the performances
of these post-CR male dan evoked nostalgia for the halcyon days of jingju and male dan in the
first half of the twentieth century, and raised awareness of the irreplaceable value of male dan
performance. As discussed in Chapters Four and Five, among the qualified dan role candidates,
male dan are believed to have advantages with regard to learning and performing dan roles.
Jingju dan role performance was created and perfected by male dan, especially those
male dan masters active in the twentieth century. They created these performance techniques,
conventions, and patterns of stylization based primarily on their understanding of the behavior
and comportment of women in the imperial past, their fantasies of ideal women, and their own
physical conditions. To inherit and develop dan role performance, actors have to internalize the
performance through imitation and externalize the performance based on their own individual
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physical condition, artistic perceptions, and tastes. In addition to the individual variations, the
actors’ gender difference is considered a critical factor embedded within their physical
conditions, artistic perceptions, and tastes.
Unlike female dan, who may have to make a fair amount of adjustment to adapt the
stylized vocal and physical movements created by male dan to their own circumstances, there is
a sense of directness for male dan in the imitation process. In dan role performance, male dan
are believed to have more potential for approaching the ideal beauty established by the male dan
tradition. This ideal beauty involves an appropriate combination of masculinity and femininity
that is built and developed on the template of a flat/blank male body that is assumed to have
more masculine physical attributes such as strength and explosive force. Ideal beauty is also
intertwined with the idealized, classical beauty of women, whose inner qualities were highly
appreciated in the feudal and patriarchal society, and whose outer presence is portrayed
throughout the implicit approach discussed in Chapter Five. Male dan can more easily empathize
with the preferred inner qualities of these women, because they were the construct and projection
of men in that patriarchal society to begin with. The implicit approach therefore may not work
for female dan as well as it works for male dan. Additionally, such an ideal beauty of the dan is
linked to the aesthetic value of the stylized patterns and conventions that has certain distance
from the daily life behaviors of people. The distance between the gender of the male dan and the
female gender of female characters he portrays produces both difficulties and opportunities for
male dan to create exquisite performance conventions and patterns of stylization that externalize
their ideal female images. The shared gender of female dan and the female characters they play
has provided female dan with a creative convenience, namely, applying the advantages of the
female body and female experiences to their stage performances. In as much as the dan role
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category is traditionally focused to a large extent on the creation of the illusion of femininity,
their presentations diverge from the male tradition and shorten the distance between jingju
performance and daily life. The perception that female dan have not yet created their own
approach to raising and refining the behaviors of daily life, one with a new focus for stylization
other than the creation of femininity, is articulated in various ways by performers, audiences, and
scholars, who all widely acknowledged that there are nonetheless two styles of dan, male dan
and female dan. The male dan style is fully developed with an honored artistic heritage, and yet
has very few recognized contemporary adherents; the female dan style is actually not yet a
clearly articulated independent style, and yet dominates contemporary jingju performance. To
ensure the continuation of traditional dan role art and thereby the basis for the creation of a new
dan role style, it is therefore necessary to continue and increase the training of male dan.
Political restrictions and social prejudice have been the two major obstacles hindering the
training of male dan. The social discrimination has been embodied in an assumed link between
the onstage performance and offstage lives of male dan, and the anxiety over their violation of
gender orders. As discussed in Chapter Two, the PRC government’s homophobic agenda from
the 1950s to the 1990s may have reinforced the moral stigma imposed on male dan. After the
removal of the ambiguous “crime of hooliganism” from the criminal law books and the
depathologization of homosexuality in the 2000s, the social environment for sexual and gender
minorities has become increasingly more open and less oppressive. As discussed in Chapter
Two, scholar Fu Jin stated based on his experience working at NACTA, that the increase in
social acceptance of people of diverse sexual orientations meant that male dan were rarely
morally stigmatized during the 2010s. This decrease in stigmatization was also noted by Mu
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Yuandi, who, as discussed in Chapter Three, suffered verbal abuse when he was a student in the
1990s, but who stated on his weibo in 2013 that he had experienced less social prejudice.
My 2016 and 2017 questionnaire survey on the perspective of jingju audiences can also
serve as an example of the relaxed social environment for male dan in contemporary society. As
discussed in Chapter Two, the moral stigma attached to being a male dan is caused by an anxiety
over the blurred line between a male dan’s onstage performance and his offstage life, which
seems to be a violation of gender order. To undermine the assumed onstage/offstage link, male
dan adherents reinforced the idea that most male dan are “healthy” and “normal” offstage and
can separate their offstage life from their onstage performances. Such a perspective of
onstage/offstage separation is still a mainstream idea that is embraced and/or practiced in public
if not in private by male dan, their teachers, male dan advocates, and social media. The data
from my questionnaire suggests that the audience members have a very tolerant attitude toward
the onstage/offstage separation issue. As illustrated in Figure 63 below, 64% of the 377 audience
members did not think that male dan’s onstage performance and offstage life were necessarily
connected. In other words, a majority of respondents do not have anxiety that a man performing
as a woman will cause him to engage in unacceptable behaviors offstage.
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Fig. 63: Questionnaire question concerning the connections between a male dan’s onstage performance and his
offstage behavior.
Question: Do you think there are any connections between a male dan’s onstage performance and his offstage
behavior? (For instance, would you consider that male dan tend to be feminized offstage?) (single choice)
a. Have connections (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
b. Don’t have connections (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
c. Other (Please explain: _______________________________)

Forty-nine out of the 243 audience members who believed that the onstage performance
and offstage life were not necessarily connected further explained their reasons. As shown in
Figure 64, 69% of them responded to this issue from an objective perspective, pointing out that
artistic performance and offstage lives should be viewed separately, or that the circumstances are
different for individual actors. 31% of them stated their preference for a separation between
onstage performance and offstage life.
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Fig. 64. Further explanations provided by audience members who chose “Don’t have connections.”

Figure 65 illustrates that thirty-eight audience members believe that there are onstageoffstage connections and hope that such associations do not exist, which suggest their dislike of
male dan who cannot separate their onstage performance and offstage lives. However the support
of the binary gender norms does not affect most of their experiences as spectators: 85% of them
either indicated that gender does not affect their appreciation of a male dan’s onstage
performance or expressed their preference for male dan, while only 15% conveyed a dislike of
male dan or a preference for female dan. Figures 64 and 65 show that, among the 87 audience
members who provided further explanations, only six of them demonstrated a negative attitude
toward the assumed onstage and offstage connections and their dislike of male dan as binary
gender rule violators. Other audience members may have embraced gender binary ideologies, but
such gender prejudice did not affect their spectatorship or their appreciation of male dan
performance.
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Fig. 65. Further explanations provided by audience members who chose “Have connections.”

The audience's tolerant attitude was further illustrated in their response to the question
regarding their expectations concerning a male dan’s offstage behavior. As shown in Figure 66,
83% out of 232 audience members had no expectations, which suggests that their focus was
solely on the onstage performance of male dan or indicates either a disinterest in or respect for
male dan’s offstage lives.
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Fig. 66: Questionnaire question concerning the expectations for male dan’s offstage behavior.
Question: Do you have any expectations regarding male dan’s offstage behavior?
a. Have expectations (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
b. Don’t have expectations (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)

Figure 67 shows the data based on the perspectives of the sixteen audience members who
selected “Don’t have expectations” and provided further explanations: 88% of them said that
they only focused on the onstage performance or that they respected actors’ freedom and privacy
in their offstage lives. One audience member articulated the belief that male dan’s offstage life
was normal. In contrast, another audience member suggested that the confusion of onstage
performance and offstage life was beneficial for the stage performance. This data indicates that
only a few audience members either buy the “normal and healthy” ideology regarding the male
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dan’s offstage image or stand in opposition to that official ideology. Most audience members
chose to ignore the “normal and healthy” ideology while advocating for focusing on the onstage
performance and respecting the personal choices of male dan in their offstage lives.
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Fig. 67. Further explanations provided by audience members who selected “Don’t have expectations.”

Figure 68 shows the data based on the perspectives of the thirty-five audience members
who selected “Have expectations” and provided further comments: 7% of them offered
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suggestions that were not related to gender, while 93% of them contributed comments that were
closely associated with gender. Seventy-one percent of the thirty-five audience members
advocated for the official ideology that calls for the onstage/offstage separation and promotes
masculine images. Two audience members directly stated their belief that it is important to abide
by the gender rule of heterosexual orientation. One audience member expressed a dislike of male
cross-gender performance, which “is weird, and even disgusting, and will affect the masculinity
of the nation.” The data in Figure 68 suggests that, for audience members who have expectations
regarding a male dan’s offstage behavior, following the binary gender system is their primary
concern.
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Fig. 68. Further comments provided by audience members who selected “Have expectations.”

The idea that most of the audience believes the focus should be on the stage performance and
shows a tolerant attitude toward the offstage lives of male dan is further reinforced by the data
analyzed in Figures 69, 70, and 71. Figure 69 displays the data gathered from audience members
who answered the question about expectations for male dan’s onstage performance and offstage
lives. Out of 111 audience members, 44% selected “have expectations.” Compared with the data
shown on Figure 66, which displays the audience response to a question about the offstage
behavior of male dan, there is a 27% increase in the percentage of those audience members with
expectations for both onstage and offstage lives of male dan. As shown in Figure 70, thirty-two
audience members with expectations provided further explanations: 43% of them expressed their
expectations about a male dan’s onstage performance; 33% of them conveyed their enthusiasm
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for seeing more performance from male dan; and only 21% of them articulated expectations
about the offstage behavior of male dan. Only one audience member attending the 11 June 2017
performance stated an objection to the development of male dan and justified the objection by
writing that “since Liberation, state-run troupes have not encouraged [the development of male
dan]” (“Questionnaire”). Eleven times more audience members supported the development of
male dan than rejected it. As shown in Figure 71, only five audience members who selected
“don’t have expectations” articulated their reasons: two of them expressed their respect for
actors’ private lives; one felt that a good onstage performance was the only expectation; one
expressed appreciation for male dan who were willing to inherit this traditional art; and one
commented on male dan’s offstage behavior by opining that it was normal for men to be
feminized.
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Fig. 69. Questionnaire question concerning the expectations for male dan’s onstage performance and
offstage behavior.
Question: Do you have any expectations regarding male dan’s onstage performance and offstage behavior?
(single choice)
a. Have expectations (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
b. Don’t have expectations (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
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Fig. 70. Further comments provided by audience members who selected “Have expectations.”
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Fig. 71. Audience members who selected “Don’t have expectations” and provided further explanations.

The response to the questionnaire suggests that most of the audience members chose to
focus on the onstage performance of the male dan and showed a lack of interest in their offstage
behavior. A majority of the audience members, no matter whether they supported a binary
gender system or not, felt that a male dan’s offstage behavior did not affect their appreciation of
his onstage performance. Very few audience members articulated their objection to the binary
gender system. Equally few objected to male dan or male cross-gender performances. The
tolerant attitude of the audience as seen in the responses to the questionnaires suggests that the
assumed onstage/offstage link does not, in general, actually affect audiences’ enjoyment of male
dan performances. Jingju audience are not as sensitive to male dan’s offstage behaviors as was
assumed. Therefore, social prejudice should not be taken as an excuse for hindering the training
of male dan.
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Furthermore, as seen in Chapter Three, despite the comparatively relaxed social
environment, new male dan seem to be continuing to follow the encouraged ideal practice of
onstage/offstage separation and have actively and successfully collaborated with the media to
promote “healthy” and “normal” images offstage. In my interviews with them, very few new
male dan currently working in the state-run institutions and studying at xiqu schools and colleges
expressed to me any ideas that differed from the mainstream dictum that they must be masculine
men offstage. As discussed in Chapter Three, Mu Yuandi is one of the few state-employed male
dan who expressed the idea of being oneself offstage without caring about others’ opinions. But
no matter what they said during our meetings or expressed in their video-recorded interviews and
reports, I observed that none of these male dan exhibited behaviors that fell short of gender
expectations. However, in my meetings with male dan interviewees who worked outside the
state-run system or performed dan roles as amateurs, I encountered a wider range of gender
behaviors and gender views. Nonetheless, a sense of propriety still highlighted the majority of
their words and behaviors that conformed to the gender binary system.
Following the examples of the master male dan of the twentieth century, maintaining a
gender distance from the female roles, and behaving appropriately offstage according to the
social expectations of the male gender, remain an indispensable part of the continuation of the
male dan tradition. Mei Wei, an amateur male dan, a jingju scholar and critic, and the grandson
of Mei Baojiu, explained that for male dan, the cultivation of the ideal offstage behavior is
equally as important as the cultivation of the ideal onstage performance (Mei Wei, Personal
Interview). As in their onstage performance, in which a mastery of the fine art of presenting
masculinity and femininity is critical, the sense of propriety is equally critical in their offstage
behavior. They have been trained to keep a gender distance from their stage performance to ease
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the spectators’ anxiety about their offstage lives and to prepare these spectators to enjoy their
performances free of any negative concerns. The training of new male dan at the xiqu schools
and academies should not cause a significant threat or challenge to the mainstream gender
values, and therefore, should not be hindered because of such concerns.
Concerning the political obstacle: it is very difficult to change the Party's official attitude
of not actively supporting the development of male dan. However, as discussed in Chapter Two,
with the support of its principal Sun Yumin, the Professional Xiqu Academy of Beijing (PXAB)
began to accept male dan students in 2003, and a few male dan have graduated from PXAB
since then. These cases show the Party’s tolerance for the training of a few male dan. Scholar Fu
Jin’s open call for the training of male dan and his assertion that there are no critical social or
political obstacles hindering the National Academy of Chinese Theatre Arts (NACTA) from
accepting male dan also suggest a growing tolerance in the official attitude. It seems to me that
to put Fu Jin’s summons into practice, it would be necessary for NACTA to follow in the steps
of PXAB. The opening of NACTA, the most prestigious xiqu training academy at the national
level, would set a fine example for other xiqu training schools and academies.
As discussed in Chapter Two, under the insistence of its director Shu Tong, NACTA
admitted Yang Ruiyu, a male wudan (martial female roles) from Taiwan, in 2013. However, this
incident did not open the door of NACTA for other male dan. As Shu Tong explained, Yang’s
Taiwanese identity was the major reason that Shu was able to convince other admission
committee members to accept Yang Ruiyu; he was seen as an exception. Furthermore, Shu and
other xiqu educators’ insistence on only training the top, most talented male dan candidates
decreases the possibility of opening NACTA to all male dan students. With limited training
opportunities, very few male dan can be trained at an early age. This means that there are even
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fewer chances for a male dan to become a top candidate and thus stand out from the
predominately female dan candidates who have been—and are being—intensively trained.
From my perspective, in order to solve this dilemma, it is critical for the educators and
administrators of NACTA to follow the approach of Sun Yumin and accept male dan who have
the potential to be good dan role actors. Liu Zheng had not accepted intensive dan role training
before he became a student in PXAB and his success in amateur circles did not necessarily mean
that he was a top candidate whose artistry overshone the female candidates who had graduated
from professional xiqu training schools at the secondary level. However, his acceptance at PXAB
paved the way for other male dan, especially those who showed competitive acting skills before
admission. Therefore, I argue that, instead of calling for male dan candidates who have
undertaken training from an early age as scholar Fu Jin suggests, and instead of insisting on male
dan with extremely outstanding artistry as Shu Tong suggests, I believe NACTA should open its
admissions to all male dan candidates who exhibit the potential to be good dan role actors, just
as they do for female dan role candidates.
Indeed, as discussed in Chapter Two, opportunities for male dan to be accepted by staterun jingju troupes are also rare unless they are capable of being a leading actor. Compared to an
average male dan, an average female dan is considered more valuable because there is no
limitation on her performing a wide range of jingju play genres, including both traditional and
modern plays, nor on her playing many roles ranging from leading roles to secondary roles to
minor supporting roles. It is widely accepted and practiced that male dan are not supposed to
perform modern plays. Male dan performing supporting roles will easily stand out visually
because other supporting dan roles are played by women. However, entering the state-run theatre
companies is no longer the only goal for those educated by NACTA in jingju performing art.
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Zhao Jingbo, the former vice-president of NACTA, told me that since the early 1980s, the
graduates of NACTA have no longer been assigned jobs, so only a small number of graduates
are actually able to work as professional actors in state-run theatre troupes and schools (Personal
Interview). In the first three decades after 1949, under the planned socialist economy, all college
graduates were assigned to jobs. In the post-CR era, however, under the socialist market
economy, graduates of NACTA, like other college graduates, must find work on their own.
According to Zhao Jingbo, starting in the 1980s, the state-run theatre troupes began to cut the
number of their personnel. However, currently, because of the support of the government in
developing jingju, quite a few young people are willing to learn jingju. NACTA has trained
many more students than needed by the state-run theatre troupes (Personal Interview). Students
who are not hired by the state-run jingju troupes or schools and academies, must use their
expertise to find other working opportunities in the field of art and culture in or outside of the
state-run systems. Due to this circumstance, it seems to me that the training goal of NACTA has
become less focused on preparing jingju actors for jingju troupes and more oriented toward
developing people with expertise in traditional performing art to prepare them to compete in a
much more open and broader market of art and culture. For this reason, the restriction on staterun theatre companies accepting male dan does not justify the agenda of only training top male
dan candidates.
With the comprehensive awareness of the aesthetic value of male dan art, the relaxed
social environment concerning gender and sexual minorities, and a comparatively tolerant
official attitude toward the training of male dan, I argue that now is the time to train male dan.
Administrators and educators at xiqu colleges and academies, especially at NACTA, should
lower their strict requirement expectations and be open to male dan students who show potential
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to be good dan role actors. In three years, Hu Wen’ge’s male dan disciple Ba Te’er will graduate
from high school. He told me that he wanted very much to accept dan role training at a
professional xiqu academy. It is my hope that NACTA or other xiqu training academies will be
ready to offer him and other new male dan a place to train at the college level.
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APPENDIX 1: LIST OF OFFICIAL INTERVIEWEES
Male Dan
Bi Guyun 毕谷云. Personal Interview. 18 Dec. 2016, 7 June 2017. Beijing.
Dong Fei 董飞. Personal Interview. 25 February 2017. Beijing.
Guo Yu’ang 郭宇昂. Personal Interview. 2 May 2017. Beijing.
Hu Wenge 胡文阁. Personal Interview. 18 April 2017. Beijing.
Li Jian 李健. Personal Interview. 15 April 2017. Beijing.
Liu Zheng 刘铮. Personal Interview. 30 June 2017. Beijing.
Liu Xinran 刘欣然. Personal Interview. 17 January 2017. Beijing.
Lu Shan 卢山. Personal Interview. 12 March 2017. Beijing.
Lu Wei 鲁威. Personal Interview. March 2017. Beijing.
Ma Chongxi 马崇禧 (b. 1936). Personal Interview. 8 March 2017. Beijing.
Ma Yuqi 马玉琪. Personal Interview. 24 October 2016. Beijing.
Mei Baojiu 梅葆玖. Personal Interview. 24 July 2014. Beijing.
Mu Yuandi 牟元笛. Personal Interview. 18 December 2016. Shanghai.
Shen Fucun 沈福存. Personal Interview. 2 September 2017. Chongqing.
Shu Changyu 舒昌玉. Personal Interview. 11 June 2017. Shanghai.
Song Changrong 宋长荣. Personal Interview. 27 December 2016. Beijing.
Wen Tian 温天. Personal Interview. 9 April 2017. Beijing.
Wu Yinqiu 吴吟秋. Personal Interview. 15 January 2016, 12 December 2016, 27 June 2017.
Beijing.
Xia Yifan 夏一凡. Personal Interview. 4 March 2017. Beijing.
Yu Yuheng 于玉蘅. Personal Interview. 2 November 2016. Beijing.
Wang Chao 王超. Personal Interview. 6 May 2017. Beijing.
Wen Ruhua 温如华. Personal Interview. 18 June 2018, 30 October 2016, 18 June 2017. Beijing.
Wu Rujun 吴汝俊 (b. 1963). WeChat Interview. 21 February 2017.
Yang Ruiyu 杨瑞宇 (b. 1991). Personal Interview. 1 June 2017. Beijing.
Zhao Xiyu 赵锡宇 (b. 1935). Personal Interview. 1 July 2017. Beijing.
Zhu Junhao 朱俊好. Personal Interview. 27 December 2016. Beijing.
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Female Dan
Shen Xiaomei 沈小梅. Personal Interview. 21 Dec. 2017. Beijing.
Shi Yihong 史依弘. Personal Interview. 9 June 2017. Shanghai.
Wang Zhiyi 王志怡. Personal Interview. 14 May 2017. Beijing.
Zhang Nanyun 张南云 . Personal Interview. 6 June 2017. Shanghai.
Chen Qi 陈琪. Personal Interview. 30 June. 2017. Beijing.
Chang Qiuyue 常秋月. Personal Interview. 5 Mar. 2017. Beijing.
Cheng Rong 程荣. Personal Interview. 11 May 2017. Beijing.
Feng Hairong 冯海荣. Personal Interview. 29 June 2017.
Jiang Yishan 姜亦珊. Personal Interview. 10 May 2017. Beijing.
Li Wenmin 李文敏. Personal Interview. 10 March 2017. Beijing.
Li Yali 李亚莉. Personal Interview. 16 June 2017. Beijing.
Sun Yumin 孙毓敏. Personal Interview. 7 Mar. 2017. Beijing.
Li Yufu 李玉芙. Personal Interview. 7 May 2017. Beijing.
Wei Haimin 魏海敏. Personal Interview. 25 Apr. 2017. Beijing.
Zhang Huifang 张慧芳. Personal Interview. 14 Mar. 2017. Beijing.
Zhang Jing 张晶. Personal Interview. 16 June 2017. Beijing.
Zhang Xunpeng 张洵彭. Personal Interview. 18 Dec. 2016. Shanghai.
Other Jingju Actors
Huang Dehua 黄德华 (male chou). Personal Interview. 8 Dec. 2016. Beijing.
Li 李晶 (female laosheng). Personal Interview. 14 June 2017. Personal Interview. Beijing.
Li Mingyan 李鸣岩 (female laosheng and laodan). Personal Interview. 29 June 2017. Beijing.
Liao Jiani 廖佳妮 (female laosheng). Personal Interview. 2 June 2017. Beijing.
Liu Jiaxin 刘嘉欣 (female hualian). Personal Interview. 26 June 2017. Beijing.
Men Shuting 门书婷 (female laosheng). Personal Interview. 19 June 2017. Beijing.
Niu Biao 钮骠 (male laodan and chou). Personal Interview. 1 July 2017. Beijing.
Shao Yakun 邵雅昆 (female hualian). Personal Interview. 5 June 2017. Beijing.
Shu Tong 舒桐 (male hualian). Personal Interview. 27 June. 2017. Beijing.
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Tan Xiaoyu 谭筱羽 (female laosheng). Personal Interview. 25 June 2017. Beijing.
Wang Wenduan 王文端 (female laosheng). Personal Interview. 23 June 2017. Beijing.
Yang Nan 杨楠 (male xiaosheng). Personal Interview. 8 June 2017. Shanghai.
Ye Peng 叶蓬 (male laosheng). Personal Interview. 23 June 2017. Beijing.
Zhao Baoxiu 赵葆秀 (female laodan). Personal Interview. 28 June 2017. Beijing.
Zhu Qiang 朱强 (male laosheng). Personal Interview. 30 Nov. 2016. Beijing.
Xiqu Critics/Scholars/Theorists
Chen Zhiming 陈志明. Personal Interview. 17 June 2017. Beijing.
Chi Jun 池俊. Personal Interview. 18 Oct. 2016. Beijing.
Gong Hede 龚和德. Personal Interview. 19 June 2017. Beijing.
He Baotang 何宝堂. Telephone Interview. 15 June 2017.
Jin Fei 靳飞. Personal Interview. 27 Apr. 2017. Beijing.
Mei Wei 梅伟. Personal Interview. 13 Dec. 2016. Beijing.
Wu Ying 吴迎. Personal Interview. 30 June 2017. Beijing.
Xia Yuan 夏源. Personal Interview. 25 June 2017. Beijing.
Yan Quanyi 颜全毅. Personal Interview. 26 June 2017. Beijing.
Zhao Jingbo 赵景勃. Personal Interview. 17 June 2017. Beijing.
Zhou Chuanjia 周传家. Personal Interview. 22 June 2017. Beijing.
Xiqu Fans and Audience Members
Bao Xiaohui 鲍晓慧 (jingju fan and piaoyou). Personal Interview. 1 June 2017. Beijing.
Jia Limin 贾利民 (jingju fan). Personal Interview. 25 Apr. 2017. Beijing.
Tang Rong 唐荣 (jingju fan and piaoyou). Personal Interview. 10 Oct. 2016. Wuhan.
Tian Song 田松 (jingju fan). WeChat Interview. 8 Apr. 2017.
Zhao Qing 兆庆 (jingju fan). Personal Interview. 15 Apr. 2017. Beijing.
Zhen Kun 振坤 (jingju fan). Personal Interview. 25 Apr. 2017. Beijing.
Eight anonymous audience members for the performance of “Jingju Male Dan Performance of
the Focal Scenes from the Four Great Schools of ‘Mei Shang Cheng Xun’ 京剧‘梅尚程
荀’四大流派男旦折子戏专场演出.” Personal Interviews. 22 Jan. 2017. Beijing.
Eleven anonymous audience members for the jingju performance of Benevolent Bodhisattva
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(Aixin guanyin 爱心观音). Personal Interviews. 18 Feb. 2017. Beijing.
Four anonymous audience members for the jingju performance of The Phoenix Returns to Its
Nest (Feng huan chao 凤还巢). Personal Interviews. 5 Mar. 2017. Beijing.
Seven anonymous audience members for the jingju performance of The Xi’an Incident (Xi’an shi
bian 西安事变). Personal Interviews. 28 July 2017. Beijing.
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APPENDIX 2: SAMPLE LISTS OF CORE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Questions for Dan Role Actors Concerning Their Career Developments
1) 咱们聊聊您学戏和演戏的经历吧？
Shall we talk about your training and performance experience?
2) 当时是怎么开始学戏的？
How did you begin to learn xiqu?
3) 当时是怎么开始学旦角的？
How did you begin to perform dan roles?
4) 当时家里人支持您演旦角吗?
Did your family support you to perform dan roles at that time?
5) 旦角里面您都专攻哪些行当？
What are the specific sub-categories of dan that you focus on?
6) 训练的过程是怎么样的？
What was the process of training?
7) 学戏的过程中有没有遇到过什么阻力？
Are there any obstacles in your training process?
8) 工作之后的时候表演机会多吗？
Are there a lot of performance opportunities after you start to work?
9) 最近一年一般演能演几场？
How many performances in a year, in general, are you assigned to perform recently?
10) 您觉得演出机会少主要是什么原因？
What are the main reasons do you think account for the few performance opportunities?
11) 有没有感觉因为性别原因演出受到过限制?
Do you feel any restrictions in performance because of your gender?
Questions for Dan Role Actors Concerning Their Training Experiences
1) 教您的老师主要有谁？
Who are the primary teachers that have taught you?
2) 您跟男/女老师学过戏吗？都有谁？
Have you been taught by male/female teachers? Who are they?
3) 您都学了哪些戏？哪些是经常演的？
What plays have you studied? What plays have you performed frequently?
4) 您觉得跟男老师和女老师学戏有什么不一样吗？能具体说说吗？
Do you feel any difference in learning from male and female teachers? Could you be
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more specific?
5) 有没有谁的教导让您感觉特别受益或者给您的印象特别深刻？为什么？
Are there any teachers whose instructions make you feel exceptionally beneficial or
impressed? If there are, what are the reasons?
6) 您教过男旦/女旦学生吗？
Have you ever taught male dan/female dan students?
7) 你觉得教男学生与教女学生有什么不一样吗？能具体说说吗？
Do you feel any difference in teaching male and female students? Could you be more
specific?
Questions for Dan Role Actors, Jingju Scholars and Critics, and Audience Members
Regarding Dan Role Performance
1) 您觉得男旦和女旦表演的风格有没有什么不同？能具体说说吗？
Do you feel any difference in the performance styles of male dan and female dan? Could
you be more specific?
2) 您觉得男旦表演有它独特的魅力或者味道吗？能具体说说吗？
Do you think that the performance of male dan has its unique charm or flavor? Could you
be more specific?
3) 您觉得男旦表演旦角有没有什么优势和劣势？能具体说说吗？
Do you think there are any advantages and disadvantages for male dan in performing dan
roles? Could you be more specific?
4) 您觉得女旦在表演旦角的时候有没有什么优势？能具体说说吗？
Do you think there are any advantages and disadvantages for female dan in performing
dan roles? Could you be more specific?
5) 有没有您比较欣赏的旦角演员？为什么？
Are there any dan role actors that you admire? Why?
6) 除了那些男旦大师们, 有没有您比较欣赏的旦角演员？为什么？
Except for these male dan masters, are there any dan role actors that you admire? Why?
Questions for Dan Role Actors, Jingju Scholars and Critics, and Audience Members
Concerning Connections Between the Onstage Performance and Offstage Behavior of Male
Dan
1) 您觉得男旦台上的表演和台下的生活有联系吗？
Do you think there are any connections between a male dan’s onstage performance and
offstage behavior?
2) 您觉得男旦应该把台上的表演和台下的生活分开吗？
Do you think a male dan should separate his onstage performance and offstage behavior?
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3) 您对男旦台下的行为有什么要求或者期待吗？比如你会希望他台下不要女性化吗？
Do you have any requirements or expectations for a male dan’s offstage behavior? For
instance, do you expect him not to be feminized offstage?
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APPENDIX 3: QUESTIONNAIRE
All the questionnaires distributed are in Chinese. The questionnaire was first created on 3 Dec.
2016. Then, I made some changes on 9 Dec. 2016, 20 Jan. 2017, 8 Apr. 2017, and 8 Jun. 2017.
The questionnaire provided below is the version revised on 8 Jun. 2017. Major variations in
other versions are marked below. English translation is also provided below.
您好！我叫马妍，是美国夏威夷大学戏剧系的博士生，目前在做关于京剧男旦
京剧男旦的博士论
京剧男旦
文研究。您的参与将对这个学术研究意义重大！如果您愿意，请填写以下问卷（含正、
请填写以下问卷（含正、
反面）。（赠送一杆笔，略表心意！）
反面）
Hello! My name is Yan Ma. I’m a PhD student in the Theatre Department at the University of
Hawaii in the US. Currently, I am conducting a research on the topic of jingju male dan for my
dissertation. Your participation is significant for this academic research! If you want, please fill
out the questionnaire below (including the font side and the back side). (The pen is a gift for
you to show my gratitude!)
1. 您的性别: _________
1. Your Gender: _________
2. 您的年龄:_________
2. Your Age: _________
3. 您从事的行业: _________
3. Your Profession: _________
4. 教育背景 (单选)
a. 小学及以下
b. 初中
c. 高中
d. 本科 e. 本科以上
4. Education Background (single choice)
a. Elementary school and below b. Middle school c. High school
d. College e. Above college
5. 您看戏曲／喜欢戏曲多久了？ (单选)
a. 不到1年
b. 1到5年
c. 5到10年
d. 10年以上
5. How long have you watched/liked xiqu? (single choice)
a. Less than 1 year b. 1 to 5 years c. 5 to 10 years d. More than 10 years
Note: On the previous four versions the following question is asked instead:
您了解京剧吗? (单选)
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a. 不了解
b. 了解一点
c. 了解
d. 非常了解
How much you know jingju? (single choice)
a. Know nothing b. Know a little c. Know it d. Know it very well

6. 您喜欢哪些当代
当代京剧旦角
旦角演员吗？
（可多选）
当代
旦角
a. 不了解

b. 听说过

c. 看过他（们）的表演

d. 喜欢他（们）的表演 (请写下他（们）的名字:_____________)
6. Do you like any contemporary jingju dan role actors? (You can select more than one
choices.)
a. Don’t know them b. Have heard about them c. Have seen their performances
d. Like his/her/their performances (Please write down his/her/their names_____________)
7. 您了解当代
当代的京剧男旦（乾旦）
男旦（乾旦）吗?
(可多选)
当代
男旦（乾旦）
a. 不了解

b. 听说过

c. 看过他（们）的表演

d. 喜欢他（们）的表演 (请写下他（们）的名字：_______________)
7. Do you know any contemporary jingju male dan? (can select more than one answers)
a. Don’t know them b. Have heard about them c. Have seen their performances
d. Like his/their performances (Please write down his/their names_____________)
8.和女旦
女旦（坤旦）
男旦艺术有自己独特的韵味／魅力吗？(单选)
女旦 坤旦）艺术相比，您认为男旦
坤旦）
男旦
a. 有（如果您愿意，请解释:_______________________________）
b. 没有（如果您愿意，请解释:__________________________________）
c. 其它（请解释:______________________________________________）
8. Compared to with female dan, do you think the art of male dan has a unique flavor or charm?
(single choice)
a. Has (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
b. Does not have (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
c. Other (Please explain: _______________________________)
9. 演员的性别会影响到您对旦角表演的欣赏吗? (比如，您会更欣赏／更反感男旦艺术
男旦艺术吗)
男旦艺术
(单选)
a. 会影响（如果您愿意，请解释:__________________________________）
b. 不会影响 （如果您愿意，请解释:_______________________________）
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c. 其他（请解释:________________________________________________）
9. Would the gender of actors affect your appreciation of dan role performance? (For instance,
will you appreciate/dislike the art of male dan more?) (single choice)
a. Would affect (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
b. Would not affect (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
c. Other (Please explain: _______________________________)
10.您认为男旦
男旦台上表演和台下的生活有联系吗？
（比如，您觉得男旦台下会比较女性化
男旦
吗）？(单选)
a. 有联系（如果您愿意，请解释:__________________________________）
b. 没有联系（如果您愿意，请解释:________________________________）
c. 其他（请解释:________________________________________________）
10. Do you think there are any connections between a male dan’s onstage performance and his
offstage behavior? (For instance, would you consider that male dan tend to be feminized
offstage?) (single choice)
a. Have connections (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
b. Don’t have connections (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
c. Other (Please explain: _______________________________)
11.您认为坤生（女老生、女花脸）
坤生（女老生、女花脸）台上表演和台下的生活有联系吗？（比如，您觉得她
坤生（女老生、女花脸）
们台下会比较男性化吗）？(单选)
a. 有联系（如果您愿意，请解释:__________________________________）
b. 没有联系（如果您愿意，请解释:________________________________）
c. 其他（请解释:________________________________________________）
11. Do you think there are any connections between the onstage performance and offstage
behavior of female sheng (female laosheng, female hualian)? (For instance, would you
consider that they tend to be masculinized offstage?) (single choice)
a. Have connections (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
b. Don’t have connections (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
c. Other (Please explain: _______________________________)
12.您对男旦
男旦舞台上的艺术或者生活中的言行有什么建议／期待吗？(单选)
男旦
a. 有（如果您愿意，请解释:______________________________________）
b. 没有（如果您愿意，请解释:____________________________________）
12. Do you have any expectations regarding male dan’s onstage performance and offstage
behavior? (single choice)
a. Have expectations (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
b. Don’t have expectations (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
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Note: In the first version of the questionnaire, the following question is asked instead:
您对男旦
男旦生活中的言行有什么建议／期待吗？(单选)
男旦
a. 有（如果您愿意，请解释:______________________________________）
b. 没有（如果您愿意，请解释:____________________________________）
Do you have any expectations regarding male dan’s offstage behavior?
a. Have expectations (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
b. Don’t have expectations (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
13.您对坤生（女老生、女花脸）
坤生（女老生、女花脸）舞台上的艺术或者生活中的言行有什么建议／期待吗？
坤生（女老生、女花脸）
(单选)
a. 有（如果您愿意，请解释:______________________________________）
b. 没有（如果您愿意，请解释:____________________________________）
13. Do you have any expectations regarding the onstage performance and offstage behavior of
female sheng (female laosheng, female hualian)? (single choice)
a. Have expectations (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
b. Don’t have expectations (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
Note: In the first version of the questionnaire, the following question is asked instead:
您对坤生（女老生、女花脸）
坤生（女老生、女花脸）生活中的言行有什么建议／期待吗？(单选)
坤生（女老生、女花脸）
a. 有（如果您愿意，请解释:______________________________________）
b. 没有（如果您愿意，请解释:____________________________________）
Do you have any expectations regarding the onstage performance and offstage behavior of
female sheng (female laosheng, female hualian)? (single choice)
a. Have expectations (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)
b. Don’t have expectations (If you want, please explain: _______________________________)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------非常感谢您的参与！请将问卷交到取问卷的地方
交到取问卷的地方。
交到取问卷的地方
如果您有兴趣和我有更多的交流，
请加马妍的微信号：xxxx
或者打电话：xxxx
请加马妍的微信号：
或者打电话：
若您愿意，也欢迎留下您的联系方式：_____________
若您愿意，也欢迎留下您的联系方式：
Thank you very much for your participation! Please return the questionnaire to where you
receive it. If you are interested in communicating with me, please contact Yan Ma via WeChat
at: xxxx or cell phone at: xxxx. If you want, you are welcome to provide your contact
information here: _____________.
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GLOSSARY
Xiqu Troupes, Schools, and Associations (alphabetized by English translation)
ASS

Art School of Shijiazhuang (Shijiazhuang Yishu Xuexiao 石家庄艺术学校),
Shijiazhuang

ASX

Art School of Xi’an (Xi’an Shi Yishu Xuexiao 西安市艺术学校), Xi’an, Shannxi

AXCB

Association of Xiqu Criticism in Beijing (Beijing Xiqu Pinglun Xuehui 北京戏

CJCBMR

曲评论学会), Beijing
Comrades-in-Arms Jingju Company of the Beijing Military Region (Beijing
Junqu Zhanyou Jingjutuan 北京军区战友京剧团), Beijing

CJT
CJTCJP

Children’s Jingju Troupe (Shao’er Jingjutuan 少儿京剧团), Jilin, Jilin
Changrong Jingju Theatre Company of Jiangsu Province (Jiangsu Sheng
Changrong Jingju Yuan 江苏省长荣京剧院), Huai’an, Jiangsu

CLACA

China Literature and Art Critics Association (Zhongguo Pinglunjia Xiehui 中国评
论家协会), Beijing

CPJC

Children’s Palace of Jilin City (Jilinshi Shaonian Gong 吉林市少年宫), Jilin,
Jilin

FDTSY

Four Dimension Theatre School for Youth (Si Wei Ertong Ju Xiao 四维儿童剧
校), Beijing, the predecessor of NSCTA

GOC

GuoGuang Opera Company (Guoguang Jutuan 国光剧团), Yilan, Taiwan

JTCH
JCBXSJP

Jingju Theatre Company of Harbin (Ha’erbin Jingjuyuan 哈尔滨京剧院)
Jilin City Branch of the Xiqu School of Jilin Province (Jilinsheng Xiqu Xuexiao
Jilinshi Fenxiao 吉林省戏曲学校吉林市分校), Jilin, Jilin

JTA

Jingju Troupe of Anshan (Anshanshi jingjutuan 鞍山市京剧团), Anshan,
Liaoning

JTTB

Jingju Theatre Troupe of Benxi (Benxishi Jingjutuan 本溪市京剧团), Benxi,
Liaoning

JTC

Jingju Troupe of Chongqing (Chongqingshi Jingjutuan 重庆市京剧团),
Chongqing

JTCB

Jingju Theatre Company of Beijing (Beijing Jingjuyuan 北京京剧院), Beijing

JTCJP

Jingju Theatre Company of Jiangsu Province (Jiangsusheng Jingjuyuan 江苏省京
剧院), Nanjing, Jiangsu

JTCN

Jingju Theatre Company of Ningxia (Ningxia Jingjutuan 宁夏京剧团), Ningxia,
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Yinchuan
JTCT

Jingju Theatre Company of Tianjin (Tianjin Jingjuyuan 天津京剧院), Tianjin

JTGP

Jingju Troupe of Guizhou Province (Guizhousheng Jingjutuan 贵州省京剧团),
Guizhou, Guiyang

HCAS

Huai’an Culture and Art School (Huai’an Wenhua Yishu Xuexiao 淮安文化艺术
学校), Jiangsu, Huai’an

NACTA

National Academy of Chinese Theatre Arts (Zhongguo Xiqu Xueyuan 中国戏曲
学院), Beijing

NSCTA

National School of Chinese Theatre Arts (Zhongguo Xiqu Xuexiao 中国戏曲学
校), Beijing, the predecessor of NACTA

NPOC

National Peking Opera Company (Guojia Jingjuyuan 国家京剧院), Beijing

NTCPA

National Taiwan College of Performing Arts (Guoli Taiwan Xiqu Xueyuan 国立
台湾戏曲学院), Taibei, Taiwan

PXAB

Professional Xiqu Academy of Beijing (Beijing Xiqu Yishu Zhiye Xueyuan 北京
戏曲艺术职业学院), Beijing

QTX

Qinqiang Troupe of Xi’an (Xi’anshi Qinqiang Jutuan 西安市秦腔剧团), Xi’an,
Shannxi

SJTC

Shanghai Jingju Theatre Company (Shanghai Jingjuyuan 上海京剧院), Shanghai

TCT
XCSTA

Three Celebrations Troupe (San Qing Ban 三庆班), Beijing
Xiqu College of the Shanghai Theatre Academy (Shanghai Xiju Xueyuan Xiqu
Xueyuan 上海戏剧学院戏曲学院), Shanghai

XSLP

Xiqu School of Liaoning Province (Liaoningsheng Xiqu Xuexiao 辽宁省戏曲学
校), Shenyang, Liaoning

XSS

Xiqu School of Shanghai (Shanghaishi Xiqu Xuexiao 上海戏曲学校), Shanghai,
the predecessor of XSSTA

XST
XSSTA

Xiqu School of Tianjin (Tianjinshi Xiqu Xuexiao 天津市戏曲学校), Tianjin
Xiqu School of the Shanghai Theatre Academy (Shanghai Xiju Xueyuan Fushu
Xiqu Xuexiao 上海戏剧学院附属戏曲学校), Shanghai

Theatre Houses and Other Theatrical Performance Venues (alphabetized by English
translation)
Beijing Tianqiao Performing Arts Center (Beijing Tianqiao Yishu Zhongxin 北京天桥艺术中
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心), Beijing
Chang’an Grand Theatre (Chang’an Da Xiyuan 长安大戏院), Beijing
Star Theatre (Fan Xing Xiju Cun 繁星戏剧村), Beijing
Mei Lanfang Grand Theatre (Mei Lanfang Da Juyuan 梅兰芳大剧院), Beijing
Performance Theatre of PXAB (Beijing Xiqu Yishu Zhiye Xueyuan Paiyanchang 北京戏曲艺术
职业学院排演场), Beijing
Three Celebrations Tea House (San Qing Yuan 三庆园), Beijing
The Cultural Center of Shijingshan District (Shijingshanqu Wenhuaguan 石景山区文化馆),
Beijing
Tianchan Yifu Theatre (Tianchan Yifu Wutai 天婵逸夫舞台), Shanghai
Zhengyi Temple Theatre (Zheng Yi Ci 正乙祠), Beijing
Theatrical Terms, Plays and Scene Titles (alphabetized by English translation)
actor/prostitute hall, or tangzi hall (xianggu/xianggong tangzi 相姑/相公堂子), or private
residence (siyu 私寓): places for raising and training young male xiqu actors, and as
brothels where male actors, including male dan, provided sensual pleasures for male
customers in the Qing dynasty
The Anecdotal History of Tai Zhen (Taizhen waizhuan 太真外传)
The Azalea Mountain (Dujuan shan 杜鹃山)
back bending and waist bending flower (xiayao beigong hua 下腰背躬花): a technique
involving the handling of the weapon and the movements of back-bending and waistbending
“The Battle in Golden Mountain” (“Zhan Jin Shan 战金山”), a focal scene of Lady Liang
Hongyu (Liang Hongyu 梁红玉)
The Battle of the Wan City (Zhan wan cheng 战宛城)
Benevolent Bodhisattva (Aixin guanyin 爱心观音)
bending-body round circle (tashen yuanchang 塌身圆场): a style of dan role running step
“Bestowed Bathing in the Hua Qing Bath” (“Hua Qing ci yu 华清赐浴”), a scene from The
Great Concubine of Tang (Da Tang guifei 大唐贵妃)
Black Dragon Residence (Wu long yuan 乌龙院)
bowing high and singing low (gao la di chang 高拉低唱): a musical approach applied by
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actors featuring that: the melodic stringed instrument is played/bowed in a high pitch and
the singer sings an octave below it
buttock seat (pigu zuozi 屁股座子): a performance technique
call-on meter (jiaoban 叫板): a speaking convention in which short phrases or the final phrases
of a spoken line are delivered in a way that is prominently elongated and musicalized
before the actor sings an aria
“Collecting the Firewood” (“Jian chai 捡柴”), a scene from the play The Match of Chun and Qiu
(Chun Qiu pei 春秋配)
The Cosmic Blade (Yuzhou feng 宇宙锋)
Cui Ping Mountain (Cui ping shan 翠屏山)
erotic plays (fenxi 粉戏)
exit flower (xiachang hua 下场花): a performance convention of demonstrating highlydemanding martial techniques to externalize the winner’s inner emotional excitement
before the winner exits the stage
Fair-Faced Gentleman (Baimian langjun 白面郎君)
The Favorite Concubine Becomes Intoxicated (Guifei zuijiu 贵妃醉酒)
female dan (kundan 坤旦/nüdan 女旦): female actors who perform female roles
five great famous actors (wuda mingling 五大名伶): the five actors including Mei Lanfang,
Shang Xiaoyun, Cheng Yanqiu, and Xun Huisheng, and Xu Biyun
flower guide (huapu 花谱): the literary works in which xiqu actors, including male dan,
were ranked, evaluated, and publicized by the literati authors in the Qing dynasty
folding the waist and getting down the height (zhe yao xiagao 折腰下高): a “getting down the
height” technique involving a back flip
four-beat head (si ji tou 四击头): a percussion pattern usually used to accompany the dynamic
poses executed by the actors during the entrance, exit, and throughout the performance
four great dan (sida mingdan 四大名旦): the four great dan role actors including Mei Lanfang,
Shang Xiaoyun, Cheng Yanqiu, and Xun Huisheng
getting down the table (xiazhuo 下桌)/ getting down the height (xiagao 下高): a technique
involving the movement sequence of standing on the height, jumping off the height,
executing a kind of tumbling(s)
great blade flowers (da dao hua 大刀花): the techniques of manipulating the great blade, a lancelike weapon with a single-edged blade on the end of a pole
The Great Concubine of Tang (Da Tang guifei 大唐贵妃)
hand flip (shouti 手提): a technique of “taking the wrestling”
handstand (nading 拿顶): a basic technique for jingju performance
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The Happy Auguries of the Dragon and the Phoenix (Long feng cheng xiang 龙凤呈祥)
The Heavenly Maiden Scatters Flowers (Tian nü san hua 天女散花)
Hegemon King Says Farewell to His Queen (Bawang bieji 霸王别姬)
Hong Niang (Hong Niang 红娘)
Hongni pass (Hongni guan 虹霓关)
horse-riding position (qima shi 骑马式): a posture with feet positioned wide apart and knees
bent
internal performance (neibu yanchu 内部演出): a performance presented for invited audience
members only, usually including people in the xiqu world
The Jade Hall Spring (Yu tang chun 玉堂春)
jump turn (tiaozhuan 跳转): a type of turn in jingju
Lady Dongfang (Dongfang furen 东方夫人)
Lady Hong Fu (Hong Fu zhuan 红拂传)
Lady Hu Sanniang (Hu Sanniang 扈三娘)
Lady Lü Zhu Leaps from the Tower (Lü Zhu zhuilou 绿珠坠楼)
Lady Macbeth (Ma Bo Si shi 马伯司氏)
Lady Mu Takes the Command (Mu Guiying guashuai 穆桂英挂帅)
Lady Xi Shi (Xi Shi 西施)
“Lady Zhaojun Leaves the Pass” (“Zhaojun chusai 昭君出塞”), a scene of the play Han Ming
Concubine (Han Ming fei 汉明妃)
“large singing lines” (daqiang 大腔): the primary melody
large voice (da sangzi 大嗓子): a vocal projection method, also known as natural voice
(jiasheng 假声)
lead-in meter (daoban 导板): one of the metrical types of jingju vocal music
liangxiang with a big slow hand movement (da huang shou liangxiang 大缓手亮相)
liangxiang of holding up the moon while jumping and turning (ping tuo yue tiao zhuan
liangxiang 平托月跳转亮相)
Longing for Worldly Pleasure (Si fan 思凡)
“The Lost Son” (“Shi zi jing feng 失子惊疯”), a scene from The Mirror of Longevity (Qiankun
fushou jing 乾坤福寿镜)
Making a Pilgrimage to the Golden Top Mountain (Chao jin ding 朝金顶)
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male dan (qiandan 乾旦/nandan 男旦): male actors who specialize in dan roles in xiqu
The Match of Mei and Yu (Mei Yu pei 梅玉配)
modern plays (xiandai xi 现代戏): the plays set in the modern period since the May
Fourth Movement in1919
Mulan Joins the Army (Mulan congjun 木兰从军)
newly-written historical plays (xinbian lishi ju 新编历史剧): xiqu plays created after 1949 but
set in the historical past before the May Fourth Movement in 1919
The Pavilion of Royal Monuments (Yu bei ting 玉碑亭)
The Phoenix Returns to Its Nest (Feng huan chao 凤还巢)
Muke Stronghold (Muke zhai 穆柯寨)
passing the bump (guobao 过包): a technique of “taking the wrestling”
Picking Up the Jade Bracelet (Shi yuzhuo 拾玉镯)
pointing/point (zhidian 指点): a teaching method in which teachers give feedback (“points”) to
help students make further improvements
post promotion (jia guan 加官): a technique of front flip
powerful water (hanshui 旱水): a technique for martial dan roles
“The Reunion in the Heaven” (“Xianxiang xuyuan 仙乡续缘”), a scene from The Great
Concubine of Tang (Da Tang guifei 大唐贵妃)
The Red Lantern (Hong deng ji 红灯记)
revolutionary modern jingju model plays (geming xiandai jingju yangbanxi 革命现代京剧样板
戏), also known as jingju model plays (jingju yangbanxi 京剧样板戏) or model plays
(yangban xi 样板戏)
round circle (yuanchang 圆场) or running step (paobu 跑步): the basic fast-walking/running
step of dan role
rushing forward by traversing the heart (chuanxin qianpu 穿心前扑): a “doing the wrestling”
technique
The Sequel of Jade Hall Spring (Houbu yu tang chun 后部玉堂春)
Sizhou City (Sizhou cheng 泗州城)
side of yao (pangyao 旁腰)
Silang Visits His Mother (Silang tanmu 四郎探母)
skills of movement sequences (shenduan gong 身段功)
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skills of yao and legs (yaotui gong 腰腿功)
skills of weapons (bazi gong 把子功)
skills on the carpet (tanzi gong 毯子功)
small singing phrases (xiaoqiang 小腔): grace notes and ornamentation
small voice (xiao sangzi 小嗓子): a vocal projection method, also known as falsetto voice
(jiasheng 假声)
A Sorrow that Transcends Life and Death (Sheng si hen 生死恨)
Spark Amid the Reeds (Ludang huozhong 芦荡火种)
sparrow hawk turn (yaozi fanshen 鹞子翻身): a type of turn in jingju
stepping position (tabu 踏步): a basic dan role standing position with one foot in the front and
the other foot on the back, with the weight is on the front foot
Surplus Year After Year (Niannian youyu 年年有余)
taking the wrestling (chaojiao 抄跤)/ “doing the wrestling” (zoujiao 走跤): a general term for
different specific techniques accomplished by cooperation and interaction of two actors;
the person called “base” (dizuo 底座) providing support for the person referred to as
“point” (jianzi 尖子)
Taking Tiger Mountain by Strategy (Zhiqu Weihushan 智取威虎山)
“The Three Claps” (“San jizhang” 三击掌”), a scene of the play The Red-Maned Fiery Steed
(Hong zong liema 红鬃烈马)
traditional plays (chuantong xi 传统戏): the xiqu plays created in various historical
periods before 1949
turning the bump (zhuanbao 转包): a technique of “taking the wrestling”
Unexpected Reunion (Qi shuang hui 奇双会)
A Visit to the Family Grave (Xiao shang fen 小上坟)
waist sash (yao jinzi 腰巾子)
The Wangjiang Pavilion (Wang jiang ting 望江亭)
water sleeves (shuixiu 水袖), the extended silk sleeves of xiqu costumes
“The Wu Family Slope” (“Wu jia po 武家坡”), a focal scene from the play The Red-Maned
Fiery Steed (Hong zong lie ma 红鬃烈马)
Wu-style new jingju (wushi xin jingju 吴氏新京剧): jingju productions created by Wu Rujun
wusheng 武生, the martial male role
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Theatrical Terms (alphabetized by Chinese romanization)
bangzixi 梆子 (lit. “clapper theatre”): a xiqu form from Shanxi and Shaanxi provinces
chengpai 程派 (the school/style of Cheng Yanqiu)
chou 丑: comic role and the performer who plays it.
choudan 丑旦: comic female role the performer who plays it
chuanju 川剧 (Sichuan “opera”): regional theatre form from Sichuan province
dan 旦: female role and the performer who plays it; when used without a modifier, the term
usually indicates a young female role in this research
daomadan 刀马旦 (lit. “horse and saber dan”): role category for martial female characters
usually with high military positions, featuring the skill of combat
diaomao 吊毛 (lit. “hang the hair”): a somersault technique
erhuang 二黄: one of the principal modes in jingju musical system
huadan 花旦 (lit. “flower dan”): the role category usually for young and middle-aged female
characters who are charming, vivacious and lovely, featuring speaking and dance-acting
skills
huashan 花衫 (lit. “flower shirt”): the role category for young and middle-aged female
characters, requiring a combination of the specialized performance skills, including the
singing of qingyi, dance-acting of huadan, and combat of daomadan
jing 净/hualian 花脸: painted-face, larger than life male role and the performer who plays it
jinghu 京胡: the principal melodic instrument for jingju
jingju 京剧 (Beijing/Peking “opera”): a national xiqu genre developed in Beijing
kao 靠 (stage armor): it including the hard armor (yingkao 硬靠) and the soft armor (ruankao 软
靠); an actor in the hard armor wearing a set of kao armor flags (kaoqi 靠旗) strapped to
the back; a set of kao armor flags consisting of an armor pad (kaozhen 靠枕) and four
flags inserted on the top of it
kunqu 昆曲(Kun “opera”): a xiqu genre developed in Kunshan, Jiangsu province
laodan 老旦: the older female role
laosheng 老生: the older male role
liangxiang 亮相 (lit. “showing the appearance”): a series of movements ending in a dynamic
pose
liupai 流派: schools/styles of performance in xiqu
longtao 龙套(lit. “dragon set”): the minor supporting roles
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meipai 梅派: the school/style of master Mei Lanfang
piaoyou 票友(lit. “ticket friend”): amateur xiqu performers
qiangbei 抢背 (lit. “scramble for the back”): a tumble technique
qiao 跷: a device of wooden toe shoes to imitate the bound feet of women in imperial China
qiba 起霸 (lit. “arising dominance”): sequence of movements indicating preparations for battle
qinqiang 秦腔: regional xiqu form in Shaanxi province
qingyi 青衣 (lit. “blue cloth”): the role category usually for demure young and middle-aged
women with singing as the principal mode of expression
shangpai 尚派: the school of master Shang Xiaoyun
sheng 生: male role and the performer who plays it
sixiao mingdan 四小名旦 (four young famous dan)
wangpai 王派: the school/style of master Wang Yaoqing
wenchou 文丑 (lit. “civil chou”): comic, and civil male roles
wudan 武旦 (lit. “martial dan”): category for martial female characters featuring the skill of
combat
xiaosheng 小生: young male role
xipi 西皮: one of the principal modes in jingju musical system
xiqu 戏曲 (indigenous Chinese theatre)
xuezi 褶子: robe
xupai 徐派 : the school/style of master Xu Biyun
xunpai 荀派: the school/style of master Xun Huisheng
yanshen 眼神 (lit. “eye spirt”): the use of eyes as the center of characterization and selfpresentation
yao 腰: the area encircling the body between the bottom of the rib cage and the top of the
pelvis” (Ruru Li 60)
yueju 越剧 (Yue “opera”): a regional xiqu form developed in Shaoxing, Zhejiang province
yuju 豫剧 (Yu “opera”): the regional xiqu form of Henan province
zhangpai 张派: the school/style of master Zhang Junqiu
Names of People
Primary Male Dan Interviewees Trained before 1949
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Bi Guyun 毕谷云 (b. 1930)
Mei Baojiu 梅葆玖 (1934–2016)
Shen Fucun 沈福存 (b. 1935)
Shu Changyu 舒昌玉 (b. 1927)
Song Changrong 宋长荣 (b. 1935)
Wu Yinqiu 吴吟秋 (b. 1931/1929)
Yu Yuheng 于玉蘅 (b. 1925)
Primary Male Dan Interviewees Trained after 1949
Guo Yu’ang 郭宇昂 (b. 1997).
Hu Wenge 胡文阁 (b. 1967)
Liu Zheng 刘铮 (b. 1974)
Liu Xinran 刘欣然 (b. 1978)
Ma Yuqi 马玉琪 (b. 1939)
Mu Yuandi 牟元笛 (b. 1983)
Wang Chao 王超 (b. 1997)
Wen Ruhua 温如华 (b. 1947)
Wu Rujun 吴汝俊 (b. 1963)
Yang Ruiyu 杨瑞宇 (b. 1991)
Zhu Junhao 朱俊好 (b. 1987)
Other Male Dan Trained Before 1949
Ban Shichao 班世超 (1921–2016)
Chen Delin 陈德霖 (1862–1930)
Chen Yongling 陈永玲(1929–2006)
Cheng Yujing 程玉菁(1906–1995)
Xu Biyun 徐碧云 (1903–1971)
Li Defu 李德富
Li Jinhong 李金鸿 (1923–2010)
Li Xihong 李喜鸿(1930–2007)
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Mei Lanfang 梅兰芳 (1894–1961)
Nan Tiesheng 南铁生 (1902–1991)
Shang Xiaoyun 尚小云(1900–1976)
Sun Ronghui 孙荣蕙(1925–2003)
Wang Yaoqing 王瑶卿 (1881–1954)
Wang Yinqiu 王吟秋(1925–2001)
Wei Changsheng 魏长生 (1744–1802)
Xun Huisheng 荀惠生(1900–1968)
Yan Shishan 严实善 (1919–2007)
Yang Ronghuan 杨荣环 (1927–1994)
Yu Lianquan 于连泉(1900–1967)
Zhang Junqiu 张君秋 (1920–1997)
Zhao Rongchen 赵荣琛(1916–1996)
Zhu Chuanming 朱传茗(1909–1974)
Other Male Dan Trained After 1949
Ba Te’er 巴特尔 (b. 2005)
Dong Fei 董飞 (b. 1985),
Yang Lei 杨磊 (b. 1978)
Yin Jun 尹俊 (b.1988)
Ye Jincai 叶晋才
Li Jian 李健 (b. 1973)
Lu Shan 卢山 (b. 1937)
Lu Wei 鲁威 (b. 1991)
Lü Honglou 吕红楼
Ma Chongxi 马崇禧 (b. 1936)
Wen Tian 温天 (b. 1964)
Xia Yifan 夏一凡 (b. 1993)
Zhang Xuehao 张学浩 (b. 1947)
Zhao Xiyu 赵锡宇 (b. 1935)
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Female Dan Interviewees Trained before 1949
Shen Xiaomei 沈小梅 (b. 1937)
Wang Zhiyi 王志怡 (b. 1936)
Zhang Nanyun 张南云 (b. 1935)
Other Female Dan Trained before 1949
Du Jinfang 杜近芳 (b. 1932)
Hang Shaohua 黄少华 (b. 1933)
Li Yuru 李玉茹 (1923–2008)
Qin Xuefang 琴雪芳(1905–1931)
Wu Suqiu 吴素秋 (1922–2016)
Xie Ruiqing 谢锐青(b. 1932)
Xue Yanqin 雪艳琴 (1906–1986)
Yan Huizhu 言慧珠(1919–1966)
Zhang Meijuan 张美娟 (1929–1995)
Zhao Yanxia 赵燕侠 (b. 1928)
Female Dan Interviewees Trained after 1949
Chen Qi 陈琪 (b. 1947)
Chang Qiuyue 常秋月 (b. 1978)
Cheng Rong 程荣 (b. 1967)
Feng Hairong 冯海荣 (b. 1972)
Jiang Yishan 姜亦珊 (1978–2019)
Li Wenmin 李文敏 (b. 1938)
Li Yali 李亚莉 (b. 1971)
Li Yufu 李玉芙 (b. 1938)
Shi Yihong 史依弘 (b. 1972)
Sun Yumin 孙毓敏 (b. 1940)
Wei Haimin 魏海敏 (b. 1957)
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Zhang Huifang 张慧芳 (b. 1968)
Zhang Jing 张晶 (b. 1968)
Zhang Xunpeng 张洵彭 (b. 1941)
Other Female Dan Trained After 1949
Bao Qiyu 鲍绮瑜 (1940–2005)
Chen Zhaohong 陈朝红
Deng Min 邓敏 (b. 1969)
Kang Huilan 康慧兰
Li Mixin 李蜜鑫
Li Shengsu 李胜素 (b. 1966)
Li Shuping 李树萍
Li Weikang 李维康 (b. 1947)
Lin Ping 林萍
Lin Yan 林燕
Liu Changyu 刘长瑜 (b. 1942)
Ma Shuxian 马淑贤
Sun Mingzhu 孙明珠 (b. 1944)
Wang Jizhu 王继珠 (b. 1945)
Wang Shiying 王诗英
Xue Yaping 薛亚萍 (b. 1946)
Zhang Jiachun 张佳春 (b. 1983)
Zhang Xinyue 张馨月(b. 1980)
Zhang Yijuan 张逸娟(b. 1958)
Zhang Huoding 张火丁(b. 1971)
Zhou Meihui 周美慧
Names of Other People Mentioned in the Research (not including authors whose works are listed
in the bibliography)
Bao Zemin 鲍泽民
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Fan Meiqiang 范梅强
Guo Yu 郭宇
Huang Zhen 黄镇
Jiang Fengshan 姜凤山
Jiang Qing 江青
Li Qi 李琪
Li Wanchun 李万春 (1911–1985)
Pei Yanling 裴艳玲 (b. 1947)
Qian Jinfu 钱金福 (1862–1937)
Tan Xinpei 谭鑫培 (1847–1917)
Wang Peiyu 王珮瑜 (b. 1978)
Weng Ouhong 翁偶红
Wu Jiang 吴江
Xu Xiang 徐翔
Yang Xiaolou 杨小楼 (1878–1938)
Yang Miao 杨淼 (b. 1982)
Yang Shaohua 杨少华
Ye Shenglan 叶盛兰 (1914–1978)
Zhang Baifa 张百发
Zhang Xuejin 张学津 (1941–2012)
Zhang Yu 张宇
Zhao Hongtao 赵洪涛
Zheng Guoyi 郑过宜
Zhou Enlai 周恩来
Zhu Hongfu 朱洪福
Zhu Qiang 朱强 (b. 1961)
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